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PROGRAMMABLE TIMER
TIMES FROM MICROSECONDS TO HOURS

SPINNING HEART
A VALENTINE PROJECT
FOR YOUR LOVED ONE

TELESOUND
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PLAY YOUR PERSONAL HI-FI THROUGH A TV
THE No.1 INDEPENDENT MAGAZINE for ELECTRONICS, TECHNOLOGY and COMPUTER PROJECTS

AMSTRAD PORTABLE PC'S FROM £149 (PPC1512SD).
£179
(PPC151200).
£179
(PPC1640SD).
£209
(PPC1640DD). MODEMS £30 EXTRA.NO MANUALS OR
PSU.
HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 100w each
4onm impedance and consisting of 612 -woofer 2" rrad range and
1' tweeter Ideal to work with the amplifier descrbed above Pnce per
pair £30 00 Order ref 30P7R
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitable for high voltage
experiments or as aspare for amicrowave oven etc 250v AC input
£10 00 ref I0P93R
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated with touch
switches Complete with 4digit display, digital clock and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable)
Ideal for all sorts of precision timer applications etc £6 00 ref 6P18R
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE.Stranded optical fibres sheathed in black
PVC Five metre length £7 00 ref 7P29R
12V SOLAR CELL.200mA output ideal for trickle
charging etc 300 mm square Our price £15 00 ref 15P42R
PASSIVE INFRA-RED MOTION SENSOR.
Complete with daylight sensor adjustable lights
on timer (8 secs -' 5mins) 50 range with a90
deg coverage Manual overide facihty Com.
_
plate with wall brackets bulb holders etc Brand
new and guaranteed £25 00 ref 25P24R
Pack of two PARIS bulbs for above unit £12 00
ref 12P43R
VIDEO SENDER UNIT Transmit both audio and video signals
from either a eater) camera edeo recorder or computer to any
standard TV set within a100' ranger (tune TV to aspare channel)
12v DC op £15 00 ref 15P39R Suitable mains adaptor £5 00 ref
5P191R
FM TRANSMITTER noosed in •standard working 13A adapter
(bug is mains driven) £26 00 ref 26P2R
MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of
.
walkie talkies with arange of up to 2kilometres Units
measure 2262055mm Complete with cases £30 00 , ir

ref 30P12R
FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE.Srnaii hand held unit
with a500 rangel 2transmit power levels rags PP3 battery Tuneable to any FM receiver Our pnce £15 ref 15P42AR
12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.9 short bands. FM AM and LW DXelocal switch, tuning eye mains
or battery Complete with shoulder strap and mans lead
NOW ONLY f19.00)! REF 19P14R.
WHISPER 2000 LISTENING AID.Enables you to hear sounds
that would otherwise be inaudiblel Complete with headphones
Cased £5 00 ref 5P179R
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOLow cost stereo system giving
5watts per channel Signal to nase ratio better than 45db, wow and
flutter less than 35% Nag earth £25 00 ref 25P2I R
LOW COST WALIKIE TALKIESPar of battery ooerated units with arange of about 2CD Our pnce £8 00 a
pair ref 8P 5OR
IIIII
7 CHANNEL GRAPHIC EOUALIZERDIus a60 war:
power ampil 20.21KHZ 4-8R 12.I4v DC negative earth Cased £25
ref 25P14R
NICAD BATTERIES. Brand new top quality 4xAA's £4 00 ref
4P44R 2aC's £4 00 ref 4P73R, 4xDs £9 00 ref 9PI2R 1ePP3
£6 00 ref 6P35R
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultimate equivalents book Latest editor, £20 00 ref
20P32R
CABLE TIES.142mm k32ryine white nylon pack of 100 £3 00 ref
3P104R Bumper pack of 1000 ties £14 00 ref 14P6R

nn..

1992 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A COPY PLEASE REOUEST ON
WHEN ORDERING OR SEND US A 6"X9 - SAE FOR A FRE
COPY.
GEIGER COUNTER KIT.Complete with tube. PCB arid all components to build abattery operated geiger counter £39 00 ref 39P1R
FM BUG KIT.New design veth PCB embedded cal Transmits to
any FM radio 9v battery req'd £5 DO ref 5P1 58R
FM BUG Built and tested supenor 9v operation £14 00 ref 14P3R
COMPOSITE VIDEO K1TS.These convert composite video into
separate H sync. Vsync and video 12v DC £8 00 ref 8P39R
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (lull load) 3300 rpm ex4" 1;4"
O Pshalt New £20 00 ref 20P22R
As above but with fitted 4to 1inline reduction box (80Orpm) and
toothed nylon belt dnve cog £40 00 ref 40P8R
SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS13" or 16 dia including treaded tyre and
inner tube Wheels are black, spoked one piece poly carbonate 13"
wheel £6 DO ref 6P2OR. 16" wheel £6 00 ref 6P2I R
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KITtor c5 motor PCB and all
components to build aspeed controller (0-95% of speed) Uses
pulse width modulation £17 00 ref 17P3R
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4
AA meads in 8hours Brand new and cased £6 00 ref
6P3R

VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMideai for designing projects on etc Complete win tools, wire and reusable board
Our price £6 X ref 6P33R
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. Ideal for window displays etc f500 ref 5P165R
STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY220v or 110v input
gieng 5v at 2A..24v at 025A .• 2a a:0 l
5A and .90v at 04A £6 00
ref 6P 59R
HIGH RESOLUTION 12" AMBER MONITOR 2v 1.5A Hercules compatible (TTL input) new and cased £22.00 ref 22P2R
VGA PAPER WHITE MONO monitors new and cased 240v
AC. £59.00 re) 59P4R
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STK043 With the addition of
ahandful of components you can build a25 watt amplifier £4 00 ref
4P69R (Circuit dia included)
LINEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 220v input .5 at 3A..12
at 1A .12 at IA Short circuit protected £12 CO ref 12P2IR
MINI RADIO MODULE Only 2" square with ternie aerial and tuner
Superhet Regs PP3 battery £1 00 ref BD716R
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 200MAH 1.2V PACK OF 10
£4.00 REF 4P92R, PACK OF 100 £30.00 REF 30P16R
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x52mrn £1 00 ref 00827R
ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data avaliable but nicely made
complex transmitters 9v operation £4 00 each ref 4P8I R
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AA's. Oe D's and
PP3 meads Holds up to 5batteries at once New and cased, mans
operated £6 00 ref 6P36R
COLOUR MONITORS
AMSTRAD CTM644
RGB INPUT
£75.00 REF A75P1
RESISTOR PACK.10 e50 values (500 resistors) ail 14watt ee
metal film £5 00 ref 5P17OR
CAPACITOR PACK 1.100 assorted non electrolyte capacitors
£2 00 ref 2P286R
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted electrolyte capacitors £2 00
ref 2P287R
QUICK CUPPA7 12v immersion heater with lead and cigar lighter
pl ug£3 00 ref 3P92R
LED PACK .50 red leds. 50 green lads and 50 yellow lads all 5mrn
£8 00 ref 8P52R
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. Atrue 2channel radio controlled car
with forward reverse 2 gears plus turbo Working headlights
£22 00 ref 22P6R

MIRACOM WS4000 MODEMS
V21 23
AT COMAND SET
AUTODIAL AUTOANSWER
FULL SOFTWARE CONTROL
TONE AND PULSE DIALLING

£29
PIP LIGHT SWITCH Replaces astandard light se,(n - -seconds
light operatesienen anybody comes within detection range 4rti) and
stays on for an adjustable urne (15 secs to 15 Inns) Complete with
daylight sensor Unit also functions as adimmer switch' 200 watt
max Not suitable for flcurescents £14 00 ref 14P1OR
CUSTOMER RETURNED 2channel full function radio controlled
cars only £8 00 ref 8P2OOR
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FM'AM radio takes rechargeable batteries complete with hand charger and solar panel
14P2OOR
240 WATT RMS AMP KIT Stereo 30-0-30 psu required £40 00 ref
40P2OOR
300 WATT RMS MONO AMP KIT £55.00 Pou required ref
55P200
ALARM PIP SENSORS Standard I2v alarm typesensor vvillinter
face to most alarm panels £16 00 ref 16P200
ALARM PANELS2 zone cased keypad entry, entry exit time delay
etc £18 00 ref 18P200
MODEMS FOR THREE POUNDS!!
Fully cased UK modems designed for dial up system (PSTN) no data
or info but only £3 00 ref api 45R
TELEPHONE HANDSETS
Bargain pack of 10 brand new handsets with me and speaker only
£3 00 ref 3P1 46R
BARGAIN STRIPPERS
Computer keyboards Loads of switches and components excellent
value at £1 00 ref CD4OR
PC POWER SUPPUES
These units are new but need attention complete with case an IEC

input plug disc drive and mother board fly leads Our once is £5 00
(less than the fan alone would costl) ref 5P208R
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS
Apack of 20 500PF 10KV capaotors ideal for ionizers TV repa wand
high voltage experiments etc Price is £2 00 ref 2P378R
DATA RECORDERS
Customer returned mains battery urats built in truc ideal for Computer
or general purpose audio use Price is £4 00 ref 4P1OOR
SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Plugs into 48K Spectrum to provide aStandard Atari type joystick
pon Our price £4 00 ref 4P101R
ATARI JOYSTICKS
Ok for use with the above interface, our pnce £4 00 ref 4P102R
BENCH POWER SUPPUES
Superbly made fully cased (metal) giving 12v at 2A plus a6V supply
Fused and short orcudprotected For sale a: lessthan the cost of the
case ,Our once is £4 00 ref 4P103R
SPEAKER WIRE
Brown twin core insulated cable 100 feet for £2 00 REF 2P79R
MAINS FANS
Brand new 5" x3" complete with mounting plate quite powerfull and
quite Our price £1 00 ref CD41R
DISC DRIVES
Customer returned units mixed capacities (up to I44M) We have not
sated these so you just get the next one on the shelf Price is only
£7 00 ref 7P1R (worth it even as astripper(
HEX KEYBOARDS
Brand new units approx 5' x3" only £1 00 each ref CD42R
PROJECT BOX
512" x312" x1" black ABS with screw on lid £1 00 ref CD43R
SCART TO SCART LEADS
Bargain price leads at 2for £3 00 ref 3PI 47R
SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Scart on one end. Hi density Dtype on the other Pack of
ten leads only £7 00 ref 7P2R
OZONE FRIENDLY LATEX
250m1 bottle of liquid rubber setsin 2hairs Ideal for mounting PCB's
fixing wires etc £2 00 each ref 2P379R
QUICK SHOTS
Standarc Atari compatible hand controller (same as joysticks) our
price is 2for £2 00 ref 2P38OR
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS
Brand new units made by TANDATA complete with 120075 built in
modem infra red remote controlled qwerty keyboard BT appproved
Prestel compatible, Centronics pnnter port ROB colour and composite output (works with ordinary television) complete with power
supply and fully cased Our once is only £20 00 ref 20P1R
3INCH DISCS
Ideal for Amstrad PCW and Spectrum .3 machines pack of 10 discs
is £12 00 ref 12P1R
AC STEPDOWN CONVERTOR
Cased units that convert 240v to 110v 3" x2" with mains input lead
and 2pnAmerican output socket (suitable for resistive loads only)
our price £2 00 ref 2P381R
SPECTRUM +3 LIGHT GUN PACK
complete with software and instructions f800 ref 8P581:1
CURLY CABLE
Extends! rom 8" to 6feet ID connector on one end. spade connectors
on the other ideal for joysticks etc (6 core) Cl 00 each ref CD44R
COMPUTER JOYSTICK BARGAIN
Pack of 2joysticks only £2 00 ref 2P382R
MINI MONO AMPUFIER PACK
4amplifiers for £2 Oa 3wan units 9-12v operation ideal for expenments dc 12 00 ref 2P383R
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER
Small hand held cassette recorders that only operate when there is
sound then turn off 6seconds after so you could leave it in aroom all
day and ;List record any thing that wassab Pnceis£20 00 ref 20P3R
IEC MAINS LEADS
Complete with 13A plug our piece is only £3 00 for TWOI ref 3P1 48R
COMPUTER SOFTWARE BARGAIN
10 cassettes with games for commodore 64, Spectrum etc Our
bargain price one pound' ref CD44R
NEW SOLAR ENERGY KIT
Contains 8solar cells, motor, tools, fan etc plus educational booklet
Ideal for the budding enthusiastl Price is £12 00 ref 12P2R
FUSE PACK NO 1
Fdry ruses 1114" long (g lass) quick blow 10 popular values £2 00 ref
2P384R
FUSE PACK NO 2
Fifty fuses 20mrn long (glass) quick blow I°popular values £2 00 ,e1
2P385R
POTENTIOMETER PACK NO 1
30 pots for £3 00 ,ideal for pro(ects etc Ref CD45R
286 AT PC
286 MOTHER BOARD WITH 640K RAM FULL SIZE METAL
CASE, TECHNICAL MANUAL, KEYBOARD AND POWER SUPLY t139 REF 139PI (no iro cards or drives included)

35MM CAMERAS Customer returned units with built in flash ano
28mm lens 2for £8.00 ref 8P200
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1332
engine complete with boiler piston etc £30
ref 30P200
TALKING CLOCK
LCD display, alarm, battery operate ,.
12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN4 112" square brand new ideal for
Clock WI announce the time at the
boat car. caravan etc £5 00 ref 5P206
push of abutton and when the
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made for BBC computer
alarm is due The alarm is switchab.•
from voice to acock crow ng l£14 00 ref 14P200 R
but suitable for others Includes mains adapter, leads and book
£15 00 ref 15P43R
HANDHELD TONE DIALLERS
VIDEO TAPES. Three hour superior quality tapes made under
Small units that are designed to hold over the mouth piece of a
licence from the fa mous JVC company Pack pf 10 tapes £20 00 ref
telephone to send MF dialling tones Ideal for the remote control of
20P2OR
answer
machines £5 00 ref 5P209R
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX
COMMODORE 64 MICROD RIVE SYSTEM
PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASER TUBE.
BN3 50T TELEPHONE 0273 203500
Complete cased brand new dnves with disc and software 10 times
BRAND NEW FULL SPEC £40.00 REF 40P1OR. MAINS
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE faster than tape machines works with any Commodore 64 setup
POWER SUPPLY KIT £20.00 REF 20P33R READY BUILT
WITH
ORDER
PLUS
£2.50
POST
PLUS
VAT.
The
or-91nel price for these was £49 00 but we can offer them to you
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE £75.00 REF 75P4R.
at only £25 001 Ref 25PIR
6V 10AH LEAD ACIDsealed battery by yuash , .a equipment but
PLEASE ALLOW 7 -10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
USED SCART PLUGS
in excellent cond lion now only 2for £10 00 ref 10P95R
Packof 10 plugs suitable for making up leads only £5 00 ref 5P209R
NEXT DAY DELIVERY £8.00
12 TO 220V INVERTER K1TAs supplied it will handle up to about
C CELL SOLAR CHARGER
15w at 220v but witha largertransformerit will handle 80 watts Basic
Same styleas our 40 AA chargerbut holds2C cells Fully cased with
FAX 0273 23077
kit £12 00 ref 12P17R Larger transformer £12 00 ref 12P41R
fhp top td Our price £6 00 Ref 6P79R
SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK
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CONTROLLER CARDS

HARD DISC DRIVES
20 Mb (
IDE -CONNER )
20 Mb (
MFM )
40 Mb (IDE )
100 Mb( IDE -CONNER )
MOUNTING KIT
MOUNTING KIT (RAILS ONLY)

79
E 79
E 140
£236
£ q
E 5

E

HARDCARDS
20 Mb
•20 Mb
40 Mb
•40 Mb
100 Mb
•100 Mb

AT
XT
AT
XT
AT
XT

£105
£125
£170
£185
£265
£285

o IDEAL FOR 1512 /1640 COMPUTERS

FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
31
/"
4
3i,"
31
/"
4
ei"
61
/"
4

1.44M INTERNAL -GREY E 40
1.44M
720K
720K
360K

51
4" 360K
/

6!4" I.2M

INTERNAL -BLACK
INTERNAL -GREY
EXTERNAL -GREY
INTERNAL -GREY

E 36
E 33
E 26
E 24

INTERNAL -BLACK E 24
INTERNAL -GREY E 45

MONITORS
TILT &SWIVEL BASES ON ALL MONITORS

14" SVGA+ IXVGA

236

COLOUR

0.28" DOT PITCH -1024 x76f

14" VGA
14" VGA
12" VGA

COLOUR

EIRE

PAPER WHITE

L gq

PAPER WHITE

L

75

GRAPHIC CARDS

CGA CARD
VGA CARD
SVGA CARD
SVGA CARD

COMPOSITE & TTL
8 OR 16 BIT -256K
16BIT -512K
161311

1M

£ 12
£ 43
£60
£72

COMPUTER CASES
WITH 200W P.S.0 AND L.E.D.DISPLAY

FLIP-TOP
DESKTOP
MINI TOWER
MIDI TOWER

FULL TOWER

WITH 3 BAYS
WITH 4 BAYS
WITH 5 BAYS
WITH 5 BAYS
WITH 6 BAYS

£60
£170
£70
£95
£107

LET 110BBYKIT QUOTE FOR
YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM
D O S
MS DOS 5.0

DR DOS 6.0
'4

SYSTEMS

62
66

IDE -AT 16BIT-2HDD/2FDD
IDE -AT 1681T-2HE10/2FDD/2SIIP/1G
IDE -8BIT.XT
IDE -8BIT -SLAVE /1ST OR 2ND HDD
IDE -AS ABOVE -16 BIT WORKS WITH MFM
XT -MFM 8BIT -2HDD ONLY
AT RLL - 2 x HOD
AT MFM -2 x HDD 2 x FDD
AT RLL -2 x HOD / 2 x FDD
FDD -2 x FDD -XT/AT -ALL FORMATS
FDD -4 x FDD -XT/AT -ALL FORMATS
110 CARD -2S /1P / 10

£17 INTERNAL MODEM Y22 BIS -2400 BPS
£ 26 AUTO DIAL fREDIAL IANSWER -FULL DUPLEX
f24 TONE e Pile MAI -BT & BABT APPROVED
34 SUPPLIED WITH FAZILINK COMMS PACKAGE
£45
MC2 4 00 -INTERNAL
E 65
£3t
£ 25
EXTERNAL MODEM V22 Big 2400 BPS
£44
AUTO DIAL fREDIAL IANSWER -FULL DUPLEX
£40
HAYES COMPATIBLE -TONE & PULSE DIAL
£27 CON 1 4 SELECTABLE -AUTO DIAGNOSTICS
34 STATUS LED's -MAINS ADAPTER
£16 SUPPLIED WITH EAZILINK COMMS PACKAGE

II IDEAL FOR 1512 /1640 COMPUTERS
MOTHERBOARDS

*COMPLETE "'frill Mb MEMORY *
21r6 -16
21r6 -20
slr6Sx -25
81r6SX -25

St6DX -33
4f6DX -33

MODEMS

105
£125
L/S 25 MHz
£225
L/S 31 MHz
WITH 32K CACHE £2411

L/S 21 MHz

WITH 64K CACHE407

WITH 64K CACHE E 786

LCITS24 -EXTERNAL

E 45

KEYBOARD f MICE
AT 102 KEY -UK -IBM CLICK
MOUSE- 3BUTTON /MAT /ADAPTOR

£24
£15

60 MEG TAPE STREAMER
DC600 -51
4"TRAY
/

PRICE :

OTHER 386 /486 MOTHERBOARDS -PLEASE CALL

et*flo ALL PRICES

SPECIAL OFFER

INCLUDE YATISO

286-16 SYSTEM

• FEATURES INCLUDE •
• 286-16 (LIS 21MMZ)
• 1Mb ON BOARD MEMORY
• 20 Mb UARD DISC IDE
• 31
/
2
"1.4414 FLOPPY
• UDD 1FDD CONTROLLER
• 25111'116
• GRAPUICS CARD
• KEYBOARD (102 KEYS)
• MINI TOWER CASE
• CUOICE OF MONITOR
12" VGA PAPER VOIITE

L 460

14" VGA PAPER WUITE

L 445

14" VGA COLOUR

L 585

14" SVGA+/ XVGA COLOUR L 640

1101BITIT

ACCESSORIES
51
4"ADAPTOR KIT FOR 3
/
4"FDD
/
1
51
/
4
"TRAY FOR 31
4"FDD
/
POWER LEAD FOR 31
4"FDD
/
!DC PIN TO EDGE CONNECTOR PCB
SHORT fDDCONTROLLER CABLE 2'
LONG FDDCONTROLLER CABLE 4'
POWER SPLITTER
HARD DRIVE CABLES (MFM(RLD
IDE HARD DRIVE CABLE (2DRIVES )
KEYBOARD EXTENSION CABLE
4MB RAM EXPANSION BOARD (0 RAM)

Eg.00
E5.50
ê3.00
E4.00
£4.00
£7.00
E4.50
L6.00
6.00
3.00
£62.00

FDD EXTERNAL CASES
METAL GREY CASE SUITABLE FOR EXTERNAL
MOUNTING OF FLOPPY DISC DRIVES, HARD DISC
DRIVES, TAPE STREAMERS, CD ROMS ETC

5r CASE ONLY
sr CASE •LEADS FOR FDD
3r CASE ONLY
3r CASE +LEADS FOR FDD

3STATION NETWORK SYSTEM

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

ALL PARTS FOR 3 STATIONS SUPPLIED DRIVER SOFTWARE AND DATA. USES TWISTED
PAIR CABLE -EXPANDABLE -IMb TRANSFER
RATE -EASY INSTALLATION.
E 57

UNIT 14 CAPITOL INDUSTRIAL PARK
CAPITOL WAY, LONDON, Nel 0E0
FAX NUMBER :OKI -205 0603

PLEASE ADD L3.00 TO ALL
ORDERS TO COVER POSTAAE

Ig 081 -205 7485
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EMERGENCY PLUGLIGHT
The pluglight operates in much the same manner as emergency lights in public places, coming on
automatically in the event of apower failure. It has the advantage over such emergency lights of
being portable so il will double as ahand lamp i
Irequired.
In the normal standy mode the internal batteries are charged continuously. In the event of apower
failure or when used as ahand lamp the internal batteries will last for half an hour, or longer at
reduced output

MARCO TRADING
SPRING '92 CATALOGUE
CYCLE LIGHT BACK-UP
Anyone who regularly rides abicycle al night will know that cycle lamp batteries are avery
expensive way of obtaining energy. One way of reducing costs is to use adynamo lighting set but
here the brightness ol the lights is speed dependent Unfortunately the lights go off or dim at times
when you need to be most conspicuous -when slopped at ajunction, for example, and this can be
extremely dangerous. This cfrcuit is ahybrid design which uses adynamo to provide power while
the output is sufficient but switches over to battery operation when it
below acertain level

ECONOMY SEVEN TIMER
Anyone who uses Economy Seven power for night storage heaters will know electricity is
cheaper when purchased in this way. This timer allows you to use other appliances al night -the
dishwasher or washing machine for instance. So i/you use Economy Seven you can increase your
saving.

AUTO GARAGE LIGHT
A very useful device for the car owner. Agarage light control unit which uses the car headlamps to
illuminate the garage's electric light for atimedperiod. No more fumbling in adark garage/A
daytime override is included.
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NEW FROM HIGH-Q

The

ONE
STOP

30

Component Shop

VELLEMAN KITS
Added To Our Range

NOW "130" KITS AVAILABLE
For all Electronic Enthusiasts
Sole UK Importers •Trade Enquiries contact below

NEW KITS INCLUDE:
it> Massive Stocks

CAR ACCESSORIES

COUNTERS
DIMMERS

> Old & New Technology

Mew.

CODELOCK

HOUSEHOLD APPLICATIONS

Latest Japanese
Semi-conductors
• Transist ors

1992, 160 PAGE CATALOGUE
OUT NOW! Please send

\Aí cormE&M

suPPues
SENSORS
oo
DIGITAL CONTROLLED PRE-AMPLIFIER
Teens

POWER
m

COMMUNICATIONS

1-CHANNEL INFRA-RED RECEIVER
LIGHT-EFFECTS
GADGETS

E1-3

ELECTRONICS

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Tel: 081 4520161 8, 081 4500995
40 Crucklewood Broadway, London NW23ET

VISA

Fax 081 2081441 -Telex 914977 CRICKET G

ALARMS

COMPUTER INTERFACE
MEASURING DEVICES
15-CHANNEL INFRA-RED TRANSMITTER

For 1991 Catalogue & Price List, please sent 75p (UK)
or £2.00 (Overseas) to:

HIGH-Q-ELECTRONICS
visA

P.O. BOX 142, Hatfield, Herts AL9 7JH
Tel: 0707 263562
Fax: 0707 276746

K FOR KITS

DISCO SEQUENCER

PROGRAMMABLE
ELECTRONIC LOCK

AMPLIFIERS FROM

Four channels (up to IkW each)
to drive Rope lights. Pin-spots etc.
(Resistive/inductive loads) with 30 different eye-catching sequences. Variable
speed and sequence change frequency
AND built in audio inputicleal for
mobile or permanent displays. Complete KIT (less box)

XKI41

26.95

Don't forget our other value for
money DISCO KITS
DLA000 8-channel 80 programme
sequencer
46M
DL3000 3-channel sound to light
21.95
XK124
High power strobe with
audio input
17.95
XK139
4-channel sequencer
14.50

SEND
50p
&
9x6
SAE
for
our
latest
CATALOGUE
which
includes
details
on
more exciting kits such
as
Remote Control,
Touch Dimmers, Temperature
Controller
and COMPONENTS.

This kit should make keys obsolete
One 4-digit code entered on the
keyboard could open the door to your
shed, garage or home, or prevent
unauthorised use of your computer.
burglar alarm or car, while more than a
preset number of incorrect entries will
sound an alarm and disable the lock for a
few minutes
If discovered, you can
change the number easily from the
keyboard. Supply . S-I SV d c. Will drive
our Latch Mechanism (701 ISO
13.95) or relay directly

22.50

X K131

SUPERSENSITIVE MICROBUG
Only 4Sx2Sa ISmin.
including
built-in
rnic
88-1bEIMM.
(standard
FM
radio).
Range
•
approx.
300m
depending on terrain
Powered by 9V PP3 (7mA) Ideal for surveilL
trice, baby alarm etc. XKI28
7.25

ORDERING INFORMATION Pions INCLUDE VAT but please add II 25 P&P (UKI Overseas Customers do5nde total order by I 175 then add PIP Europe E3 50. elsewhere LIO Send PO cheque VISA
MASTERCARD No voth order GIRO NO 529314001 Load Authority and education orders welcome
Office Hours Mon-Fr. 9 30 arn •Spm Shop Hours Toes -Thur. 10 am •5
S,, 10 am 1 r'n

ORDERS: 013 I— 567 8910

TK ELECIPRONICS

24

HOURS

The UK Distributor
for the complete
ILP Audio Range
• Bipolar Modules — 15 watts to 180 watts
• Mosfet Modules —60 watts to 180 watts
* Power Supplies
* Pre-amplifier Modules
• 100 volt Line Transformers
* Power Slave Amplifiers
Write or phone for free Data Pack

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone .(0227) 375254

13 BOSTON ROAD,
LONDON, W7 3SJ.

Mialleafflt.'weIRROfflenalells.
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1992 CATALOGUE +48 PAGE BARGAIN LIST -OUT NOW!
Pages

NEW THIS MONTH

132
of
Electronic,
Hobby
and Craft materials
-Tools, Audio, Video
and Test Equipment!!
+48 pages of Surplus
Bargains!
Only £2.00 Inc post.
Why not subscribe to
the next 6 bargain
lists
at
approx
monthly intervals?
Only £2 Inc post.

25200 Spirit burner 93fnm dia
48mm
high complete with 70n1rn disk.
Price
22.50 100 • 125
25201 Level Indicator for LPG tanks.
Price
Only £1.00 100 0.50

TRANSéORMERS

25206 Mains transformer with 16V 3A
secondary • ideal as charger or model
control
Only (3.00 100+ 2.00
25202
Torroidal,
mains
in,
14-7.5-0-7.5-14V seconclary.1 25A £2.95
MU 17V lA
£1.50
234 14V 0.5A
£1.00
256 21V 0.5A
£1.50
73212 21V 1A
£1.50
2521! 14V 1.5A
£1.50
25214 11V 0.5A
£1.00
23215 15V 0.25A
75p

SPECTRUM PSU'S

25219 UK700, 9V 0.7A
£2.50
15220 EUR01200, 9V 1.2A
£3.00
25221 EUR01400 9V 1.4A
£3.50
25222 PsIon PSU 10AV 175151A, plug-In
type
£2.uu
25223 Psion printer PSU 10.4V 600mA
Price
£3.00
75224 Jupiter Ace plug-in PSU 9V 0 8A
Prie.
£3.20

NICAD/LITHIUM OFFERS

72349 Nicad Battery Pack.
Brand
new, intended fnr use in Zonephones,
Comprising 4 •A size cells each rated
1.2V 0.45Ah, size 16 imm dla •28mm.
DP £9.92.
Our price
£2.00 100
1.00
k 0.70
24150 Pack of 8 AA («ads in tough
plastic case 56.'63 33mm.
Price
Only C1.80 100 •080
Z2430 M Lithium 3.5v PC mntg.
Price
£2.00 100
120
12451 'AAA lithium 3.6V PC mntg.
Pate
£1.75 100 - 1.05

HIGH VALUE CAPACITORS
Code
5343
24419
5147
714845
2111411
291148

Value
2200
3300
4700
10,000
10,000
15,000

Volts
40
25
100
40
100
25

Size
45 •26
50. 26
105 51
56 41
105 •64
56 •41

Price
8011
409
£3.00
£2.30
£4.00
£2.30

VIEWDATA TERMINAL
28963 Tandata Modem as used with home banking system.
Case 300x 180 x75/40mm with 75 key keyboard.
Inside,
UM1286 UHF modulator, Nicad, modem, lots of chips incl 2114
and 2732. Used but working
£12.95
Z8964 Later model, brand new and boxed
£16.95

OPTO

BARGAINS

22171 24 character. 2 lines LCD by
Optrex.
High quality display with 192
character ROM easily interfaced with
either 4 or 8 bit uP's.
Supplied
with data.
Characters are 5 7 dot
arrays with separate cursor Module size
118 •35mm. DP around £30.00
Our price£10.00
22172 40 character. 1 line LCD by
Optrex (Japan)
Double height display
with 192 character ROM;
other
characters can
be displayed
by
generation in RAM, easily interfaced
with either 4or 8 bit uP's. Supplied with
data. Characters are 5.12 dot arrays
measuring 3.2
Omm.
Module size
220 •40mm. DP over £50.00.
Our price
£15.00
15090 16 character •1 line.
Very
similar to our 21814 but slightly larger
character 6.3 .3.15 (8. 5 dote.
Type
LCDM16166 by Refac.
Supplied with
data.
uses Hitachi HD44780A00 chip
(supplied).
£l.00
24148 LCD as 24115 but 6 digit, 50 pins.
Trade price £10.86.
Price
£3.00

TIMER SWITCH

75174 Superb geared mains motor 1 rev
per 12 hrs with cam operated switches
- 2 c/o rated 16A 250V
Size
60 54 •43mm
Onle3.00 100 •150

Conversion Kit
K725 This kit converts the AA12531
PSU Into a much more versatile
supply, giving +5V(,, 2.5A;
+12VQ, 2A;
•121/w 0.1A; -5V.” 0.55A.
Complete kit of parts and
full
instructions
Price
£3.50

LOW COST SOUND CHIPS

1,I1434811A melody generator
Price
£1.20 100 075
U113382 3gun sound generator
Price
75p 100+ 0.38
MU 3chrtstmas carols 75p 100+ 0.38
All supplied with atypical circuit.

BRIDGE RECT CLEARANCE
Z2347 4A 200V in line
Prices
6/C1 100 -009 1k •0 06

PC KEYBOARDS

211948 Standard 102 key keyboard made
by Cherry with Spin Din connector to
plug straight Into your PC! iswItchable
between MF/AT/XTI - Oh ves, nearly
forgot - the keys have a Russian
character set (in addition to English) so
you can practice abit of perlstroikal
Price
Only C25.00
28954 At/X7 switchable,
French
character set.
£20.00
28955
AT/XT switchable
German
character set
£20.00

28921 Apricot PSU - beautiful unit
160.110 .55mm with IEC switched
mode Inlet. Made by Astec. Model
81443024.
120/240V input
Outputs .
+5We 2.5A: +12Via 2A.
£12.95

81441012 Astec, totally enclosed steel
cased unit 175 .136 -65mm,
with
switched and fused IEC mains inlet PCB
160 80mm with output pins and
connector.
Input
115/230V, 50/60Hz
Outputs -5V 3.75A, +12V 1.5A, 12V 0.4A
AA12351 Partially cased, overall size Total Wattage
85W
160 104 .45mm
Input and outputs Price
£14.93 25+ 11.70 100 + 9.75
are on flying leads, all colour coded 28923 Intelligence SM060 80 watt unit
There is also an additional IEC socket to 180 , 110 .57mm 120/240V Input, and
extend mains to another unit.
unusually 4 outputs:
(Max rating per
input
115/230V, SO/60112 output quoted • total load must not
Outputs
+5V SA. +12V 0.15A exceed 80W):
5V ,.6A;
+12V 2A;
Total Wattage
•
SOW
25V ,.3A; -i 2V'. 500mA.
Price
£II.95 25+ 5.43 100+ 4.53 Price
£22.95

VARIABLE PSU KIT
K642 Simple kit utillising our Z660 power
supply to give a 10 watt variable outpt
from 4-20V, fully stabilised. Only needs 2
components added!
Input must be at
least 3V above max required output
Circuit features overload/short circuit
protection and thermal cut-out.
Input
7-25V DC, 1.5A; Output 4-20V DC variable
10 watts max; Size 50 .50 .21mm
réce
£5.95

25119 Communications LCD. This large
(140 .40mm) display (made for Marconi)
has 110 pins and shows a variety of
symbols and power levels used in radio
communication, includes a bargraph
display. No further info and only limited
appeal, hence the very low price.
Price
Just £2.00
7.4115 8 digit 12.7mm high LCD and
holder.
These are 14 segment
devices allowing alphanumeric display.
Normally costing over £15.00 we are
offering these for Just
£4.50
21837 LCD Display •direct drive 3Y, digit
with lo-Batt. 12.7mm high digits. OP
voltage 4-12 WAS ‘, 32Hz type Consumes
only 2511A with all segments on. Trade
price £7.97 each
Supplied with data,
but no edge connector.
Prices
£1.00
25 + 0.65 100.'050
22183 4 Digit
multiplexed
LCD,
50 •30mm probably for an electronic
balance-symbols include balance pens, 5
stage bar graph, Ib's and kg setc
Digit
height 12mm.
Self adhesive pad on
back. 13 pin PCB connector.
Price
£2.00

GREEIVIOVELD

All 1off prices Include VAT; quantity prices do not P&P
£2.50 per order Min Credit Card £12. Official orders
from Education welcome; min invoice charge £15.00.
Payment is accepted by cheque, postal order. cash
tokens,
(Including
Access,
foreign
Visa,
currency
Connectbank notes) book
Our stores have enormous stocks of
components and our trade counter is open
from 9-5.30 Mon-Sat Come and see us!

Tel: (0703) 238363 Fax: (0703) 236307

27D PARK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SO1 3TB
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SURFACE MOUNT
K5101 Presets -cermets in wide range
from lOR to 1M. Pack of SO
£3.00
K 102 Transistors
- a dozen
different types Including BCF29/30
BCW 29/71/72/81 etc Pack °fill° £3.00

CABLE TV UNIT

28939 Two tone brown
- case contains
PCB 192 195mm with easily removed
UHF modulator made by Labgear (Sound
and Vision); video pre-amp; Stabilised
power supply and all the decoding
circuitry 19 transistors and TBA673 chip).
On the front of the case is acable/off air
switch and 5 push buttons IS channels
and on/off mains switch).
There are 4
cables coming from the rear
The case
can easily be utilised for other purposesthe dark brown inserts on the front
are both easily removable, if required.
Please note the low price we are asking
in no way reflects their true worth they re taking up a lot of space, so we
need to shift them quickly!!
Supplied
with circuit diagram.
Price
£li.93 100
350 1k - 250

COMPUTER INTERFACE

28957
Versatile' -"mains
powered
switching unit and power supply, ideal
for controlling up to 5 separate circuits
via BBC user port.
Supplied with 6
program listings and full instructions.
Can also be used with PC • details
included. Relay contacts are SPCO rated
10A. There's also 2 auxiliary DC outputs,
12V 1.5A and 5V 1A.
£14.93

HIGH QUALITY NICAD
CHARGER

73138 Nicad switched mode battery
charger for charging 6. AA, C or D cells.
70mA 16 hour rate, ioorr.A 1.5 hour
rate, 25mA float charge automatically
switched in when battery reaches
correct charge level.
Outputs for fast
and slow charging simultaneously if
necessary, both on timers to prevent
over charging
£12.93

STEPPER
MOTOR

25054 Superb little 12V motor by Alrpax.
35mm.dla •21mm deep with a 16 tooth
9.5mm dia gear wheel mounted on the
2mm dia spindle. Fixing centres 42mm
48 step
100
price is £9.04.
Supplied with data sheet.
Prices
C3 each 100+ 2.00

EASIVVIRE

The easy to use no-soldering wiring tool
which makes construction of small
electronic projects so simple!
All
Included In the kit are:
Wiring pen;
Utility tool; Punched wiring board; Self
adhesive sheet; Spring loaded terminals
and jacks; spare spool of wire; Excellent
instruction book.
Catalogue price
£15.00.
Price
MO,O

77

GENT
ELECTRONICS e
LTD

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP
EE117
135 Hunter St
Burton-on-Trent
Staffs, DE14 2ST
Tel: 0283 65435
Fax: 0283 46932

All prices include VAT at 17'/2%
Shop open 9-5 Mon-Fri,

Add £2

9-2 Saturday

p&p to

Official orders welcome

all orders

rSTEPPIAG7GIOTO/rDRIVER7INTERFACEI
EE Jan '92
A single board stand alone stepping motor driver with
built-in oscillator for variable low speed, high speed, and
acceleration control Suitable for all Magenta's four-phase
unipolar motors and most others -up to 35V and 15A per

Supplying Electronics
for Education,
Robotics, Music,
Computing and much
much more!

phase Half step. Full step and Wave-drive modes -switch
selectable LED mimic display, and connector for

CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE PRICE
£1.00 INC. P&P

computer port
Kit includes MD35 motor

£29.95
£44.95

KIT REF 843
OR BUILT

I
D.C. MOTOR GEARBOXES

Ideal for Robots and Buggies. A miniature plastic

techniques.

reduction gearbox coupled with a 1-5-45 Volt

ID36 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR48 steps per rev
£16.86

mini motor. Variable gearbox reduction ratios
are obtained by fitting from 1to 6ge3rwheels

MD200 HYBRID MOTOR

(supplied). Two types available:

200 steps per rev

£4.08

Speed range 3-2200 rpm Size 37x43x25mm

Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 protects —
including three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom,
timer. etc Helps you learn about electronic components

£17.10

STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER/INTERFACE
Jan 92
or built
PORTABLE ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Aug 91

841

DIGITAL LCD THERMOSTAT May 91
with punched and printed case

840

DIGITAL COMBINATION LOCK Mar 91
with drilled case

£19 86

839

ANALOGIC TEST PROBE Jan 91

f13.23

838

MICROCONTROLLER LIGHT SEQUENCER
Dec 90 With drilled and labelled case

f57 17

836

SUPERHET BROADCAST RECEIVER Mar 90
With drilled panels and dial

f17 16

834

QUICK CAP TESTER Feb 90

f10 39

833

EE 4CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER Jan 90
f32 13
FE TREASURE HUNTER Aug 89
Full Kit £45 95

needed 64 full colour pages cover all aspects — soldering
—fault finding — components (identification & how they
work). Also full details of how to build 6projects — burglar
alarm, radio, game, etc. Requires soldering — 4pages
Thecomponents supplied in our pack allows all the projects

MD38 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR48 steps per rev

9.15

to be built and kept The book is available separately
FUN WITH ELECTRONICS Book
COMPONENT PACK (less book)

Ref

f2 95
f1793

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS
A book of projects by R A Pen) old covering awide range of

Price

584

SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH (no case)
Feb 87

581

VIDEO GUARD Feb87

£22 56

569
561

CAR ALARM Dec 86

£9.59
£14 24

LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86

01 65

£29 95

560

LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION Oct 86

£22 41

559

LIGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION Oct 86

£15 58

556

INFRA RED BEAM ALARM Sep 86

£32.39

544

TILT ALARM July 86

542

PERSONAL RADIO June 86

£13 17

£29 95
£44 95

pictures accompanied by easy to follow text Ideal for all
beginners — children and adults. Only basic tools are

clearly show you how

£12.98

ALL KITS HERE HAVE BEEN FEATURED IN EE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH MAGAZINE ARTICLE REPRINTS.
SEPARATE REPRINTS ALSO AVAILABLE PRICE 80p EACH INCLUSIVE P&P KITS INCLUDE CASES. PCB's
HARDWARE AND ALL COMPONENTS (UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE) CASES ARE NOT DRILLED OR LABELS
SUPPLIED UNLESS STATED
Price

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS

48 steps Per re ,

EVERYDAYELECTRONICS KITPROJECTS
Ref

£5 75
(22 83

MD35 Y. PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR

£4.65

Speed range 2-1150 rpm. Size 57x43x29mm

815

The classic Easy to Follow boot suitable for all ages Ideal
for beginners. No soldering, uses an S-DEC breadboard.

From the USBORNE Pocket Scientist series— An enjoyable
introduction to electronics. Full of very clear full colour

computer control using simple interfacing

842

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK (less book)

A range of top quality stepping motors suitable

843

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS 14
BOOK PROJECTS

breadboard and all the components for the series.

for driving awide range of mechanisms under

LARGE UNIT TYPE MGL

warranty 20MHz-2 channels ImV sensitivity Easy to operate
and high performance
£338 £59.15 VAT
(Cheques must be cleared)
Next day Delivery £10.00

and how circuits work Component pack includes an S-DEC

STEPPING MOTORS

SMALL UNIT TYPE MGS

WA MEG HM 203-7 OSCILLOSCOPE
gh quality reliable instrument made in W Germany
Outstancfng performance Full two year parts and labour

£23 90

interests. All projects are built on aVerobloc breadboard.
Full layout drawings and component identification
diagrams enable the projects to be built by beginners. Each
circuit can be dismantled and rebuilt several times using the
same components. The component pack allows all projects
in the book to be built one at atime.
Projects covered include amplifiers, light actuated switches,
timers, metronome, touch switch, sound activated switch,
moisture detector. M W. Radio, Fuzz unit, etc.
30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD
PROJECTS Book 1
COMPONENT PACK

£2 95
£27 74

£8 94

ENJOYING ELECTRONICS

628

PA AMPLIFIER May 86

£30 60

523

STEREO REVERB Apr 86

£30 21

513

BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86

£31 93

and calculations to electronic circuits. 48 chapters covering

A more advanced book which introduces some arithmetic

512
497

MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86

f10 07
£71 41

elements of electronics such as current, transistor switches,
flip-flops, oscillators, charge, pulses, etc An excellent

493
481

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85
SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85

£49 95
£6 25

well explained by Owen Bishop who has written many

484

STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS

19.60
£9.15
£5 86

461

CONTINUITY TESTER July 85

£7 08

455

MAINS TESTER 8. FUSE FINDER Mar 86

814

BAT DETECTOR June 89

f21 44

812

ULTRASONIC PET SCARER May 89

£14 81

800

SPECTRUM EPROM PROGRAMMER Dec 88

f30 60

798

SEASHELL SYNTHESISER Nov 88

f28 55

790

EPROM ERASER Oct 88
VARIABLE 25V-2A BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Feb 88

£28 51

769

f56 82

744

VIDEO CONTROLLER Oct 87

f33 29

444

ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85

£22.37

BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE
INTERFACE Nov 84

140 82

£8.63

follow-up to Teach-in or any other of our series. Extremely
excellent beginners' articles in numerous electronics
magazines
ENJOYING ELECTRONICS Book
COMPONENT PACK

£3 60
£14 62

Note- A simple muttimeter is needed to fully follow this
book The M102 BZ is ideal
£13.911

740

ACOUSTIC PROBE Nov 87

f20 01

392

739
734

ACCENTED BEAT METRONOME Nov 87
AUTOMATIC PORCH LIGHT Oct 87

f23 94
£19 62

387

MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84

f631

AFIRST ELECTRONICS COURSE

730

BURST-FIRE MAINS CONTROLLER Sep 87

f15 50

386

£9 91

Acopiously illustrated book that explains the principles of

728

PERSONAL STEREO AMP SeP 87

116 34

362

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84
VARICAP AM RADIO May 84

£1502

724

SUPER SOUND ADAPTOR Aug 87

f43 86

337

BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84

f27 59

722

FERMOSTAT July 87

£13 88

719

BUCCANEER IB METAL DETECTOR July 87

f30 22

718

3-BAND 16-30MHz RADIO Aug 87

f30 30

715

MINI DISCO LIGHTS June 87

£14 39

707

EQUALIZER (IONISER) May 87

£17 75

700

ACTIVE IR BURGLAR ALARM Mar 87

£40.74

78

263

BUZZ OFF Mar 83

£6 49

242

INTERCOM no case July 82

£6 50

240

EGG TIMER June 82

£7 85

108

IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER June 78

106

WIERD SOUND EFFECTS GEN Mar 78
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77

101

£10 76
£8 94

electronics by relating them to everyday objects At the end
of each chapter aset of questions and word puzzles allow
progress to be checked in an entertaining way An S-DEC
breadboard is used for this series-soldering is not required
A FIRST ELECTRONIC COURSE BOOK
PACK

E4 99
f22 83

£7 15
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INSULATION
TESTER

DIGITAL LCD
THERMOSTAT

PET
SCARER

EE APRIL 85
Areliable electronic tester which checks
insulation resistance of wiring appliances etc., at
500 volts. The unit is battery powered simple and
safe to operate. Leakage resistance of up to 100
Megohms can be read easily. One of our own
designs and extremely popular.

EE MAY'91

EE MAY 89
Produces high power ultrasound pulses. L.E.D.
flashes to indicate power output and level.
Battery powered (9V-12V or via Mains Adaptor).
KIT REF 812
Mains Adaptor f202

£14.81

Aversatile thermostat with LCD read out MIN MAX
temperature recording, clock and individually settable
upper and lower switching points Covers 10 to 110
degrees Celsius, accurate to within 01 degrees
Submersible probe on 3meter lead Kit includes
punched and printed case Save on energy bills by
improved control of your hot water system Also ideal for
greenhouse soil temperature and aquarium control
Complete kit includes thermostat and probe mains
power supply and relay output PCB sand punched and
printed case
KIT REF 841

£29.95

KIT REF 444

IM
IV
gi rl%
61111111/4
WM II
I ID
Wall V

WM
wit

-qv
3BAND
SHORT WAVE RADIO

I ?'

EE AUG 87
Covers 1.6-30 MHz in 3bands using modern
miniature coils. Audio output is via abuilt-in
loudspeaker. Advanced design gives excellent
stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple to
build.
KIT REF 718

£30.30

DIGITAL COMBINATION
LOCK
EE MAR '91
Digital combination lock with a12 key keypad 4digit
code operates 250V 16A SPCO relay A special
anti tamper circuit allows the relay to be mounted
remotely from the keypad without any loss of security
Can be operated in many modes (latching unlatching.
manual :automatic setting. continuous momentary
output, etc I Article describes operation as Vehicle
tmmobilising security system Low current drain
Kit includes drilled case
KIT REF 840

£19.86

MOSFET
VARIABLE
BENCH 25V 2.5A
POWER SUPPLY

EE FEB 88
Asuperb design giving 0.25V and 0-2.5A. Twin
panel meters indicate Voltage and Current.
Voltage is variable from zero to 25V. AToroidal
transformer MOSFET power output device, and
Quad op-amp IC design give excellent
performance.

£56.82

KIT REF 769

ACOUSTIC
PROBE
EE AUG '91
A powerful 23k Hz Ultrasonic generator in
acompact hand- held case. A MOSFET
output drives aweatherproof transducer
at up to 300V peak to peak via aspecial
tuned transformer. Sweeping frequency
output requires no setting up or
alignment. Kit includes all components,
PCB, transducer and case.
£22.56
KIT REF 842

EE NOV '87
Avery popular project
which picks up vibrations by
means of accntact probe
and passes them on to apair
of headphones or an
amplifier. Sounds from engines, watches and
speech travelling through walls can be amplified
and heard clearly. Useful for mechanics,
instrument engineers and nosey parker&
KIT REF 740

£20.01

4CHANNEL
LIGHT
CHASER
EE Jan '90
A 1000W per channel chaser with zero volt
switching, hard drive, inductive load capability,
mic sound sensor and sophisticated 'beat'
detector Chase steps to music or auto when
quiet Variable speed and mic sens LED mimic
on front panel Switchable for 3or 4channels.
P552 output Ideal for rope lights, pin spots, disco
and display lighting.
KIT REF 833

•

MICROCONTROLLER
LIGHT SEQUENCER
EE DEC'90

EE
EQUALISER

EE MAY '87
Amains powered Ioniser with an output of
negative ions that give arefreshing feeling to the
surrounding atmosphere. Negligible current
consumption and all-insulated construction
ensure that the unit is safe and economical in
use. Easy to build on asimple PCB.

A supe ,bkit with pre-drilled painted and silk screen
printed case for areally professional finish This kit
uses amicrocontroller IC to generate 8-channel
light sequences Sequences are selected by keypad
from over 100 stored in memory. Space for 10 user
programmed sequences up to 16 steps long also

available 1000 watts per channel. zero volt
switching, inductive load capability Opto isolated
for total safety Many other features
Complete kit includes case, PCBs,
all components and hardware
KIT REF 838

KIT REF 707

EPROM
EE OCT '88
Safe low-cost unit capable of erasing up to four
EPROM's simultaneously in less than twenty
minutes. Operates from a12V supply. Safety
interlock. Convenient and simple to build and
use.
KIT REF 790

EE TREASURE
HUNTER

LIGHT RIDERS

EE OCT '86
Three projects under one title-all simulations of
the Knight Rider lights from the TV series. The
three are alapel badge using six LEDs, alarger
LED unit with 16 LEDs and amains version
capable of driving six main lamps totalling ov- ,
500 watts.
KIT REF 559 CHASER LIGHT

£15.58

KIT REF 560 DISCO LIGHTS

£22 41

KIT REF 561 LAPEL BADGE

£11.65
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EE AUG '89
Asensitive pulse mduction
Metal Detector. Picks up
coins and rings etc., up to
20cms deep. Low "ground 44
)effect". Can be used with search-head underwater.
•Is
Easy to use and build, kit
includes search-head, handle, case, PCB and all
parts as shown.
KIT REF 815
Including headphones

£45.95

£28.51

SUPERHET BROADCAST
RECEIVER
EE MAR '90
At last, an easy to build SUPERHET A. M radio
kit Covers Long and medium Wave bands built
in loudspeaker with 1watt output Excellent
sensitivity and selectivity provided by ceramic IF
filter Simple alignment and tuning without
special equipment Kit available less case, or with
pre-cut and drilled transparent plastic panels and
dial for astriking see-through effect

KIT REF 835

£17.16
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Finally...an exceptional PCB and Schematic CAD
system for every electronics engineer!

BoardMaker

1is apowerful software tool which
provides a convenient and professional method
of drawing your schematics and designing your
printed circuit boards, in one remarkably easy to
use package. Engineers worldwide have
discovered that it provides an unparalleled price
performance advantage over other PC- based
systems.
BoardMaker 1is exceptionally easy to use -its
sensible user interface allows you to use the
cursor keys, mouse or direct keyboard
commands to start designing a PCB or
schematic within about half an hour of opening
the box.
HIGHLIGHTS

Lf)
C_)

Produce clear, professional schematics for
inclusion in your technical documentation.

Hardware:
II
MI
MI
•
B

IBM PC, XT, AT or 100% compatible.
MSDOS 3.x.
640K bytes system memory.
HGA, CGA, MCGA, EGA or VGA display.
Microsoft or compatible mouse recommended.
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Capabilities:
▪ Integrated PCB and schematic editor.
• 8tracking layers, 2silk screen layers
MI Maximum board or schematic size -17 x 17
inches.
III 2000 components per layout. Symbols can be
moved, rotated, repeated and mirrored.
III User definable symbol and macro library facilities
including a symbol library editor.
▪ Graphical library browse facility.
• Design rule checking (DRC)- checks the
clearances between items on the board.
▪ Real-time DRC display -when placing tracks you
can see a continuous graphical display of the
design rules set.
II Placement grid -Separate visible and snap grid 7placement grids in the range 2thou to 0.1 inch
111 Auto via -vias are automatically placed when
you switch layers -layer pairs can be assigned by
the user.
II Blocks -groups of tracks, pads, symbols and text
can be block manipulated using repeat, move,
rotate and mirroring commands. Connectivity
can be maintained if required.
• SMD -full surface mount components and
facilities are catered for, including the use of the
same SMD library symbols on both sides of the
board.
• Circles -Arcs and circles up to the maximum
board size can be drawn. These con be used to
generate rounded track corners.
II Ground plane support -areas of copper can be
filled to provide a ground plane or large copper
area. This will automatically flow around any
existing tracks and pads respecting design rules.

Output drivers:
•
III
▪
•
•
MI

Dot matrix printer
Compensated HP laser printer
PostScript output.
Penplotter driver (HPGL or DMPL).
Photoplot (Gerber) output.
NC (ASCII Excellon) drill output.

pl it
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ahift trwck
iII
Ica rel:t

pwd

PCB layout editor provides full analogue, digital and surface
mount support -ground and power planes (hatched or
solid) -45 degree, arced and any angle tracks.

Despite its quality and performance.
BoardMaker 1only costs £5.00. Combine
this with the 100% buy back discount if you
upgrade to BoardMaker 2or BoardRouter
and your investment in Tsien products is
assured. Price excludes carriage and VAT.

Don't take our word for it. Call us today for a
FREE demonstration disk and judge for yourself.

"gr`milimm.-;

-.41>

tsien

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 ODJ
Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

All trade marks acknowledged
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Editorial Offices:
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH21 1JH
Phone: Wimborne (0202) 881749
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See notes on Readers' Enquiries below - we regret
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REMOTE
A number of readers have recently requested projects for wireless remote
door bells/baby alarms, etc. While these items can now be purchased and
used legally in the UK it is not easy for the hobbyist to build them and use
them legally. Basically the position is this:
There is now acategory of low power radio devices that are exempt from
licensing, virtually all of them do however require type approval before
they can be used. To quote the Radiocommunications Agency (an Executive Agency of the Department of Trade and Industry).
"The use or installation of non-type approved devices is an offence under
Section 1of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949. It is also an offence to
possess such adevice with intent to use it, contrary to Section 1of the 1949
Act. The maximum penalty for each of these offences is £2,000 fine and/or
six months imprisonment, where the offence is tried summarily or an unlimited fine and/or two years imprisonment, where the offence is tried on
indictment. In each instance, the Courts may also order forfeiture of any
equipment used in the commission of the offence."
The only items that do not require type approval are metal detectors and
model control equipment, and these must work within certain specifications.

APPROVAL

In short it is not possible to build any low power radio project (other than
ametal detector or model control unit) and use it in the UK without getting
type approval. (Licenced amateur radio enthusiasts can, of course, build
and use transmitting equipment on the various specified amateur bands,
they have to pass the Radio Amateurs Examination before they can do
this).
Items like radio microphones, radio car alarms, induction communications systems, etc. must all be type approved, this requires the submission
of a representative production unit to one of the approved test houses.
After satisfactory completion of type testing, provided the Radio Communications Agency accepts the report, a Type Approval Certificate is
issued. Of course all this requires the manufacturer to pay the required fees
and to confirm that the item under test is representative of a production
unit.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any
address in the UK: £18.50. Overseas: £23
(£40.50 airmail). Cheques or bank drafts (in £
sterling only) payable to Everyday Electronics
and sent to EE Subscriptions Dept., 6 Church
Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel: 0202
881749. Subscriptions start with the next
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'7'TRANSISTOR CHECKER
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available issue. We accept Access (MasterCard) or Visa payments, minimum credit card
order £5.
BACK ISSUES
Certain
back
issues
of
EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS are available price £1.80 (£2.30
overseas surface mail) inclusive of postage and
packing per copy -£sterling only please. Visa
and Access (MasterCard) accepted, minimum
credit card order £5. Enquiries with remittance,
made payable to Everyday Electronics, should be
sent to Post Sales Department, Everyday
Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH Tel: 0202 881749. In the event of
non-availability one article can be photostatted
for the same price. Normally sent within seven
days but please allow 28 days for delivery. We
have sold out of Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, June.
Oct. & Dec. 88, Mar & May 89 & Mar 90.
BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are
available from the above address for £5.95
(£6.95 to European countries and £8.00 to
other countries, surface mail) inclusive of post
and packing. Normally sent within seven days
but please allow 28 days for delivery.
Payment in £sterling only please. Visa and
Access (MasterCard) accepted, minimum
credit card order £5. Tel: 0202 881749
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Editor: MIKE KEN WARD
Secretary: PAMELA BROWN
Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON
Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER
Editorial: WI MBORNE (0202) 881749
Advertisement Manager:
PETER J. MEW, Frinton (0255) 850596
Classified Advertisements:
Wimborne (0202) 881 749
READERS' ENQUIRIES
We are unable to offer any advice on
the use, purchase, repair or modification
of commercial equipment or the incorporation or modification of designs published in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot provide data or answer queries
on articles or projects that are more than
five years old. Letters requiring a personal reply must be accompanied by a
stamped selfT3adressed envelope or a
self addressed envelope and international reply coupons.
All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot however
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.
COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or kits for building the projects
featured, these can be supplied by advertisers.
We advise readers to check that all parts
are still available before commencing any
project in aback-dated issue.
We regret that we cannot provide data
or answer queries on projects that are
more than five years old.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Although
the
proprietors and
staff
of
EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS
take
reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements are bona
fide, the magazine and its Publishers cannot
give any undertakings in respect of
statements or claims made by advertisers,
whether these advertisements are printed as
part of the magazine, or are in the form of
inserts.
The Publishers regret that under no
circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non-receipt of goods ordered, or
for late delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal remedies are available in respect
of some of these circumstances, and readers
who have complaints should first address
them to the advertiser.
TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We would like to advise readers that certain items of radio transmitting and telephone equipment which may be advertised
in our pages cannot be legally used in the
U.K. Readers should check the law before
using any transmitting or telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of equipment
and/or imprisonment can result from illegal
use. The laws vary from country to country;
overseas readers should check local laws.
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TELESOUND
GARY CALLAND
"Hey Presto!" You can play your favourite
tapes through the TV sound system.
Simply plug into your Personal Stereo
and the aerial socket of the TV set.

F

OR those people who have to travel
away from home and have to stay in
hotels, a personal stereo can be a
great companion. Hours travelling on the
train, boat or plane can seem to fly by
with a little help from a favourite D.J. or
a recently bought cassette. Again, in the
hotel room apersonal stereo can be invaluable; most hotel rooms come complete with
atelevision, but few have atuneable radio
and even fewer have acassette player.
There is one slight problem though;
sometimes a personal stereo can be a bit
too personal. Listening on headphones is
fine on atrain, boat or plane, but listening
whilst in the hotel room's shower for
example soon results in soggy earpads and
a broken wet plastic box! Also, strangulation is common whilst using headphones in
bed; the headphone cable gripping tighter
and tighter with every toss and turn of an
evening snooze or amorning doze.

loudspeakers are bulky so you may as well
carry around aproper radio-cassette player
in the first place!
But how do you get alarge radio-cassette
player into your back pocket? They're not
easily transportable really!!
So the problem still remains. Also, it
seems silly to provide an amplifier and
loudspeaker when one already exists in the
hotel room -in the form of aTelevision set.
The trick is how to get to it without the use
of asoldering iron.!
The solution to all these problems is of
course the Telesound; a small black box
which plugs into your personal stereo and

also into the aerial socket of the television
set. All that has to be done is to tune in the
television, turn up the volume, press play
on the personal stereo and away you go.
Problem solved!

HOW IT WORKS

The heart of the Telesound is a UHF
Modulator. This accepts video and audio
signals and modulates them onto a uhf.
carrier. This carrier signal is similar in form
to the transmitted signals received by the
TV aerial and it is processed by the TV in
the same way.
The TV's electronics can demodulate the
carrier to reproduce the original audio and
video signals: the audio signals are simply
amplified and fed to the loudspeaker while
the video signals are used to generate a
picture on the TV's screen. (UHF Modulators are commonly used in home computers where they convert data from the
computer into aform aTV can use.)

CRT

TELESOLIAM

DEFLECTION
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The obvious solution to this problem.
of course, is to obtain an amplifier and
plug the personal stereo into it. Then, the
amplifiers loudspeaker dispenses with the
need for headphones altogether. However,
amplifier power supplies are heavy and
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Fig 1. Showing simplified inter/aced
scanning on a TV screen.
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Fig 2 Typical signal waveform received by the television set.
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The Telesound directly feeds the audio
output signal from the Personal Stereo,
which usually goes to the headphones, to
the audio pin of the UHF Modulator. It
just so happens that the audio output range
from a personal stereo matches the audio
input range of the modulator very well.
This unit is not quite as simple as that
though. Most colour television sets also
require some video signal component to the
modulated carrier as well as the audio
component in order to operate correctly.
Nearly all modern colour television sets
have afacility that mutes the sound when no
picture information is present.(This feature
is omitted from small black and white
portables).
The Telesound fools the TV's electronics
by providing acrude video signal similar to
but not as complex as proper picture information. This crude signal also doubles as an
aid to tuning the TV into the Telesounds frequency, since it generates asimple picture on
the TV screen when tuned correctly.

TELEVISION
PICTURE
GENERATIOIV
A IV picture is produced by an electron
beam scanning a number of lines over the
screen, increasing or decreasing in intensity
to produce light or dark areas. In the UK,
625 lines are used.
Ideally, one complete picture should be
produced every 1/50 of a second in order to give the impression of continuous
uniform pictures. However, this would require a lot of signal capacity, and so to
reduce bandwidth, interlaced scanning is
employed.
With interlaced scanning, the whole picture area is covered by 312.5 lines. This is a
frame and occupies 1/50 of a second. The
remaing 312.5 lines cover the screen, filling
the space between those in the first frame
during another 1/50 of a second. Hence
a localised area changes every 1/50 of a
second, enough to fool the eye, but the
complete picture area is updated only every
1/25 of asecond. See Fig 1.
The TV receiver circuits are adjusted for
approximately the same scanning speed as
that of the TV camera. At the end of each
line, a line synchronising pulse occurs and
triggers the receivers line-scan and fly-back
circuit. Sync pulses are therefore produced
at arate of I
5.625kHz.
At the end of the frame, aseries of pulses
trigger the frame-scanning circuit, returning the electron beam to the beginning of
its travel over the picture area. Fig 2shows
atypical signal waveform.

APPROXIMATE SYNC

PULSE

1
*---

32 "

II( metal

Fig 4.

Waveform produced by Telesound and presented to the TV

imebase generator. If valid picture information is present, i.e., line sync pulses
of the correct frequency and phase are
present, then the mute output from the
coincidence detector to the audio amplifier
is disabled, otherwise the loudspeaker is
silent.
The waveform produced by the Telesound is shown in Fig 4. It is simple, but
enough to fool the TV's coincidence detector into disabling the mute function; the
waveforms troughs approximate to sync
pulses. A frequency of 3I
.25kHz, double
the usual sync pulse frequency, is used as
this produces better results.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The full circuit diagram for the Telesound unit is shown in Fig. 5. The u.h.f.
modulator requires + 5V and this is
provided by the regulator ICI. Resistor R1
and led. DI provide power on indication.

The audio output from the Personal
Stereo is fed directly to the audio pin (B) of
the modulator module. Resistor R3 sets the
modulators fine tune carrier frequency.
Video information is provided by the
unijunction relaxation oscillator formed by
TRI and emitter follower TR2. The voltage at the emitter of the unijunction TRI
rises as capacitor C3 charges via resistor
R2 and preset VR Iuntil its trigger voltage
is reached. TRI then conducts, discharging
C3 rapidly. The cycle then starts again.
The charge/discharge voltage across
capacitor C3 is buffered by emitter follower
TR2 and fed to the video pin (D) on the
modulator. Frequency can be altered by
adjustment of preset VR Iand amplitude
adjusted by preset VR2.
The low value resistors R4 and R5 have
been included to "mix" the two channels
from the personal stereo headphone output
socket. A twin-core screened lead from
R4/R5 is terminated with a stereo jack
plug.
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Fig. 5 Complete circuit diagram for the Telesound unit.

TELEVISION
RECEIVER
The simplified block diagram of atypical
black and white TV receiver is shown in
Fig. 3. The tuner selects the appropriate
channel and if. frequency conversion takes
place in the frequency changer. The weak
i.f. signal is amplified and demodulated
into video and sound information which is
fed to the video amplifier.
The video amplifier output waveform
consists of picture information which controls the intensity of the electron beam, and
line and field synchronising •pulses which
are used to trigger the timebase generator.
Sound information is also carried. This
signal is fed to asound detector and also to
async pulse separator.
The separated sync pulses are then
compared in the coincidence detector with
the line flyback pulse, generated by the line
Everyday Electronics, February 1992
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CONSTRUCTION
The Telesound unit is built on a small
single-sided printed circuit board (p.c.b.)
and the component layout and full size
copper foil master pattern is shown in Fig.
6. This board is available from the EE PCB
Service, code EE784.
The relatively few components are all
fitted onto the p.c.b. Holes for the modulator's mounting tabs should be drilled
first before any components are mounted.
Note, the rear tab should be removed since
this prevents the battery compartment lid
from sliding into position when the unit is
complete.
No particular order of component insertion is strictly necessary but orientation of
components should follow that of Fig 6.
Remember to bend in slightly and solder
to the p.c.b. ground plane the modulators
mounting tabs.
The specified case used to house the circuit board comes complete with aPP3 battery compartment, p.c.b. fixing holes and a
removable front panel. See Fig. 7for front
panel drilling details.
The audio screened lead from the Personal Stereo is simply soldered directly
onto the p.c.b. via agrommet in the front
panel. However, the TV coaxial cable has
to be soldered into the u.h.f. modulator.
The outer "screening" braid is soldered
onto the phono socket outer, while the inner cable enters the u.h.f. modulator via
the phono socket. The modulator's lid is
removable, and the inner cable is carefully
soldered onto the phono socket signal tab.
Once completed the lid should be replaced.

TO TV

CIE31
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NAL
STEREO
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ffrirarrl

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1
2k2
R2
4k7
R3
39k
R4, R5
22
All 0.25W 5% carbon

See

SHOP
TALK
Paw

Potentiometers
VR1
10k preset, vertical
VR2
1k preset, vertical
Capacitors
Cl
33µ tantalum 16V
C2
Op1 ceramic, 5mm pitch
C3
ln ceramic, 5mm pitch

Fig 6. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil
master pattern for the Telesound

Semiconductors
D1
5mm red low current I.e.d.
TR1
2N2646 unijunction
transistor
TR2
BC108 npn transistor
or similar
IC1
78L05 +5V 100mA
voltage regulator
Mod.1
UM1286 UHF Modulator
Miscellaneous
S2
Single pole, right-angled,
p.c.b. mounting slide
switch
Case, remote control box size 119mm
x67mm x 37.5mm; 3.5mm stereo jack
plug; TV aerial socket; single-core
screened audio cable; single-core coaxial TV cable; small rubber grommets
(2 off); PP3 battery clip, with leads,
solder etc.
Printed circuit board available from the
EE PCB Service, code EE784.
Approx cost
guidance only
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Fig. 7. Case front panel details.

The completed p.c.b., after battery supply cable connection, is fixed to the case via
three self-tapping screws into the recesses
provided. Cable ties are used around both
cables to prevent cable strain damaging the
soldered connections.

5E777/VG—UP AAICI
USE
To set up the Telesound unit it is plugged
into the aerial socket of the TV. which
should be tuned to channel 36 Then VR2

Fig. 8 Screen image when unit is correctly tuned.
is set to mid-way position and preset VRI
adjusted until the screen changes from
noise to that of Fig 8.
Adjust VR2 to the optimum position.
This is best done by trying the unit in two
or three different TV's. Once this is done,
acceptable sound quality should be heard
once "play" has been pressed on the Personal Stereo.
Not only can cassettes be played, but
the unit should not affect normal personal
stereo radio reception. However, the lead
from the personal stereo to the Telesound
should be quite long since this is also used
as the radio aerial.
The current drain from the PP3 battery
powering the Telesound is quite small and
so the battery should well outlast those of
its Personal Stereo companion.

WINTER 1991/1992 CATALOGUE

OUT NOW!

• 100's of price reductions
throughout the catalogue
• 200 pages
II Latest new products
• HE's worth of discount
vouchers
II On sale from 14th November
at most large newsagents
or directly from arkft •

c
/Cirkit

£1.70

plus 30p postage

CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD

Park Lane •Broxbourne Hertfordshire •EN10 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 444111 •Fax (0992) 464457
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THE
SPECTRA-LIT
CHRIS WALKER

Add atouch of colour to your day!
A novel colour-changing lapel badge
or brooch.

0

the most awkward questions
that aconstructional electronics enthusiast can be asked is, "What is
your hobby?"
What do you answer?
"Electronics," is avague title which does
not describe the constructional aspect; the
hobby of an arcade game player could be
described as 'Electronics'. How about, "I
build and modify electronic devices based
on constructional articles in monthly journals or from kits of parts ...," yawn,
yawn!
When being introduced to strangers, we
are often labelled as 'The Electronics Boffin', or 'The Whiz-Kid'. The author was
once described as a"freelance inventor" —
Yuk!
•
NE OF

RIGHT SPECTRUM

What we need is asimple artefact which
sums-up our fascinating hobby without
further enhancement, and which leaves the
opposition intrigued and speechless.
The Spectra-Lite is a very discreet lapel
badge or brooch which slowly, smoothly
and subtly changes in colour between red,
orange, yellow and green. In the same way
that amember of anational club or institution would wear abuttonhole badge to announce his membership to others, you can
wear the Spectra-Lite as an exhibition of
your electronic creativity.

Unlike some similar electronic jewellery, this badge was designed to be discreet and smart, not blatant and vulgar.
Nevertheless, it does tend to make the
wearer the focus of attention in a crowd
and it works wonders for destroying
someone's drift in the middle of aface-toface conversation!

BADGE

The badge itself is made from atri -colour
light emitting diode. These devices actually
contain two led. chips, one green and one
red, in a single milky-white package. By
illuminating each chip to different extents,
the led. can be made to light up any
colour in the spectrum from red to green.
These I.e.d.'s are available in 5mm round
and lOmm round packages and also in a
rectangular version. The prototype badge
is actually formed from two rectangular devices mounted side-by-side. This
produces a5mm square light-emitter which
protrudes neatly through the button-hole
on ajacket lapel.
Feel free to use the other shaped tricolour I.e.d.'s to create other badge designs
if you wish.

HOW IT WORKS

A sawtooth waveform generator is used
to slowly increase the intensity of the green
part of the I.e.d. up to is maximum bright-

Fig 1. Block diagram for the Spectra- Cite Lapel Badge.
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CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

A glance at the circuit diagram in Fig.
2 will reveal that the complete circuit for
Spectra -Lite is built from two almost identical sections.
Before we go any further, it should be
noticed that a "split rail" power supply
of +4.5V and —4.5V is obtained from a
single 9V battery, BI. The OV line is to be
found at the centre of the potential divider
formed by resistors RI and R2. All voltages in the following text are measured
with respect to the OV line.
Operational amplifier ICI atogether with
resistors R3 to R5 and capacitors Cl and
C2 form an astable multivibrator, acircuit
in which the output of the op. amp (pin
Iof ICI) oscillates between about +4.5V
and —4.5V with acycle period (in seconds)
given by the formula:
T = 2.7 x R3 x (CI +C2)
R3 in MD
Cl, C2 in µF
To understand how the multivibrator
works, imagine that the output (V ) is
saturated high at about 4V (the outputs of
the 1M 324 cannot quite reach the positive
supply voltage). The voltage at the junction
of R4 and 125 will be:
4x

SAWTOOTH

GENERATOR. FREQUENCY ti

ness, see Fig. I. The intensity is then slowly
reduced until the I.e.d. is off. This cycle
is repeated with a period of about one
minute.
The red I.e.d. receives current from
another sawtooth generator and it undergoes a similar but slightly faster cycle
with a period of about 50 seconds. The
result is that the overall led. appears to
very slowly change colour as the two
sawtooth waves move into phase and out
of phase with each other.

GREEN I

1

00

(100 + 68)

— 2.4V

and this voltage is presented to the noninverting input (pin 3) of IC I
a. Call this
voltage V+ .
Current will flow from the output of the
op.amp through resistor R3, and this will
start to charge up the capacitors Cl and C2
so that the voltage across the capacitors increases exponentially, see Fig. 3. This voltage (V4 is presented to the inverting input (pin 2) of ICIa. Incidentally, two IMF
capacitors are used because they fit more
conveniently on the circuit board than one,
larger 2.2µF capacitor.
Op.amp. IC I
abehaves as avoltage comparator and it's output will stay high until the capacitors have charged so that V_
Everyday Electronics, February 1992

just exceeds V. At this point. Vour will
saturate low, right down to —4.5V and V,
will now be at avalue of:
100
—4.5 x
— —2.7V
(100 + 68)
The capacitors Cl and C2 will begin to
charge with the opposite polarity and.
therefore, V_ will decrease exponentially.
When V_ falls just below V, ,VouT will
once again go to +4V and the whole cycle
starts over again.

CURRENT
SUFFER
The multivibrator circuit is often used to
provide asquare wave signal at the output
of the op.amp but, in this application, the
sawtooth waveform across the capacitors is
taken to the non-inverting input of another
op.amp, IC1b. wired as avoltage-follower.
The input impedance of an op.amp is very
high, so the charge/discharge rate of the
capacitors is unaffected by this connection.
A voltage-follower has avoltage gain of

one, so the output at pin 7 follows the
same sawtooth waveforms as that across
capacitors CIand C2. However, the output
impedance of the op.amp is quite low and
pin 7can easily supply the current necessary to light the two Green I.e.d.'s DI aand
D2a.
Another multivibrator and voltage-follower is formed by ICI d and ICIc which
drive the red I.e.d.'s DI b and D2b. However, since resistor R6 has a lower resistance than R3, this oscillator cycles slightly
faster than the "green" one.
Current consumption goes up and down
like ayo-yo as the I.e.d.'s turn on and off.
With both I.e.d.'s off the circuit consumes
about 5mA. When fully illuminated this
rises to about 45mA. An alkaline PP3 battery should give about 20 hours of service,
enough to last through the longest of social
engagements!

CONSTRUCTIOIV
Most of the control circuit and the
battery is housed inside a small plastic

R6
8M2

R3

10M

z.

\si

Resistors
s..
R1, R2
4k7 (2 off)
R3
10M
R4, R7
68k (2 off)
R5, R8
100k (2 off)
Pees
R6
8M2
R9 to
R12
330 ohms (4 off)
All 0.6W 1% metal film

eHop

TALK

Capacitors
C1 to C4 1µmetallised polyester film
(4 off)
Semiconductors
D1, D2
tri -colour rectangular light
emitting diode (2 off)
1C1
LM324 quad op-amp
Miscellaneous
Si
single pole miniature slide
switch
B1
PP3 9V battery
Stripboard 0.1 in. matrix. size 8 strips
by 27 holes; plain matrix board 30mm
X 45mm; plastic case, size 72mm x
49mm x 25mm; 14-pin di'. socket;
battery clip; thin insulated connecting
wire; nylon ties; solder etc.

4

App, ox cost
guidance only

Lm32
4k7

R7
68k

RI

CI
IJ

COMPONENTS

ilulm C2
y
RS
100k

,0
R9
330

RIO
33C

I
C1c

M324
R11
33

012
330

D

1:13:1
4E344601

Fig. 2 Complete circuit diagram for the
Spectra -Lite. Diodes Dl and 02 are
tri-colour rectangular le.d.s.

£6.50

Verobox (or similar) measuring 72mm x
49mm x 25mm. It is a bit of a squeeze
fitting everything in. but you do require a
compact unit which can be hidden in a
pocket somewhere on your person. Three
thin wires link the control box to the
badge.
Apart from the on/off switch, tricolour
I.e.d.'s and the limit resistors, all components are mounted on a small piece of
stripboard size 8 strips x 27 holes. The
topside component layout and details of
the breaks required in the underside copper
stripsis shown in Fig. 4.
If using the specified plastic case, prepare the stripboard by cutting it to size
and removing the corners to allow for the
corner pillars in the case. Before mounting
any components, make sure the board will
The
completed
badge
board and the control
board mounted in a small
plastic case.

44444 Pal

Fig. 3. Voltage variations in the astable
multivibrator Refer to Fig 2and text.
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excess heat whilst soldering so be as brief
as possible with the iron.
Attach the three leads from the Control Box to the Badge. To prevent the
wires straining on the soldered joints they
should be threaded through the holes in
the board as described in Fig. 5. The wire
labelled .4 in Fig. 5goes to connection 4
in Fig. 4. B to B. etc
Finally, the leads can be neatly fastened
together with nylon cable ties, or something similar.

RI

TESTING

REMOVE

125
0

x>

o

O O • O O O O O O • O
13111C•
0 0 0 0
0 0 0

e
o

• 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0

ex..z2 • •

o 0 0 0 0

•

O • 0 0

0 0 • 0

• 0 0 0 0 0 o • 0 0 0 0 0

O • O • O O O O O O O • O

• O O O O O O O • O • • O
• • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• O • • C • O • O O O O O

MED:1
Fig. 4. Control circuit stripboard component layout and details of breaks
reguired in the underside copper tracks.
This i.c. is not sensitive to static electricity
and may be handled without fear!
It is beneficial to now brush the copper
side of the stripboard with methylated
spirits to remove finger grease from between the tracks which, if allowed to
remain, could reduce the effective resistance of R3 and R6 which would increase
the oscillator frequency.

fit in the case along with the battery; file
down the board if necessary.
Make the seven breaks in the cooper
strips as shown. Either use atrack,cutting
tool for this purpose or use a 9/64" twist
drill held in the fingers.
Assembling the components on the stripboard is straightforward and should not be
beyond the abilities of most beginners.
However, the high components density
calls for a small soldering iron bit and a
steady hand. It is also agood idea to hold
the board steady in avice or clamp whilst
working on it.
Start by soldering a 14-pin d.i.l. socket in
place to take ICI, but do not insert the i.c.
at this stage. Then solder in the resistors RI
to R8 making sure that you place the correct values in the appropriate places; refer
to the component list. Notice that resistors
R9 to RI2 are located on the Badge circuit
board.
Now insert the capacitors and then the
four wire links. Small pieces of single-core
tinned copper wire is best for these links.
Cut three light-duty insulated flexible wires
to alength suitable to run from the control
box to the badge and solder these wires to
the stripboard.
Cut mounting holes in the box for the
on/off switch SI and also asmall exit hole
for the wires to the badge. Complete the
wiring between the battery clip, switch and
circuit board according to Fig. 4.
Finally, insert ICI into it's socket, ensurIng that the device is correctly orientated.

SAI3GE
1he prototype badge was built on a
small piece of plain matriz board as
detailed in Fig. 5. It is not worth buying
a large piece of plain board especially
for this job, any thin, stiff insulating
material (plastic, stiff card etc.) will
suffice. If such material is used, then
small diameter holes should be drilled
for the component leads at the relevant
positions.
Mount the two I.e.d.'s DI and D2, and
the four resistors R9 to R12, on one side
of the board. On the reverse side, bend the
leads flat against the board to secure the
components in place.
The side faces of the two rectangular
I.e.d.'s can be glued together so that they
appear as a single unit. It does not really
matter which way around the I.e.d.'s are
inserted on the board as long as they
are both positioned the same way so that
green is connected to green and red to red.
Solder the component leads together as
shown in the diagram. The I.e.d.'s, like
most semiconductors, can be damaged by

TRI -COLOUR
LE D
PIN OUT
LED .S GLUED
TOGE THER

GREEN

RED

INSULATED
WIRE

CON

THREAD WIRE THROUGH
MOLES IN BOARD
LARGE. UNUSED SECTION
OF BOARD HELPS TO
STABILISE THE BADGE
BEHIND THE LAPEL

•

MATRIX BOARD
TO MAIN
CIRCUIT
BOARD
INSUL ATEO
WIRE

00„..-19 00
%e .-4,0 0ot o0
O 0 oie-. 0
oo
oo
b000000000
00000000000
00000000000
O0000000000
00000000000
00000000000
00000000000
00000000000
00000000000
00000000000
00000000000
00000000000
O0000000000

Attach abattery and switch S1 ON. The
I.e.d.'s should immes:lately light and start
to change colour Check that both red and
green lights cycle through the complete intensity range from off to full brightness.
If neither led. lights then switch off and
carefully check your construction. By far
the majority of circuit faults boil down to
constructional error; wrongly placed components or bad soldering leading to dry
joints and/or solder blobs bridging across
adjacent copper tracks.
If you are convinced that your construction is impeccable then try the following
tests which may help to locate afault.
Remove ICI from its socket and then.
with power applied to the circuit, use a
piece of wire to link between pin 4and pin
7of the empty i.c. socket. This effectively
applies +4 5V directly to the badge board
and, as a consequence. the green I.e.d.'s
should light brightly.
Similarly, a link between pin 4 and pin
8 should light the red 1.e.d.'s. If either of
these tests fail then (assuming that the battery is not dead) the fault may lie on the
badge board or its associated wiring.
If the I.e.d.'s pass these tests then it is
possible that the LM324 i.c. has failed.
This is especially likely if the device was
wrongly inserted in its socket and power
was applied. Try renewing the i.c.
It is very unlikely that new resistors or
capacitors will be faulty but it is very easy
to accidentally confuse two resistor values
and insirt them in the wrong places.
Enjoy wearing your 'Spectra -Lite'. It is
bound to raise afew eyebrows as it adds a
touch of colour to your day!
••e•

•••

• • 4t,qk •

Badge component layout
Spectra- Lite hidden behind lapel and
in breast pocket

pp
Fig. 5 Layout and wiring of the plain matrix 'badge" board together with
le.d pinout details and suggested method of anchoring the flying leads
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MARCO
TRADING

FEBRUARY SPECIAL OFFER SPECIAL
OFFER ON
"LIGHT UP YOUR HOUSE"

£25.99

INCORPORATING EAST CORNWALL COMPONENTS

HURRY
WHILE
STOCKS
LAST

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
& EQUIPMENT
VISA
MAIL ORDERS •WHOLESALE

RETAIL
SEND ORDERS TO - DEPT 2

VISIT
OUR OTHER BRANCHES

MARCO TRADING

SUPERTRONICS

THE MALTING& HIGH STREET, WEM
SHROPSHIRE SY4 5EN
Tel: (0939) 32763 Telex: 35565
Fax: (0939) 33800

65 HURST STREET

floodlight
PIP

BIRMINGHAM
85 41E

light

Price

£6.50

5.00 £5.25

SINGLE FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V
Identicai to above unit but single tube
dc 8Watts Dims 360 62x 37min
ORDER CODE OP1e SL

IS NOW

£1.50 ea, 10 for £12
PORTABLE FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V

Price

£6.50

FULL RANGE OF
BABANI BOOKS IN OUR
1992 CATALOGUE

• •

£120

Complete price

£185

Pius

xt-

care

£70

SOLDER 18 & 22 SVVG
18swg
22 swg
-

•

f 411

xL
.Air)E
N°ToR

5009m REEL

1 -

10 -

14 95

E4 70

£4 99
e
4 r,I

'

•

Price £5.75

£4.76
a

x 34mrn

2years

Warranty

Order code SEC/PIP

1

4 4 £24.75

4-

£27.50

PASSIVE INFRA-RED DETECTOR EXTERNAL
quality,

1500W

switching

capability

Range. Timing and Daylight level

Full

control

of

Large Coverage and full

RFI protection

AA

AAA

C

D

AA
D
PP3

£1 50
95p

f1 95
f2 00
£3.90

VHS VIDEO
TAPES

VHS -JVC
3 HOUR
10 £1.75 each

£39.95

£3 99

55 pieces

£3 99

100 pieces

£8 50
14 75
£8 50

Pre-set pots

£7 75

Pre-set pots Vert

120 pieces

17 75

Polyester 100V

110 pieces

£5 00

Nuts & Bolts

800 peces

f5 99

FM TRANSMITTER
Made in U K
Very high quaiity Mini-Bug - ideal fo
baby alarm eicii A very good range i
obtainable - we nave obtained over ,
mile, but it does depend on conditions
Simply rernOye CO» , - insert battery
and you r reedy to go Reception ca
be obtained on any FM radio
Frequency
105-109A1H7 F
ORDER CODE SECiFMB1

£9.99

FULL RANGE OF KITS
IN OUR '91
CATALOGUE

SEC/PIR/EX

£4.99

VIDEO HEAD
CLEANING KIT
Wet Type

PANIC BUTTON
Simple "Push On

sEcipB

panic button

Red button with white case.C4

7

.

LEAD ACID RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
12V

SEC' LA /1

SEC/LA/2
SEC/LA/3

•

1 2 AmD

£1 4.00

12V

1 9 Amp

£1 5.00

12V

2 6 Amp

t

0.00

BELL BOX STROBE LIGHT
Low profile

Available in 4 colours

sEc/sL
Red. Blue,
Colour
Amber

Clear

£8.99

25 Applications
VHS Clean

£2.50
BETACLEAN
VH Clean

£2.25

** BELL BOXES **
A very attractive external box made of Polypropylene
Supplied complete with back plate Available in Red
low

Blue

White

Yel-

Platform inside box for your lead acid

back up battery

MAXELL TAPES

Two types available, basic box with back plate or fitted

UDI-90 90 MINS

BASIC

£7.50 for

125 peces

120 pieces

PP3 NI-

EACH
10 •
f1 30
85p
f1 80
f1 85
f375

PRICE
1AAA

Fuses 0 blow 20mm 80 pieces
Hon

8.

NI-CAD RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES

Fuses T delay 20mm 80 pieces
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x91

Weight 95 gms

£19.99

Super

240V AC

£3 30
£3 25
£2 25
£2 15
1541
£12 00
£17 00
C2 20
£2 75

Sea
caps.
radial ........

PRICII

Dimensions
60

LEAD ACID
CHARGER

•

Cad

Disc ceramic 50V

NEW

response time
* High immunity to RFI and line transients

nction box

Electrolytics

£7.75

* High signai to noise ratio with fast

Weatherproof to IP64 Built-in

Cha ges

Zener Diodes

1X CAMERA BRACKET

Detector Zone'
control

LVÁ:t

ADDITIONAL K TS

CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEM

* High quality lens design with COZ (Cose

£15.27

•,L

Master Socket (hush/
Master Socket iteuMace
Secondary Socket (flush)
Secondary Socket (sudace
B T Cable (per met ,.
15 19BM 4Core
15 199M 6 Core
Line Jack Core with Plug
Extn Lead 5metres

1W pack 5each value E12 -2R2 to 1M 365 Pieces
2W pack 5each value El? -108110 2842 317 pieces

1xCAMERA

0

simple to install and very

attractive and unobtrusive

* High tech walk test with remote LED

NI-CAD CHARGER

£1.99 each

£5 10
£3 75
CA 99
CA 75
£5 40
£10 75
£1525
8.25 00

PASSIVE INFRA-RED DETECTOR
LYNX II SMD

12V 1.9Ah

ONLY £130

£3.50 £3.00

BT APPROVED

'NW pack 10 each value El? -2812 102842730 pieces
'NW pack 5each value El? -2812102842365 pieces
•NW pack Popular -2192 to 10M 1000 pieces

for

photo

BACK-UP LEAD
ACID BATTERY

* 100 rneS cable and clips
* Full fitting inStruCliOnS

CATALOGUE

'4P4 pack 10 each value El2 - lOR lo 1M 610 pieces
MN pack 5eech value E12 - 10F1 to 1M 305 pieces
'4W pack Popular - 1OR to 10M 1000 pieces

a

Very good quality

* 2 x Door Contacts
* Siren for bell box

FULL RANGE OF ICS AND

RESISTOR KITS
- each value
individually packed

adjustable

contains

* 2 . 1 Internal Pala.* IR

OUR LATEST 1992

so x
6.00 £5.25

is

and

Includes

SEMI CONDUCTORS IN
Free-standing or flanging with '511 cable
terminating in cigar lighter plug For use in
car boat, van or home emergency 12V dc
EVEN FLOATS IN WATER'
Overall dimensions 430 x30mm
ORDER CODE
1•
10 •

detector

angle

* Optima Alarm Control Panel
• External Red Bell Box

Plug-in light switch which
turns
on
table
lamps
radios. etc ¡up to 500W
max I when the ambient
light level falls below a
pre-set level switching off
again when the light level
rises
Power
220/240V at 501-12
Dims
t45 465 42rnrn

length appro. 300mm lint Pins/
ORDER CODE Opt. Thee

PIP

vertical

HOME ALARM PACKAGE

AUTOMATIC LIGHT SWITCH

SPARE TUBES

the
The

and

220•240V a c 50Hz

£2.25

Repiacement tube tor above Twin and
Single hour... lamps hits most 12V
fluorescent
lamps
Philips
etc
Tube

within
zone

£4.00

QUARTZ-HALOGEN SPOTLIGHT

£5.50

heat
some-

SPARE BULBS 500W

POST di PACKING

THIS UNIT SUBJECT TO DESIGN
CHANGE Hand held or hangmg
Meat
resistenl
polycar•
bonite housing highly polished
reflector Protective ions cover
doubles as base stand
With
On/Oft switch and
1211 curly
cable term neti ng in cigar lighter
plug Produces 250 000 candle
power - 5 times the intensity ot
average car headlamps
Power
12V dc 455 55W
Dims
160 •08 • 11Ornrn

which

detection detector to prevent daylight operation

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS

12V

is

horizontal
Power

ORDER CODE 50/COMG

built-in

body

whenever

body

471)Out 100V Max Ripple Rail 1001-17 -85.0
DIMS 115. 5Ornm List price is over C14 each"
Relax Not rom us
1•
10 •

A very attractive twin tube lamphoider with
taro 12V 13W fluorescent tubes White plastic case with clear plastic ribbed diffuser
and ON/OFF switch Supplied with 90crns
of twin Ilex tor connection lo 12V battery
(Red stripe to positive) Ideal Ion caravans
boats yens etc
Over. ,dimensions 370 65 x41rtim
ORDER CODE Opto TF112
10
10.
SO.

to

detection

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
1 0

TWIN FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V

SO•

switching on the flood-

WALTONS

*Velleman Kit Catalogue
*Free pre-paid envelope
*Many new lines
*Pages of special offers
*Free gifts

with

detector

reacts

Tel 0902 22039
55A WORCESTER ST
WOLVERHAMPTON
WV2 ALL

24HR ANSAPHONE
LATEST 1992
rrr:
CATALOGUE

ruts rw•

A high power security

Tel 021 6666504

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

PASSIVE
INFRA-RED
DETECTORS

PUR
FLOODLIGHT
ONLY

10

with flashing LED. requiring a PP3 battery (Not supplied)
SEC/RED

£1399

FLASHING
SEC/FIS

SEC/YELLOW

£6.99

SEC/YS

£6.99
£e.99

SEC/BLUE

FM KIT
For those of you who entoy
building kits - we now offer the
above transmitter in kit form
Meal for the beginner - supplied
complete with he easy to follow
instructions Bue NOT INCLUDED
- See our BOXES Section lor
suitable housing
ORDER CODE SEC•FmatT

pascia £7.50

SEC'WHITE

MIN
£8.99

SEC/BS
SEC WS

£9.99
£9.99

*SPECIAL OFFER*
EPSON - INTELLIGENT PRINTER
INTERFACE BOARD
EPSON TYPE: 8148

£40.00
Suit Epson printer models LX-800. FX-800
and 1000. EX-800 and 1000. LQ-2500 and

'••

SO-2500
An

intelligent serial

ekB

buffer

and

interlace board

self-test

which

Self test

with

can

provide either RS232C or current

be

integral
used

to

loop capability

available only in RS232 mode and allows

(a) loopback lie

transmission of sell test pattern

Irom pin 2, which can be looped back to pin 3 for
printing), and (b) line

monitoring

lie

printing

all

received characters in hexadecimal)

Sold

by RS

at

£80 75 plus VAT" (645-912)

ORDER CODE: SOI

EPSON

WHILE STOCKS LAST
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Robert Penfold
— 12V. The terminals marked DO to D7
are the data inputs, and as explained previously, these must be fed from alatching
output port, not direct from the PC's data
bus.
This circuit utilizes the internal 2.55
volt reference generator of the ZN426E.
There are separate reference input and
output terminals at pin 5and pin Orespectively, and it is possible to use an external
reference voltage source if desired.
However, the internal reference generator is avery high quality type which is
highly accurate and stable, with excellent
temperature compensation. In practice it
is unlikely to be worthwhile using an external reference voltage. RI and Cl are
the load resistor and decoupling capacitor
for the reference voltage generator.

Fers

PC analogue to digital convertwe now move on to conversion
in the opposite direction. While analogue
to digital converters seem to be mainly
microprocessor bus compatible, digital to
analogue converters do not.
Many of these devices must be interfaced to the computer via alatching output port, and the two digital to analogue
converter circuits featured in this month's
article certainly fall into this category.
Both devices are 8-bit types, and can
for example, be driven from one port of
an 8255A that has been configured as
an output type. Digital input and output
ports for PCs have been covered in previous Interface articles, and this aspect of
things will not be considered further here.
ROM

ZN426E

VOLTAGE GAIN

One of the best 8-bit digital to
analogue converters, but also one of the
most simple to use, is the Ferranti
ZN426E.. This could reasonably be
regarded as a complementary device to
the ZN448E featured in the previous two
articles.
In common with the ZN448E, it has
a built-in 2.55 volt reference generator
which gives the device aresolution of 10
millivolts. The output voltage is equal to
the digital input value divided by one
hundred, or multiplying the digital value
by ten gives an answer in millivolts.
The circuit diagram for asimple Digital
to Analogue Converter (DAC) based on
the ZN426E is shown in Fig.l. The PC
expansion bus can provide the required
supply potentials of +5V, + I2V, and

The basic OV to 2.55V output voltage
range of the ZN426E will normally need
to be modified somewhat by an attenuator, or (more probably) an amplifier.
It is advisable to include abuffer amplifier
even if the output voltage range of the
device is suitable for your requirements.
In this circuit IC2 acts as asimple noninverting amplifier which has a voltage
gain of two times. This gives an output
voltage range of OV to 5.IV, but this is
easily altered by changing the value of
resistor R2.
The voltage gain of the circuit is equal
to (R2 + R3) divided by R3. The value
of resistor R2 for agiven voltage gain is
therefore 10k multiplied by one less than
the required voltage gain.

o

DO oD1 o
D2 o
03 0
D4 o

9

1
C3

RI
390

10

Cl = ZN426E
IC2 = CA3140E

11
12
13

7

DO o

—
C4
1"100n

IC2

IC I

2

D5 0

o

Output

06 o
07 0

D7 0

12

The circuit diagram for a Differential
Digital to Analogue Converter based on
the DAC0801 is shown in Fig. 2. This is
very different to the ZN426E as it is

R3
10k

13

R2 .<' R3 . R4
>
6k2 <F 101( "-, 10k
14

11

01 0
10
02 0-9
D3 o
D4 0

R2
10k

05 o
D6 o

DIFFERENTIAL DAC

i12V

12V o

+5v

For instance, a OV to 10V output
range would require a voltage gain of
about four times. Multiplying 10k by
one less than this gives an answer of
30k. Bear in mind that the + 12 volt
supply rail means that the maximum
output voltage from the circuit is limited
to about 11 volts.
If the output voltage range must be
set very accurately, then R2 must be replaced by a preset resistor, or a preset
and afixed resistor in series, so that the
maximum output voltage can trimmed to
exactly the desired figure. Incidentally, I
used aCA3140E for IC2 simply because
this device happened to be to hand. The
circuit should work just as well using a
uA74 IC, LF35 IN, TIL08 ICP, etc.
With digital to analogue converters
there is no need for any handshaking. You
output a series of values to the circuit
which are rapidly converted to corresponding voltages.
With a powerful PC though, it is
probably possible to output values at a
higher rate than the ZN426E can handle.
There should be no difficulty with around
500,000 values per second, or even a
million per second if IC2 is afairly fast type
such as aCA3140E of LF35 IN. If there is a
risk of values being sent at ahigher rate, a
software routine must be used to slow
things down slightly.

ICI

Output

8
DAC0801

Output

6
16
3 lis
bk2

OV 0
C2

C3

1oon"'

T

10n

OV 0
C2
7100n

-12V o
- I2V o

Fig. 1. The ZN426E 0/A Converter circuit diagram. Note
that DO to 07 must be fed from latching outputs, not the
PC data bus.
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Fig. 2. A differential DAC based on the DAC0801 converter.
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Speed Tests
If you make amajor upgrade to your
PC such as adding a new hard disk,
or you build your own PC from the
basic "building blocks" that are sold
by numerous companies these days,
how do you know that everything is
working at full speed?
Irecently upgraded from two 286
based PCs to two 386 based types
by buying two cheap basic units, and
then adding hard disks, extra memory,
etc. obtained at low prices from other
sources. The two finished PCs clearly
worked and were quite fast, but were
they as fast as they should be?
Fortunately there are a number of
speed test programs available which
will show up problems such as hard
disks with slow access times, slow
memory performance, etc. Commercial
utility programs such as PC Tools have
useful system analyser routines which
will measure various aspects of performance, and show the relative speed of
the test PC against some IBM models.
In the case of such things as hard disk
access times and data transfer rates,
you actually get times in milliseconds,

primarily intended for differential operation.
In other words, there are two outputs
which are at about the OV supply potential with an input value of 64. Higher
values take the negative output more
positive and the positive output more
negative. Lower values have the opposite
effect.
This may seem to be the wrong way
round, and it would seem to be more logical to have higher values take the positive output more positive. However, this
is acurrent rather than voltage oriented
device.
The output that the manufacturers
refer to as the negative one (pin 2) has

and transfer rates in kilobytes per
second.
The set of tests devised by the
American PC Magazine must be one of
the most gruelling you can use on you
PC. These are designed to test such
things as various aspects of VGA
compatibility, processor performance,
memory read/write speed, and extended memory read/write speed. If
something is not set up correctly, or is
simply performing below par, then
these tests will normally reveal the
problem.
The PC Magazine "Lab Benchmark
Tests" are
available
from
some
shareware suppliers, and are worth
trying on your PC, if you dare. My
two PCs performed very creditably,
although on some memory speed tests
they seemed to be slightly slower than
expected.
If you look inside several far eastern
PC clones of the same basic type, but
having motherboards from different
manufacturers, you often find that
the motherboards all look remarkably
similar. Modern PCs are based on LSI
chip sets which replace the rows and
rows of TTL chips on the early PCs.
Apparently the manufacturers of

reduced output current with increased
input values. This reduced current gives a
lower voltage across the load resistor
(R4), and increased output voltage. Similarly, increased current at the other output
(pin 4) gives ahigher voltage across load
resistor R3, and reduced output voltage.
Resistors RI and R2 provide bias currents to the reference inputs of ICI. Using
the specified reference and load resistor
values an output voltage swing of about
12V peak-to-peak is obtained at each output, or some 24V peak-to-peak between
the two outputs.
Using fixed resistors for the load resistances the outputs will not be precisely
balanced, and an output of OV will not be
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obtained with an input value of 64. Where
precision operation is needed, resistors R3
and R4 must be replaced with preset resistors (potentiometers) so that the circuit
can be trimmed for optimum accuracy.
A compensation capacitor Cl is needed
in order to prevent instability in the
operational amplifier at the reference
inputs. Unusually, this circuit does
not require a +5V supply. However,
provided pin one is connected to the OV
rail, the digital inputs will operate
properly with standard TTL input levels.
Next month we will look at some
circuits which use the ZN426E and
DAC0801 in some practical applications,
such as controlling small d.c. motors.
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these chip sets produce printed circuit
board designs on which the LSI chips
are guaranteed to work. These designs
can be used by companies that buy the
chips, and to keep down costs most
manufacturers use the "off the shelf"
designs rather than developing their
own. Thus, six boards from six
different manufacturers, if they are
based on the same chip set, may all be
to the same design!
Strangely, in speed tests such boards
do not always produce the same
results. Whether this is due to genuine
differences in the performance of the
board, or quirks in some test routines, I
really do not know. There are
components in the system other than
the processor and LSI chips, and I
suppose that these might have some
effect on certain aspects of performance.
The PC Magazine speed test
program is available from PDSL,
Winscombe House, Dept EE, Beacon
Road, Crowborough, Sussex, TN6 JUL
(lab 0892 663298). It is on one disk
and the catalogue number is 2425. It
may well be available from other
shareware suppliers, but under a
different disk number.
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Special Series

INFORMArtoN
TECHNOLOGY
AND THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

R, de VAUXBALBIRNIE
Ills is the fourth article in a 12-part
THIS
Information Technology and related matters in the Science
National Curriculum. Certain background
information was given in Part 1(November issue) and readers who have not been
following the series are advised to read this
first.
The first part of this month's work
has a particular emphasis on computers.
After that, we shall look at the range of
microelectronic devices found in everyday
life. We shall begin next month with some
experiments using microelectronics.

COMPUTERS PAST AND
PRESENT
As we saw last month, certain machines
which may be regarded as computers were
developed by Charles Babbage in the early
part of the 19th century. So important was
his work that he is often remembered as
the father of computing. For many years,
development of what we would call information technology today took the form
of bigger and faster mechanical calculators
made possible with advances in accurate
machine tool technology.

A mechanical device using punched
cards was invented in the late 19th century
to process American census information.
This could be regarded as the first data
processing machine.
It soon became clear that there were
limits in terms of speed and reliability to
what could be done using mechanical
devices and people began to think about
using electrical techniques instead. It had
been known for a long time that all
mathematics can be carried out using only
two numbers —0and 1(the binary system)
instead of the usual ten digits 0 to 9. No
further details will be given here but more
will be said about binary arithmetic in a
later article.
By switching acurrent on to represent 1
and off to represent 0and by manipulating
these states, arithmetic can be performed.
Such switching could be done mechanically and the first electrical (rather than
electronic) computers did just that.

cally at amuch faster rate than mechanical devices could achieve. The photograph
shows the first electronic computer called
EN/AC (Electronic Numeric Integrator and
Calculator) built in the 1940's — in this
18,000 valves were used as the switching
elements to perform calculations.
Although agreat improvement on earlier mechanical devices, valves proved to
be expensive, unreliable, and very wasteful
in terms of power and space. ENIAC filled
alarge room and needed 200kW of power
— this is the same power as is needed for
200 single-bar electric fires!
Electronic computers were developed fo.
use in the Second World War because they
could unravel enemy secret codes —one of
these was called Colossus. Computers using
valves are called "first generation" corn-

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
With the invention of the triode valve
by Lee de Forest (see last month's article),
switching could be carried out electroni-

-41,6
%!

'-
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The IBM PS/1 personal computer,
compare this with EN/AC (left).
(Left) EN/AC 1946. The Electronic
Numeric Integrator and Calculator was
designed by J. P. Eckert and J. W.
Mauchly of the Moore School of
Electrical Engineering of the University
of Pennsylvania. Completed in 1946, it
contained 18,000 valves and 1,500
relays. It was designed to calculate
firing tables for the US Army's artillery,
and could calculate atrajectory in half
aminute, compared with 20 hours for a
human calculation.
(Photo courtesy of IBM)
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puters and you will now only see them in
museums.
Compare ENIAC with amodern school
or home microcomputer. The micro is
cheaper, faster, smaller, much less powerhungry and very much more reliable. It is
also much more powerful — that is, able to
do far more complex calculations.

PROGRAMS
We think of a computer as a device
which works from a set of instructions
called a program. This is why Babbage's
machines were true computers rather than
simply calculators. In a modern computer
the program may be changed and this,
together with the sheer power to process
information, makes it the most versatile
machine that man has yet devised.
To give instructions to the computer,
we need to write the program first (or
use one which has already been written).
In the future, a computer will probably
be able to follow instructions spoken in
everyday English. However, aschool computer needs aprogram to be typed on the
keyboard in a"language" which it understands. The program may then be used
directly or stored and used later when required.
There are several computer languages
such as COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, etc.
but for everyday purposes, many people
use BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code). In BASIC, English
words such as PRINT, SAVE, LOAD and
RUN are used and this makes the program
easy to understand. Some simple examples
of BASIC programming appear later in this
article.

SPEED
Recent advances have increased the
speed of computers enormously — that is,
the speed needed to process information.
For asimple calculation, this is so fast that
even an old-fashioned computer will seem
to do it instantaneously. However, when
long and laborious chains of calculations
are needed the speed àf the computer
becomes noticeable. Try to show children a
sorting program to put into order the test
marks of 100 children or more. Compare
this type of activity with the speed of a
child doing the same operation.
A computer needs a memory — called
Random Access (RAM) — in which to
place the information it is working on
temporarily. However, electrical power is
needed to keep this working so if the
computer is switched off, or the power
supply fails, the contents of the RAM will
disappear — the memory is said to be
It is therefore vital to be able to save
important information in some more permanent way so that it is not lost. This is
often done by connecting an external cassette recorder or adisc drive. This is also
useful because ready-made programs can
be bought on a cassette or disc. Storing
information in this way uses the same principle as sound recording on tape (see last
month's article). Show children either tape
or disc storage. If possible, the two may be
compared.
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Tape has the advantage of using an
inexpensive cassette recorder. However,
loading the information is very slow and
rather unreliable. A disc drive uses a
magnetic disc —this is more expensive but
it is reliable. Also, access time to a particular piece of information is very fast
because the whole surface of the disc can
be scanned very quickly unlike acassette
which has to wind through. Programs
written on disc or cassette are referred to
as software — the hardware is the computer
itself.
Programs written on disc or tape may
be altered to suit the purpose — although
with complex ones this may demand considerable skill. However, it often happens
that the program, once written, will never
need to be changed. it may then be written in ROM (Read Only Memory). This
is a purely electrical medium having no
moving parts. It will thus be ready for
instant use when the computer is switched
on. The memory in aspelling checker is of
this type — the words are all stored in
ROM.
The Oxford Dictionary is now stored in
acomputer database. This is just ameans
of storing bulk information on a disc or
other means, being able to retrieve it
quickly and, if possible, update it as required.
The computer can locate information in
a database even when you are not completely sure what you are looking for. For
example, acrime might be committed and a
witness might remember a few odd numbers and letters from the number plate of a
car. If the car was also known to be ared
Metro, the computer could list all its possible owners. Of course, the less information that is known, the more possibilities of
ownership there will be.

MEMORY EXPERIMENT
Try the following using a BBC computer with adisc drive. Put some numbers
in the memory and process them using
a simple program. This is a BASIC program and needs line numbering. The first
line is usually called No. 10 and, if there
were more than one line, would go up in
steps of 10. Note that PRINTING here just
means displaying something on the screen.
RUN instructs the computer to carry out
the program. The ">" sign is called the
prompt and signifies that the computer is
ready to receive an instruction. (RETURN)
means that the return key is pressed before
proceeding.
> 10 PRINT 2 + 3
(RETURN)
> RUN
5
The answer 5 comes up on the screen.
Now do the same but before typing RUN,
switch off the computer for afew seconds
then switch it on again. When RUN is
typed in, nothing happens because the
RAM contents have been erased. However, the information could have been
saved on disc then retrieved like this:
> 10 PRINT 2 + 3
(RETURN)
> SAVE "TRIVIAL"

SAVE instructs the computer to put the
program onto adisc and give it the filename
"Trivial" — note the inverted commas. The
disc drive makes a whirring sound and a
red light comes on. After ashort while it
goes off and the program is saved. Switch
off the computer, then on again so that the
memory is erased. Now type:
> LOAD "TRIVIAL"
(RETURN)
> RUN
5
The answer 5 appears once again. This
illustrates that the contents of the memory
have been saved on the disc and later
retrieved. Obviously this program was not
really worth saving but the same process
could be used for long and complex calculations. Also, you could go back to it
months, or even years later.
You can make the computer give alist
(catalogue) of all the items on adisc (called
,files) by typing 'CAT). This is useful if you
have forgotten afilename.

ROM, RAM AND CPU
The computer RAM may be thought of as
alarge array of trays. Each tray has an address (which is anumber) so that the computer can keep track of where it puts information. This may be likened to ahouse address which enables the postman to put information in the correct letter box. We don't
usually know what the actual address is —
it is usually sufficient to let the computer
decide where to put the information.
The Central Processing Unit (CPU) is
the "brain" of the computer. This manages
everything and does the actual calculations. It takes numbers out of RAM (it is
said to read from memory) and put numbers in (it writes into memory). The result
may be put into other memory locations
and these may be used again for further
calculations. It can do these things in a
fraction of amillionth of asecond!
Here is a BASIC program which illustrates how memory locations are used
to enable the CPU to do acalculation. The
computer looks at the program and deals
with each instruction in line order. Note
that certain simplifications and short-cuts
could be made to this program. However, it
is more easily understood as it stands.
Also, it will work on other computers.
> 10 LET A = 2
(RETURN)
> 20 LET B = 3
(RETURN)
> 30 LET C = A + B
(RETURN)
> 40 PRINT C
(RETURN)
> RUN
5
Explanation
Line 10: A memory location is called
'A' and the number 2is written into it.
Line 20: A memory location is called
"B" and the number 3is written into it.
Line 30: The contents of locations A
and Bare read and added together. The
result, 5, is written into afurther location called "C".
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Line 40: The contents of memory location "C" are printed on the screen —
that is, the number 5.

COMPUTER SIMULATION
EXPERIMENT
This experiment illustrates how the
above program works. A child acts as the
CPU and obeys the program in line order.
You will need a few small trays laid
out in a row to represent the computer
memory. The program above is written on
alarge sheet of paper. A child, representing
the CPU, looks at line 10, sticks alabel on a
tray calling it "A", writes the number "2"
on apiece of paper and places it in the tray.
He or she now looks at line 20 and does
similarly — the tray is labelled "B" and a
piece of paper with "3" written on it is
place inside.
Line 30 is now looked at and anew tray
is labelled "C". The contents of trays A and
B are now added together and the result,
"5", written in tray C. Line 40 is an instruction to print the contents of tray C. This is
done by writing it on apiece of paper and
showing it to the class.
The calculations can be made more
difficult and may use more trays. The
results may then be checked using a
calculator. The children should realize that
(a) the computer does not make mistakes
(b) it works much faster than ahuman (c)
the trays are not real but electronic — they
hold electrical signals which represent the
numbers and (d) the computer has many
thousands — perhaps even millions — of
such "trays". In this way, the computer can
do very complex calculations accurately
and quickly.

STORING TEXT
If the numbers put into RAM represent
letters of the alphabet then the computer
appears to be dealing with words. This is
how word-processors work.
To give an idea of how the computer
can use words, the following can be used.
This BASIC program with no line numbering gives instant printing of the text. However, it is not very useful.
> PRINT "The cat sat on the mat"
(RETURN)
The cat sat on the mat
Note the inverted commas around the
text to be printed. This is asignal to the
computer that text is expected, rather than
numbers. The inverted commas are not
printed. If you do not want immediate
printing when you press RETURN, you
can use this program with line numbering.
It will then only print the text when you
type RUN:
> 10 PRINT "The cat sat on the mat"
(RETURN)
> 20 PRINT "The dog sat on the log"
(RETURN)
> 30 PRINT "The fish was in the dish"
> RUN
The above method needs a lot of linenumbering and typing of PRINT. This
is very time-consuming and inconvenient
and there are better ways of doing it.
The text would be lost if you switched
off the computer. To avoid this, you could
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store the data on adisc — in this case, in a
file called "CAT".
> 10 PRINT "The cat sat on the mat"
(RETURN)
> SAVE "CAT"
To retrieve it you type:
> LOAD "CAT"
(RETURN)
> RUN
The cat sat on the mat
In this program, the computer seems to
be dealing with words but, in reality, it is
just using numbers as it always does. These
programs may seem trivial but the computer is doing a lot of work to execute
them. Every letter of the alphabet, lower
and upper case, every punctuation mark,
etc. is given acode — anumber — which is
unique to it. This is usually the ASCII
(pronounced Askey) code which stands for
American Standard Code for Information
Interchange invented in 1963. It is obviously useful for different makes of computer to use the same code.
In the ASCII code, for example, capital
"P" is given the number 80 but lower case
"p" is given the code 112. An exclamation mark is coded 33 and so on. The computer looks at each letter in apiece of text
and turns it into the ASCII code. It can
then put these numbers into RAM, retrieve
them and convert them back to letters to
be displayed on the screen.
In the BBC computer, you can find the
ASCII code for any letter, number, punctuation mark, etc. by typing:
> PRINT ASC "a"
97
> PRINT ASC "A"
65
> PRINT ASC "!"
33
The foregoing programs store and
retrieve small amounts of text in asimple
manner and this may be sufficient for
children. The problem is, the text cannot be
manipulated easily. For more serious work,
they should use word-processing software
if this is available. In this way they will
appreciate that blocks of text may be
written, modified as required, stored on a
disc, retrieved at afuture time, printed on
paper, etc.
They will get much more benefit out of a
word processor if they use it for a real
purpose rather than simply as an exercise.
Too much dwelling on the various facilities
available is a waste of time. Once they
know the fundamentals they will pick the
rest up as they go along. Let them use the
word processor to do written work providing, of course, aprinter is available.
Desk-top publishing is also useful and
enables achild to appreciate how amodern
newspaper is produced. Art packages and
educational games with graphics and
sound illustrate the storage and retrieval
capability of acomputer with things other
than numbers and text.

THE MICROELECTRONIC
WORLD
This section is about nucroelectronics —
children should know a little about some

of the microelectronic devices they meet
in everyday life. It will be helpful to
illustrate what is meant by the term
microelectronics. If we were to take the
back off an old valve radio dating from,
perhaps, the 1940's we would see inside a
mass of components all connected together
with dozens of soldered wires.
Failure of one of these connections or
components would prevent the radio from
working properly. Furthermore, any fault
might be difficult to find and it would be
time-consuming and expensive to repair.
The radio would have been expensive to
buy in the first place because of the amount
of work needed to hand-build it. Other
pieces of electronic equipment such as
record players, televisions and computers
were built in the same way.
If we now looked at more recent pieces
of equipment, dating perhaps from the
1960's, we would see that much of the
wiring has been preformed on one or more
printed circuit panels. The components are
mounted on top of the panel, connections
pass through holes and are soldered to
the ready-made copper tracks underneath.
These tracks replace all the individual
wires.
Thousands of such panels could be
produced very quickly and cheaply and the
amount of work needed by an operator to
connect them up was greatly reduced.
Also, the device would be far less likely to
fail on account of the more reliable wiring.
At that time, transistors were gradually
replacing valves and the device as awhole
was becoming smaller. However, the circuit
was still built using separate (so-called
discrete) components.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
The next logical step was to build
the components themselves in packages
called integrated circuits (see photographs)
so that many components were pre-connected. Since i.c's could be mass produced,
An integrated circuit in a
d.i.l. package.
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they would be much less costly than the
individual components they replaced. Furthermore, they would be much smaller and
very reliable. The basis for an i.c. is aslice
of silicon about 2mm square —the so-called
silicon chip or microchip. Transistors and certain other (but not all) components can be
formed on this single slice.
It is important to realize that the components are actually made on the chip together with all the necessary connections —
there is no internal "wiring up" done after
manufacture. This would be impossible due
to the small size.
In manufacture, several hundred identical
i.c's are formed, using photographic techEveryday Electronics, February 1992

The chips are made on adisc of silicon then cut up and mounted in their package. The photographs show a
disc with chips on and apackage holding achip. Fine wires connect the chip to the 'legs" of the dit package.
niques, on asingle large wafer of silicon.
Each i.c. is tested and the faulty ones
thrown away — many fail under test
(perhaps as many as 70%) because there is a
lot to go wrong in the process.
The wafer is cut up into individual chips
and each is enclosed in aplastic case. This
is called adual in-line package (d.i.1) and a
typical small one may have 8 or 14 pins.
The chip is connected to these pins using
gold wire then encapsulated permanently.
Once an i.c. is tested and found to be
working properly, it is most unlikely that it
will ever fail in service unless mistreated.

SCALE OF INTEGRATION
The earliest i.c's of the 1950's contained
just afew components — up to 10 —but as
time passed, the maximum number increased dramatically. In the 1970's this
amounted to adoubling each year and the
rapid increase continues to this day. Now it
is possible to form somewhere around one
million transistors on one silicon chip —
although for higher numbers of components the chip is larger.
We talk about the scale of integration
— small scale (SS1), medium scale (MSI),
large scale (LSI), very large scale integration (VLSI) and super large scale integration (SLSI).
Approx. transistors per chip
SSI
about 10
MSI
up to 500
LSI
up to 20,000
VLSI
up to 100,000
SLSI
More than 100,000
Computers built using transistors instead
of valves in the 1960's are called second
generation computers. Computers using early
integrated circuits are called third generation
computers. Present-day school, home and
business computers are of the fourth
generation kind. These use an enormously complex integrated circuit called a
microprocessor.
The microprocessor provides three
things on one clip. Firstly, the arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) which attends to all the
calculation and logic decisions of the
computer. Secondly, registers which are a
type of temporary memory used by the
ALU and, thirdly, the control circuits which
Everyday Electronics, February 1992

organize the working of the ALU in such
operations as when to read and write data
to and from RAM.
The microprocessor needs RAM chips
connected externally using link wires called
buses. Obviously acomputer also needs an
input device such as a keyboard and an
output device such as a screen (VDU),
printer, etc. Without these, humans and
computers cannot communicate with one
another!

WORKING WITH I.C.s
Working with integrated circuits (i.c.$)
rather than using separate components is
called "microelectronics". Microelectronics
does little which could not have been done
many years ago. Just about everything we
can do now could have been done with
first generation technology but such
devices would have been very much larger,
less reliable, extremely power-hungry,
slow to operate and much more expensive.
ENIAC weighed about 30 tonnes and
cost one million dollars to build yet it
was a midget compared with a present
day home or school computer. Imagine
how large, heavy, costly and unreliable a

home micro using first generation technology would be!
If amicrochip ever fails (this is extremely
unlikely) it is impossible to repair but this
is of no concern. It is so cheap that it is
simply replaced and this involves hardly
any labour cost.
A study of microelectronics does not need
an understanding of how an i.c. works. It is
only necessary to know what the chips do
and to learn the rules about connecting them
together to make auseful system.
In some areas the change has been slow
because the old technology is well understood and industry is geared up to using
it. It needs huge capital investment to set
up production of new technology equipment. Some of the electrical parts of a
car are an example of "behind the times"
technology.
Microelectronics revolutionized the
1960's and increasingly so the 70's and
80's. With ever-increasing numbers of
components being integrated we shall
have to see what the late 90's bring.
Perhaps the most exciting development is
the transputer (see photograph). This may
typically have 250,000 transistors on •
a

The lnmos transputer, this photograph is approximately twice the actual size.
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The circuit on the chip of the
transputer. This is actually about 7mm
across.
7mm square silicon chip (as many as
1,000,000 devices on one chip is
possible).
Not only this, transputers will link with
other transputers to make computers so
powerful that they will be able to make

complex decisions and be able to recognize ordinary spoken words. (Edinburgh
University has a computer using 1,000
transputers). They will be consulted as
experts in, say, medical fields. Computers
based on the transputer are called fifth
generation computers.
The foregoing may suggest that the
more components that are formed on a
silicon chip, the better. For some
purposes, this may be true. However,
for many everyday purposes, small or
medium-scale integration is all that is
necessary. The new technology has not
displaced the old. Note also that
transistors themselves - a product of
second generation technology - are still
widely used. Even valves (of the first
generation) are occasionally used.
A microwave oven uses atype of valve
- a magnetron - to generate the high
frequency radio waves called microwaves.
Valves are also used in some highpowered radio transmission equipment.
Even the picture tube on adomestic .
1.v.
set is atype of valve.
CHIPS EVERYWHERE!
There are so many things in everyday lite which use microelectronics that

EVERYDAY

Video Technophobia
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Ease of use and ease of programming remain key issues with the majority of video recorder
users according to the Ferguson annual Electronics Market Report '91. Despite the increased
ownership of VCRs in this country, with UK household penetration now standing at 73 per
cent, a startling proportion 01 users still experience real difficulty in programming their home
video.
It is claimed that 28 per cent off all adults find programming their VCR ardous, and this
proportion rises to even higher percentages in the case of female users (35 per cent )or those
over 45 years of age 50 per cent,.
"Programme complex and inflexible - ."too many buttons - and "remote controls too
complicated - are just sonie of 11.1erti criticisms. Perhaps the introduction of Startext see last
month -and the "easy-to-use - '92 models are the answer.

High Speed Law
Police officers are required to dnve
at high speed whether in response to
emergency calls or in pursuit of the
ever growing -joyrider - or villain. High
speed training on public highways is
very dangerous, an obvious risk to the
public, and out of the question.
The Scottish Police Training College
have commissioned the National Computing Centre to develop a new, or
adapt the award winning Vistrain, interactive video simulator to train police
drivers in emergency response driving.
The need for this type of training is
highlighted by the fact that in Scotland
alone last year there were some 1800
accidents involving police dnvers.
The short term aim is to produce a
system to demonstrate that it is possible to provide effective training at a
reasonable cost. The long term aim is
the take-up of the system by the police
forces of the UK and its extension to
the training of drivers in the fire and
ambulance services.
The project, costing more than
£100,000, is being funded by the
Scottish Police College and the Employment Dept It is hoped to attract further
collaborators to extend the scope and
features of the simulator
******
Granada Computer Services hare
made 300 UK employees redundant. The cats mainly affect
administrative staff and means
the closure of offices in Birmingham, Bristol and Wapping.
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*** ***

******

Multitone Electronics, which has
traditionally designed the mechanics
of its radio paging products and
produced prototypes manually, has
just started using a computeraided design and manufacturing
C DICAM ) system supplied by
Matra Data vision ((K)
Valued at £116,000, the order
includes hardware, software, support and training at Multitone's
Basingstoke premises and at Matra
('K's Coventry headquarters.
******

.4fter the skirmishes
of the last two or
three years, the dust
has settled and it
has finally happened.
4 decision has been
made and the new t'A'
telephone numbering
plan will come into
being on Easter Sunday, 3April 1994. So
don't say you haven't
been warned.

it is difficult to know where to begin.
In the home we have calculators, televi
sions -perhaps with teletext and infra-red
remote control - cameras, video games,
memory telephones, telephone answering
machines, "quartz - clocks and watches,
electronic diaries and spelling checkers,
foreign phrase translators, currency converters, video camcorders, burglar alarms
and audio equipment to mention just a
few. Even some modern sewing machines,
washing machines and toasters have i.c.s
inside.
In the outside world we have cellular
telephones, cash dispensers, car washes,
coffee machines and petrol pumps. Shops
have electronic checkouts and cash registers. The armed services operate abewildering array of microelectronic devices.
Aircraft are also host to a large number
ot systems using them. Industry abounds
with automatic control systems.
Next month we shall build some
circuits using an integrated circuit. We
shall then discuss how environmental changes may be detected and
measured.

It is claimed that with the aid of Number
One System's new Analyser Ill software
program, circuit designs can be tested and
proved before a single component is soldered in position. This saves time and
money and, in many cases, it is claimed that
the breadboarding stage can be eliminated
completely, allowing prototypes to be built
directly on the pc.b.
This latest program is ideal for the
analysis of filters, amplifiers, crossover
networks,
wideband
amplifiers,
aerial
matching networks, i.f. amplifiers and
linear i.c.s. It has a claimed frequency
range 'extending from 0.001 Hz to tens
of Gigahertz: displaying the frequency
response of a circuit, not only in terms of
gain but also including input and output
impedances, phase response and group
delay.

******

UNIMPRESSED
A new report claims that Government initiatives to
promote training and improve standards are failing to
impress industry. The Computer/IT Training Survey 1991,
published by the National Computing Centre and Training
Information Network, reveals that only 15 per cent of
companies believe that TECS (Training and Enterprise
Councils) have a useful role to play in helping meet their
IT training requirements, with a third of organisations not
even knowing what TECS are, or what their role is.
It is also reported that there is a clear indication that
employers do not see legislation and binding contracts as
a way of correcting the problems of skills shortages we
experienced during the last decade. About 90 per cent
of employers would not wish to operate under training
levy schemes which forced a commitment to train, nor
were employers supportive of training contracts with their
employees, where only 20 per cent saw a useful role for
these.

It features full "component library"
facilities, including the ability to create
user-defined models and presents its
output as a high-resolution graph plot,
which can be outputted on either a
dot-matrix or laser printer. In keeping with
their philosophy of making CAD affordable,
Analyser Ill is priced at £195 plus VAT,
complete with manual, example circuit files
and telephone support back-up.
For further information contact: Number
One Systems Ltd., Dept EE, Harding
Way, Somersham Road, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE17 4WR. *0480
61778 ).
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ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Station Road, Cullercoats,
Tyne & Wear NE30 4PO
Tel 091 251 4363
Fax. 091 252 2296
PCB EQUIPMENT
UV EXPOSURE UNIT 229 x159mm
working area. built in timer. 2x8w
tubes
£62.67
PHOTO RESIST BOARD -single sided
pre-sensitised FR4 glass fibre board
3x4in £0.86 4x6in £1.62
6x6on. £2.41
PLASTIC DEVELOPING TRAY
£1.35
FERRIC CHLORIDE (0 5Kg)
£2.46
TIN PLATING POWDER (90g) £8.33
STRIPBOARD 01 pitch 64 x127mm
£1 .30 64 x431mm £4.03 95 x
127mm £1.52 95 x95mm £1.33
95 x431mrn £6.27
BREADBOARD 81 x60mm 3901P
£2.98 175 x42mm 640TP £3.40
175 x67mm 840TP £6.34 •203 x
75mm Et4OTP £7.00
•inc plate & 4mm posts

RF(WIATOPS

KITS
Complete with screen printed & solder
mask board, components and full
instructions
CAR ALARM voltage drop
£12.99
200W CAR BOOSTER 12/24V
CD/line/speaker input.
inc housing.
£91.88
ELECTRONIC DICE (dual)
£9.15
SOUND GENERATOR 10 tunes.
& speaker output
£19.11
2.5W UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIER £6.88
AF SIGNAL INJECTOR/TRACER
adjustable o/p & I/P
£8.39
DIGITAL CODE LOCK 4digit
code flip/flop or latch o/p
£19.11
AC MOTOR/DRILL CONTROLLER
carbon brush 24-240Vac 5A £16.28
D CONNECTORS
Plug
9pin
£0.29
15 Pin
£0.39
15 Pin H D
£0.81
25 Pin
£0.48
9Way plastic cover
15 Way plastic cover
25 Way plastic cover

HARDWARE
PCB Nylon Stand-offs clip into board,
screw from base
5mm spacing £0.24/10 £1.68/100
10mm spacing £0.26/10 £1.82/100
13mm spacing £0.30/10 £2.10/100
SELF TAPPING SCREWS Pan head
No6 x64mm £0.14/10 £0.88/100
No 6x9.5mm C0.12/10E0.78/100
No6 x13mm £0.13/10 £0.86/100
No6 x19mm £0.16/10 £1.04/100
T2 Box 75 x56 x25mm
£0.76
£0.72
13 Box 75 x51 x25mm
£0.92
14 Box 111 x57 x22mm
CI.36
MBI Box 79 x61 x40mm
MB2 Box 100 x76 x41mm
£1.48
MB3 Box 118 x98 e45mm
£1.72
£2.36
MB5 Box 150 x100 x60mm

Socket
£0.30
£0.39
£0.90
£0.60
£0.30
£0.33
£0.36

SOLDERING IRONS
Antes Soldering irons
M 12 Watt
£7.11
£7.11
C 15Wan
£7.30
G 18Wan
CS 17Watt
£7.21
£7.30
XS 25Watt
ST4 STAND
£2.75
New PORTASOL HOBBY
£11.17
35 Watt gas iron
£3.00
DESOLDER PUMP
ANTISTATIC PUMP
£4.30
22SWG 0.5Kg Solder
£7.40
18SWG 0.5Kg Solder
£6.60
1mm 3yds Solder
£0.50

£0.24
£0.21
£0.28
£0.38
£0.44
£0.28

78L05. 781_12. 78LI 5
79L05, 7902, 79L15
7805, 7812. 7815
7905, 7912. 7915
LM317T 15A 12-37V
LM723 150mA 2-37V
DIODE S
Zener Diodes 2V7-33V
BZYEt8 400mW
BZX85 1.3W
1N4001-1N4005
1N4006.1N4007
1N5400-1N5402
1N5404•1N5406
1N5407-1N5408
1N4148 Signal
0A90 Signal
0A91 Signal

£0.08
£0.14
£0.07
£0.08
£0.09
£0.11
£0.16
£0.06
£0.07
£0.10

THYRISTORS & TRIACS
P0102A4 0 BA 100V
SCR
£0.22
£0.40
TICIO6D 5A 400V SCR
£0.66
TIC206D 4A 400V Triac
£1.74
BTA08-400BW 8A iso
VEl LEMAN KITS
Stockists of the full range of
Velleman kits Catalogue
available upon request
HFSISTORS
0 25W 5% CF E12 Series
£0.60/100
05W 5% CF El 2Series
£0.96/100
0.25W 1% MF E24 Series
£1.72/100
POTS Log or Lin 47OR -1MO
25mm die 0.25in shaft
£0.40
PRESETS Enclosed Honz
or Vert 100R -IMO
0 15W
£0.15
PRESETS Skeleton Hors
or Vert 100R -IMO
01W
£0.11

TEST Fir MI ASURE MI NI
HM103S ANALOGUE METER
19 ranges (inc 10Adc). fuse & diode
protection, battery test, shock resistant
tilted case, mirrored scale supplied with
battery, leads & instructions
Dim 154 x77 x43mm
£11.47
HC2020S ANALOGUE METER
20 Ranges (inc 10Adc). fuse & diode
protection, transistor & diode tester, polarity
reverse switch, high impact shock resistant
case. Supplied with battery, leads. stand &
instructions
Dim 150 x102 x45mm£18.46
HYTO7 LOGIC PROBE
TEL & CMOS, displayed in light 8i sound.
pulse enlargement, pulse detection down to
25nsec, max frog 20MHz Supplied with
full instructions.
£7.72
MX190 DIGITAL METER
19 ranges, 35digit 12mm LCD. signal
injector, diode test, fuse protection, auto
polarity & zero, supplied with battery. leads
& instruction manual
Dim 126 x70 x24mm£14.73
M231158 DIGITAL METER
17 Ranges (Inc 10Adc). 3.5 doe 12mm
LCD. diode test, buzzer, auto polarity &
zero, over-range & low bat indication,
supplied with battery, leads & instructions.
Dim. 130 x72 x33mm
£23.40

RI CONNECTORS
BNC Solder Plug
BNC Crimp Plug
BNC Solder Skt
BNC Chases Skt
PL259 52mm
PL259 11mm
RND UHF socket
SOR UHF socket
FPlug RG58
FPlug RG6
N Plug RG8
LINEAR ICs

TL071CP
TL072CP
TL074CN
TL081
TL082CP
TL084CN
TBA1205
AUDIO CONNECTORS
LM301A
PHONO PLUG inc strain relief
CA3I1E
£0.17
Red or Black
CA324
PHONO PLUG right angle.
LM348N
Red or Black
£0.23
LF35I N
PHONO Chassis Socket
£0.18
CAPACITORS
LM358N
6.35mm Plastic Mono Plug
Ceramic Disc 100V 10pF to
with strain relief
£0.26
LM377
100nF
£0.07
As above but Stereo
£0.46
LM380N
Ceramic Plate 100 & 63V
6.35mm Chassis Socket, switched
1.0pE to 12nF
LM381
Mono £0.38. switched Stereo £0.49
1pF-1nF £0.06. 1n2-2n7
LM386
3.5mm Mono Plug
£0.17
£0.09. 3n3-4n7 £0.12,
LM387
3.5mm Stereo Plug
£0.29
10n 8.12n £0.06
LM392N
3.5mm Mono line skt
£0.24
Polystyrene 160V 5% 47pF
3.5mm Stereo line skt
£0.29
LM393N
to 10nF
PLASTIC DIN PLUGS
CA555
47p-2n2 £0.09. 2n7-10n
2pin £0.16, 5/360 £0.27, 3pin
NE556N
£0.12
£0.24. 6pin £0.30. 4pin £0.29,
NE567N
7pin £0.33. 5/1800.26. 8Pin
UA733
FI AY S
£0.45, 5/240 £0.30
CA7410E
XLR Chassis Socket
£1.66
6V SPOT 6A
£0.70
XLR Chassis Plug
£1.32
12V SPOT 6A
£0.70 LM748CN
XLR Line Socket
£1.46
6V DTDP 64
£1.96 TBA810S
XLR Line Plug
£1.36
TBA820M
LM1458
1)11
FI ECTRO1 YTIC RADIAI CAPACITORS
ULN2004
SUCKE IS
uF
16V
25V
63V
100V
TDA2030
8 Pin
£0.07
CA3046
047
£0.015
£0.07
14 Pin
£0.11
'CA3080
10
_
£0.05
£0.06
16 Pin
£0.16
CA3130
2.2
£0.06
£0.08
18 Pin
£0.15
CA3140
47
£0.05
£0.08
20
Pin
£0.16
CA3240
10
£0.06
£0.06
£0.06
£0.08
£0.19
24 Pin
22
£0.06
£0.06
£0.09
LM3900
28 Pin
£0.22
47
£0.06
£0.06
£0.11
LM3914
40
Pin
£0.26
100
£0.06
£0.09
£0.11
LM3915
220
£0.09
£0.12
£0.31
MC4558
470
£0.16
£0.19
£0.57
NE5532
1000
£0.22
£0.29
ICL7621
2200
£0.37
£0.67
4700
£1.11
-
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OPEN

£0.85
£0.68
£1.08
£0.78
£0.58
£0.58
£0.48
£0.40
£0.27
£0.27
£1.84

£0 32
£0.34
£0.48
£0.29
£0.34
£0.48
£0.60
£0.26
£0.28
£0.23
£0.31
£0.38
£0.27
£2.67
£1.12
£2.70
£0.48
£1.80
£0.79
£0.28
£0.22
£0.36
£0.36
£0.64
£0.18
£0.31
£0.88
£0.39
£0.26
£0.48
£1.36
£0.37
£0.72
£0.98
£0.44
£1.22
£0.72
£2.70
£2.70
£0.36
£0.80
£1.70

SWITCHES
SPST Toggle
£0.68
SPOT Toggle
£0.64
SPOT CO Tog
£0.62
DPOT Toggle
£0.68
DPOT CO Toggle
£0.74
DPOT mini slide
Rotary Wafer 1P-12W.
2P•6W 3P-4W,
4P• 3W
£0.78
Key Switch SPOT
£2.40
£0.25
Push to make
£0.24
Push to break
Latching Push Sor £0.68
PCB Tact 6 6mm £0.26
ADAPTORS

BNC Plug PHONO Skt
BNC Plug -BNC Plug
BNC Skt -BNC Skt
BNC Plug -UHF Ski
BNC Plug -2xBNC Skt
BNC Skt -2xBNC Skt
UHF Plug -BNC Skt
FSocket -FSocket
3.5mm Plug -2xSkt
35mm Plug - 25in Skt
0 25in Plug -35mm

£0.78
£1.96
£1.00
£1.38
£1.89
£1.89
£1.59
£0.33
£1.20
£0.57
£0.57

AUDI Il
VVAR NAM.;
400Hz 75dB 9-20V
450Hz 60dB 9-12V
4KHz 90d8 3 15V
28KHz 100d8 pulsed
35KHz 75dB 240Vac
4KHz 80dEl 30V pk -pk
BRIO

£0.72
£1.14
£0.92
£1.80
£1.22
£0.58

E

RECTIFIERS
W005 1.5A 50V
WO2 15A 200V
BR32 3A 200V
BR82 EIA 203V
1004 10A 400V

£0.19
£0.20
£0.36
£0.64
£1.39

4000 Sr" le•-,
£0.20
4000
4001
£0.17
4002
£0.19
4006
£0.32
4007
£0.20
4008
£0.31
4010
£0.19
4011
£0.16
£0.17
4013
4014
£0.30
4015
£0.31
4016
£0.18
4017
£0.25
4018
£0.27
4022
£0.32
4024
£0.21
£0.15
4025
4026
£0.40
£0.18
4027
4029
£0.27
£0.17
4030
£0.68
4033
4035
£0.31
4040
£0.29
4042
£0.22
£0.31
4046
4047
£0.25
4049
£0.20
£0.26
4051
4052
£0.25
£0.24
4053
4055
£0.30
4060
£0.31
£0.29
4063
4066
£0.18
4069
£0.20
4072
£0.17
4075
£0.17
4076
£0.30
4077
£0.16
4082
£0.17
4089
£0.66
4093
£0.16
4094
£0.31
4095
£0.56
4510
£0.26
4511
£0.29
4515
£0.78
4520
£0.28
£0.84
4521
£2.48
4534
£0.37
4538
4541
£0.31
4572
£0.25
£0.24
4584
£0.48
4585
40106
£0.24
401 74
£0.34

TRANSISTORS
BC107
£0.14
BC10134
£0.12
BC109C
£0.15
£0.16
BC177
BC178
£0.16
£0.16
BC179
BC182L8
£0.09
BC183LB
£0.09
BC184L
£0.11
£0.09
BC212L
BC212LB
£0.09
BC2I 3LC
£0.09
£0.11
BC214
£0.12
BC327
£0.10
BC328
£0.12
BC337
BC338
£0.08
£0.24
BC527
£0.24
BC528
£0.24
BC537
£0.24
BC538
BC547C
£0.09
£0.08
BC548C
£0.10
BC549C
£0.09
BC557C
£0.09
BC558C
£0.09
BC559C
BDX33C
£0.46
BOX34C
£0.64
£0.24
BEY50
£0.24
BFY51
13FY52
£0.24
TIP29C
£0.33
£.33
TIP30C
TIP31C
£0.33
TIP32C
£0.34
TIP33C
£1.02
TIP414
£0.38
TIP42C
£0.28
2N2222
£0.16
2N29054
£0.28
£0.09
2N3704
£0.09
2N3705
£0.09
2N3706
2N3771
£1.22
2N3772
£1.28
£1.88
2N3773
£0.10
2N3904
2N3905
£0.10
2N3906
£0.09

CONNECTORS
CROC CLIPS 33mm
•Red or Black
£0.12
CROC CLIPS 45mm
Red or Black
£0.20
PP3 Battery
Snap
£0.10
PP9 Battery
Snap
£0.14
4mm BANANA
PLUG Red or
Black
£0.09
4mm BUNCH PIN
PLUG Red
or Black
£0.30
4mm BINDING
POST Red or
£0.54
Black
£0.60
SCART PLUG
SCART PCB Skt £0.78
SCART LINE
£1.36
Skt
IEC LINE
£0.78
SOCKET
IEC CHASSIS
PLUG
£0.72
IEC CHASSIS Skt £0.66
CAR AERIAL
PLUG
£0.19
CIGAR LIGHTER
PLUG
£0.30

74LS Serif-,
74LSOO
74LSO1
74LS02
741.503
74LSO4
74LSO5
74LSO8
74LSO9
741.510
74LS11
74LS12
74LS20
74LS21
74LS26
741_530
74.532
74LS37
74LS42
74LS51
74LS86
74LS9274LS93
74LS107
74LS109
74LS123
74LS125
74LS133
74LS138
74LS153
74LS154
74LS157
74LS164
74LS165
74LS175
74LS191
74LS193
741_5367
74LS374

£0.14
£0.17
£0.18
£0.17
£0.14
£0.17
£0.17
£0.17
£0.17
£0.17
£0.16
£0.16
£0.16
£0.16
£0.17
£0.17
£0.18
£0.25
£0.19
£0.20
£0.40
£0.26
£0.30
£0.21
£0.40
£0.21
£0.22
£0.24
£0.26
£0.90
£0.26
£0.26
£0.63
£0.24
£0.24
£0.24
£0 21
£0.32

ORDERING INFORMATION
All prices exclude VAT.
Please add 85p carriage to all orders and VAT (17.5%).
No minimum order charge.
Please send payment with your order
PO/Cheques made payable to
ESR Electronic Components
Access & Visa cards accepted
Offical orders from schools & colleges welcome.

MON 8.30-5.00 SAT 10.00-5.00
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Constructional Project

SPINNING
HEART

d

RAFEALDRIDGE
A novelty circuit to impress your loved one on St Valentines day.

S

I ‘ALLNTINES day
will soon be
upon us and novelties to tell your
sweetheart how you feel are often
expensive. Here is aclever little circuit that
is bound to get the message over and
impress the one you love on the 14th of
February.
The spinning heart consists of 24 red
I.e.d.s arranged in the shape of alove heart.
When switched on three evenly spaced
I.e.d.s light up, these then go out and
the adjacent I.e.d.s light and so on. This
produces a spinning effect and looks very
effective. Potentiometer. VR1, allows the
speed of the effect to be altered from very
slow to fast enough for the heart to look
almost completely lit up.
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Fig 1. Circuit diagram of the Spinning Heart.
The reason for RIs existence is that ICI
will not operate properly with a very low
value of resistance between the positive line
and pin 7. So RI provides an acceptable
resistance between positive and pin 7even
if VR Iis wound right down.
The astable feeds pulses into the decade
counter, IC2. This selects which set of
I.e.d.s will come on. The counter has
output number 8 (pin 9) connected to its
reset pin (pin 15). This means that when
the last set of I.e.d.s go out the
counter resets, and the first set of
I.e.d.s is the next to light, hence the
continuation of the sequence. Resistor
R3 is included to limit the current flow
through the I.e.d.s and ensure that no
damage occurs to them or the i.c.

CONSTRUCTION
Before construction commences there
are a few things to decide upon.
Due to the large variety of I.e.d.s
on the market Ihave left the size
completely up to the constructor. In the prototype 5mm
I.e.d.s were used which made
a nice size heart. frowever,
there is no reason why
8mm or lOmm I.e.d.s cannot be used to make a
larger display. Alternatively
3mm I.e.d.s could be used and the
display turned into a brooch.
Assembly of the circuit is done on apiece
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CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
1he full circuit diagram for the Spinning
Heart is shown in Fig. I. It is a relatively
simple circuit consisting of three main
parts. The first part of the circuit is an
astable multivibrator built around ICI, a
NE555 timer. VRI, RI, R2 and Cl form
the timing components with VR1 providing a means of changing the output frequency from I
Hz to IkHz.

09

6

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1
150
R2
lk
R3
330
All 06W 5% carbon

See

TALK
Page

Potentiometer
VR1

47k rotary carbon. linear

Capacitors
Cl
C2

1Oja radial elec. 16V
100n polyester

Semiconductors
Cl
NE555 timer
IC2
4017 BEdecade counter
D1 to D24 Red Ied. (24 off)
(see text)
Miscellaneous
Si
S.P.S.T. toggle switch
Stripboard 12 rows x 27 holes, 8-pin
d.i.l. socket; 16-pin d.i.l. socket; I.e.d.
Clips (24 off); battery clip; plastic case
(see text); 9-way ribbon cable, knob,
solder, etc.
Approx cost
guidance only

Everyday Electronics, February 1992
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of stripboard and full wiring details are
shown in Fig. 2. Start by cutting the board
to size and making the cuts in the copper
tracks. Once this has been done construction is simple.
Sockets should be used for both ic.s
especially if a lower power version of the
NE555 is to be used, and these should be
fitted first. Then insert all the wire links
followed by the resistors and capacitors.
Note that capacitor Cl must be connected
the right way round. Then solder all of the
off board connections (pins Ito 7and 10),
using a 9-way ribbon cable for the display.

DISPLAY
On the prototype the display was built
into the top of the case using the dimensions of the heart as shown in Fig. 3. There
is a lot of scope for the constructors own
ideas to be implemented here.
Once the display is built great care must
be taken to connect the I.e.d.s up in the
correct order and with the correct orientation. It was found best in the prototype to
wire up the I.e.d.s in sets, e.g. wire up D1,
D9, DI7 first. Emphasis must be put on the
care taken in this stage as it can be very
difficult to trace errors and correct them
later. Follow the circuit diagram and make
sure the I.e.d.s are the correct way round.
It could be worth alook round for "bargain packs" of I.e.d.s. Some suppliers are
selling packs of 25+ I.e.d.s for a lot less
than what it would cost to buy them "individually".
After checking the display wiring and
ensuring that there are no solder splashes
between tracks, the circuit can be tested.
Insert both i.c.s ensuring correct orientation. Connect a 9V battery to the circuit
and switch on.
If nothing happens then switch off immediately and recheck all wiring. If this is
okay then connect a I.e.d. in series with a
I
k resistor between pin 3 of ICI and OV.
Set VRI to 47k the I.e.d. should flash showing that the problem lies with the counter.
otherwise the problem is due to, the astable.
If any of the I.e.d.s do not light then
check orientation of all the I.e.d.s in that set
and the wiring to them. Make sure that
every set is connected to an output from
the counter and the cathode (k) end of each
set is connected to R3.
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Fig 2 (left). Stopboard layout and wiring.
photograph above shows the prototype unit.
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The prototype stripboard
There is not really anything that can go
wrong with this circuit so it should work if
all components are inserted and wired correctly.

CASE
As this project is likely to be a present,
care should be taken with the case as this
is what the person will see. The size of
the case depends on the size of I.e.d.s
used. The prototype was build in acase of
dimensions II
4mm x 76mm x 38mm
which provides a"roomy" top enabling a
neater presentation to be achieved.
The on/off switch was mounted at the
top of the case with room left next to it
for a "sweet nothing", such as "I love
you. Catherine", to be written. The display took up most of the case with VR I
mounted in the bottom right hand corner.
A guide to the size of the love heart is
shown in Fig. 3. This is the design used
in the prototype and is for 5mm I.e.d.s.
The lid of the case was covered in masking
tape and the design copied on. The masking tape helps prevent the drill bit slipping
and damaging the finish. The I.e.d.s fit inside this outline.
Either drill two holes 2.5mm apart so
that the I.e.d.s legs fit through and their
package butts up to the line and repeat
this for the 25 I.e.d.s as in the prototype.
Alternatively, you can use I.e.d. clips and
mount the I.e.d.s flush with the top of the
case. Slight alteration will be needed to
make up the design but this should be
quite simple.

Fig. 3. Layout of the le.d.s to form the
heart shape (full size).
The Circuit can of course be useu to
power other display configurations for
various "applications". There is no
reason why any "shape" of I.e.d.s should
not be arranged and make up as a badge,
as part of ahat, in car display or even for
amini disco etc.

IN USE
There is not really much to say on the
use of the circuit. Use VR I to obtain
different "effects". It has been found that
looking at the display in the dark and out
of focus, weird effects start to appear.
Hope your loved one likes it!
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Constructional Project

PROGRAMMABLE
TIMER
STEVEN HOLLAND
A simple, easy to construct unit that will
give time periods from microseconds to
hours. The timer has unlimited use such as:
TV sleep timer; alarm bell duration timer;
lamp flasher; process or cooking timer etc.

T

a timer with an unlimited amount of uses, it is based
on one RC network and can have
delays from microseconds to hours. One
advantage is that the time delays are programmable by using a single dual in-line
package (d.i.I.) switch. Using d.i.l. switches
provides different delay methods such as
switch-on delays, switch-off delays, oneshot or dual delay modes.
The heart of the circuit is a LS7210 programmable digital delay timer i.e. It has an
internal oscillator with an alternate external clock input facility.
All inputs are CMOS. PMOS and TTL
compatible. The pinout layout and functions is shown in Fig. I. The block diagram
for the Programmable Timer is shown in
Fig. 2.
HIS PROJECT is

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram for the
Programmable Timer is shown in Fig. 3.
The power supply circuit is shown in the
top left.

The delays are formed by ICI the
LS7210 CM-OS timer, which is a specially
designed integrated circuit for digital
delays. There are five binary weighted
inputs which control the delays from one
period to one period times 31. There are
also four modes in which the unit will
operate.
There is no need for resistors on the input pins as they have internal pull-up resis-

IC
AC -DC
CONVERTER

RELAY
cue sw

TCHES

Fig. 1 (top). Pinout functions for the
LS7210 programmable digital delay ic.

RELAY
CONTACTS

e

N L

100

No

Fig. 2 (above). Timer block diagram.
Fig. 3 (left). Full circuit diagram for the
Programmable Timer
tors. The input switch S9 supplies a negative edge to trigger ICI.
The output from pin 13 is connected to
transistor TRI via resistor RI. The output
from the transistor can then be used to activate arelay.
The bridge rectifier REC Iconverts a.c.
voltage to ad.c. voltage and the ripple content of the rectifier output is smoothed by
capacitor CI. The supply voltage is then
regulated by IC2 to I2V and capacitor C2
smooths it against any spikes or "glitches"
on the line.
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Switch SI on the programming switch
bank SI -S8 selects the output from pin 13
to be fed back to the trigger input, pin 3, in
order to operate in the dual mode. The four
modes are:

TIMING CHART
The equation tor the delay period is:
(I + 1023 xn)

.1

Delayed Switch-On

e.g. I+ 1023 x 1= 1024

Delayed Switch-Off

where .f=3.17kHz and n= 1 1024 +3.17

Dual Delay

delay =323 microseconds

One-Shot

ncan be any number between 1and 31 .

Delayed switch-on:— When the trigger is
logic 0and the time period has elapsed the
output goes high ("I").

COMPONENTS
Resistors

See

R1
2k2
R2
See Text (22k)
All 0.25W 5% carbon

SHOP
TALK

n= 1 Delay Period 853.3µS
n=7 Delay Period 5973.3µS

Construction of this project is very
simple and it is built on a small printed
circuit board. All the components, except
the "start" switch S9, mains transformer
and relay. are mounted on the p.c.b.
The printed circuit board component
layout and full size copper foil master
pattern for the timer is given in Fig. 4. This
board is available from the EE PCB Service, code EE785.
Commence construction by soldering in
the two link wires and the two d.i.l. sockets. One for the d.i.l. switch (16-pin) and
the other (14-pin) for ICI. As ICI is a
CMOS device, the usual handling precautions should be taken and the i.c. only

Page

Capacitors
Cl
C2
C3

If n=3delay is 969i.tS
Example: C2= 330nF R2= 2k2
Oscillator frequency 1.2k Hz

CONSTRUCTIOIV

1001i radial elect., 25V
100n ceramic
See Text (0p047 ceramic)

Semiconductors
TR1
ICI
IC2
REC 1

BC548 npn silicon transistor
LS7210 programmable
digital delay
7812 12V voltage regulator
W005 1A 50V bridge
rectifier

Miscellaneous
S1 -S8
8-way d.i.l. switch
S9
Pushbutton or toggle switch
Mains transformer, 15V secondary;
12V relay, contacts rated to suit application; 14-pin d.i.l. socket; 16-pin di'.
socket; connecting wire; solder etc.
Printed circuit board available from the
EE PCB Service, code EE785.

£17

Approx cost
guidance only

Delayed switch-off.— When logic 0 is
pulsed to the trigger the output is high
until the time period has elapsed.
Dual delay:— This setting toggles the
output at the rate set by the timer.
One-shot:— When the trigger pin is low,
the output is high for the set period and
returns to low and waits for another trigger pulse.
One of the four modes mentioned above
can be set by "programming" the d.i.l.
switches. (See Fig. Iand Fig. 3).
Control
A

Fig. 4. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper
foil master pattern. The completed Programmable Timer board can
be seen below.

Mode

B

1

1

Dual delay

1
0

0
1

0

0

Delayed Switch-off
Delayed Switch-on
One-shot

The RC network, made up of resistor R2
and capacitor C3. at pin 5 of ICI
sets the internal oscillator rate. The
choice of values for R2 and C3 will,
of course, depend on final application.
Some typical uses are given later and
include specific values for R2
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inserted on the board after completion of
the wiring.
Next solder in the transistor and bridge
rectifier taking careful note of the polarity
as this is most important. Having selected
the desired values for resistors R2 and
capacitor C3, solder the remaining components in position.
Finally, check the board for any wiring
errors and inspect the underside for "dry
joints" or solder blobs bridging across copper tracks. Complete the wiring to all offboard components and double-check for
any errors. When all is O.K. ICI can be
inserted on the board together with the
d.i.l. switch (S1-S8).

SI

A

8

ON
DUAL

DELAY

TV Sleep Timer

OFF
BINARY
CODE -3

DELAY SWITCH OFF

The arrangement shown in Fig. 6 is used to switch aTV set off after aset time. The
period is two minutes so it can be set to amaximum of 62 minutes by the d.i.l switches.
Due to the presence of mains voltage extreme care must be exercised when building
and operating this circuit.
Resistor R2 should be 22 kilohms (22k) and capacitor C3 4p7.

2.-22k

IS

II HU
I
MI

DELAY SWITCH

ON

240V
AC

C3= 4p7 Frequency: 8-9Hz

Delay- 115056mS

NIMBI
11 III

SV A C

N

CIRCUIT

24

a II
MI MN

BOARD
•

BEL AY

•

COIL

SI

ONE SHOT

L

30

T V SET
ON

"Mall
'u'

Fig. 5 Testing and setting up modes.
All the binary inputs are active low, so
be aware of this.

TESTING
To test the unit apply the low a.c. voltage
output from the transformer secondary to
the power supply input pins on the p.c.b.
The voltage can be between 13 and 20
volts, so a wide range of transformers can
be used.
Set the d.i.l. switches to the mode and
time required (see Fig. 5) and start the
chosen sequence by operating switch S9
and checking that the unit functions as
instructed. The "trigger" or "start" switch
S9 can be any type to suit your needs but
remember if using the delayed switch-on
mode a"normally closed" switch should be
used, whereas the other two modes simply
require a normally open switch. S9 is not
required when using dual delay mode and
should be omitted.
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SWITCH

SET TO APPROX.10mins

Fig. 6. Set-up for aSleep Timer for a TV Set.
Bell Duration Timer
Auto shut-off for an alarm bell can be timed with this module in the One-Shot mode,
see Fig. 7. When the trigger is low then the output goes high for the set period then
returns low, even with the input still at OV. The time can be adjusted anywhere from 1to
31 minutes. Resistor R2 can be 10k and capacitor C3 41.17,
R2 —10k

C3 ---- 4p7 Frequency: 17Hz

Delay..60235mS

L0
240V A.0
N 0

CIRCUIT

TRIGGER

BOARD

PROM ALARM

APPI-ICATIOIVS
There are many situations in which the
Programmable Timer could be used: From
sleep timers to light controllers, computer
watchdogs to soldering iron auto shut-off.
In fact, almost any item that could prove to
be too dangerous to leave on or where you
wish to save on electricity.
Some of these applications are shown
in the following schematic diagrams together with a very brief explanation. Also
included are the values for the RIC network components R2 and C3.

ate
SETTING

COIL
RELAY
P

N

12V

TO BELL

II
CREED

III II
I, a

111.11 SWITCH
SETTING

SET

TO APPROX. 20mIrm

Fig. 7 Using the "one-shot mode fora Bell Duration Timer
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Flashing Lights
The delay can be set to oscillate the
output at a given rate. This can then
operate a relay which in turn can switch
on a light or alternate the relay contacts
to form alternating lights, see Fig. 8.
Resistor R2 is 22k and capacitor C3
0)1047.

IN USE

Once an application has been found for
the Programmable Timer board and when
it is installed, the use of the project is very
simple.
If it is used as a TV Sleep Timer (Delay
Switch-Off) then a simple press of S9 will
switch on the TV and after the set period
the TV will switch off and stay off until you
switch it on again. This is ideal for use at
night if you fall asleep, or for children who
tend to leave things switched on.
The TV could be replaced by asoldering
iron. This will extend the life of the iron
and the bit by ensuring it is not left on.

Fig. 8 Set-up for using the timer to create "Flashing Lights"

TALK
with David Barrington
Telesound
Some readers may have difficulty in
obtaining the Astec u.h.f, modulator,
called for in the Telesound project, from
their local supplier. The UM1286 modulator in currently listed by Cirkit
Mir 0992 444111) code 40-01286 and
Maplin, code BK66W (UM1286 Mod.).
The small "remote control" box, with
battery compartment, should the available
from most of our components advertisers
The one used in the model was purchased
from Maplin, code LH90X.
The single-sided printed circuit board for
the Telesound is available from the EE PC8
Service, code EE784.
Spectra- Lite
All components for the Spectra- Lite
are standard off-the-shelf items and
should be available from most of our
components advertisers. The rectangular
shape tri -colour I.e.d.s are not quite so
common but the 5mm and 10mm round
types are just as effective.
Why hide the circuit board? Even

though the board is so small, it could
easily take the I.e.d.s and form part of the
"lapel badge"!
Spinning Heart
We do not expect constructors to experience any problems when shopping
for parts for the Spinning Heart.
When ordering the I.e.d.s for the display, it is certainly worth "sounding out"
the retailer for a bulk discount. Some
advertisers, such as Greenweld, Bull
Electrical and Marco Trading, are often
making special offers on components and
already make up I.e.d packs of 25 plus
I.e.d.s from time to time.
To add to the fascination of your Valentine message you could always build the
Auto Melody Maker project in the same
case.
Programmable Timer
The only component likely to cause
concern to builders of the Programmable
Timer is the LS7210 programmable digital delay chip. This i.c. was, until recently,

TEST EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
AND TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY
El Service manuals
E Spare parts
E Comprehensive repair
service including
complete instrument
refurbishment at highly
competitive rates

_We support scientific,
commercial and industrial
equipment manufactured by
over 100 different
companies
E New and second-hand
test equipment also available
at competitive prices
E Components, valves and
miscellaneous items

Hesing Technology
41 Bushmead Road, Eaton Sown. St. Neots, Cambs PE19 3BT
Telephone and fax:(04801 214488
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stocked by Tandy stores but has since
been discontinued.
Searching around for another source for
this i.c. has, to date, only revealed two
suppliers. The LS7210 is being stocked by
Magenta (1116 0283 65435) and Viewcorn Electronics (imp 081 471 9338).
The 8-way d.i.l. switch is now carried
by most of our advertisers and should not
cause any purchasing problems. The timer
printed circuit board is available from the EE
PCB Service, code EE785.
Charge State Monitor
The only listing we have been able to
find for the I
CL8211 micropower voltage
detector called for in the Charge State
Monitor is from Maplin (code YH43W)
and Electromail (11P 0536 204555),
stock no. 283-249.
The rest of the components for this
project, including the 10-segment bargraph
display, seem to be standard items and
should be readily available.
Auto Melody Maker
The melody i.c. UM66, used in the
Auto Melody Maker, is available in four
versions with melodies ranging from amedley of Carols to Elvis's Love Me Tender. This
device is fairly popular and stocked by a
number of our advertisers.
When placing your order for parts, make
sure your supplier understands that you
must have the BC184L. Other types
without the letter L have different leadout
arrangements and the pins will have to be
bent to fit the circuit board.

(
CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED

35 720K Diskette Drives
£29.00 each
£35.00 each
10MByte Winchesters. used. 3months Wtv.
525 Disk Drives BO TE. MD
£[25.00 each
525 Disk Doves 80 TE DSOD Used. No Wty l£15 00 doves sold on strictly as is basis £15.00 each
525 Disks. DSDO 48tpi. boxes of 10 (free disk cleaner with 5boxes)
£3.00 .
box
5.99 each
Lockable diskette boxes for 80' 35 or 100 525 (state which)
Small siz
sized diskette boxes i
Mir able)
40' 35 £
E4.75, 50* £
525 £4.99
Printer stands (suit 80,132 cols i
Basic £2.99, or with paper catcher £10.99
Digital multimeter. 14 ranges inc leads 8manual
£C 16 .
00 each
Apricot Disk drive PSU
£10.00 each
5V at 6A PSU
(45099th
£6.40 each
5V at 10A PSU
N6Cads AA £80
., C£1.99. 0 £2.00. 9013[4.99
Universal charger £5.99 each
Disk Drive Data lead BBC Micro to Disk Drivels)
some £2.00 Dual £4.00 each
Disk Dove Power lead BBC Micro to Disk Doves)
Single £2.00 Dual £4.00 each
741.5111 pick and mix. buy 10 or more for
£0.12 each
TyPesavadabte 00 02 04 09 10 11 '12 1314 15 20 21 26 27 30 32 33 37 38 42 74 83 85
86 96107 -109 -122125'132136138139'145 -151 153 157 158 160 162 163 164 165
174 191 193 240 253 257 260'298 353 '365 '366 373 -385 390 599 670 682
27 128 EPROMS (Ex eouipmenti
.
£1.20 each or [5.00/5
256K Byte DRAM modules removed from equipMent
£6.00 each
6264.12 8K Byte SRAM
£[3.50 each
62256-10 32KByte SRAM
[5.00 each
MOO
each
65256 32K Byte rams
8K Byte NV ram chips £3.00 um,
£10.00 four
"ange of Aluminium A. plastic protect boxes (ask for list)
Prices Include postage. MO 500 (plus VAT1 to orders below £500 All Items new unless stated
Add 17 5% VAT tO all prices send an SAE for our latest list or for more info

s.

Dept EE, 374 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1SU
}
Tel: 0223 424602,0831 430496 or 01331 430552 (Please note rnaN order only)
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FOR YOUR
flM
1

by Barry Fox
Do You Remember
All round the world people have video
tapes which they will never again be able
to play. They were made on old formats,
either open reel or now-obsolete cassettes. Once the original recorder has
gone wrong, there is no hope of getting it
repaired or replaced.
In the electronics industry just a few
years is a lifetime. Who even remembers
the Sony half inch and Akai quarter inch
open reel video formats, the Panasonic
cartridge, the Philips one hour N1500
and two hour N1700, Grundig's SVR
four hour modification of the N1500 or
the Technicolor/Funai quarter inch cassette for early portables.
Many people still have large libraries of
Beta tapes. Some people will have cassettes made on Philips' ill-fated V2000
machines. But try buying a replacement
Beta machine, or V2000 recorder. The
best you can hope for is that someone
has one in a cupboard under the stairs
and they are only too pleased to sell it.
Eventually all the cupboards will be bare.
The same thing has happened with
computer formats. Ten years ago they
were popping up like mushrooms. Many
disappeared as fast as mushrooms, too.
As with early video recorders, there is
virtually no chance of getting these old
machines repaired or replaced. This
means that any text or data stored on disc
or tape in those formats is as securely
trapped as papers in avault with no key.

Listed for Transfer
The only hope is to transfer the data as
ASCII code, by serial cable connected to
an IBM compatible PC or Apple MAC. If
you have been thinking about doing this
but not yet got round to it, do it now.
When your obsolete computer goes
wrong, you will have lost all your data.
The only hope will be to find a transfer
service which can still read the old tapes
or disks. But they may well charge you an
arm and a leg for getting the data onto
modern format discs.
If you are still using an obsolete video
recorder, don't procrastinate over transferring worthwhile recordings onto VHS
by hard-wire video dub. If there is one
thing you can be sure of, it is that one day
your old machine will stop working.
For the last six years, when friends
asked me what computer to buy, I
warned them off the Amstrad PCW range.
There was nothing wrong with the
computers or their price or performance, I
stressed. It was just that the PCW range
was incompatible with anything else.
When the range is discontinued or
changed. Iwarned those who asked for
advice, you will have difficulty getting
data off your discs.
More often than not my friends said
they were not interested in storing data
on discs. They went ahead and bought

I04

the PCW. Then they liked it so much they
started using it more and more, storing
material on disc. Some stored books and
articles for later up-dating.
Ihate to say Itold you so, but Idid.

Incompatible
In August last year Amstrad was planning to announce a re-vamped version
of the PCW. On the face of things it
was a much better machine, at the same
low price of under 500 pounds. But the
re-vamp creates basic incompatibility between old and new PCWs.
When Amstrad launched the Personal
Computer Wordprocessor,
the
PCW
8256, in August 1985, it was bundled
with
a printer
and
unashamedly
positioned as an electronic replacement
for the typewriter. To keep the price
below 400 pounds, Amstrad used the
CP/M
operating system
instead of
MS-DOS which IBM made a de facto
standard with its PC, and provided no
serial connection port. Users must buy an
adaptor for the printer port if they want to
connect their PCW to a telephone line
modem or other computer.
Amstrad's biggest cost saving came
from the master stroke of adopting a
non-standard floppy disc drive. Instead
of using the 9cm (3.5in.) disc developed
in 1980 by Sony and subsequently made
an industry standard by Hewlett Packard, Apple and IBM, Amstrad chose the
7.5cm (3in.) format developed in 1981
by Hitachi, Maxell and Matsushita.
By 1985 the small disc format had
already failed commercially and Matsushita had stocks to sell off at very low
prices. When the PCW caught on Matsushita agreed to supply 7.5cm discs
and drives on a rolling three month
contract. The PCW range has grown but
Amstrad has stuck with the non-standard disc drive.
Now Amstrad has switched to the
9cm disc. A company spokesman said in
August that 7.5cm disc and drive stocks
had dried up. The company had already
stopped making PCW word processors
with 7.5cm drives. The last stocks were
already in the hands of wholesalers and
retailers. When these are gone there will
be no more. Anyone wanting a PCW will
have to buy one with a9cms drive.
The most obvious problem is that
people with 7.5cm machines will find it
increasingly difficult to get blank discs.
The less obvious and much more serious
problem is that data stored on old discs
cannot be retrieved on new machines.
Although the CP/M operating system and Locoscript software remains the
same, old PCW discs will not work on
new machines because they are of physically different size. When old machines
fail and are replaced with a new model,
their owners may have up to six years of
work locked onto discs which will not
run on their new machine.

Search Me
Amstrad says it does not see the
switch as a practical problem, because
the company never saw the PCW as
more than a tool for printing text onto
paper. Authors and researchers who
have spent the last six years saving work
which they hoped one day to update
may well think differently. How will they
retrieve their data? "Search me?" was an
Amstrad spokesman's first reaction.
It is clear that computer buffs saw the
PCW as a cheap machine with a lot
of potential, and they have exploited it.
These buffs will have no difficulty juggling and shunting data.
One told how "simple" it was to use a
serial interface and write a program (PIP
%1 = AUX: [e] etc) to transfer data.
This is like telling someone who bought
amechanical typewriter to dismantle the
spring and lever mechanism.
Others
report
that
Locomotive
Software produce a PC version of the
PCW
Locoscript
word
processing
software. But you still have to get the
data from the PCW to the PC via the
PCW's serial/parallel interface. I am
assured that the necessary software and
leads are "easly available". This will be
of little practical use to the man or
woman who just bought the PCW as an
electronic typewriter.
Iam assured that some manufacturers
produce.add -on 9cm drives for the PCW
and that a company called Timatic, in
Hampshire, sell a 7.5 cm drive for a PC.
Uniform is a program which lets the PC
read, write and format 7.5cm PCW compatible discs (among other types). Advantage in Cheltenham produce a version of file transfer software Kermit
which works with the PCW, for use
with the PCW interface and null-modem
cable.

Third Party
Please do not write to me for further
advice on these products or solutions. I
am not a PCW user, and merely pass
them on as a service. My point was,
and remains, that the reason why the
PCW sold so well was that it was aimed
at people who wanted to use it as a
typewriter, and then found themselves
collecting discs of data.
These people do not want to know
about add-on drives. Kermit and null modems. But they will be willing to pay
afair fee for transfer.
Nick Hewer, Amstrad's PR man, predicts that athird party industry for transferring data will spring up. "But Amstrad
won't get involved" he confirms.
As one correspondent puts it: "There
must be many computer enthusiasts
who would do the transfers for a small
sum to help them finance their hobby".
Iexpect to see adverts start appearing
along these lines very soon.
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'tleHART AUDIO KITS-YOUR VALUE FOR
01 16
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI
HART AUDIO KITS give you the opportunity to build the
very best engineered hit, equipment there is. designed by
the leaders in their field using the best components that
are available
Every HART KIT is not lust a new equipment acquisition
but a valuable investment in knowledge, giving you guided
hands-on experience of modern electronic techniques
In short HART is your 'friend in the trade giving you, as a
knowledgeable constructor, access to better equipment at
lower prices than the man in the street
You can buy the reprints and construction manual for any
kit to see how easy it is to build your own equipment the
HART way The FULL cost can be credited against your
subsequent kit purchase
Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio Kits,
components and special offers
AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the
flagship of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your
ultimate hill system This kit is your way to get LX performance for a few tenths of the cost , Featured on the front
cover of 'Electronics Today International' this complete
stereo power amplifier offers World Class performance
allied to the famous HART quality and ease of construction John Linsley Hood's comments on seeing a complete
unit were enthusiastic:- The external view is that of a
thoroughly professional piece of audio gear, neat elegant
and functional This impression is greatly reinforced by
the internal appearance. which is redolent of quality, both
in components and in layout Options include a stereo
LED power meter and a versatile passive front end giving
switched inputs using ALPS precision, low-noise volume
and balance controls. A new relay switched front end option also gives atape input and output facility so that for use
with tuners, tape and CO players, or indeed any other 'flat'
inputs the power amplifier may be used on its own, without
the need for any external signal handling stages 'Slave
and 'monobloc versions without the passive input stage
and power meter are also available All versions fit within
our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm case to match our 400
Series Tuner range. ALL six power supply rails are fully
stabilised, and the complete power supply, using a toroidal
transformer, is contained within a heavy gauge aluminium
chassieheatsink fitted with IEC mains input and output
sockets All the circuitry is on professional grade printed
circuit boards with roller tinned finish and green solder
resist on the component 'dent side, the power amplifiers
feature an advanced double sided layout for maximum
performance All wiring in this kit is pre terminated, ready
for instant use!
RLH I1Reprints of latest articles
C1.80
K1100CM HART Construction Manual.
£1.50

LINSLEY HOOD 'SHUNT FEEDBACK' R.I.A.A.
MOVING COIL IL MOVING MAGNET PICKUP
PREAMPLIFIER

Do you tapes lack treble, A worn head could be the
problem For top performance cassette recorder heads
should be replaced every 1.500 hours Fitting one of our
high quality replacement heads could restore performance
Modern, ultimate sound systems are evolving towards a to better than new. Standard inductances and mountings
built-in RIAA preamplifier within the turntable unit, keep- make fitting easy on nearly all machines (Sony are special.
mg noise pickup to a minimum This new circuit by John see below) and our TCI Test Cassette helps you set the
Linsley Hood uses latest generation integrated circuits in azimuth spot on As we are the actual importers you get
the sonically preferred shunt feedback configuration to give prime parts at lower prices. compare our prices with other
an accurate and musical sound, with the ability to use both suppliers and see All our heads are suitable for use with
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges Power comes any Dolby system and are normally available ex stock We
from two 9v PP3 size batteries or a mains power supply
also stock a wide range of special heads for home
This HART kit is exceptionally easy to build with detailed construction and industrial users
instructions and all the specially selected components fit- HM120 Standard Mono Fla> Head
£.3 51
ting directly on to the roller tinned fibreglass printed circuit HC15 Standard Quality Stereo R/P Head
£2.49
board Even the gold plated phono sockets mount directly HC66 High Quality Stereo RIP Head. Permalloy
on the board
H516 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head
£113.86
This Kit now comes with latest generation low-noise front HC80 NEW RANGE High Beta Permalloy Stereo head
end IC and onboard power stabilisers for any DC input volt- Modern space saver design for easy fitting and lower
age between 9v and 30v
COSI Suitable for chrome metal and terr IC tapes.
K1500 Special Dtscount Price for complete Kit
f67 99 truly •universal replacement head for everything
frroze htooh
i-decks
i
to car players and at an incredible
ALPS PRECISION LOW-NOISE STEREO POTS.
p
£8.30
H0551 4-Track RECORD 8 Play Permalloy Head for
auto-reverse car players or quadraphonic recording £14 90
H524 Standard Erase Head
. .
f190
H561 Hi Field Erase Head for METAL Tapes
£3 49
HRP373 Downstream Monitor Stereo
Combination Head90
£47

To fulfil the need for nigher quality controls we are now
importing an exciting new range of precision audio pots in
values to cover most quality amplifier applications All
in 2-gang stereo format, with 20mm long 6mm dia steel
shafts Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched
carbon pots and replace with the real hi-fi components
only used selectively in the very top flight of World class
amplifiers The improvement in track accuracy and matching really is incredible giving better tonal balance between
channels and rock solid image stability. Motorised versions
have 5v DC Drive mot«.
2-Gang 100K Lin
£9.86
2-Gang 10K, 50K 8 100K Log
£9.80
2-Gang 10K Special Balance
£10.71
2-Gang 20K Log MOTORISED
£19.20
2-Gang 10K Special Balance. MOTORISED. zero
crosstalk and < 10% centre loss with near
Log/Antilog Tracks)
£19.98

COMPUTER CORNER

This following •re selection of our new range of VERY compati.
lively priced, High Quality, computer systems Due to our long
eiperlenc• of importing w• hare Si. necessary contacts in Si.
Far East to buy at very advantageous prices and can pees Si.
savings on lo you All hard disc machines ordered with DOS are
fully formatted and ready to use
HART MODEL AT-286/11MP COMPUTER
Fully fledged AT286 machine,
cheap enough to use as the
fastest wordprocessor in the
west , Only a few years ago
the AT-286 machine was the
fastest standard office computer known Now we can offer
the superfast 16MHz version
(earlier ones were only 10 or
12MHz) at such an incredibly
tow price that it can be used
in any office or home Not
only that but ours comes with
ultrafast memory so that
the machine can run in
'zero wait state'.
Advanced features are Full IMB of memory (Expandable to 4MB), 102
key UK keyboard, compact desktop case. 12MB 5
High
Density Disk Drive and interface card for extra drive,
Graphics/Printer Card, built in Hard Disk Interlace
HART AT-268i16WP
ONLY £27725
14 FST Hercules monitor, Amber
£i3
14 - Paper White Hercules Monitor. (Both have US
Base)
tee
Trust Writer W/P Software uses Wordstar cornmands.£19.50
4111111 AT-286/11103 Nerd Disk Compiler
Specification as above but with 45MB 25ms hard disk, VGA
Colour Graphics Card with 512K RAM. parallel printer port. 2
serial ports. 1game port
£523 50
14" VGA Mono Monitor. Amber £88.70 Paper While £89

HART 40MB AT-1136(16SX EL

Entry level 386 machine for demanding application, at
moderate cost Spec as our AT286/16WP with 1MB Dram
memory Mini Tower case. 45MB 25ms hard disk dove. VGA
Colour Graphics Card with 258K RAM
40MB AT-386/16$X EL is
ONLY £634 30 (Ex Vat)
KART 52895 AT-314/20115 UO

Luxury version of the above with higher processor speed and
amazing 9 millisecond access time hard disk 2MB SIMM
RAM. Compact Tower Case, VGA 1024 x 768 card with 512K
RAM. upgradeable to 1MB of Video memory
40144B AT-386'20SX UG
ONLY £853 10
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
HART Computers can be custom made to fit your personal

Send or 'phone for your copy of our List (50p) of these and many other Kits 8 Components. Enquiries from Overseas
customers are equally welcome. but PLEASE send 2IRCs if you want a list sent surface post. or 5for Airmail.
111
Ordering is easy Just write, telephone or fax your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART
service Payment by cheque, cash or credit card A telephoned or faxed order with your credit card number will
get your order on its way to you THAT DAY

,—

Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows -INLAND Orders up to £20 -f1.50
Orders over £20.. £3.50 Express Courier, next working day. £10 (For safety all computer parts
re
Iiient
R
- Plea
order'
MI rrne Ion with
II tie.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY
AUDIO KITS AND COMPUTERS
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HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

24 hr. SALES LINE

(0691) 652894
Fax: (0691) 662864

Many other SPECIAL cassette Heads in
stock, see our LIST
REEL TO REEL HEADS
999R 2/4 Record/Play 110mH Suits Stuart Tape
Circuits
998E 2/4 Erase Head 1mH Universal Mount
Suits Stuart
TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
HART TC1 TEST CASSETTE Our famous triple
purpose test cassette. Sets tape azimuth. VU
level and tape speed
DEMI Mains Powered Tape Need Demagnetizer.
prevents noise on playback duo to residual
head magnetisation.
DEM 115 Electronic, Cassette Type. demagnetizer

£13 64
£11 98

£5.36

£4 48
.
£8 91

requirements. at NO extra cost.. Simply select the options you
require freplacing any item in the standard specification for
that model then deduct the cost of the part not needed
SOFTWARE
MS-DOS 5Latest Release Full version 3.5 or 525
. £59
on DOS 8
£77
Microsoft Windows 3. 3.5 or 5.25' Disks
£65
MOTORS
SM1421 AM TU Hercules Mono with FBI Tube and Stand.
Amber
£83
SM1421 PW TU As Above but Paper White Screen.
.£86
SM1416A VGA Mono Monitor c/w tilt and swivel stand
Amber
£86 70
SM1416W As Above, Paper white
£89
SM1485-00 Super VGA Multisync Colour Monitor. .26 - dot
pitch. 50MHz Bandwidth, up to 1024 x768. des stand
£235
KEYBOARDS
K261 102 Key Enhanced UK Layout, Tactile Click. AT/XT
Switchabie with dual slope feet (Standard Keyboard supplied
with systems)
£31
K108 Similar to above. Single MOpe feet Alps switches
£36
K136153A As above but with heavy metal base
£44
VO and GRAPHIC CARDS
AT Super I/O Card 2xPDO, IxIDE. 2Serial. 1Parallel, 1Game
Ports
£21.20
Hercules Mono Graphic 8 Printer card
£11.70
16-Bit VGA Card. 256K
£46.50
Trident 8900 VGA Card. 512K
£87.30
Trident 8900 VGA Card with 1Mb
£88.90
DISK DRIVES
525" 1.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive
£49
3.5" 144140 Floppy Disk Drive
£45
Adapter to fat 3.5" drive in 5.25 - Mot env power adapter
£9
ssme 25ms liard Disk Drive
£165
52MB Quantum Hard Disk. Lightning Feet 9ms Access
time
£261
CMS
WE 61IP Desktop Case, Flip Top, 200W PSU
.
f56 40
WE727P Mini Tower Cale 200W MU
£84 70
108MP Mini Tower Case, Compact Style
£89
CT107 Midi Tower Case
£106
MOTHERBOARDS
AT-286116 OK.RAM
£89
AT-386-16SX OK RAM
.
£195
AT-386-213SX OK RAM
£245

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS
SECTION ARE PRICED EX VAT.

AUDIO KIT PRICES are VAT
INCLUSIVE COMPUTER
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
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-by Robert Penfold
N DECEMBER'S Actually Doing It article
we looked at simple methods of making
printed circuit boards. This month we
will consider amore up-market approach.
Icould not recommend this system for
someone making astart on printed circuit
construction.
The methods described in December
provide amore realistic introduction to the
subject. However, these simple methods
can be difficult to apply to large or intricate boards, and you may soon out-grow
them. The more sophisticated methods of
production described here can cope with
practically any printed circuit boards.
POSITIVE APPROACH
The up-market solutions to producing printed circuit boards rely on the
use of photo-sensitive copper laminate
board. This is basically just ordinary copper laminate board which has been coated
with a special etch resist. This resist is
sensitive to ultra-violet light, but is not
greatly affected by ordinary indoor lighting. Nevertheless, the board should be
stored in a cool dark place, with the
peel-off opaque covering in place.
When you actually come to use the
board, the brief exposure to daylight that it
will receive will definitely not "fog" it. The
only point to watch is that you do not
leave the board in direct sunlight for any
length of time. Sunlight contains significant amounts of ultra-violet light, and
this could conceivably "fog" the photoresist.
The board is developed in caustic soda
or one of the special developers that are
available, and the exposed areas of resist
dissolve away. The board is then etched
in ferric chloride in the usual way. This
means that the exposed areas of board
have the copper etched away, and the
unexposed areas retain the copper coating. Before development the board must
therefore be exposed to ultra-violet light
through an actual size photographic positive carrying the printed circuit pattern.
Clearly the first step in producing a
board using this photographic method is
to produce the photographic positive. This
can be done using a large format camera
plus a suitable lens etc., but this is not
really a very practical approach for most
amateur p.c.b. builders.
At one time there was a kit available
which permitted asort of contact print to
be made from ap.c.b. design in abook or
magazine. Also, there were one or two
companies offering materials for this sort
of thing. On checking through a few
current electronics catalogues Ifailed to
find anything along these lines. Imay have
overlooked something, but this method
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does not seem to be a practical proposition at present.
PHOTOCOPIER
Probably the only simple method that is
likely to work well is to use agood quality
photocopier. For this method to be practical the copier must be able to produce a
reasonably accurate life-size copy, and it
must also be able to copy onto some sort
of transparent or translucent medium.
It does not matter too much what sort
of translucent medium you use, as any
normal form of transparent or translucent
paper/film seems to transmit ultra-violet
light well enough to ensure good results in
this application. Transparent acetate film,
translucent polyester drafting film, or even
tracing paper will work well enough.
It is just a matter of using whatever
material of this type that is compatible with
the copier. This method has to be regarded
as the best one, since it is very fast, cheap,
and with asuitable copier should also be
very accurate.
With a copier that will not operate
properly with any form of transparent or
translucent medium, there is apparently an
alternative which involves first making a
copy onto ordinary copier paper. This is
then treated using a special spray which
makes the paper translucent, but leaves
the areas covered with toner reasonably
opaque.
This method can even be used to directly convert the p.c.b. track diagram from
a book or magazine into a photographic
positive. The only problem here is that
there must be no printing on the reverse
side of the diagram, as this would obviously show through and appear on the
finished p.c.b.
This method seems to be a good one,
but the special sprays seem to be very dif-

ficult to obtain. Icannot comment on how
well or otherwise this method works, as I
have yet to try.
GETTING IT TAPED
The slow but sure method is to produce
the positive by hand, using the p.c.b.
drafting materials that are available from
some of the larger electronic component
retailers. They are also available from some
of the larger suppliers of art and drafting materials. The design is produced
on translucent drafting film. Iwould not
recommend using tracing paper. This is
much cheaper than drafting film, but is not
really tough enough for use with p.c.b.
drafting materials.
If you make a mistake and remove a
track or pad, you may well find that
this results in tracing paper becoming
damaged. Drafting films are made from
tough plastic materials that can easily
withstand a lot of corrections and alterations to the drawing.
Step number one is to fix the piece of
drafting film securely in place over the
drawing you are going to copy. This
can be done using double-sided adhesive
tape, masking tape, etc. The drawing is
then traced using your preferred method.
The old-fashioned method is to use a
pen and ink. If you are reasonably skilful
you can achieve quite good results this
way using aproper technical pen, agood
quality ink, etc.
Using something like afibre-tipped pen
freehand will almost certainly result in
some rather scrappy looking results. Also,
the ink may not be sufficiently opaque to
give good results in this application.
The more popular method these days is
to use rub-on transfers, crepe tapes, etc.
Using the rub-on transfers is an easy
method that can provide very good results.
This is very much like producing the
design direct onto the board using transfers, as described in last month's Actually
Doing It. In fact it is rather easier, as you
are working over the original diagram,
rather than over arough guide marked on
copper laminate board.
There is a slight problem with rub-on
transfers in that they tend to rub-off relatively easily. If you use this method you
therefore need to treat the finished drawing carefully.
A tougher final result can be produced
using crepe tapes plus transfers which are
printed onto a transparent self-adhesive
backing material. Pads are sometimes in
the form of thin self-adhesive plastic pads
on rolls of backing paper. These are
usually somewhat tougher than the type

Three types of etch resist transfers, etch resist pen and rub-down spatula.
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which is printed onto atransparent plastic
film, and are the type twould recommend.
Apart from pads of various sizes, these
transfers include di'. clusters, edge connectors, "D" connector clusters, etc. They
are usually arranged so that half the backing paper can be removed, making it easy
to manoeuvre each transfer precisely into
position. It is then semi stuck down, the
second piece of backing paper is removed,
and finally it is carefully pressed firmly in
place.
With the smaller pads it is usually easier
if they are completely removed from the
backing paper, and then placed onto the
end of something like asmall screwdriver.
They can then be easily moved into
place, and semi stuck down. With the
screwdriver carefully pulled clear so as not
to displace each pad, it can then be fully
pressed into place.
TA PES
Once all the pads are in position, the
crepe tapes are used to add the tracks.
These tapes are available in awide range
of widths. Because they are made from a
crepe material they can be taken through
gentle curves without any difficulty. This is
one respect in which they are more versatile than rub-on track transfers.
In use the tape is first positioned on a
pad, making sure that it overlaps it slightly.
However, be careful not to block the holes
in the middle of pads. Next the tape is
laid down over the required route, pressing
it firmly down onto the drafting film as
things progress.
When the destination pad is reached, a
very sharp modelling knife or a scalpel is
used to trim the tape to length. Again, it
should slightly overlap the pad.
Be careful not to create cracks in the
artwork by cutting right through the pad
as well. Just cut deep enough to sever the
tape, angling the blade inwards under the
end of track. If you should cut slightly too
deep, this will help to disguise the cut in
the pad.
Although the tapes can be taken
through gentle curves, they cannot be
taken through sharp corners. The corners
must be produced by cutting the tape, and
then starting again at right angles to the
original track. Use plenty of overlap at the
corners.
Remember to add corner markings to
the drawing. Special corner marker transfers are available, but some short pieces of
"track" will do the job just as well.
EXPOSURE
Once you have asuitable photographic
positive, the next step is to cut a piece
of photo-resist board to the appropriate
size. Iam assuming here that you will use
ready made photo-resist board, rather than
trying to coat an ordinary copper laminate
board with one of the photo-resists that
are available.
It is probably cheaper to take the doit- yourself route, but Imust admit that I
have not often obtained good results in
this way. Getting these resists to flow into
a nice even layer on a copper surface is
harder than you might think. Initially at
any rate, Iwould recommend that you use
ready coated boards.
In order to expose the board you need
an ultra-violet light box; these are available from some of the larger component
retailers, and designs for do-it-yourself
light boxes appear in the electronics press
from time to time (e.g. UV Exposure Unit,
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strength of the solution needed depends
on the particular resist used, and the
retailers catalogue, or an information sheet
provided with the board/photo-resist,
should give details of this.
These days there are alternative
developers available, and
I would
recommend using one of these. They
usually come in the form of sachets of
crystals, together with instructions that
detail the right amount of water to dissolve
them in.
In terms of results they are probably not
a great deal better than caustic soda. On
the other hand they are based on chemicals that are safer (although it is probably still better not to get the developer on
your skin). Another advantage of these
developers is that they can be used over
and over again.

EE Oct '91). It is actually possible to use
direct sunlight to provide the exposure.
The problem with this method is that the
amount of ultra-violet in sunlight seems to
vary considerably, depending on the time
of day, time of year, and clarity of the air.
Ihave tried experimentally making some
exposures using sunlight on a couple of
occasions, but in both cases failed to get
anything approaching consistent results.
The wastage using sunlight would probably be very high, making it an impractical
proposition.

SUN LAMP
A method that Ihave found to be quite
usable is to use a sun-ray lamp as
the ultra-violet source. Provided you
are always careful to use exactly
the same setup, with the distance
from the lamp to the
board/positive careAIR
fully measured and
Lorr,p
adjusted, this can give
results that are as
consistent as those
from alight box.
To use this method
O ass See' —
you will need a sheet
of glass or transparent
plastic. The positive is
taped to the glass,
elock
\-800ro (Copper Side Up)
with the side that
r
.,, ,
s; we (Tope Side Up)
Of Wood
carries the pads and
tracks against
the
,///,'"////////////////
glass. The board is
Fig. 1. A simple set-up for exposing board using asun-ray
then taped in place
lamp as the UV source.
over this, aligning it
-

accurately with the
corner markers.
If you place this assembly on a block
of wood, some old books, or whatever,
glass side uppermost, the weight of the
glass should press the positive flat against
the board. The lamp must be positioned
where it will give the board a strong
dose of ultra-violet, or the exposure time
will be impractically long. Fig. 1 shows
the general setup to use. Heed the lamp
manufacturers warnings about exposure
to ultra-violet light, particularly the warnings regarding damage to eyesight
A proper light box will include asheet of
glass above the ultra-violet tubes. The
positive and piece of photo-sensitive
board are taped onto this in the manner
described previously. There should be a
foam pad in the lid of the box which will
press everything firmly together when the
lid is closed.
The optimum exposure time depends
on the strength of the ultra-violet light,
and the particular photo-resist used on the
board. There is no alternative to making
a few test exposures on some scraps of
board to determine the time interval that
gives the best results.
It is likely that a fairly wide range of
times will give acceptable results. If so,
experience would suggest that the best
one to use is one near to the lowest time
that will give acceptable results. For a
powerful light-box this could be as little as
a couple of minutes, or with a sun-ray
lamp something more like 20 minutes
could be required.
DEVELOPMENT
Caustic soda solution is often used as
the developer for photo-resist. This chemical lives up to its name, and has to be
regarded as slightly dangerous. In the
weak solutions used for development it is
safer than when it is in solid form. The

In order to obtain long life from the
developer it should be stored in an airtight bottle, and in a cool dark place.
Caustic soda deteriorates rapidly after use,
which means that it must be used once
and then thrown away. Although caustic
soda is relatively cheap, to develop asingle
board from time to time can use up alarge
amount of chemical.
Photographic dishes are agood choice
for developing boards. Use enough
developer to comfortably cover the board,
and agitate the developer to aid even
development.
Modern photo-resists seem to be very
good, and the board should develop
crisply over aperiod of about two or three
minutes. Sometimes the final film of resist
can be abit reluctant to disperse, but very
gently swabbing the board with apiece of
paper towel soaked in water or developer
should remove it.
ETCHING
Once the resist has fully developed,
remove the board from the developer and
rinse it thoroughly. Use plastic tongs when
manipulating the board, or wear plastic
gloves to protect your hands. Iusually etch
the board immediately, rather than letting
it dry first.
There is apotential advantage in letting
the resist dry, as this allows it to harden if
there was some softening in the developer.
On the other hand, letting the board dry
tends to result in some slight surface corrosion on the copper, which hinders the
etching process.
I find this second problem more
serious than any softening of the resist,
which is why I etch the board immediately. From the etching stage onwards the board is processed in the usual
way.
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CHARGE STATEL L
MONITOR
T. R. de VAUXBALBIRNIE
A narrow-scale, bargraph readout,
voltmeter for checking car batteries,
Includes I.e.d. "under-range" indicator.

T

HIS PROJECT is avoltmeter but instead
of the traditional pointer on ascale it
uses an I.e.d. bargraph to display the
readings. The range covered is 9.5V to I4V
approximately in 0.5V steps. In addition,
a separate I.e.d. indicator gives an "underra nge" warning.
The circuit was designed for checking the
charge state of car-type batteries used as
portable power supplies for caravans and
boats. However, it could be used for other
similar purposes requiring a narrow-scale
voltmeter.
The nominal voltage of a car battery is
I
2V but this varies with the charge state.
When freshly charged it may exceed I4V but
when almost discharged it will fall to less
than I0.5V under load.
Batteries gradually lose their charge when
left idle and can be ruined if left in a
discharged state. Periodic checking is therefore advisable. Note that the under-range
I.e.d. comes on when the voltage falls below
10V approximately and even an almost
"flat" battery will light it because the current
requirement is very low - 14mA approximately.
For car, caravan and boat supplies, the
Cnarge State Monitor will normally be left

connected to the battery. No power is consumed except while pressing a push-to-test
switch.

DISPLAYS
The bargraph display and under-range
I.e.d. show through holes in the lid (see
photograph). In the prototype unit, the
bargraph display was green with ared I.e.d.
providing under-range indication. Some
readers may prefer to use ared display and,
perhaps, aflashing I.e.d.
For setting-up purposes, it is best to have
a voltmeter (or multi-tester) available. If
using this method, you will also need a
power supply unit (or you could use the car
battery itself). This should cover the range
0V-15V. It is, however, possible to adjust the
circuit by trial and error. Details for this
method will be given later.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit for the Charge State
Monitor is shown in Fig. I. ICI is abargraph
driver i.c. and IC2 the actual I.e.d. display.
The driver IClisa complex device containing ahigh impedance buffer, areference volt-

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Charge State Monitor
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age source and aset of voltage comparators.
IC2 simply contains ten I.e.d's in the shape of
short horizontal bars. The separate section
comprising IC3, R3. VR2 and led. D2, is
concerned with under-voltage indication and
will be explained later.
Bargraph driver ICI accepts apositive input at pin 5and its outputs, pins Iand 18 to
10 go "low" in turn as the voltage increases
so allowing current to "sink" through the
appropriate I.e.d. In unmodified form, the
voltage at pin 5would need to be within the
range 0.125V (where one bar would light) to
1.25V (where all ten bars would light).

OPERATING
VOLTAGE
These operating ‘oltages would obviously
be unsuitable for the present purpose. Zener
diode. DI, fixed resistor. RI, and preset
potentiometer VR I. however, modify the
operating voltage levels in the following
way.
With 10V approximately applied to the
input and with VRI sliding contact adjusted
to approximately mid-track position, the
9.IV Z,ener diode. DI. just conducts (0.7V
being dropped across input diode, D3). With
9.IV appearing across DI, very little voltage
will appear between the zero volt line and
VR1 sliding contact. This voltage when
applied to ICI pin 5 will therefore be
insufficient to light the first segment of the
display.
When a slightly higher voltage is applied
to the input, a residual voltage will appear
between the zero volt (earth) line and VR I
sliding contact and at acertain point will be
sufficient to light the first bar - that is, ICI
pin Igoes low. With higher input voltages,
each voltage threshold inbuilt in ICI is exceeded and pins 18, 17, 16 and so on go low
in sequence so lighting successive bars, pins
1. 2, 3, 4and so on in IC2.
The exact level at which the last bar will
light is determined by the setting of preset
potentiometer, VR I, and this will be adjusted at the setting-up stage for correct
operation. Resistor R2 sets the led. segment current to the correct working level.
Because this is done automatically by ICI,
the separate I.e.d. bars in IC2 do not require
current-limiting series resistors as would
normally be the case.
Diode, D3 guards against possible
damage due to reverse polarity. Thus, if the
input leads were connected to the battery the
wrong way round, D3 would
be
reverse-biased and fail to conduct. SI is the
push-to-test switch. Capacitor, Cl cures
possible instability problems caused by stray
pick-up by the connecting leads.
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As described, the display is used in dot
mode -that is. only one segment is on at one
time. Some readers will wish to use bar mode
- that is, bars lighting and remaining on
to give athermometer-like display. This involves connecting ICI pin 9to supply positive (shown dotted in Fig. I).
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Under-range indication is provided by a
separate section of the circuit centred on
voltage detector integrated circuit, 1C3. This
contains an on-chip voltage reference of
I.15V and acomparator.
When the voltage applied to the threshold
input, pin 3. falls below ,the internal
reference voltage, the output, pin 4, goes
low. This is then able to "sink" current from
the supply positive line through I.e.d.. D2
(Under Range). Internal circuitry within IC3
limits the output current to 7mA. This
means that, although D2 will not appear
particularly bright, no external series resistor is required to limit its operating current.
Preset potentiometer, VR2, in conjunction
with fixed resistor, R3, selects a fraction of
the input voltage and applies it to IC3 pin 3.
R3 limits the range of adjustment provided
by VR2 from OV to 2V approximately.
Preset VR2 will normally be adjusted to
provide an input of I.I5V (equal to the
reference voltage) at the point where the first
bar of the I.e.d. display is just unable to light.
This will be done at the setting-up stage.
Since the under-range indicator circuit is
completely independent of the bargraph
display, this section could be omitted if
desired.
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BUSBAR INTERCONNECTING
STRIPS A —K

Fig. 2. Stripboard component layout and details of
breaks required in the underside copper tracks.
Front panel showing cutouts for
the bargraph display and
"Under- Range" te.d.
The press switch Si
is mounted on the
case side panel

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit panel component layout and
details of breaks in copper strips for the

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1
4k7
R2
2k2
R3
22k
All 0 25W 10% carbon

epeo)F

see

TALK
Page

Potentiometers
VR1, VR2

4k7 miniature vertical
preset (2 off)

Capacitor
Cl

100n ceramic

Semiconductors
D1
BZY88 9V1 Zener diode
D2
5mm Red I.e.d. (or flashing
led. -see text)
D3
1N4001 50V lA rec. diode
IC1
LM3914 bargraph driver
IC2
10-segment bargraph
display
IC3
ICL 8211 voltage detector.
Miscellaneous
Si
Miniature push-to-make
switch
Stripboard 0.1in. matrix, size 14 strips
x 30 holes; plastic box, size 96mm x
46mm x 21mm (internal); 20-pin d.i.l.
socket; 18-pin d.i.l. socket; 8-pin d.i.l.
socketlight-duty stranded connecting
wire; crocodile clips (2 off) ;solder etc.
Components for setting-up if required
-see text.
Approx cost
guidance only

£14
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Charge State Monitor is shown in Fig. 2.
Note the display common anode busbar.
The circuit consists of a piece of Olin.
matrix stripboard. size 14 strips X 30 holes.
Cut the material to size, drill the two mounting holes, make the breaks in the copper
tracks and connect all link wires.
Use a piece of single strand connecting
wire, with the insulation removed, for the
busbar on the copper strip side of the circuit
panel. Solder this to interconnect all strips
A-K on the right-hand side of IC2. This
forms the common anode connection for the
10 I.e.d's and saves soldering a lot of individual link wires. Even so, there are still
rather alot of link wires so check carefully
that the job is complete and all soldered
joints are sound.
Solder the on-board components into
position. Cut diode D2 leads to alength of
15mm - this component is easily damaged
by heat from the soldering iron so it would
be a wise precaution to use a heat shunt.

This just means gripping the end wires with
a pair of pliers between its body and the
circuit panel. This will prevent excessive heat
from reaching the I.e.d. If bar rather than
dot mode is required. connect ICI pin 9to
supply positive - the necessary link wire is
shown as adotted line in Fig. 2.
Complete construction of the board by
connecting a 5cm piece of light-duty red
stranded wire to strip E 30 and a piece of
similar black wire of suitable length to strip
K 30 as indicated. Insert the integrated circuits into their sockets.
The bargraph display IC2 carries a
product code along the anode end -this will
be placed to the right of the circuit panel. If
this component is inserted in its holder the
wrong way round it will not work. Bend
I.e.d. D2 legs so that the body lines up with
the centre of IC2.

CASE
Prepare the case by drilling holes in the
base to align with the fixing holes in the circuit panel. Drill a hole in the side for the
battery connecting wires to pass through.
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Measure the positions of IC2 and D2 and
cut corresponding holes in the lid. Drill a
hole in the side for the push-button Test
switch. Attach the circuit panel to the base
with plastic spacers on the bolt shanks so
that IC2 and D2 are level with the face of the
box or as desired. Refer to Fig. 3and complete the wiring.
Knot together or attach a strain relief
bush to the input wires inside the box and
pass the free ends through the hole in the
side. Fit crocodile clips or other connectors
as required to the free ends. Leave VR Iand
VR2 adjusted to approximately mid-track
position.

SETTING-UP
PROCEDURE

Layout of components on the completed circuit board Note that the te d ts positioned centrally below the bargraph.

Fig. 3 Wiring to the "test" switch Si. The red and black leads should be terminated
with crocodile clips or other suitable connectors.
SI

POWER SUPPLY UNIT

Fig. 4. Setting up the monitor using
a variable p.s.u. and voltmeter.
[et u.a‘ol

VOLTMETER
0-15V

10 k POTENTIOMETER
‘R

LINE FUSE
HOLDER WITH
100mA FUSE,

Fig. 5 Setting up the monitor using the
car battery and a potentiometer. It is
essential that an in-line fuseholder and
fuse (100mA) be used.
fgems* I
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The best v.a) to set up this circuit is to
use a variable voltage power supply unit
covering the range 0V-15V. Alternatively.
the car battery itself could be used. Note that
wherever acar battery is used, it is essential to
include aline luseholder in the positive battery
lead -short-circuits could have a disastrous
effect otherwise. A 100mA fuse would be a
suitable value to use.
A good quality voltmeter is also needed.
Do not rely on the voltage as given by a
meter on the power supply unit itself unless
you know that it is accurate.
Refer to Fig. 4and connect the p.s.u. and
voltmeter to the Charge State Monitor as
shown, observing the polarity, red wire to
positive and black to negative. If incorrectly
connected the circuit will not work.
Increase the output voltage of the p.s.u.
gradually to I4V. From approximately 10V
upwards. led. bars should light in turn.
Adjust preset VR Iso that the last one just
illuminates at I
3.5V to I4V. Check that the
first one comes on at 9.5V to 10V. VR1
should be adjusted for the best compromise
between high and low points. Adjust preset
VR2 so that the under-range I.e.& D2 lights
below 10V or as required.
If no segments light at all, check the orientation of IC2. If one or two segments fail to
light. suspect the appropriate connections at
the busbar on the underside of the circuit
panel.
If a satisfactory low point voltage (the
voltage at which the first bar comes on)
cannot be obtained, use a different Zener
diode. For a lower operating voltage, it
should be reduced and vice-versa.
If using the car battery itself as a power
supply. this should first be fully charged.
Use the circuit shown in Fig. 5and follow
the procedure for the mains-operated power
supply - the rotary potentiometer adjusts
the input voltage to the circuit.
As an alternative, adjustment may be
carried out by trial. To do this, connect the
unit to the fully charged car battery. Adjust
VR Iso that all IC2 segments are just on.
Put the battery into service and test occasionally as the voltage fails and segments
go off one by one.
When the battery is beginning to fail, the
first segment should go off. VR2 should then
be adjusted so that the "under-range" I.e.d.
operates. A reliable low point is obtained
only when the battery is under aload of 3A
approximately - this may be obtained by
switching on afew lights.
If desired, ascale marked off in volts could
be attached to the front panel or the
display may be marked simply "HIGH"
and "LOW" as in the prototype (see
photograph). Your battery should never
let you down with the Charge State
Monitor.
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VI BARGAIN PACKS
In tact, cheaper than £1 because if you buy 10
YOU can choose dhe other and receive it free.
S-13A SPURS provide a used outlet to aring ',lain where
devices such as aclock must not be switched oft Order ref 2
4-IN FLEX SWITCHES with neon on/oft lights saves leaving
thongs switched on Order ref 7
24V IA MAINS transformers upright mounting with f
ixing
clamps Order ref 9
14 1/." SPEAKER CABINET ideal for extensions takes our
speaker Order ref 11
12-30 WATT REED SWITCHES, its surprising what you can
make with these -burglar alarms secret switches relay etc
Order ref 13
2-25 WATT LOUDSPEAKERS two unit crossovers Order ref
22
2-NICAD CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGERS adapt to charge
almost any nicad battery Order ref 30
2-HUMIDITY SWITCHES, as the air becomes damper the
membrane stretches and operates amicroswitch Order ref
32
S-13A ROCKER SWITCH three tags so onioff or change over
with centre off Order ref 42
1-24IIR TIME SWITCH, ea-Electricity Board automatically
adjust for lengthening and shortening day Original cost £40
each Order ref 45
1-MINI UNISELECTOR. one use is for an electric jigsaw
puzzle. we give circuit diagram for this One pulse into motor
moves switch through one pole Order ref 56
2-FLAT SOLENOIDS -you could make your multi-tester read
AC amps with this Order ref 79
1-SUCK OR BLOW OPERATED PRESSURE SWITCH, or it can
be operated by any low pressure variation such as water level
in water tanks Order ref 67
1-MAINS OPERATED MOTORS with gearbox Final speed 16
rpm 2watt rated Order ref 91
14V 790mA POWER SUPPLY, nicely cased with mains input
and 6V output leads Order ref 103A
2-STRIPPER BOARDS, each contains a400V 2A bridge
rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well as dozens of
condensers etc Order ref 120
10m TVON SCREENED FLEX with white pvc cover Order ref
122
12-VERY FINE DRILLS for pub boards etc Normal cost about
80p each Order ref 128
2-PLASTIC BOXES approx In cube with square hole through
top so ideal for interrupted beam switch etc Order ref 132
S-MOTORS FOR MODEL AEROPLANES, spin to start so needs
no switch Order ref 134
II-MICROPHONE INSERTS
speakers Order ref 139

magnetic 400 ohm also act as

4-REED RELAY KITS, you get 16 reed switches and 4coil sets
with notes on making do relays and other gadgets Order ref
148
S-SAFETY COVER for 13A sockets -prevent those inquisitive
little fingers from getting nasty shocks Order ref 149
S-Neon Indicators in panel mounting holders with lens Order
ref 180
1-IN FLEX SIMMERSTAT -keeps your soldering iron etc
always at the ready Order ref 196
1-MAINS SOLENOID, very powerful as '
modified Order ref 199

pull or could push if

10-KEYBOARD SWITCHES -made for computers but have
many other applications Order ref 201
1-ELECTRIC CLOCK, mains operated put this in abox and you
need never be late Order ref 211
4-12V ALARMS, makes anoise about as loud asacar horn All
brand new Order ref 221
24" X4" SPEAKERS, 4ohm made for Radiornobile so very
good quality Order ref 242
24" X4" SPEAKERS. 16 ohms watts so can be pined in
parallel to make ahigh wattage column Order ref 243
I-PANOSTAT, controls output of boiling ring from simmer up to
boil Order ref 252
50-LEADS with push-On '. tags -amust tor hook ups -mains
connections etc Order ref 259
2-OOLONG PUSH SWITCHES for bell or chimes these can
switch mains up to 5amps so could be foot switch if titled into
pattress Order ref 263
1-MINI 1WATT AMP for record player attached to unit that will
also change speed of record player motor Order ret 268
3-MILD STEEL BOXES approx 3 x3
electrical Order ref 283

51 deep -standard

SO-MIXED SILICON DIODES. Order ref 293
14 DIGIT MAINS OPERATED COUNTER, standard size but
counts in even numbers Order ret 28
1-IN-FUGHT STEREO UNIT. Has 2most useful mini moving
Coil speakers Ex BOAC Order ref 29
24V OPERATED REED RELAYS. one normally on other
normally closed Order ref 48
2-PLUG IN RELAYS with 3changeover contacts Coil operated
by 12V DC or 24V AC Order ref 50
1-CABINET LOCK with 2keys Order ref 55
4-DOLLS HOUSE SWITCHES or use them for any other low
voltage application Order ref 57
I-MAGNETIC BRAKE or slopping •motor or rotating tool
Order ref 66
1-TIMER REMINDER. Set it for anything up to 60 minutes
Order ref 77
1-SHADED POLE MAINS MOTOR. 1. stack so quite powerful
Order ref 85
2-5" ALUMINIUM FAN BLADES. Could be lined to the above
motor Order ref 86
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BARGAINS GALORE
OSCILLOSCOPE 3015 devel pert On leek"; transrmssan lines it makes
and cksPlaYS Pulse echoes to hnd shorts and breaks in cable networks
tin uses a 3 CRT lo CesiXaY the type al tautt and aLCD bread out ire
&stance from the fault The instrument n powered by 12V or
recharageable meads locatei in base and rt generates 1SkV internally It
is housed in ahigh impact plastic case size aPProx 9' x. x9', x5 Ex
Breath Tetecom in very good condition and tested to be in good wortung
order f49 50 pin £5 03 insured delivery
LITHIUM BATTERIES 35V penile-Awe. 2rrounled on PC S verth diodes.
other Pt Lithium batleres as you may know are wrtually evereseng
until they are put in circuit of course, so ley are deal for alarms and
similar deuces geld° not draw current but do rely on it always beng
available 4panels that is 8batteries arlogeher £2 Order ref &MOB

POWER SUPPLY WITH EXTRAS output 12V IA mere inOut is fused and
Here/ and 12V output is voltage regulated very well made on pcb and
also mounted on the board but easily removed are two 12V relays and a
Pezotiounder Made for expels, ve equipment but never installed price
£3 Order ref 3P13013
12 VOLT I.8 AMP-HOUR rechargeable battery by Jap YUASHA brand
new. charged mady tor use £6 50 each Solar charger lo house this and
keep •nsedy 129 50
100WATTMAINSTRANSFORMERS all normal primaries 260-20V
21
/ A. 30V 3',A. 40V 2',iA and 50V 25 secondares all upright mounting
4
all fa each g0Cd quantities in ssack

COLOUR Marron 12 high resolueon in black meal case with mains
psu built in. unused. tut line ratites so will require servicing. fence
offered at se very low pree Cd £49 Pus CS delivery
PHIJIPS rIOGHRESOUJIION MONITOR black and while in metal
frame for easy mouneng. brand new sell in makers packing offered at
less grain price ol tube alone only £15 plus £5 delivery -good discount for
quenelles
18 CKARACTER 2LIE DISPLAY screen size85rnrn s36mrh
AllellenurnenCLCD dot matrix module wrth integral menotrccessor
made by Epson two, re116027AR brand Meech. 10 lor £70. 100 for £500
POSULATION TESTER WITH IAULTIMETER enterrally generates voltages
wrath enable you to read insutabon directly in megorims The multi met,
has kur rangea AC/DC Vol% 3ranges DC mill ramps. 3ranges
resistance and 5amp range These instruments are EX British Teecorn
but in very good ocnditlon NSted and gned OK probably cost at least £50
each yours for only £7 50 with leads carrying case £2 00 extra
ORLIIIIILESS D.C. 12V FAN tiny only 60mm square good air
mover but causes no interference £8 00
2MW LASER Helium Neon by PHILIPS full spec £30 Power sorely
for this in kit form with case is f15 03. or in larger case to house
tube as well £17 03 The larger unit made up tested and ready to
use complete with laser tube £69 Plus £5 insured delivery
MAINS 230V FAN best make PAPST
+ Square metal blades
£8
SOLAR CHARGER holds 4AA meads and recharges these in 8
fins .in very neat plastic case £6
SOLAR CELLS with terminals for joining in series for higher volts
or parallel for extra current 100mA f1 400mA £2 700mA £2 75 IA
£3 50
SOLAR MOTORS 1' -9V precision made to operate from low
current off solar cells £1 50 solar generator to drive this £7 has
provision tor battery back up when sun is not shining ,
AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS 2-20pf ideal for precision tuning uhf
circuits 25p each. 10 for £2 100 for £15
1KHz. TONE GENERATOR this is PP3 battery operated and has a
1KHz output that can be continuous or interrupted at arate variable
by apanel mounted control Constructed on apcb and front panel
size approx 105rnm a50mm ex equipment botinas new condition
£2 each
MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting to earth
shocks 230V in and 230V out 150 watt upright mounting £7 50
MINI MONO AMP on pub size 4 x2 with front panel holding
volume control and with spare hole for switch or tone control
Output is 4watt into 4ohm speaker using 12V or 1watt Into 8ohm
using 9V Brand new and perfect only It each or 12 for £10
5RPM 110W MARS DRIVEN MOTOR AND GEARBOX this has a3arrou
mounting plate and is 4•deep It is ashaded pole motor
square
Price
SUPPLY UNITS mains in. de out. based 45V 10OrnA
regulated £1. 6V 200mA regulated It 6V 70OrnA £1 9V 50OrnA £2
12V 50OrnA £2. 12V 2A £5. 24V 200mA £2
TORROIDAL MAINS TRANSFORMER with twin outputs. 63V
2amps and 12V 1amp one use would be power supply price £5
AMSTRAD POWER UNIT 13 5V at 19A encased and with leads and
output plug normal mains input £5 each. 10 for £45
AMSTRAD 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE Reference FD9 brand new and
perfect £15
ATARI 64XE COMPUTER at 65E this is quite powerful so suitable
for home or business unused and in perfect order but less PSU
only £19 50 Handbook £5 extra
9" CATHODE RAY TUBE Philips M24/306W which is not only high
resolution but s also X-ray and implosion protected regular price
over £30 you can have them at £12 each Tubes are guaranteed
unused
80 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS two available in good quality
both with normal primaries and upright mounting one is 20V 4A
the other 40V 2A only £3 each or 10 for £27 carriage paid
PROJECT BOX size approx 8" x4- a4'4 metal sprayed grey
louvred ends for ventilation othenvose undrilled made for GPO so
best quality. only £3 each or 10 tor f.27
12V SOLENOID has geed
pull or could push it modified, size
a0Prox
'long by 1" square £1 each or 10 for £9
WATER VALVE 230V operated with hose connections ideal for auto
plant spray or would control air or gas into tanks etc. £1 each or 10
for £9
HANG UP PHONE won tclutter up your desk or workbench current
model, has pushbutton dialling last number recall, internal alarm
etc .Ex Et T in good condition and fully working ready to plug in £5
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS if you use these ask for our 1-20 kV
Capacitor list. we have over .million in stock and might save you
alot of money
ELECTRONIC BUMP IN GO SPACESHIP sound and impact
controlled responds to claps and shouts and reverses or diverts
should it hit anything ,Kit with really detailed instructions will
make ideal present for budding young electrician Should be able
to assemble but you may have to help with the soldering of the
components on Me PCB Complete kit £8 95
500V BRIDGE MEGGER developed for GPO technicians the
Ohmeter 188 is the modern equivalent of the bridge wagger 9V
battery operated it incorporates a500V generation for insulation
testing and anull balance bridge for very accurate resistance
measurement Ex B T in quite good condition with data 8.
tested Yours for afaction of original cost £45 • f5insured
delivery
EXPERIMENTING WITH VALVES don tspend atorture on amains
transformer we can supply one with standard mains input and
secs of 250-0-250V at 75rnA &nee 3V at 3A price £5
15 WATT 8OHM 8" SPEAKER & 3" TWEETER made for a
discontinued high quality music centre give real hi ti and for only
£4 pair

ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER with Pido alarm built
into preformed case is triggered by movement disturbing
reflected signal intended for burglar alarm car alarm etc has
many extras, time delay auto reset, secret off device etc A £40
instrument yours for £10
MOVEMENT ALARM goes off with slightest touch ideal to
protect car cycle doorway window stairway etc etc
Complete with prezo shrieker ready to use Only £2 IPP3 battery
not supplied/
STEREO HEADPHONE extra lightweight with plug £2 each or 10
pairs for £18
.7LE
TELEPHONE LEAD 3m long with aB T flat plug ideal to
1:1;
1000
make
extension for phone Fax etc 50p each. £40 Per 100 £300
WATER PUMP very powerful and with twin outlets mains
operated CIO
STUDIO 100 by Amstrad the ultimate disco control panel has
four separately controlled and metered channels twin
cassettes. AM,FM radio stereo audio amplifier. phone 8 CD
inputs etc etc regular price over £400 we have afew still in
makers packing brand new and guaranteed yours for £99
ROTARY POSITION CONTROLLER for aerials ventilators
dampers or applications requiring 180 degrees clockwise and
anti-clockwise movement We have the Sauter MVE4 154 servo
motor drive ref AR3OW3S regular price over £70 brand new. f15
each
12 VOLT 8AMP MAINS TRANSFORMER
for same £4

Waterproof metal box

110 WATT SWITCHMODE POWER SUPPLY 230V mains
operated outputs of 38V 2* A and 5V 3A we have alot 01 these
and need the space so you can have these at afraction of their
cost Our price is £6
10VA MAINS TRANSFORMERS all pc b mounting. all CI each
10 for £9 100 for £75 for output 12-0-12V Order ref WA 1
20-0-20V order ref WA3. 18-0-18V not pcb mounting but fully
shrouded same price order ref WA4
0-1mA FULL VISION PANEL METER 2`. square. scaled 0-100
but scale easily removed or re-writing It each 10 for £9. 100
for £75
PANEL AMP-METERS 80 a70mm beautiful instruments f5each
order ref WA7
VU METER illuminate this from behind becomes onion indicator
as well. 1', square 75p each 10 for £6 100 for f50
EDGE-WISE PANEL METER ideal when short of panel space
only 40 x14mrn. also have builtin led 500pA Isd scaled 05
£1 each 10 for £9. 100 for £75
VIBRATING REED FREQUENCY PANEL METER 4 square
55-65Hz only £9 each
P.C.O. DRILLS 12 assorted sizes between 75 and 15rnrn £1 the
lot
LOW PRICED FIELD TELEPHONES. Ex-GPO models not quite
so nice-looking but quite efficient and have the big advantage
that the ringing is done by means of ahand operated :nternal
generator This saves alot of batteries These phones have the
normal type of rotary dial built in and can still be connected into
anormal B T system Tested guaranteed in good order price
only £9 50 each Order ref 9P5
HAND GENERATORS as fitted in the above field telephones, this
hand generator is apermanent magnet type and has an AC
Output of approximately 50V depending on how quickly you wind
it If you want ahigher voltage then simply connect the output to
atransformer We have lit a60 watt bulb quite successfully The
hand generator complete with handle £0 Order ref 4951
AMSTRAD 3" FLOPPY DRIVE cased and with built-in power
supply so aself-contained extra drive for you if you use 3
discs Real bargain £35 Order ret 35P2B
DRY BATTERIES CAN BE RECHARGED but not with anormal
dc charger it must be aperiodic current reversal type We can
supply the kit with data £9 Order ref 9910
THE COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITOR ideal for low high
current experiments 75p each or 10 for £6 Two types available
15000pF 10V or 10000pF 15V
HELP YOUR BOYS INTO ELECTRONICS let them learn by
experiments with our simple kits See our latest newsletter
which will be sent to you with any order or ask us for acopy
SUPER MULTI-METER Ex British Telecom this is a 19 range
20E o po top grade instrument covers AC IL DC voltages
current and resistance very good condition tuily working and
complete with leads £9 50 leather carrtring case £2 extra
ibatteries not included but readily available)
SOLAR ENERGY EDUCATIONAL KIT. An ideal present tor
electronics students It shows now to make solar circuits and
electrical circuits, how to increase the voltage or Current, how to
use solar power to work aradio calculator. cassette player and
to charge mead batteries The kit comprises 8solar cells one
solar motor tan blades to fit motor and metal trame to hold it to
complete afreestanding electric fan A really well written
instruction manual makes this alovely lithe present Price £8
order ref 8P42B
WANT TO KNOW HOW FAST IT'S TURNING? Made by the
famous Mu irhead Company we have DC tachometer
generators which have an output voltage depending upon its
speed At 100Orpm for instance the output voltage is 3
Ea-equipment price only 2tor £1 Order ref 246
USSR RECORD PLAYERS. Although records are last being
superseded by compact discs you or yours may still have a
collection of records that you wish to play from time to time and
it would therefore be agood idea to buy aspare record player
before they disappear from the market We have some that were
originally intended for quite eapensive midi systems have
never been used are complete except for styli, price only £5
each Order ref 5P175
BLOW HEATERS. We can supply tangential units 25kW. which
is approx 9' long plus the motor This can be operated at full
heat. half heat or cold blow Price of unit is £6 and we include a
control switch and wiring diagram Order ref 6912 We also have
IkW blow heater. only 6 wide so ideal where space is limited
under adesk or similar or can be made into aportable heater
for defrosting pipes etc Complete little unit, although
motorised, is virtually silent in operation A shaded pole motor
drives air from tangential fan through lkW spiral element There
is also acut-out to switch heat off should anything stop the fan
from blowing Regular price of this unit is around £20 Yours for
£5 or 5for £20 Order re 5923
Prices include VAT Send chequepostal order or ring and
quote credit card number Add £3 post and packing Orders over
£25 post free
postaçe Quoted sepo ,atev

Pél & B ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD
12

Boundary Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 4E/1

Telephone (0273) 430380
Fax (0273) 410142

III

Special Series

MAGNETIC
RECORDING
Part 5: RECORDING TAPE

VIVIAN CAPEL

S

o far we have dealt with the
hardware of magnetic audio recording, but now we go back to the
magnetic material itself, the recording tape.
When you see that thin brown strip of
plastic exposed at the side of an audio
cassette, it doesn't look like a highly
developed and complex product. It seems
just a plastic ribbon with a coating of
oxide. Well, that is what it is, but it is not
quite as simple as that.
Take the ribbon itself, which is usually
referred to as the base. Many materials
have been used over the years since tape
recording was first invented. Among them
have been acetate, p.v.c., and even paper. I
still have a recording Imade on an early
reel-to-reel kraft paper tape.
O FAR

IVO GIMMICK
There was also wire, in fact originally,
steel wire was the preferred medium, and
magnetic tape was just an inferior and
unpromising dead-end gimmick. Wire recorders were produced, but the reels of wire
were expensive and inconvenient. They
could not be spliced and edited, and if turns
slipped off the reel they made a dreadful
tangle.
There was also the ever present possibility of rust. So although tape seemed an
also-ran, the greater ease in handling and
using, plus developments and improvements in tape manufacture made it the
eventual winner.
In spite of its name, Polytethylene

glycolterephthalate is now almost universally used, because it has superior physical
qualities to most other materials and is of
moderate cost. It stretches slightly under
stress and recovers later, a very useful
characteristic for recording tape.
It is more commonly known as polyester,
which is just as well. Some other materials
such as polymide are better, but are more
costly and not available in the prodigious
quantities needed by the recording tape industry.
The thickness of the tape varies according to application. For open-reel recorders
it is 35gm. Compact cassettes use much
thinner tape, from 12µm for C60's, 7.5gm
for C90's, down to 6gm for C120s. For the
C90 and especially the C120 cassette, the
tape is very thin and needs special treatment to strengthen it to withstand the
stresses imparted by repeated playings.
This is done by iensilising.
Normally, the tape is stretched equally in
both directions when extruded, and it is
then said to be balanced. When tape is
tensilised, it is stretched more in one direction than the other, and this increases its
longitudinal strength at the expense of the
transverse. There are few if any stresses
across the width of the tape, so strength is
imparted in the direction it is needed.

THE
Another factor is roughness. Surface
unevenness produces an image through the
coating, so an uneven coating surface is

Make up ea BASF C90 cassette.

offered to the head. This produces three
effects: increased noise; drop-outs (the
momentary reduction or cessation of signal
level); and increased head wear.
However, while the tape could be given
an optically smooth surface, this too has its
drawbacks. A major one is the exclusion
of air from between adjacent layers which
could result in distortion of the tape during
manufacture, difficulties in spooling, and
possible tape tangles.
To avoid these, a controlled roughness
is introduced by suitable additives to the
polyester mix. The size of the particles must
be within fine limits, if they are too small
they have little effect, but if too large they
produce unevenness problems. An alternative is to put acoating on the back which
has the prescribed roughness and which
also can be made anti-static. At one time
you could always tell which was the business side of atape, because the oxide coating made it dull or matt, while the back was
always shiny. This is no longer so; with
modern tapes the oxide side is equally as
shiny or may even be more so than the
back.
Another method of achieving the desired
roughness is to extrude the tape material
between a pair of rollers, one of which is
smooth and the other rough. Thus the back
is made rough while the front is smooth.
The accurate slitting of the tape from rolls
which are I.2m (5ft) wide is another task
calling for great precision to get .the width
exactly right with no curling of the edges.
Well, it can be seen so far, that much
precision and high technology is required,
and we have only considered the base!
What then of the coating?

COATIIVI3S
It may be thought that the coating, being
of iron oxide, is little more than finely
ground particles of rust, but here again
things are not as simple as they seem. There
are many iron compounds, and not all of
them are magnetic; it is only those in
which the magnetic fields resulting from the
variously orbiting electrons do not completely cancel. Those that are usable have a
cubic atomic lattice structure.
There are three possible iron compounds! simple low oxide of iron FeO; the
high oxide Fe 2O3,called ferric oxide: and
the intermediate Fe 304, termed ferrous
oxide and commonly known as magnetite.
Magnetite has alattice structure consisting
of 24 iron atoms and 32 oxygen atoms, but
it is chemically unstable, being halfway
between the simple oxide and the ferric
oxide. It can thus easily absorb more
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oxygen from the atmosphere and so prove
an unreliable tape coating.
The Fe 203 ferric oxide has the highest
oxide content, but having five atoms cannot form acubic lattice. It can though be
prepared in hybrid form by further oxidizing magnetite. It then forms alattice of 32
oxygen atoms and an average of 10 iron
atoms.
As you cannot have two-thirds of an
atom, the result forms itself into asuperlattice in which some groups have 10 and
others Il iron atoms. The result is a systematic structure that is stable. It is termed
gamma ferric oxide to distinguish it from
the ordinary or alpha ferric oxide.

DOPANTS

Although the lattice of gamma ferric
oxide is stable, it has vacancies. This is
fortuitous because it means that small
amounts of foreign atoms can be introduced to fill the holes and if the right
substance is chosen, thereby considerably
enhance the magnetic properties. One such
is cobalt which can increase the coercivity
from around 300 to nearly 1,000 oersteds
according to the amount added.
Early efforts in doping tape with cobalt
were not too successful because of the
unevtn distribution throughout the lattice.
1his produced regions of uneven magnetism. and also problems from signal
print-through between adjacent layers of
tape on the spool.
This has been largely overcome by the
use of what are known as epitaxial oxides.
Instead of the dopant being applied to the
ferric compound before it is formed into
particles and thereby permeating the whole
structure of the particle, albeit unevenly, it
is diffused into the surface of each particle
after it is formed. Thus the outer layer of
the particle is doped while the core remains
pure ferric oxide. This seems to do the
trick.

PARTICLE SHAPE
The particles in early tape coatings were
of all shapes and sizes which was one of
the reasons for what is today considered
their high noise level. As we saw in an earlier article, the predominant field across the
head gap is longitudinal, that is in the direction of tape travel.
A higher coercivity can be obtained by
making the particles long and thin, like tiny
bar magnets lined up along the tape, rather
than around or granular shape. The question is, how can it be done? At least two
methods are employed.
In the first, the compound starts as ordinary iron oxide, FeO, which is initially
hydrated to make Fe0OH. This is done by
an aeration process during which seeds of
the compound are grown. These turn out
to be acicular or needle-shaped which is almost the ideal.
The length is controlled by the seeding
time and ranges from 0.1pm to 0.5µm
which is around the wavelength of visible
light. After the particles have formed, the
compound is dehydrated to produce magnetite, and then oxidized to form gamma
ferric oxide.
The second method starts with alpha
ferric oxide. It is subjected to what
is known as the hydrothermal process.
This was originally developed to produce
chromium dioxide for chrome tape but has
more recently been applied to ferric oxide
with considerable success.
It consists of heating the ferric oxide under a pressure of several hundred atmos-
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pheres. The result is the production of ellipsoid panicky. that is ones shaped like a
lengthened rugby ball. These have been
found to be even better magnetically than
the needle shape

OTHER COATIAIGS
•\t one time it seemed that chromium
dioxide was set to oust ferric coated tape at
the upper end of the market. It was prepared by the hydrothermal process which
produced uniform particles of ideal shape
from Cr0,, which has atetragonal lattice.
Some six grams of CrO, are needed for a
C90 cassette. The basic material is actually
only slightly superior to ferric oxide, but
the big advantage lay in the uniform
particle size and optimum shape. This
resulted in among other things, better
high-frequency response. Now that the
same process is applied to ferric tape.
the difference has diminished, and cobalt
doping of ferric particles has reduced it
further.
Chrome tape had a bad reputation for
head wear, although the makers asserted
that this was unjustified. Even so it seems
to have virtually died out, as its frequency
response and overall characteristics have
been matched by improvements of ferric
tape.
The use of pure iron, without any oxide.
would appear to be the obvious and the
ultimate tape material. This is virtually
back to the wire recorder without the
handling problems. It has problems of its
own though. the main one being that the
small particles required. oxidize easily and
quickly. often as soon as they are exposed
to air, sometimes with explosive force!

ON YOUR METAL

The remedy is to cover each particle with
aprotective coating, but other metal magnetic particles could he used, such as
cobalt, chromium, nickel and their alloys.
Although introduced with aflourish and a
blaze of publicity a few years ago. metal
does not seem to have caught on for audio
tapes. As is the case with chrome, ferric tapes have been developed to such a
high standard, that little difference can be
detected with ordinary playing equipment.
Metal is really better suited for other applications which require what is termed a

thin-film coating, instead of the application
of individual particles. It can be deposited
directly on to the base without the use of a
binder thereby achieving 100 per cent concentration.
Films can be produced that are from
0.1µm to 0.3µm thick. These are ideal
for recording very short wavelengths that
would quickly self-demagentize in thick
coatings. They are thus ideal for video and
digital audio applications.
Three methods can be used for making a
metal thin-film coating: electroplating;
evaporation: and ionic sputtering. With
electroplating, a primer coating and small
amounts of phosphorous are first deposited
so that the metal coating has a grainy
structure which emulates the particle
make-up of the normal coating. Evaporation is achieved by passing the tape over
boiling metal, and ionic sputtering by
bombardment of a metal cathode by the
positive ions of an inert gas.
Each has its advantages and snags.
Electroplating is slow, and so not very
practical. Sputtering is also slow, energy
inefficient and wastes alot material.
However, the high temperatures required
for evaporation can melt the tape. The
temperature required can be reduced by
evaporating in a high vacuum, but even
then is around 2.000°C. To avoid tape
destruction, the coating must be deposited
by several very fast passes. so building it up
in layers

PREPARING THE
COATING

Back now to the coating of the ferric
tape. The particles are supplied according
to specification to the tape manufacturer,
by a manufacturing chemical firm. Being
magnetic, they arrive in clumps and must
be broken apart before they can be applied
to the tape as acoating.
Now this presents a problem. A hard
bashing would most likely break up the
particles so spoiling their shape and reducing their size which was so carefully made
to the optimum. The result of this would be
that they would magnetize too easily, and
so be prone to print-through.
At one time the process was performed
by a ball mill which consisted of a slowly
revolving cylinder containing steel balls.
The next step — the Philips Digital
Compact Cassette (DCO.
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The results were uncertain, with some particks being broken apart but others not
being touched at all. So tape performance
tended to be variable.
Nowadays the breaking apart is done by
abead mill. The aggregate passes in acontinual stream in one end of the mill and out
of the other. Inside are a large number of
small glass beads up to one millimetre in
diameter which whirl turbulently around.
As the aggretate leaves the first mill, the
beads are removed by filtering, and the
material passes in turn through other mills
having successively smaller beads. There
are thus a large number of contacts between beads and particles so that all are
affected, but the small and decreasing size
of the beads ensure that as the clumps are
reduced in size, the applied force is also
reduced so minimising breaking up of the
particles.

BINDING AGENT
Something is obviously needed to secure
the particles to the base. A vital quality
is that the binder must really do its job,
oxide shedding means loss of performance
and frequent head cleaning. So binders are
chosen that are acombination of polymeric
resins that have a strong adhesion to the
base film.
The qualities of toughness and flexibility
are also essential, yet these are opposites,
so a combination of brittle and elastic
resins is selected to afford a suitable compromise between the two. Other additives
are included to improve flexibility, reduce
static, add controlled roughness, and give
lubrication. The binder must be in fluid
form, so all these are dissolved into a
suitable solvent which must be capable of
dissolving all of them.
It can be seen from this that even the
production of the binding agent is no small
task, but one requiring much expertise to
get it right. There is certainly alot of binder
in the finished product, it accounts for
some 60 per cent of the coating against 40
per cent of the ferric particles.
However, the picture is not yet complete.
The resins which make up most of the
binder are organic by nature, while the
ferric particles are inorganic. While the
binder has an excellent adhesion to the
polyester base it is not so keen on sticking
to the particles. What is needed is an
interface or what is termed awetting agent.

WETTING AGENT
A further function of the wetting agent is
to expel all air from between the particles,
and encourage the full ingress of the solvent in all cracks and crannies. The wetting
agents used are partly organic, consisting
of long chains of atoms having carbon at
one end that combines readily with the organic resins, and having atoms at the other
that have astrong affinity for ferric oxide.
Every particle is coated with the wetting
agent to a thickness of just one molecule,
each having its organic end sticking, outward like the spikes on a "conker-case".
They are then ready to latch onto the binder.
The additives, binder and solvent are
introduced in their correct quantities into
the bead mills, as the aggregate passes
through them. The solvent' proportion is
especially critical. If there is too much, the
coating shrinks when it evaporates, and the
dispersion of particles is too thin thereby
impairing the tape's magnetic characteristics. If there is too little there are adhesion
problems, and filtering out of the beads is
difficult.
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TIGHT SQUEEZE
The base film comes in rolls I.2m (5ft)
wide, and 3,000m (10,000ft) long which
is just under two miles! This is enough
for 10,500 C90 cassettes. There are two
principal ways of applying the coating: the
reverse roll and gravure methods.
With the reverse roll system, the mix is
first applied via an applicator roller, then a
contra-rotating metering roller carries off
the excess. This roller is spaced exactly
the required thickness of the coating away
from the film. A blade held against its surface finally removes the surplus.
In the case of the gravure method, the
applicator roller has grooves etched in it
which have exactly the capacity to hold the
required amount of mix. After the mix is
fed to the roller, the surplus on the surface is wiped off leaving only that in the
grooves.
A slightly compressible pressure roller
presses the film against an applicator roller
thereby extracting the material from the
grooves. This leaves a groove pattern on
the film which must be smoothed out to
give an even surface. Either mechanical
smoothing by another roller, or magnetic
smoothing is employed.
With the reverse roll method, the concentricity of the roller must be extreme4
accurate, the slightest error will produce
cyclic variations of coating thickness. The
gravure method is not quite as critical
as the amount of coating is fixed by
the grooves. However, coating thickness,
which varies with different sized cassettes,
can be changed with the reverse roll by
simply changing the height of the roller
over the film, but because the amount is
fixed with the gravure method, no change
in thickness is possible.
The spacing of the metering roller above
the film is microscopic and is really amarvel of precision considering the width of the
roller and the film passing under it. This
can be seen from the thicknesses of the
coatings which it produces. For open-reel
tape the thickness is 10µm, for a C60 it is
6µm, for aC90, it is 5µm, and with aC120,
it is 3.5µm.
It is interesting to note the proportion
of base to coating thicknesses in each of
these sizes. The base thickness of the C60 is
12µm, so with acoating of 6µin we have a
total thickness of II3µm of which the coating is a third. In the case of the C90, the
base is 7.5µm, and the coating 5µm, giving
a total thickness of 12.5µm, the coating
being two-fifths of that.
For the CI20, with a base of 6µm, the
coating is 3.5µm, so the total is only 9.5µm,
to which the proportion of coating is just
under two-fifths. It can be seen then that
coating is a sizeable proportion of the
thickness, more than perhaps is generally
realised.

ORIENTEERING
We saw earlier that the needle or ellipsoid
shaped particles must lie along the length
of the tape if they are to be effective. After
application in the binder, they are all in
random directions, so they must be lined
up.
To do this, the film is passed through
a magnetic field before the coating dries,
then when it does, the particles are correctly aligned. The strength of the applied
field is critical. If too strong, the particles
move violently and produce a rough surface; if too weak, not all are affected and
many retain their random orientation.
If this happens, the tape exhibits what is

called the velour cflfeet, which produces a
different magnetic performance in une direction than the other. So recordings made
in the forward pass are either weaker or
stronger, and with possibly adifferent frequency response, than those made on the
return pass.

DRYING OUT
Next, the coating must be dried. As with
most of the other processes, this is not as
straightforward as it sounds. The drying
must be gradual so as not to create voids in
the coating surface and so must be carefully controlled.
It is carried out in a heated drying tunnel from which air and the solvent vapour
is extracted. The temperature and air flow
must be precisely regulated to achieve the
required rate of drying.
The problem is that in transporting the
sheet down the tunnel, the tacky surface
could easily be marred by physical contact
with the transporting medium or tunnel
walls. To overcome this, the film is floated
along on jets of air. Jets above and below
keep the material centred throughout its
passage. To add to the difficulties, the
air/vapour mixture that is drawn off is
highly explosive.'

CALENDERING
After drying, the coated film is passed
between sets of calendering rollers at high
pressure. One of each pair is hard and is
heated, while the other is slightly compressible. The temperature varies between 80°C
to 120C depending on the exact composition of the binder. The pressures exerted
are around 2,300kg per cm width.
At least four functions are performed
by calendering. The first is compaction of
the coating. This ensures that the magnetic
material is as dense as possible, and any
small cavities filled. The second function is
polishing. This is done by making the compressible roller accelerate and de-accelerate
as it runs over the point of contact, thereby
giving a rubbing action as the film passes
over the hard roller.
The third task performed is the squeezing
of lubricants and other additives up to the
surface where they are needed. Fourthly
and finally, the binder is partly cured by
cross linking of the resin molecules to give
ahard wearing surface.
Curing and crosslinking is not completed
by calendering. It continues and progresses
with time in an exponential manner. It is
thus never completely cured.
However, it must be quite hard and at an
advanced stage before the film can be cut
up into individual tape widths. The rolls
are therefore stored in awarm environment
for some days or even weeks before they
are taken to the cutting department. An
alternative, is instant curing by means of
electronic stream bombardment, but this
requires different resins in the binder, and
there are also other practical snags.

CUTTING
PANCAKES
The problems in cutting up a I.2m wide
thin film tape nearly two miles long into
strips only 4mm wide can be well imagined.
Two rotary cutters are used for each cut,
one above and the other beneath the film.
These enmesh, penetrating the film from
both sides.
The cutters bear slightly sideways against
each other like apair of scissors, in ashearing action. The film is kept taught as it is
pulled past the cutters by aslipping clutch
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arrangement similar to that used for the
take-up spool in arecorder.
Individual tapes are wound on to large
pancakes as they are called. From these.
measured lengths are later wound off, fitted
with leaders, and assembled on to a cassette hub.
Then, with pressure pad, shield, rollers
and liner, it is fitted to the cassette
shell. Although special tools and jigs are
employed, cassette assembly is still largely
carried out by human operatives.

FUTURE
IMPROVEMENTS
With almost the full frequency range
recoradable at what, at one time, would
have been considered the very slow speed
of one inch per second, and noise reduced
to a level that is often below that of
the playback equipment. there seems that
little further improvement is possible with
analogue tape systems. Hence the trend
toward digital recording.
There is a system though that could offer considerable improvement over the existing method. As described in Part Two
of this series, the magnetic field balloons
out sideways from the head gap so that the
lines of force are mainly longitudinal along
the tape. There are though perpendicular
regions where the field leaves and enters the

head poles on either side of the gap. The
lagging perpendicular field tends to erase
the shorter wavelengths already recorded.
as they pass.
Another defect of the existing system is
that it produces achain of magnetic zones
that have like poles end-to-end. This tends
to produce self-demagnetization.
A solution to these problems would be to
direct the magnetic field through the tape
from front to back so that it was virtually
wholly perpendicular. The magnetic zones
would in effect be standing on end. Thus
no zones would be end-to-end, and there
would be no erasure from the lagging pole
field.
It would mean that the magnetic particles would have to be standing on end
too, but as present particle length is nor
more than 0.5µm and the coating thickness
of a C90 is 5.0p.m, they could be easily
accommodated embedded on end in the
coating.
In fact, much longer particles could be
used, so improving the coercivity of the
tape, and giving agreater packing density
of particles to binder. The required orientation could be achieved during manufacture by changing the orientation of the
applied field from longitudinal to perpendicular.
The big snag is in its use. The tape would

have to pass through the head gap which
would have to take the form of an openended slit. The tape would be introduced
into the slit which would have to be very
narrow.
Also the pole pieces would have to be
very thin in order to concentrate the field
into a narrov, portion of tape and thus
record short ‘+i elengths To protect them.
the poles could be surrounded by non-magnetic material.
It could be possible to expand the slit for
loading the tape and close it during playing and recording. It can be seen that the
mechanical problems, though not impossible to solve, would make amore complex
arrangement necessary.
The idea is by no means new, but
the mechanical considerations have so far
kept it from being used. The high standard reached by modern tape has certainly
reduced its attractiveness. However, in the
quest for ideas to make existing equipment
obsolete and so boost flagging sales, it is
not impossible that some manufacturer in
the future will latch on to it and produce a
super analogue recorder to rival the digital
units.
In the next article we will examine
the jargon used to describe tape and
the types of tape currently available.
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Constructional Project

AUTO
MELODYMAKER
MAX HORSEY
Low-cost tune player with ahost ofpossible
applications such as, "polite" warning alarm,
musical boor mat" or games timer.

T

HE PROJECT is based on an i.c. type
UM66 available for around 60 pence.
In fact four (possibly more later)
i.c.s are available depending upon which
melody or group of melodies is required.
At present the types available are:

Type I: Jingle Bells/Santa Claus/
We Wish you aMerry
Christmas
Type 2: Happy Birthday

PRINCIPLE OF
OPERATIOIV
The trigger switch may be a "normally
closed" or "normally open" type. The latter is shown in Fig. Iand Fig. 2, but a
normally closed switch may be fitted by
changing the position of resistor RIas described later.
When one of the inputs to the OR

Type 3: Wedding March
Type 4: Love Me Tender, Love Me
True
Possible applications include a polite
warning device which plays the melody
when a door is opened or a pressure mat
switch is stepped on. Alternatively, when
linked to atimer the circuit will provide a
more musical signal than asimple buzz or
bleep.
The project enables the melody to be
played through a loudspeaker at the press
of a switch, without the need for the
switch to be held on. At the end of the
melody cycle the circuit switches back to its
standby mode.
The melody i.c. is pre-programmed to
play through its cycle once and then stop
until the power supply is switched off.
However, for maximum triggering flexibility a latching circuit is included. The
circuit may be permanently connected to
a battery, since the current consumption
during stand-by is negligible.

LATCH

MELODY
GENERATOR

AMPLIFIER
SPEAKER

Fig 1. Auto Melody maker block diagram using a normally "open" pushswitch.
gate is made "high" (logic I), its output
goes high, causing IC2 to start playing
through its melody cycle. The audio signal
produced is amplified before being fed to
the loudspeaker.
Part of the audio signal is rectified (i.e.
changed into d.c.) and fed back to the other
input of the OR gate. This ensures that the

Fig. 2 Complete circuit diagram for the Auto Melody Maker

output of the OR gate stays high even if the
trigger switch is released.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The full circuit diagram for the Auto
Melody Maker is shown in Fig. 2. The
melody i.c. requires about 3V, and a74HC
series i.c. was therefore chosen to provide
the OR gate, since this series works down
to 2V. A 74HCO2 i.e. was selected, since it
is cheap and readily available.
The 74HCO2 contains four NOR gates.
When two such NOR gates are connected
together as shown in Fig. 2, the effect is
equivalent to an OR gate. The inputs to the
unused NOR gates MUST be connected to
OV.
When power is applied to the circuit,
pin 3is held at OV due to resistor R2, and
pin 2is at OV due to the open contacts of
SI. This keeps IC2 switched off.
When switch SI is pressed to complete
the circuit to the ix.. input pin 2 goes
"high" (logic I), causing output pin 4to go
"high". This turns on IC2, which begins its
melody.
Part of the audio signal is fed via
capacitor C2 to diode D1. Diodes DI
and D2 form a voltage doubling circuit, the result being that the alternating audio signal flowing via C2 is converted into a d.c. supply which charges
capacitor CI.
The voltage on Cl is sufficient to maintain pin 3 of ICI at logic I. and hence
the circuit remains latched on. When the
melody cycle is complete, resistor R2 discharges Cl. and the circuit reverts to its
standby mode
Transistor TRI amplifies the audio signal, and drives loudspeaker LS I. Capacitor
C3 decouples the circuit to maintain a
steady d.c. voltage level.

CONSTRUCTION

iff33.4.31
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The circuit is constructed on a piece of
stripboard with at least 10 tracks by 30
holes. The component layout and details of
breaks required in the underside copper
tracks is shown in Fig. 3. In practice, a
larger piece will enable mounting holes to
be drilled. Begin by marking out the board,
and making the eleven breaks as shown.
The socket for ICI may now be soldered
into place, followed by the wire links. The
melody chip, IC2 looks like a transistor,
and may be directly soldered to the stripboard.
However, a transistor socket is recommended to allow the different types of i.c.
to be tried. Some care must be exercised in
Ever_rday Electronics, February 1992

mounting the transistor socket to ensure
that the i.c. makes the correct connections.
The other components may now be fitted
ensuring that the diodes, capacitors CI.
C3 and the transistor are the correct way
round. Finally solder in the leads for the
pushswitch, loudspeaker and two-cell battery holder.
The i.c.s may now be fitted. ICI is a
CMOS type and must be handled with
care. First Earth yourself in case you are
charged with static electricity, then place
ICI carefully into its socket, ensuring that
the notch or tiny hole is at the top. If IC2
has not been soldered directly to the board
it may be inserted into the socket taking
care to fit it the correct way round.
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Fig. 3. Stripboard component layout, melody ic. pinning arrangement
and details of breaks required in the underside copper tracks.
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TESTIIVG
Connect the batteries and press the
switch SI. If the circuit fails to work,
disconnect the supply in case ashort circuit
exists which might damage the project or
run down the batteries. If all is well, the
project should run through its melody
cycle, then stop automatically.
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VIEW FROM ABOVE

IVORMALLY
CLOSED SWITCH
The circuit may be easily modified to
allow the use of a"normally closed" switch
(see Fig. 4), for example a reed switch
and magnet fitted to a door or window.
Switch SI and resistor RI are simply
interchanged. This causes pin 2 of ICI to
be low (0V) when the switch is closed.
When the switch opens, resistor RIensures
that pin 2changes state to logic I(high).
On the stripboard, the ends of resistor
RI must be soldered to points 44 and
C4 on the board. The resistor will not lie
down in the space available and should
be mounted vertically, with one wire bent
around the body. The switch SI must be
connected to points C/ and Hl.

30

10

NORMALLY
CLOSED
SWITCH

ETC.

OV

COME)
Fig. 4. Modifying the circuit to take a
normally -closed" switch.

FAULT FINDING

If a fault does exist, first check that no
pairs of tracks have been bridged with
solder, and that the breaks have been made
cleanly, not leaving fragments of copper
across the breaks. Also check the positions

of the components relative to the diagram
and each other, not forgetting that all
except the resistors and C2 must be fitted
the correct way round.
If a voltmeter or multimeter (set to
"volts") is available, re-connect the batteries and check the voltage across pin 14
and pin 7of ICI. It should be about 3V. If
the meter reads less than 2V, and new
batteries were used, disconnect again, and
continue to check for short-circuits.
Assuming the voltage was correct, fasten
the negative side of the voltmeter to negative (0V). and use the positive side as a
probe. Touch the probe against pin 2 of
ICI. The reading should be OV.
Press and hold down switch SI. The
reading should rise to about 3V. Repeat
this test at pin 4. The results should be
about the same except that the circuit
should latch without holding down SI.
Repeat the same test with the probe
touching pin 2 of IC2. Again the results
should be the same. Check that pin 3 of
IC2 is at OV throughout this test.

Capacitors
Cl
1st radial elect. 10V
C2
422 polyester
C3
104 axial elect. 10V
Semiconductors
D1, D2
1N4148 signal diode
(2 off)
TR1
BC184L npn silicon
transistor
IC1
74HCO2 quad 2-input
NOR gate
IC2
UM66 (select type
number according to
melody -see text)
Miscellaneous
LS1
Loudspeaker 64 ohms
Si
Min. push-to-make or
push -to- break switch
(see text)
Stripboard, 0.1 in matrix size 10 strips
x 30 holes; 14-pin i.c. socket, 3-lead
1018 transistor socket; plastic case, size
102mm x76mm x38mm;• two AA size
batteries and holder; connecting leads;
wire; p.c.b. supports; solder etc.
Approx cost
guidance only

£6„50
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SWITCH
SI

P.C.B
SUPPORTS

PCB SUPPORT
TO SECURE
2-CELL HOLDER
STRiPBOARD
AA

CELL

2-CELL HOLDER

CASE

LID OF CASE

Itaints)

ing. Failure in this area means carefully
checking the feedback components RI. Cl.
C2. DI, and D2.

battery holder which is fastened by means
of two p.c.b. self-adhesive supports. Drill
some small holes for the sound from the
loudspeaker, and ahole for the wires leading to switch SI. The circuit board may be
fastened to the lid of the case using selfadhesive p.c.b. supports.

CASE

OTI-IER USES

Fig. 5 Layout of components inside the case and intern/1ring from the circuit board
to all off-board components.
When the probe is touched against pin I
of IC2 the reading should fluctuate at between IV and 2V when a tune is played,
returning to OV on standby. The voltage at
the base of transistor TRI should be OV
when the circuit is on standby, but rise to a
d.c. average of about 0.4V when a tune is
played.
If the circuit fails to latch on, or plays
continuously, check the reading on pin 3of
ICI. It should be about OV during standby.
and rise to between 2V and 3V when play-

Any case may be employed which
can house the circuit's batteries and
loudspeaker. The prototype was housed in
a black plastic case measuring about
102mm by 76mm by 38mm.
The loudspeaker may be mounted in the
body of the case, together with the two-cell

The Auto Melody Maker could be
adapted for use in games or quizzes as a
reward for acorrect answer or awin. It can
also be used as an instrument of mild
torture, since few people can stand more
than afew musical cycles before becoming
violent!
ED

"LIGHTING CONTROLLER
For the serious Mobile Disco
SWITCHABLE 14 CHANNEL CONTROLLER
with Beatchase and Speed Controls

DA TONG

ftl.00
£12.00

PCB • Components Kit
Hardware Kit

ELECTRON/CS LIMITED

MULTICHASE 4CHANNEL CONTROLLER
with Beatchase Speed and Chase
Select Controls
PCB • Components Kit
Hardware Kit

£26.00
£13.00

COMPUTER CHASE 4CHANNEL CONTROLLER
A Controller designed to achieve very good results from many types of lighting
display Perfect for prnspots. super on screens. can even revitalize spotlamp boxes
Fast tracking autolevel audio input and choice of sound modes ensure accurate an,1
varied interpretation of music
PCB • Components Krt
f36.00
Hardware K
£15.00
Postage & Packing £1.50 per order

LOUDSPEAKER KITS
High Powered Speakers for P A and Disco Use
ready made black Vynrcle covered
cabinets cutout ready for fining of
wide dispersion horn and 12'100 watt
RMS Driver or 15' 200watt RMS Driver
Kit contains all fixings, clamps, sockets,
labels etc
MAGNUM 100 (1 x12" - 7" x3THorn) £165 Pair
Size 540mm x380mm x300mm
MAGNUM 200 (1 x15' • ?r 3'Horn) £236 pair
Size 635mm x460mm y330mm
Carrier Delivery £12.00 parr

TEST EQUIPMENT KITS
ED DISPLAY OSCILLOSCOPE with
WAVEFORM GENERATOR with
sine triangle and square wave
9.9 grid of high efficiency LEDs with
thgger/freerun, brightness sensitivity &
output Range frequency and
amplitude
position and trmebase
£19 95
£9 95
Postage & Packing 50p
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School Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands WV3 ON R

Tel: (0902) 23275

Clayton Wood Close
West Park
Leeds LS16 60E
Tel: 0532 744822
Fax: 0532 742872

For products you can rely
III upon to give amazing results

For information on Active
Antennas. RF Amplifiers,
Converters, Audio Filters, the
Morse Tutor and Speech
Processors send or telephone
for afree catalogue and
selective data sheets as
required.
All our products are designed
and made in Britain.
Orders can be despatched
within 48 hours subject to
availability.
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REPORTING
Tony Smith G4FAL
NEW LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS
From 1st April 1992 all new amateur
and CB licences will be issued by SSL
(Subscription Services Ltd), a wholly
owned subsidiary company of the Post
Office, and existing licensees will receive
reminders direct from this company. For
amateurs this simply means that the
existing centralised licensing service at
present run by Post Office Counters Ltd
will be provided by a new organisation.
What is new is that CBers will also have
to obtain their licences centrally.
This change was foreshadowed in
the Radiocommunications Agency's annual report for 1990/91 mentioned
last month. The report indicated that
the present system of over-the-counter
issues from post offices could no longer
be sustained in the face of decreasing CB
licence numbers which, as at March
1991, had fallen to 69,803, adrop in one
year alone of just over 10,000.
PHONE PATCHING AT SEA
In many countries phone patching is
permitted, linking amateur radio transmissions into the public telephone system. This practice comes into its own
when used as apublic service for military
personnel (as in the Gulf war) or for
expeditions far from home.
An example of the latter is recalled
in an article in The Canadian Amateur
magazine, October 1991, by Bill Sullivan VO1A1. In 1989, at the age of 57,
he signed on as Radio Officer for four
month's temporary employment on the
Canadian MV Lady Franklin. This was on
charter to Australia to transport personnel
and cargo from Hobart to Antarctic bases,
and to bring back expeditioners returning
from the Antarctic.
During the voyage, in which only one
other vessel was seen in ten weeks, he
operated an amateur radio station in
addition to his official duties. His main
purpose was to keep in contact with
home via other Canadian amateurs but in
the process he also kept normal amateur
activity going, working several thousand
amateurs in 100 different countries.
CANADA DIRECT
He says in his article "The vessel
had never before had a Radio Officer
who was a ham, and the crew were
amazed and delighted. Being half way
around the world from home, my cabin
became a popular 'hang-out'. Collectively we could not adequately express
our thanks to the many VEs (Canadian
stations) and others who passed traffic, provided phone patches, relayed the
hockey scores, provided us with news
from home and helped keep a clear
frequency."
Everyday Electronics, February 1992

It was an interesting voyage in terms of
amateur operation. He originally planned
to keep in touch with home via Australian
amateurs, who have regular third party
nets linking in to North America, but
found it easier to work Canada direct
from the Antarctic. "Dxpeditions" usually
work from one location for perhaps a
couple of weeks. Bill Sullivan's operation
was different. He sailed 27,000 nautical
miles in 10 weeks, operated in 17 times
zones and met Neptune several times
crossing the Antarctic Circle and the
Equator.
He's back at his land-based job as a
Radio Communications Instructor now
but if the opportunity occurred again,
he says, he would not need much encouragement to pack his bags, and his
trusty TS430 amateur transceiver, to head
south once again!
AUTOMATIC TUNER
Traditional
antenna tuning
units
(ATUs) used by amateurs usually consist
of one or two tuning capacitors, and a
tapped/switched coil or roller inductor
which after manual adjustment provide a
.
'match" between antenna and transmitter,
hopefully ensuring maximum possible
transfer of radiating power to the antenna.
Such units are relatively easy to construct
and are popular homebrew projects.
A new concept is the automatic tuner,
an example of which is the Smartuner from SGC Inc. using computerised
operation to match virtually any antenna
with any rig. It tunes itself on a
transmitted signal; it matches random
length antennas, from 2.5 to 27 metres
long, over the frequency range 1.8 to
30M Hz; it memorises previous tuning by
means of 500 memories; it tunes an
unknown antenna in two seconds, and a
known antenna in milliseconds. All it
needs is a12V supply and agood earth to
provide all band operation matching the
antenna to the rig in afaster time than it
takes to change bands on a transceiver
and tune to anew frequency.
The basic design is in fact atraditional
"pi match", comprising two tuning
capacitors and a coil. Instead of manual
controls, however, it has 26 relays,
controlled by microprocessor, to select
specific -values from 64 input and 32
output capacitance combinations, plus
256 inductance combinations, resulting
in half amillion possible permutations to
provide the correct "match".
If it wasn't for the cost, nearly $600 in
the US, this unit could be the answer
to many amateurs' prayers. Installing
suitable antennas for multiband operation, often with limited space or local
restrictions, can be the most difficult part
of setting up an amateur station.

It will almost certainly be less efficient
than an antenna purpose built for a
specific band, but even the best antenna
tuner can only be a compromise when
operated with a random length of wire.
Reports so far, however, suggest that the
Smartuner does make all the difference
between getting contacts and not getting
contacts with what might otherwise be
an unsuitable antenna for all band operation.
IN MEMORIAM
Over the years one particular radio frequency, 500kHz, or 500kc/s as it used to
be known, has had aspecial meaning for
Radio Officers at sea, in the air, or in
coastal radio stations. This is the wireless telegraphy distress and calling frequency which in its heyday was a constant cacophony of Morse signals, falling
silent for three minutes twice an hour, at a
quarter past and a quarter to the hour.
This "silence period" was intended to
give afaint SOS or other emergency call a
better chance to be heard and acted on.
This time-honoured system, which
saved many thousands of lives, is being
replaced in the 1990s by the Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System
(GMDSS), and the dedicated Radio
Officer at his Morse key will then be
obsolete. The change is already taking
place. and one early effect has been the
closing down of many famous coast
stations around the world and a reduction of the distress watch on 500kHz.
Radio
amateur
Bruce
Morris,
GW4XXF, himself an ex-ship's Radio
Officer,
has
been
collecting
tape
recordings of the last transmissions from
coast stations or ship callsigns signing off
from 500kHz for the very last time. He has
now produced acompilation on cassette
of some of these recordings including
potted histories of each station.
This historic record includes farewell
signals from British stations GLV, GIL,
GKZ, GNI; PCH in Holland, and EJM in
Ireland. The commentary is excellent, and
some of the final signals are very moving.
It would have been very easy for this
one-time vital service to "slip away" into
the ether unnoticed. Fortunately Bruce
Morris has taken it on himself to ensure
that an appropriate record remains for
posterity.
His cassette, 500kHz. The End Is Nigh,
can be obtained from him at 62 Gerllan,
Tywyn, Gwynedd, LL36 9DE, price £5
including p&p. He is still adding to his
collection and would be delighted to
hear from anyone who has famous coast
stations or ship callsigns on tape, "or
anything that gives the feel of that constant babble of Morse code on 500 from
anywhere in the world."
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DIRECT
BOOK
SERVICE
The books listed have
been selected by Everyday
Electronics editorial staff as
being of special interest
to everyone involved in
electronics and computing.
They are supplied by mail
order direct to your door. Full
ordering details are given on
the last book page. For
another selection of books
see next month's issue.

Special Everyday Electronics Books
ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN No 4
INTRODUCING DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (published
by Everyday Electronics)
Michael J. Cockcroft
Although this book is primarily a City & Guilds Introduc
tory level course (726 301). approximately 80% of the information forms a very basic introduction to electronics in
general it therefore provides an excellent introductory text
for beginners and a course and reference book for GCSE
students
Full details on registering for C&G assessment, details of
assessment centres components required and information
on the course in general are given
The City & Guilds introduction to module 726.'301
reads -A candidate who satisfactorily completes this
module will have a competence to identify basic corn
ponents and digital integrated circuits and connect them
together to form simple working circuits and logic units
introduction to the book
This provides
de(As 4 size)
12 95
772
g
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1
Published by Everyday Electronics in association
with Magenta Electronics
Contains twenty of the best projects from previous issues
of EE each backed with a kit of components The projects
are Seashell Sea Synthesiser, EE Treasure Hunter Mini
Strobe Digital Capacitance Meter, Three Channel Sound
to Light, BBC 16K Sideways Ram Simple Short Wave
Radio Insulation Tester. Stepper Motor interface Eprom
Eraser. 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter Infra Red Alarm.
EE Equaliser Ioniser. Bat Detector. Acoustic Probe. Mains
Tester and Fuse Finder Light Rider - (Lapel Badge. Disco
Lights. Chaser Light). Musical Doorbell. Function Gener
ator Tilt Alarm 10W Audio Amplifier EE Buccaneer Induction Balance Metal Detector. BBC Midi Interlace. Van
able Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer, Audio Signal Gen
erator
£2.45
128 pages (A4 size)
WISIMMEnal

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK
Mike Tooley BA
(published by EE in association with PC Publishing)
This book is an invaluable source of information of
everyday relevance in the world of electronics It contains
not only sections which deal with the essential theory of
electronic circuits but also deals with a wide range of
practical electronic applications
It is ideal for the hobbyist student technician and engineer The information is presented in the form of a basic
electronic recipe book with numerous examples showing
how theory can be put into practice using a range of
commonly available "industry standard' . components and
devices
A must for everyone involved in electronicsl
256 pages
ball=1:11M0
£8 95

.me

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN No 5 GUIDE
NEW
TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
Published by EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
Due to the demand from students teachers and hobbyists
we have put together arange of articles from past issues of
Everyday Electronics that will assist those involved with
the construction of electronic projects
The book contains the complete Project Development
for GCSE series
Contents: Features - First Steps in Project Building,
Building with Vero Project Development for GCSE, Getting your Project Working Guide to Printed Circuit Boards.
Choosing and Using Test Equipment
The Multimeter
The Oscilloscope PS U s Logic Probes Digital Fie
quency Meters Signal Generators, etc, Data - Circuit
Symbols Component Codes, Resistors, Identifying Components Capacitors. Actually Doing It - Understanding
the Circuit Diagram Component Codes. Mounting circuit
boards and controls Understanding Capacitors. Projects
- Lie Detector. Personal Stereo Amplifier. Digital Ex •
perimentsr s Unit. Quizmaster Siren Effects
Unit. UV
Exposure Unit Low-cost Capacitance Meter. Personal
Radio
88 pages (A4 size)
01=lika
£2.95
ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 88/89 INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS
Mike Tooley BA (published by Everyday
Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to the
award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726/3031 The book contains everything you need to know including full details on registering for assessment, etc Starting with basic terminology.
integrated circuits logic families and numbering systems
the text builds in stages. with revision and assessments
built in. up to programming, languages flow charts, etc
The course is ideal for the newcomer to the subject
80 pages (A4 size)
Mailinifflaita
£2 45
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ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN No 3 EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS (published by Everyday Electronics)
Owen Bishop
Another EE value for money publication aimed at students
of electronics The course is designed to explain the workings of electronic components and circuits by involving
the reader in experimenting with them The book does not
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contain masses of theory or formulae but straightforward
explanations and circuits to build and experiment with
Exploring Electronics contains more than 25 useful
projects assumes no previous knowledge of electronics
and is split into 28 easily digestible sections
88 Pages (A 4 size)

IMIUMMINM

£2 45

Computers and Computing
COMPUTERS AND MUSIC -AN INTRODUCTION
R A Penfold
Computers are playing an increasingly important part in
the world of music, and the days when computerised
music was strictly for the fanatical few are long gone
Computer •
based music systems in the past have tended to
be either horrendously expensive very crude or bothl
These days prices are much more modest and the potential of the equipment is much greater Consequently alot of
musicians are being tempted into the unfamiliar territory of
computer music systems
ft you are more used to the black and white keys of a
synth keyboard than the OWERTY keyboard of acomputer
you may be understandably confused by the jargon and
terminology bandied about by computer buffs But fear
not, setting up and using acomputer based music making
system is not as difficult as you might think
This book will help you learn the basics of computing,
running applications programs, wiring up a MIDI systern and using the system to good effect, in fact just
about everything you need to know about hardware and
the programs, with no previous knowledge of computing
needed or assumed This book will help you to choose the
right components for asystem to suit your personal needs,
and equip you to exploit that system fully
174 pages
ssmm.inwi
£7.95

A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO MS-DOS
N. Kantaris
This guide is written with the non-expert. busy person in
mind and as such it has an underlying structure based on
- what you need to know first appears first
Nonetheless,
the guide is also designed to be circular, which means that
you don't have to start at the beginning and go to the end
The more experienced user can start from any section
The guide covers versions 30 3 1 and 3 2 of both PCDOS and MS- DOS as implemented by IBM and other
manufacturers of compatible' .microcomputers including
the AMSTRAD PC s It covers both floppy disc-based
systems and hard disc •
based systems
64 pages
C2.95
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AN INTRODUCTION TO 280 MACHINE CODE
R A 8 J W. Penfold
Takes the reader through the basics of microproces
sors and machine code programming with no previous
knowledge of these being assumed The Z80 is used in
many popular home computers and simple programming
examples are given for Z80- based machines including the
Sinclair ZX 81 and Spectrum Memotech and the Amstrad
CPC 464 Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664 and
6128
144 pages
DialliMMEN
£2 75

AN INTRODUCTION TO 68000 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
R A &J W Pent old
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing programs for 6800 based micros such as the Commodore
Amiga. Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range etc in
assembly language It is not as difficult as one might think
and this book covers the fundamentals
112 pages
Eel 1!
f2.95

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX SPECTRUM
M. James. B Sc.. M.B CS
It is one thing to have learnt now to use all the Spectrums
commands and functions but a very different one to be
able to combine them into programs that do exactly what
you want them to This is just what this book is all about
teaching yOu the art of effective programming with your
Spectrum
144 pages

LigEMICEijani

£2.50

A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL
E. A. Parr. B Sc.. DC.Eng.. M.I.E.E.
This book is intended for people who wish to progress
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such
as machine code and assembly language programming or
need hardware details of a280 based Computer
192 pages

IMERNMECIM

£3.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKETBOOK
(Second Edition)
M ichael Tooley
An invaluable compendium of facts figures circuits and
data, indispensable to the designer, student, service engineer and all those interested in computer and microcomputer systems It will appeal equally to the hardware or
software specialist and to the new band of -software engineers .' This data is presented in a succinct and rapidly
accessible form so that the book can become part of an
everyday toolkit
205 pages (hard cover)
=GM
£10.95

UNDERSTANDING PC SPECIFICATIONS
R A Penfold
If you require a microcomputer for business applications,
or ahigh quality home computer. an IBM PC or compatible
is often the obvious choice They are competitively priced.
and are backed up by an enormous range of applications
programs hardware add-ons, etc The main difficulty for
the uninitiated is deciding on the specification that will
best suit his or her needs PCs range from simple systems
of limited capabilities up to complex systems that can
happily run applications that would have been considered
beyond the abilities of a microcomputer not so long ago It
would be very easy to choose a PC system that is inadequate to run your applications efficiently or one which
goes beyond your needs and consequently represents poor
value for money
This book explains PC specifications in detail and the
subjects covered include the following
Differences
between types of PC (XT. AT 80386. etc). Maths
co-processors, Input devices (keyboards, mice, and
digitisers), Memory, including both expanded (EMS) and
extended RAM RAM disks and disk caches, Floppy disk
drive formats and compatibility, Hard disk drives (including interleave factors and access times). Display adaptors,
including all standard PC types (CGA. Hercules, Super
VGA, etc). Contains everything you need to know if you
cant tell your EMS from your EGA
104 pages
lia=rian
£3.95
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Audio and Music
PRACTICAL MIDI HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) is surrounded by agreat deal of misunderstanding, and many of
the user manuals that accompany MIDI equipment are
quite incomprehensible to the reader.
Thc .,actical MIDI Handbook is aimed primarily at
musicians, enthusiasts and technicians who want to
exploit the vast capabilities of MIDI, but who have no
previous knowledge of electronics or computing. The
majority of the book is devoted to an explanation of what
MIDI can do and how to exploit it to the full, with practical
advice on connecting up a MIDI system and getting it to
work as well as deciphering the technical information in
those equipment manuals
128 pages
lanaEraillann
£6.96
NEW
PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides circuits and background information for a range of preamplifiers. plus tone controls,
filters, mixers. etc. The use of modern low noise operational amplifiers and a specialist high performance audio
preamplifier i.c results in circuits that have excellent
performance, but which are still quite simple All the
circuits featured can be built at quite low cost (just a few
pounds in most cases)
The preamplifier circuits featured include*- Microphone
preamplifiers (low impendance. high impedance. and

Component
Identification
HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how with just a test-meter to go about
recording the particular signature of an unmarked ic
which should enable the c to then be identified with
reference to manufacturers' or other data An ic signature
is a specially plotted chart produced by measuring the
resistances between all terminal airs of an ic
Chart
IInuu.s
mathS
£0.95
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it provides
basic information on many colour codes in use throughout
the world, for most radio and electronic components Includes resistors, capacitors, transformers, field coils, fuses.
battery leads, speakers. etc It is particularly useful for finding the values of old corn
nents
Chart
£0.95
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crystal) Magnetic cartridge pick-up preamplifiers with
R IAA equalisation Crystal/ceramic pick-up preamplifier
Guitar pick-up preamplifier Tape head preamplifier (for
use with compact cassette systems)
Other circuits include - Audio limiter to prevent overloading of power amplifiers Passive tone controls Active
tone controls P4
hiohpass and lovvpass) Scratch
and rumble filters Loudness filter Audio mixers Volume
and balance controls
92 pages
£3.95

HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
WORKING
R .A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly. or at all. when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help
overcome just these
problems by indicating nr,
._:rs • start looking (rr
many of the common faults
.,an occur when building
up projects.
96 pages
£2.50

MUSICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE ATARI ST',
R. A. Penfold
The Atari Sis are now firmly established as the computers to use for electronic music applications The
range and sophistication of these applicarions are much
greater than most people may realise but there are still a
lot of misconceptions about just what can and cannot be
achieved This book will help you sort out the fact from
the fallacy and to get the most musically from the STS
A wide selection of topics are covered including the
internal sound chip. MIDI, applications programs such
as sequencing and score wiling. etc. simple but useful
add-on projects and MIDI programming
90 pages
WEIMEMEEMI
£5.96

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books and covers
all aspects of simple pcb
construction including
photographic methods and designing your own pc bs

AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND
ENCLOSURE DESIGN
V. Capel
This book explores the various features, good points and
snags of speaker designs It examines the whys and
wherefores so that the reader can understand the
principles involved and so make an informed choice of
design, or even design loudspeaker enclosures for him or
herself Crossover units are also explained, the various
types, how they work, the distortions they produce and
how to avoid them Finally there is a step-by-step
description of the construction of the Kapellmeister
loudspeaker enclosure
148 pages
UMMIUMEMI
£2.95
ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK - HOW
NEW
TO AVOID IT
Feedback is the bane of all public address systems.
While feedback cannot be completely eliminated. many
things can be done to reduce it to alevel at which it is no
longer aproblem
Much of the trouble is often the hall itself. not
the equipment. but there is a simple and practical
way of greatly improving acoustics Some microphones
are prone to feedback while others are not Certain
loudspeaker systems are much better than others, and
the way the units are positioned can produce or reduce
feedback All these matters are fully explored as well as
electronic aids such as equalizers. frequency-shifters
and notch filters.
The special requirements of live group concerts are
considered, and also the related problem of instability
that is sometimes encountered with large set-ups We
even take a look at some unsuccessful attempts to cure
feedback so as to save readers wasted time and effort
duplicating them
Also included is the circuit and layout of an inexpensive but highly successful twin-notch filter, and how to
operate it
92 pages
0118111111111ifflia
£3.95
COMPUTERS AND MUSIC. See Computers section

Theory and Reference
ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
Provides an inexpensive single source of easily located information that the amateur electronics enthusiast is likely to need for the day-to-day pursuance of
this fascinating hobby. Covers common component
colour codes. Details the characteristics and pinouts of
many popular semiconductor devices, including various
types of logic ICs, operational amplifiers. transistors.
FETs, unijunctions. diodes. rectifiers. SCRs. discs, macs. regulators and SMDs. etc Illustrates many useful
types of circuits. such as timers and oscillators. audio
amplifiers and filters. as well as including a separate
section on power supplies Also contains a multitude of
other useful data.
88 pages

111=11111111LIM

£4.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS POCKET BOOK
E. A. Parr
Newnes Electronics Pocket Book has been in print for
over twenty years and has covered the development of
electronics from valve to semiconductor technology and
from transistors to LSI integrated circuits and microprocessors. To keep up to date with the rapidly changing world of electronics, continuous revision has been
necessary This new Fifth Edition takes account of recent
changes and includes material suggested by readers of
previous editions. New descriptions of op.amp. applications and the design of digital circuits have been added.
along with a totally new chapter on computing, plus
other revisions throughout
315 pages (hard cover)
MIXIIIMEIN
£10.96
ELECTRONIC MODULES AND SYSTEMS FOR
BEGINNERS
Owen Bishop
This book describes over 80 modular electronic circuits how they work, how to build them, and how to use them.
The modules may be wired together to make hundreds of
different electronic systems, both analogue and digital To
show the reader how to begin building systems from modules, a selection of over 25 electronic systems are described in detail, covering such widely differing applications as timing, home security, measurement. audio (including a simple radio receiver), games and remote control.
200 pages
£3.95
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FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES
F. A. Wilson
Explains in crystal clear terms the absolute fundamentals
behind electricity and electronics. Really helps you to discover and understand the subject. perhaps for the first time
ever
Have you ever Wondered about the true link between
electricity and magnetism? Felt you could never understand the work of Einstein, Newton. Boltzmann. Planck
and other early scientists? Just accepted that an electron is
like a little black ball? Got mixed up with em f and pd ?
Thought the idea of holes in semiconductors is abit much?
Then help is at hand with this inexpensive book, in as
simple a way as possible and without too much complex
mathematics and formulae
244 pages
£3.50
PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
Mike Tooley (Published in association with
Everyday Electronics)
The vast majority of modem electronic systems rely heavily
on the application of digital electronics, and the Practical
Digital Electronics Handbook aims to provide readers with a
()tactically based introduction to this subject. The book
will prove invaluable to anyone involved with the design.
manufacture or servicing of digital circuitry, as well as to
those wishing to update their knowledge of modern digital devices and techniques. Contents Introduction to integrated circuits, basic logic gates, monostable and bistable
devices: timers, microprocessors: memories; input and output devices; interfaces, microprocessor buses Appendix 1
Data. Appendix 1 Digital test gear projects; tools and text
equipment: regulated bench power supply; logic pulsar:
verstaile pulse generator; digital IC tester: current tracer:
audio logic tracer: RS-232C breakout box; versatile digital
counter/frequency meter Appendix a The oscilloscope.
Appendix 4 Suggested reading. Appendix 5 Further study.
208 pages
111111=1112111111
£6.96
ELECTRONICS -A "MADE SIMPLE" BOOK
G. H. Olsen
This book provides excellent background reading for our
Introducing Digital Electronics Teach. In Book and will be
of interest to everyone studying electronics The subject
is simply explained and well illustrated and the book assumes only avery basic knowledge of electricity
330 pages
MOM
£4.95

80 pages

IMEM=laka

£2.60

How to Get Your
Electronic Projects
Working

Alr, •
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A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide practical information
to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of components currently on offer An advanced knowledge of the
theory of electronics is not needed, and this book is not
intended to be acourse in electronic theory The main aim
is to explain the differences between components of the
same basic type (e g carbon. carbon film, metal film, and
wire-wound resistors) so that the right component for a
given application can be selected A wide range of components are included, with the emphasis firmly on those
components that are used a great deal in projects for the
home constructor
166 pages
1111=1Mill
£3.95
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently
build the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books Also include examples in the form
of simple projects
112 pages
£1.95
ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS
O. Bishop
These projects range in complexity from a simple colour
temperature meter to an infra-red laser There are novelties
such as an electronic clock regulated by a resonating
spring, ancban oscilloscope with solid-state display There
are scientific measuring instruments such as a pH meter
and an electro-cardiometer All projects have a strong
scientific flavour The way they work, and how to build
sr:4 usethem
pages
are fully explained
£2.95
D=Cillana
ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED -CRYSTAL SET
CONSTRUCTION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A.. C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.. F.B.I.M.
Especially written for those who wish to participate in
the intricacies of electronics more through practical construction than by theoretical study It is designed for all
ages upwards from the day one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools
£1 .75
80 pages
CUMINEMED

Testing and
Test Gear
TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief description of these faults. vis -sound weak but undistorted.
set dead, sound low or distorted and background noises
One then selects the most appropriate of these and following the arrows, carries out the suggested checks in sequence until the fault is cleared
Chart
timmmiHVMi
£0.95
HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES AND OTHER TEST
EQUIPMENT
R. A. Penfold
This book explains the basic function of an oscilloscope.
gives a detailed explanation of all the standard controls,
and provides advice on buying. A separate chapter deals
with using an oscilloscope for fault finding on linear and
logic circuits Plenty of example waveforms help to illustrate the control functions and the effects of various
fault conditions. The function and use of various other
pieces of test equipment are also covered, including signal generators, logic probes, logic pulsers, and crystal
calibrators.
104 pages
1=111111112ffl
£3.50
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Circuits and Design
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS BOOK 1
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS- BOOK 2
R. A Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their own
projects, rather than simply following published project
designs.
BOOK 1 contains - Oscillators - sinevvave, triangular.
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies Timers - simple monostable circuits using cs. the 555 and 7555 devices. etc.
Miscellaneous noise generators, rectifiers, comparators
and triggers. etc
BOOK 2 contains Amplifiers - low level discrete and
op-amp circuits voltage and buffer amplifiers including
dc types Also low-noise audio and voltage controller
amplifiers Filters
high-pass. low-pass. 6, 12. and 24dB
per octave types Miscellaneous - i.c. power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc
BOOK 1 128 pages

pairrievirmuiti

£1.95

BOOK 2 112 pages

parinnemirzaaut

£1.95

MODERN OPTO DEVICE PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
In recent years. the range of opto devices available to the
home constructor has expanded and changed radically
These devices now represent one of the more interesting
areas of modern electronics for the hobbyist to experiment
in, and many of these have useful practical applications as
well. This book provides a number of practical designs
which utilize a range of modern opto•electrical devices,
including such things as fibre optics, ultra bright I.e.d sand
passive IR detectors etc
While many of these designs are not in the -dead
simple" category, they should be within the capabilities
of anyone with a reasonable amount of experience in
electronics construction and some of the more simple
designs are suitable for beginners
104 pages

WEEmalikaa

£2.95

ELECTRONIC ALARM CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
One hundred and forty useful alarm circuits, of avariety of
types, are shown in this volume. The operating principle of
each one is explained in concise but comprehensive terms,
and bref construction notes are given where necessary.
Aimed at the practical design engineer, technician and
experimenter as well as the electronics student and
amateur
124 pages
£12.95

DIGITAL LOGIC GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS
Ian R. Sinclair
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians. seeks to establish a firm foundation in digital
electronics by treating the topics of gates and flip-flops
thoroughly and from the begin-, rig This is riot acon, ,•,.,
tor sbook in the sense of presenting circuits to build and
use, it is for the user who wants to design and troubleshoot
digital circuitry with considerably more understanding of
pnnciples
Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping
are explained. demonstrated and used extensively, and
more attention is paid to the subject of synchronous
counters than to the simple but less important ripple
counters
No background other than a basic knowledge of
electronics is assumed, and the more theoretical topics are
explained from the beginning, as also are many working
practices. The book concludes with an explanation of
microprocessor techniques as applied to digital logic
200 pages
rd=imal
£8.96
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER
CONTROL OF ROBOTS
Robert Penfold
Robots and robotics offer one of the most interesting areas
for the electronics hobbyist to experiment in Today the
mechanical side of robots is not too difficult, as there
are robotics kit and a wide range of mechanical components available The micro controller is not too much of
a problem either. since the software need not be terribly
complex and many inexpensive home computers are well
suited to the task
The main stumbling block for most vvould be robot
builders is the electronics to interface the computer to the
motors, and the sensors which provide feedback from the
robot to the computer The purpose of this book is to
explain and provide some relatively simple electronic
circuits which bridge this gap
92 pages
reffriTnttri:liliej
£2.95
ELECTRONIC POWER SUPPLY HANDBOOK
Ian R. Sinclair
This book covers the often neglected topic of electronic
power supplies All types of supplies that are used for
electronics purposes are covered in detail, starting with cells
and batteries arid extending by way of rectified supplies and
linear stabilisers to modern switch-mode systems. IC switchmode regulators. DC-DC converters and inverters
The devices, their operating principles and typical circuits are all dealt with in detail The action of rectifiers
and the reservoir capacitor is emphasised, and the subject
of stabilisation is covered The book includes some useful
formulae for assessing the likely hum level of a conventional rectifier reservoir supply
136 pages
IREMIZEiarga
£7.95

Radio, TV, Satellite
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
I. D. Poole
Amateur radio is a unique and fascinating hobby which
has attracted thousands of people since it began at the turn
of the century
This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive and
easy to understand guide through the subject so that the
reader can gain the most from the hobby It then remains
an essential reference volume to be used time and again
Topics covered include the basic aspects of the hobby.
such as operating procedures jargon and setting up a
station Technical topics covered include propagation.
receivers, transmitters and aerials etc
150 pages
prarsorntrizinwti
£3 50
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
Short wave radio is a fascinating hobby but one that
seems to be regarded by many as an expensive pastime
these days In fact it is possible to pursue this hobby for a
minimal monetary outlay if you are prepared to undertake a
bit of d ry and the receivers described in this book can all
be built et low cost. All the sets are easy to construct, full
wiring diagrams etc are provided, and they are suitable
for complete beginners. The receivers only require simple
aerials, and do not need any complex alignment or other
difficult setting up procedures
The topics covered in this book include: The broadcast bands and their characteristics, The amateur bands
and their characteristics, The propagation of radio signals
Simple aerials, Making an earth connection: Short wave
crystal set. Simple t.r.f receivers. Single sideband reception. Direct conversion receiver
Contains everything you need to know in order to get
started in this absorbing hobby
88 pages
=MOW
£3.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TELEVISION
F. A. Wilson
As a definitive introduction to the subject this book is
presented on two levels. For the absolute beginner or
anyone thinking about purchasing or hiring a satellite TV
system, the story is told as simply as such acomplex one
can be in the main text.
For the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast.
student or others with technical backgrounds, there are
numerous appendices backing up the main text with
additional technical and scientific detail formulae, calcula tions, tables etc There is also plenty for the DIY enthusiast
with practical advice on choosing and installing the most
problematic part of the system the dish antenna.
104 pages
INEEMEIMUM
£5.95
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AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
A. Pickford
Communications and broadcast satellites are normally
inaccessible to individuals unless they are actively in.
volved in their technicalities by working for organisations
such as British Telecom, the various space agencies or
military bodies even those who possess a satellite television receiver system do not participate in the technical
aspects of these highly technological systems
There are a large number of amateur communications
satellites in orbit around the world, traversing the globe
continuously and they can be tracked and their signals received with relatively inexpensive equipment This
equipment can be connected to a home computer such as
the BBC Micro or IBM compatible PCs. for the decoding of
received signals
This book describes several currently available systems,
their connection to an appropriate computer and how they
can be operated with suitable software
102 pages
D=r1:11Zakila
£3.95
AERIAL PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The subject of aerials is vast but in this book the author
has considered practical aerial designs, including active.
loop and ferrite aerials which give good performances and
are relatively simple and inexpensive to build The complex theory and mathematics of aerial design have been
avoided
Also included are constructional details of a number of
aerial accessories including a pre-selector attenuator. filters and tuning unit
96 pages
isEmumagai£ 2.50
INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE
P. Shore
Provides the casual listener, amateur radio Met and the
professional radio monitor with an essential reference
work designed to guide him or her around the ever more
complex radio bands. This new edition has been completely revised and rewritten and incorporates much more
information which is divided into the following sections.
Listening to Short Wave Radio. Choosing a Short
Wave Radio Receiver. How to Use the IRSG: Abbreviations: Country Codes: Worldwide Short Wave Radio Stations; European, Middle Eastern and African Long Wave
Radio Stations. European. Near and Middle Eastern and
African Medium Wave Radio Stations, Canadian Medium
Wave Radio Stations; USA Medium Wave Radio Stations;
Broadcasts in English; Programmes for DXers and Short
Wave Listeners, UK FM Radio Stations. Time Differences
From GMT, Wavelength'Frequency Conversion.
226 pages
£5.95

HOW TO USE OP-AMPS
E. A. Parr
This book has been written as adesigner's guide covering
many operational amplifiers, serving both as asource book
of circuits and a reference book for design calculations
approach has been made as non-mathematical as possible
160 pages
WIEMEMIajej
£2.96
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background information. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c.b. layouts and other detailed constructional information are not included.
Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer; Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications
£2
2:7
75
5
BOOK 1 112 pages
erder code
BOOK 2 112 pages
Order code BP131
SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS
Keith Brindley
There are a considerable number of transducers. Look
through any electronic components catalogue and you'll
find a wide variety of types, and each type has many
versions It's not easy to choose atransducer correctly for a
particular function. In many specifications, terms and procedures are referred to which might deter you from using
one that is. in fact, the best for the job Yet, opting to use a
transducer merely because it is easier to interlace into the
measuring system is not the answer A greater knowledge
of all types of transducers capable of doing the task is the
ideal, and only then can a totally satisfactory decision be
made to use one in particular
179 pages
oncuseziaua
£14.96

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available
components - the light-emitting diode (LED). Also includes circuits for the 707 common anode display.
64 pages
el=gagra
£1.95
BOOK 2 50 more Ied circuits Lummignmajj El 95

DIRECT
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SERVICE
ORDERING DETAILS
Please state the title and order code
clearly, print your name and address
and add the required postage to the
total order.
Add 75p to your total order
for postage and packing (overseas
readers add £1.50 for countries
in Europe, or add £2.50 for all
countries outside Europe, surface
mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order,
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Direct Book Service or credit
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(Access) - minimum credit card
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SURVIULLANCE

PROFESSIONAL MAW"( KITS

111 for Kits
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has akit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 years
and you can be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit
diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters
are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.
UTX Uftraininiatere Row Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x20mm including mic. 312V operation 500m range
£16.45
MTX MIcre-atialatare Remo Transmitter
Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter
Just 17mm x17mm including mic. 3-12V operation. 1000m range.

£13.45

SU Niole-porfermarmo Rem Transmitter
Hi performance transmitter with abuttered output stage for greater stability and range
Measures 22mm x22mm including mic. 6-12V operation, 1500m range
£15.45
VT5011 illeirposor Rom Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. Size 20mm x
40mm 9-12V operation. 3000m range
£16.45
VXT Voice Acthrotod Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED indicator Size 20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £1945
MIX400 Mains Powered Roma Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V AC supply for long-term monitoring. Size 30mm x35mm.
500m range
£19.45
SUM Drokessvier SemiNMI Nam TriageMet
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver Size 20mm x67mm 9V operation 1000m range
£22.95
WLX Subearrior Teepee's@ Transmitter
Connects to telephone line anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x37mm. 1000m range
£23.95
SDM Sebearrlor Decoder Unit ter SCRX
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to
headphones Size 32mrn x70mm 9-12V operation
£22 95
ATV Micro Size Toils/Mae Rimedleg 'Morisco
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm
Powered from line
£13 45

*** Specials ***

Ultra-ministwo Telephoto Trainees/
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 1mm x20mm! Connects
to line (anywhere) and switches on and oft with phone use. All conversation transmitted.
Powered from line 500m range
£15 95
11X700 Miereinialaters Telephone Transmitter
Best-selling telephone transmitter Being 20mm x20mm it is easier to assemble than
UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use All
conversations transmitted Powered from line 1000m range
£13 45
ETU( Illidroortormanco Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buttered output stage providing excellent stability
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. Size 22mm x22mm.
1500m range
£16.45
11X900 Sigialling/Traskiag Trammitter
Transmits acontmous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. Size
25mm x63mm 9V operation.
£22 95
CD400 Pocket arm Dotecteetecater
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tome increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source. Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V
operation
£30.95
CIMOO Professional lee Istectenecater
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
pagers, cellular taxis etc Size 70mrti x100mm 9V operation
£50.95
(ITX1111) Crystal Cautioned Roes Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180 MHz and
requires the use of ascanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catlogue). Size 2
£0
4m
am
95 x
67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
OWN Crystal Coistrolled Tolopesse Transmitter
As per QTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations.
20mm x67mm 9V operation 1000m range£40.95
MN Line Powered Crystal Controlled limas Treemaltter
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required. Size
32mm x37mm Range 500m
£35.95

lit.TXMUIX Radio Contra Swift*
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights, alarms, paging
system etc. System consists of asmall VHF transmitter with digital encoder and receiver
unit with decoder and relay output, momentary or alternate, 8-way MI switches on both
boards set your own unique security code. TX size 45mm x45mm. RX size 35mm x
90mm. Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits)
£50.95
Individual Transmitter OLTX
£19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX .
£37.95
MIX-1 MI-Filar:re firoarleaster
Not technically asurveillance device but agreat idea! Connects to the headphone output
of your Hi -Fi, tape or CO and transmits
quality to a nearby radio. Listen to your
favourite music anywhere around the house, garden, in the bath or in the garage and
you don't have to put up with the DJ's choice and boring waffle. Size 27mm x60mm
9V operation 250m range
£20.95

CIRX1110 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
For monitoring any of the '0' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section
supplied as a pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up Outpt to headphones 60mm x75mm 9V operation
£60 95

Abuild-up service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add
£1.50 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add £5.00 per
order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 0827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW
SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST
CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

DEPT. EE

SUMA
DESIGNS

THE W ORKSHOPS, 95 M AIN ROAD,
BAXTERLEY. N EAR ATHERSTONE,
W ARWICKSHIRE

CV 9 2LE

0827 714476
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PCB SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are available from
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully
drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing.
Add £1 per board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent
to The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics, 8 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1J H. Cheques should be crossed and made payable
to Everyday Electronics (Payment in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are now held in stock and are dialintizhad within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow amaximum of 28 days for deliveryoverseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail. Please check price in the
latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on apayment with order basis.

We do have older boards in stock- please enquire.

PROJECT TITLE
Spectrum EPROM Programmer
Bat Detector
Electronic Spirit Level
Distance Recorder
Power Supplies -Fixed Voltage
Variable Voltage

Order Code
JUN'89
AUG 89
SEP'89

Music on Hold
Power Supplies -25V 700mA
30V 1A
EE Seismograph -Control
Detector
Lego/Logo & Spectrum

OCT .89

Wash Pro
Biofeedback Monitor -Front End
Processor
Logo/Lego & Spectrum Interface

NOV 89

628
647
649
651
654
655

Cost
£7.87
£4.95
£3.85
£5.23
£4.08
£4.48

646
656
657
658
659
660

£3.85
£4.35
£4.55
£4.08
£4.22
£6.49

643
661
662
664

£3.83
£4.52
£4.56
£5.60

EEG Electrode Impedance Meter

pi (. 89

665

£3.98

Biofeedback Signal Generator

.iAN 90

666

£4.08

Quick Cap Tester
Weather Station
Anemometer -Freq./Volt Board
Optional Display
Wind Direction
System Power Supply
Prophet In-Car Ioniser

FE1.1 90

668

£3.92

670
673/674
675
676

f3.94
£3.73
£4.22
£3.59
£3.18

EE Weather Station
Display Driver
Display and Sensor
Fermostat Mk2
Superhet Broadcast ReceiverTuner/Amp

MAP 90

672 & 678
671
677

£4.22
£4.47
£4.28

679/680

£4.22

681
682
683
684

£4.24
£4.46
£3.66
£4.28

685
686/687

£4.27
£4.16

669

Stereo Noise Generator
i
_PR 90
Digital Experimenter's Unit -Pulse Generator
Power Supply
Enlarger Timer
EE Weathei Station
Rainfall/Sunlight Display
Rainfall Sen and Sunlight Sen
Amstrad Speech Synthesiser

MAY 90

689

£4.68

80 Metre Direct Conversion Radio
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Infra-Red Transmitter

JUN 90

691

£4.95

692/693

£4.75

Mains Appliance Remote Control
Encoder Board A
Encoder Board B
The Tester

JUL 90

694
695
696

£6.61
£4.78
£4.15

697

£4.55

•698

£3.94

Mains Appliance Remote Control
Ati
( 90
Mains ON/OFF Decoder
(5 or more 697's ordered together£3.25 each)
Simple Metronome
Hand Tally
SE P 00
Main Board (double-sided) and Display Board
Alarm Bell Time-Out
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Temperature Controller (p.c.b. only)
Ghost Waker
Frequency Meter
Freq. Meter/Tachometer
EE Musketeer (TV/Video/Audio)

pc. I90
NOV 90

Colour Changing Christmas Lights
DEC 90
Microcontroller Light Sequencer
Versatile Bench Power Supply Unit
Teach-In '91, Part 1-L200 Module
'
Dual Output Module
LM723 Module
Spatial Power Display
.1.4% 91
Amstrad PCW Sound Generator
Teach-In '91, Part 2-GP. Transistor Amp
Dual Op.Amp Module

124

Pocket Tone Dialler
MAP 91
Battery To Mains Inverter
Simple Basic Alarm
Car Code Lock (pair)
Teach-In '91 Part 4-Sinusoidal Oscillator
8038 Oscillator
Waveform Generator (Teach-In '91 Project 4)
Humidity Tester
APR 91
Model Train Controller (double-sided)
Electronic Die (Teach-In '91 Project 5)
Teach-In '91 Part 5-Digital Counter Module
Modular Disco Lighting System
MAY 91
Switched Power Output Module
Digital LCD Thermostat-Control Board i£5 for
-Power/Relay Board I
paw
Pulse Generator (Teach-In '91 Project 6)
Teach-In '91 Part 6- Timer Module
Dialogue Car Tachometer
.IUN 91
Modular Disco Lights -Simple Chaser
Sweeper Module
Automatic Light Control -PSU Board
Logic Board
Radio Receiver (Teach-In '91 Project 7)
Teach-In '91 Part 7-R.F. Amplifier Module
Modular Disco Lights -Masterlink
JULY 91
Ultrasonic Proximity Meter
Display Unit (753) & Sensor Unit (754)
Disco Lights (Teach-In '91 Project 8)
PSU and Pre-amplifier
Low, Mid, High Filter/Triac (set of 3boards)
Teach-In '91 Part 8-Solid State Switch Module
Mod. Disco Lights-Pattern Gen
AUG 91
Teach-In '91 Part 8-Light Sensitive Switc
Opto- Link (Teach-In '91 Project 9) -Transmitter
Receiver
Portable PEsT Scarer
Capacitance Meter
SE- P 91
Modular Disco Lights -Dimmer Interface
Mod. Disco Lights
OC1 91
VU Sound Module (Double-sided)
UV Exposure Unit
PC-Scope Interface -Main Board
Expansion Plug (Double-sided)
Mod. Disco Lights
NOV 91
Superchaser (Double-sided)
Supersweep (Double-sided)
Bicycle Alarm
Darts Scorer
Knockerbox
DEC 91
Signal Generator -Main Board
PSU
Mind Machine -Main Board
Auto Nightlight
Mind Machine -Programmer Board
JAN 92
Transistor Checker
Stepping Motor Driver/Interface
Micro-Sense Alarm
Telesound
FFE3 92
Programmable Timer

r EE

Cost

Order Code

PROJECT TITLE
Intercom (Teach-In'91 Project 2)
JAN 91
Analogic Test Probe
MARC Phone-In
iEE1 91
Teach-In'91 Part 3-TBA820M Ampli ier
High Quality Power Amp
Bench Amplifier (Teach-In '91 Project 3)
Gingernut 80m Receiver
R.F. section (726), Voltage Regulator (727)
Audio Amplifier (728)

£4.41
£3.24
£6.87
£4.05
£4.93
£4.45

719
720
721
723
724
725

£3.06
per board
£8.16
all 3together
£4.36
729
£4.97
730
£4.50
731
£4.69
732a/b
£4 39
733
£4.15
734
£4.72
735
£4.97
716
£9.75
736
£4.93
737
£4.35
738
726/7/8

744
745
746
747
748
749
750
752

£5.91
£4.05
£3.76
£4.97
£4.62
£5.63
£5.00
£5.17
£4.88
£5.17
£4.57
£4.23
£6.36

753/754

£7.06

755
756
757
760
761
762
763
764
751
765

£4.54
£11.00
£4.24
£6.79
£4.74
£4.85
£4.88
£3.77
£5.17
£8.17

767
768
769
770

£8.68
£4.63
£6.95
£5.96

771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785

£6.91
£8.26
£5.01
£7.90
£5.35
£7.46
£4.73
£7.00
£5.03
£7.39
£4.63
£10.39
£5.42
£4.66
£4.63

739
740
741
742
743

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE

Order Code

Project

Quantity

Price

c°1

Lo i
o
xl
ol
DI

699. 700
701

£10.95
£4.10

702

£5.20

1 Name

MI

703
704
705
706
707
708/709
710
711
712
713
714
715
717
718

£4.32
£5.25
£198
£5.78
£4.39
£10.90
£4.24
£3.93
£4.13
£4.21

I

-II
Tri
r-I
CAI

£5.33
£5.03
£3.77
£3.83

IAddress
I
I

-DI

I
I2£ I
enclose payment of f
(cheque/ PO i
nfsterling only
payable to Everyday Electronics) Access (MasterCard) Of Visa No
I
Minimum o der for credit cards £5

rn
f- I
IN

I

> l

CA
mI
I
I

I
I

I

I Signature
Card Ex. Date
I
Please supply name and addess of card- holder if different from the address shown
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OMNI ELECTRONICS

CAR ALARM K/TS

174 Dalkeith Road

Edinburgh EH16 5DX

031 667 2611

MICRO-PRESSURE CAR AL4/7111
This new type of alarm is triggered by a unique pressure sensing system. As
any vehicle door is opened air is drawn out. causing a minute drop in air
pressure. A sensor detects this sudden pressure change and sets Oft the
alarm. An electronic filter, tuned to only 3Hz., and adjustable sensitivity avoid
false alarms whilst an arrangement of timers provide automatic operation

ACOMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

tr Operates on all doors and tailgate -no switches needed.
* Automatically armed 40 seconds after leaving vehicle.
er 10 second entry delay with audible warning. (0.5 second available.)

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER

er Sounds horn or siren intermittently for 30 seconds -then re-arms.
* Easy fitting -only 3 wires to connect -no holes to drill.
o Controlled by ignition switch, hidden switch or coded remote control.
(The optional siren and coded remote control are supplied separately )
MICRO-PRESSURE ALARM

NEW

Parts kit £15.95

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
COSTS £1.50 -INCLUDES

Assembled £22.35

VOUCHERS TO USE

COOED /le REMOTE CONTROL

AGAINST FUTURE

Our latest addition allows control of our alarms from outside the vehicle Both
transmitter and receiver use a chip designed speaalty for car security systems
with 59.045 code combinations You can even set your own code, with several
vehicles on the same code or several transmitters for one vehicle rf required

PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE
ACOPY PLEASE SEND

tr High security, customer selected, 24 bit code.
tr Key-ring transmitter with long life minature alkaline battery.
er High power infra-red emitter with range up to 5 metres.
O Low profile dash top receiver/decoder.
tr Flashing high intensity red L.E.D. warns off intruders.
*Green L.E.D. shows alarm is off.
Use the coded transmitter and receiver with our Micro-Pressure or Volt Drop
alarm to form a coded remote controlled system.
CODE TRANSMITTER
Parts kit £13.95
Assembled £17.95
CODE RECEIVER
Parts kit £21.35
Assembled £26.55
Also available VOLT DROP CAR ALARM
120dB PIEZO SIREN
MICRO-PRESSURE TRIGGER
EXTENDED CD' IGNMON

Parts kit £14.90
Parts kit £10.95
Parts kit £22.75

Assembled
Assembled
Assembled
Assembled

YOUR REMITTANCE
WITH THE VOUCHER BELOW.
Please send me a copy of the 1990/91 OMNI catalogue
Payment of £1 50 enclosed
NAME

£20.95
£11.95
£14.95
£28.45

ADDRESS

All the above Include cable. connectors and clear easy to follow instructions
All kits include case. PCB, everything down to the last washer, even solder
All prices now include post, packing and VAT on U.K. orders Same prices
apply to all European countries. For delivery outside Europe please add £3

TELEPHONE

Telephone orders accepted with VISA or ACCESS payment.
Order direct (please quote ref. EE2) or send for more details from :-

ELECTRON/ZE DESIGN

Open: Mon.-Thurs. 9.15 -6.00
Friday
9.15 -5.00
Saturday
9.30 -5.00

A

Tel. 021 308 5877

2 Hillside Road. Four Oaks. Sutton Coldfield, 874 400

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD

£98

EASY-PC

DIGITAL SIMULATION
PULSAR

£195
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• Design Single sided, Double
sided and Multilayer boards.
• Provides Surface Mount
support.
•Standard output includes
Dot Matrix /Laser /Inkjet
printers, Pen Plotters,
Photo-plotters and NC Drill.
•Award Winning EASY-PC is
in use in over 10,000
installations in 50 Countries
World-Wide.
• Runs on PC/XT/AT/286/386
with Herc, CGA, EGA, VGA.
•Superbly Easy to use.
• Not Copy Protected.
For full info' Phone, Fax or
Write to:

«

sa • Im

.... ••••

el... me ram.

•At last! A full featured Digital
Circuit Simulator for less
than £1000!
• Pulsar allows you to test your
logic designs without the
need for expensive test
equipment.
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• NEW powerful ANALYSER III
has full graphical output.
• Handles R's,L's,C's, BJT's,
FET's, OP-amp's, Tapped and
untapped Transformers, and
M icrostri p and Co-axial
Transmission Lines ,
• Calculates Input and Output
Impedances, Gain and Group

• Includes 4000 Series CMOS
and 74LS Libraries.

Dela y.
• Covers 0.001 Hz to >10GHz

• Runs on
PC/XT/AT/286/386/486 with
EGA or VGA. Hard disk
recommended.

• Runs on
PC/XT/AT/286/386/486 with
EGA or VGA.
• Not Copy protected.

Number One Systems Ltd.
The Electronics CAD Specialists

6...II.

,
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•Catch glitches down to a pico
second per week!

• Not Copy protected.
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Z-MATCH II
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SMITH CHART CAD
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£195

ANALYSER III
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ANALOGUE SIMULATION

VISA

...".*'

•
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••

•Z-MATCH II takes the
drudgery out of RF matching
problems and includes many
more features than the
standard Smith Chart.
• Provides quick accurate
solutions to many matching
problems using transm i
ssion
line transformers, stubs,
discrete components etc.etc..
• Supplied with comprehensive
user instructions including
many worked examples.
• Runs on PC/XT/AT/386/486,
CGA,EGA,VGA
• Not Copy Protected

/

Technical support free
for life!

REF: EVD, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE17 4WR, ENGLAND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042 International: +44-480-61778 Fax: +44-480-494042
ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
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EVERYDAY

CLASSIFIED

ELE

The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The
prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics VAT must be added.
Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Everyday
Electronics. 6Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel (0202) 881749.

THE BRITISH AMATEUR ELECTRONICS CLUB
exists to help electronics enthusiasts by
personal contact and through aquarterly
Newsletter. For details, write to the Chairman:

Mr H. F. Howard, 41 Thingwall Park
Fishponds, Bristol BS16 2AJ
Space donated by Everyday Electronics

"er

«
1._
111M)
Cooke International

We stock used test equipment, scopes, sig gens..
DVM's. oscillators. etc in large quantities
We can now offer acopy service for workshop
manuals for many instruments. Please ask for
details. Send SAE for lists
Contact: Cooke International, Unit 4,
Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis. West Sussex P022 OEB

SERVICE
MANUALS

Open. Mon Fri 9am 5pm or phone
0243 545111 -Fax 02435.42457

Available for most equipment. TV,
Video, Audio, Test, Amateur Radio,
Military Surplus, Kitchen, etc. Any
Video Recorder, Video Camera or
Oscilloscope Manual £15.00
(subject to stock).

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY

1to 24 cons up tO ,amp
to 20 volts up to amp 'lo 'E vo'ts
amps dc Fun, stabiiisel Tien pane meters tor 'chart ronage feu ,
rent readings Oserload protection
VAT
Fully rehab*
Operates trorn
2405 1c
Post and

£45

IMO gi

I

Compact unit
_
insurance f
4
SiTs 9 5lir ei 9in
NEW MODEL Up to 38voits dc at 6 amps 10 allIDS peal, Scilly esriapie
Twin panel meters 510e14I.2 II {en', tee AC VAT Can C6

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

All other Manuals £10.00

(subject to stock)
State Make and Model required with order.
Over 100,000 manuals available for

equipment from 1930's to the present.
Circuit sections supplied on full size
sheets up to Al size (33" x24") if
applicable. Originals or photostats
supplied as available.
FREE Repair and Data Guide
Catalogue with all orders or
send SAE for your copy today

MAURITRON (EE)
8Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor.
Oxfordshire OX9 40Y
Tel: (0844) 51694
Fax: (0844) 52554

21:

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY. U.K. Tel 081 -684 1665

Lem Large SAE Delivery 7deys Cellars welcome Closed Wednesday

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT
Tuneable 80 1358Alit, 500 metre range sensitive
electret microphone high quality PCB

SPECIAL OFFER complete kit ONLY £5.95
Assembled and ready to use £9.95 post tree.
Access! Visa orders telephone 021 411 1821

Send 2.1st class stamps for Catalogue Cheques PO spayable to

ClUANTEK ELECTRONICS LTD

Kits Dept. (EE), 3Houldey Road. West Heath,
Birmingham B31 3HL

VIDEO

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN
FULL-TIME TRAINING
THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR E T GRANT SUPPORT
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMME

ELECTRONICS FOR THE HOBBYIST Is a 90
minute video-cassette using computer-graphic
simulations to enable the hobbyist or student to
understand the way in which common electronic
components work and is available directly from
us at only £19.95 inc P&P
Other titles available. S.A.E. for list. Allow 14 days
for delivery Send Cheques/P 0 payable to .
On-Line Video Marketing (Dept EV-2)
The Cottage. Tredown Farm, Bradstone,
Milton Abbot, Tavistock, Devon PL 19 OUT

0.N.C., O.N.O. and H.N.C.
Next course commences
Monday 27th April 1992

PLEASE MENTION

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

Rechargable Batteries

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT. LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 071-373 8721

126

1-99

Quantity
AA (HP7) 50OrnAH

100-499

AA 700mAH high capacity

£0.99
1.55
£1.95

C (HP11). 12AH

£2.20

£1 89 +VAT

C 2AFI with solder tags

£3.60

£2 25 + VAT

£2 60
£4.95

£1.95 + VAT
£3.59 -1- VAT

,£4.95

£3.85 +VAT

£

AA 5001nAll solder tags

D (HP2) 12AH
D 4AH with solder

lags

PP3 8.4V 110mAH

£0 77 + VAT
£0 95 + VAT
£1 20+ VAT

Sub C with solder tags 1.2AH £2 50

£1.70 + VAT

1/2 AA with solder tags

£1.55

£1.17 + VAT

AAA (HP16) 180mAH

£1.75

£1 15+ VAT

Typefit
The Typesetting
programme for all your
Typesetting needs.
If you need typesetting for
your Adverts, Brochures,
etc. Typefit can help you.
Please telephone

0202 882299
N. R. BARD WELL LTD (EE)
200
75
75
50
56
10
5
8
8
30
30
25
50
50
20
24
12
4
100
100
200
80
75
80
50
80
80
80
50

Signai diodes 1N4148
Rectifier Diodes 1N4001
Rectifier Diodes 11(44003
Rectifier Diodes 1N4007
Rectifier Diodes 1N5401
NE555 Timer ic S
741 Op Amp oc is
C106131 400V 6 amp thyristors
ESFY51 Transistors
BC478 Transistors
MFSA92 Transistors
Asstd high brightness 1e d s
Axial lcd, (Diode package) wide angle red
Rectangular red iads
Miniature axial Ie d s super bright red
Miniature red leas 3rnm dia
Asstd seven segment displays
43" Corn anode seven segment displays
22NF 100V radial tins capacitors
33NF 50V radial him capacitors
Asstd disc ceramic capacitors
4U7 I6V Radial electrolytic.
4U7 83V Radial electrolytic.
IOUF 18 ,1 Radial electrolytes
IOUF 50V Radial electrotyties
22UF 25V Radial electrolytic.
33UF I6V Radial electrolytes
47UF I6V Radial electrolytes
47UF 50V ReCIIIII electrolytes
80
100UF 10V Radial eletrolytics
50
220UF 18V Radial electrolytes
60
470UF 10V Radial electrolytes
40
1000UF 10V Radial electrolytes
30
Asstd IF transformers
48 Asstd coil roomers
100 Asstd RF chokes
30
Asstd dil sockets up to 40 pin
30
Assorted socketrconnsredge-dil.sii-etc
20
1inch Glass reed switches
10
4P 3W MBES min rotary switches
20
Min SP/C0 slide switches
20
Magnetic ear pips plus lead 8 plug
1
Peltier etlect heat pump
1
10 watt Stereo amplifier. 4 controls plus data
1
1Ontri Flashing led red
1
lOrme Ultra bright led red 300 MCD
Potes include VAT postage f100 Stamp for Lists

C100
CI 00
CI 00
Cl 00
Cr 00
£1 00
CI 00
fI00
Cl 00
Cl 00
f100
f100
CI 00
f100
Cl 00
f100
f100
El 00
f100
Cl 00
t100
£1 00
Cl 00
Cl 00
Cl 00
Cl 00
CI 00
Cl 00
CI 00
Cl 00
CI 00
Cl 00
Cl 00

Cl

oo

C100
CI CIO
Cl 00
C100
Cl 00
f100
Cl 00
fI00
f195
f2 95
£0 75
CO 60

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL
Phone (0742) 552886. Fax (0742) 500689

Miscellaneous
KITS, PLANS, ETC for surveillance. protection
(sonic, HV), "007 - gear. Send 2 x22p stamps for
list. ACEIEE). 53 Woodland Way. Burntwood.
Staffs.

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONICS KITS at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue.
SIR-KIT ELECTRONICS. 70 Oxford Road.
Clacton C015 3TE.

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
one offs and quantities, for details send s.a.e.
to B.M.A. Circuits, 38 Poynings Drive. Sussex
BN3 KG R. or phone Brighton 720203.

Special offers for unusual sizes
only while stocks last. Please
check ay.ailability before ordering.
Quantity
Fcell 7AH 32 x87mm with tlat top
Fcell with solder tags
Cellular telephone battery
42mm long x16mm dia
Stick of 4 171 x 16 dia with 150mm
red 6 black leads
4cell battery 94 x25mm 48V

1-99
£3 95
£4 30

100-499
£2 80 +VAT
£3 00 +VAT

£1 45

£0.95 +VAT

£5.95
£3.50

£4.00* VAT
£2.30+ VAT

All 1to 99 prices include VAT
Please add 95p postage & packing per order

J PG Electronics
276-278 Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield S40 2BH
Access & Visa orders tel: (0246) 211202

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS 58 issues from
the first cop. . Rest offers. Telephone 0532
665568.

Fuselodge Ltd.
267 Acton Lane
Chiswick, London W4 5DD

Telephone/Fax

081-994
6275

We stock a large range of Electronic com«
ponents, semiconductors, switches, resistors,
capacitors, transformers, fans, cables, leads,
boxes, tools, etc. Power supplies, test equipment. Custom made S.M. power supplies.
Mail order & Credit Cards accepted
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Carbon Film resistors XiW 5% E24 series 051 R to 10M0
100 off per value - 75p. even hundreds per value totalling 1000
Metal Film resistors %W1OR to 1 MO 5% El 2 series - 2p 1% E24 series

1p
f6 000
3p

Mixed metal/carbon film resistors liW E24 series 1RO to 10M0
1 watt mixed metal/Carbon Film 5% El 2 series 4R7 to 10 Megohms

1Sip
5p

Linear Carbon pre-sets 100mW and '41.4/ 100R to 4M7 E6 series

7p

Miniature polyster capacitors 260V working for vertical mounting
015. 022. 033, 047. 068-4p 0.1 -5p 0 12, 0 15. 0 22 •6p 047 •Bp 068 -8p 1 0 -12p
Mylar (polyester) capacitors 100V working E12 series vertical mounting
1000p to 8200p •3p. .01 to 068 -4p 01 -5p. 0.12. 0 15. 0.22 -6p 0 47/50V -Bp
Submin ceramic plate capacitors 100V yvkg vertical mountings. E12 series
2% 1.8pf to 47pf -3p 2% 56p1 to 330pf -4p 10%390p-4700p

4p

Disc/plate ceramics 50V El 2 series 1P0 toi000P. E6 Series 1500P to 47000P

20

Polystyrene capacitors 63V working E1 2series long axial wires
lOpf to 820pf -4p. 1000pf to 10.000pf -59. 12.000pf

pee
Ce e-- 1992'

6p

741 Op Amp -20p 555 Timer

22p

cmos 4001 -20p. 4011 -22p. 4017 . . .

.. .

40p

ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYTICS (Mfds/Volts)
1/50. 2.2/50. 4 7/50. 10/25. 10/50
22/16. 22/25. 22/50. 47/16. 47/25. 47/50
100/16.100/25 79, 100/5012p, 100/100

14 p

220/16 8p; 220/25. 220/5010p. 470/16. 470/25 .
1000/25 25p. 1000/35, 2200/25 35p; 4700/25 . .

.. 11 p
70p

Submin. tantalum bead electrolyics (Mfds/Volts)
0 1/35. 0.22/35. 0 47/35. 1.0/35, 3 3/16 4.7/16

14p

..

2.2/35. 4.7/25, 4 7/35. 6 8/16 15p; 10/16. 22/6

.

20p

..

80p

33/10, 47/6, 22/16 30p. 47/10 35p ,
47/16 60p. 47/35

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

lA -e- or - 5V. 8V. 12V. 15V. 18V & 24V -55p 100mA. 58. 12. 15. V -e1N4006 rl'hp. 400/3A 1N5404 14p. 115/15mA 0A9 1
100/1A 1N4002 34p. 1000/1A 1N4007 5p. 60/1.5A SIMI 5p 100/1A bridge ..

.8P
25p

400/1A 1N4004 4p. 1250/1A BY 127 10p 30/15A 0A47

10p

Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400mW •Bp. 1 wan
Battery snaps for PP3 -60 for PP9

12p

.

.2p
50p

Mains indicator neons with 220k resistor
..
2Ornm fuses 10OrnA to 5A 0 blow 5p.A/surge 10p Holders, chassis. mounting
High speed pc drill 0.8. 1.0. 1.3. 1.5. 2 Omm -309 Machines 12V dc .
HELPING HANDS 6 ball 'cents and 2 croc clips to hold awkward lobs
AA/HP7 Necad rechargeable cells 90p each Universal charger unit
-

10p
6p
f700
f3 50p
. f6 50p

Glass reed switches with single pole make contacts -8p Magnets
.
0 1" Stripboard 2`.4" o 1" 9 rows 25 holes -259 3.. x 2;4" 24 rows 37 holes
Jack plugs 2.5 & 3.5m

.12p
70p
.. 14p

Sockets Panel Mtg 2 5 & 3.5m
• 12p

...

BC547/8/9 - Bp

BC557/8/9 -

8p

CATALOGUE

The

COMPONENTS

The

SUPPLIERS

The

SERVICE

12p

..

LE D's 3mm & 5mm Red, Green. Yellow -10p Grommets 3mm -2p. 5mm
Red flashing LED.'s require 9-12V supply only

BC107/8/9

The

30p

DIODES (piv/amps)
75/25mA 1144148 2p. 800/1A

TRANSISTORS

109

BC182. 1821_ BC183, 183L.

BC212. 2121. -10p.
BC327, 337, 337L -12p BC727, 737 -12p 80135/6/718/9 -25p BCY70 -15p.

BFY50/51 /52 -20p.
BFX88 -159, 2N3055 •50p. TIP31. 32 •30p. TIP41, 42 .409. BU208A -f1 20. 8F195, 197 -12p
Ionisers with seven year guarantee. list price f1 6 9500

THE CR SUPPLY CO

WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE OF SPARES for many
makes of TV V.diso Computer & Audio Equipment WRITE
(fix' sax please) or PHONE
FOR A 'PRICE & AVAILABILITY'
on your requirements

VIDEO IMLT KITS
AMSTRAD VCR4603/4700/5200
£3 19
FISHER
FVPIP105/9015/906
£2 93
JVC
HMSO/3330/3660
£2 79
SANYO
VTC5000/5150/5500
f149
SANYO
VTC6503
£2 49
THORN
8900 to 8922
£2 79
VIIMO PINCH R0441.18
AMSTRAD VCR45013/4600 Mod 1(11 £8 17
HITACHI
VT11/1/733
.£5 17
JVC
Above models
£5 17
SHARP
VC361/396/388/390
£5 67
THORN
31/03/06/16122/23/24
£5 17
UM= MANUALS
BINATONE 01/9771
£6 99
PHILIPS
2=570/67000
£3 25
PHILIPS
KTPK40 Cheese
t10 00
015999 SPARES
FERGUSON 3V23/29/30/32
Reel Idler
f355
HITACHI
VT11/14/33/3.61/82/63
Video Head
£26 10
SHARP
ROFM1/4 Men belt
Li 40
TOSHIBA
STU2 Mains transformer
£999

COMPUTER SPARES

This ia lust a small sample of stock Our
latest Price Lail is free o., request with
first order - Alternatively please send
sop sumps/Curt CaiRC s towarOS P&P
for •coin by rel.'.

0452 526883

AMSTRAD/SINCLAIR
EPSON
C 40007 G Array
(19 86
C78010610031 CPU
£30 24
C 40010G Array
C18 86
HA13007 T Array
Co 66
C AY38912A
£13 32
SINCLAIR
C HA 13408
£7 67
40054 ROM I•2)
£16 WI
C Finnalr‘sp
f15 18
40756(12861 •2)
£17 99
C LAS140
f170
ROM 148K1 • I
£7 90
IC PEGA1A
£30 65
ULA60301E
Cm 77
C UPC1378H
£2 45
2%8302 (011
C1048
C Protector N75
I155
2)(6401 (Spec I
£7 94
Cement Resistor 56f)/ 5W
2TX213 Transistor
CO 28
Monitors)
£1 03
ZTX650 Transistor
£049
Transistor 2501397
(4 99
UM1233 Modulator
re 56
Jack Slat (CPC I/O)
f2 07
Membrane (011
£7 95
Joystick (CPC rune)
(6 71
/Membrane (Spec 48K)
CS 50
Service Manual
Membrane (•,1 213X)
£7 96
CPC 464 («du)
f8 49
Bubble Mat I-1126K)
£1 18
Service Menu.
Speaker 1, /MK)
CI 55
PCW8256/851 2
f1389
PCB Power Slit (SP« I D) 65
User Manual CPC464 (10 95
Power Plug (SP« I
CO 29
US& Manual
28 way Edo' Conn
£3 49
CPC6128
f14 25
C06111100011E
ATARI
IC 6510 CPU
£10 03
IC C014806 (XE/L)
f11 40
IC 6526 CIA
C1111
IC CO29947 (XE/L)
£4 49
IC6561 VIC
£19 95
THERMISTOR (ST -PSU) £1 34
IC 65813 VIC
It2S 63
TL431)ST-PSUI
f120
IC6561510
£16 35
CNY851ST-PSU)
£4 42
IC8501 CPU
£10 130
PC101 (ST -PSU)
£4 73
IC 8520 CIA
£11 22
PC713VISTEesu)
£2 94 IC 251641-02 PLA
£3 98
We an supply most ST -PSU
IC 9013114-01 PLA
£9 24
Trersislors
IC 901225-01 ROM
£e55
PHILIP,
IC 901226-01 ROM
Cli 24
Sen. Manual BM7502
£3 80
IC 901227-03 ROM
£12 33
Seno Manual 13M7513
£2 99
Modulator 251916-02
£18 76
Seno Manual CM81533
£3 80
User Manual (C641
£4 25
Sen. Into CM155 87 88 £2 45
TV Lead (Also Spec I
Li 49
Ail above are menutecturers original spares We can also
supply manuals •nd parrs tor Olivetti & Panasonic
OTHER COMPUTER CHIPS
£5 05 A1.42131.531PC
£4 49 75154PC Saline drover
£7 24 64601 DRAM (120ne)
£2 82 641(.1 °RAM (150%)
t14 09 64KM DRAM 1
100ne)

Cl 63
£1 85
f199
Cl M
£2 MI

SPECIAL OFFERS
SONY
High
Speed
CPU 74LSOO TTL IC
UM ea it •)
(814140) - Same as NEC 030
169 ea IS F I
Dome repleument tor ewe TEXAS
DRAM
17M54532CPU (Appro.
25% faster)
151114) -For Spectrum 481(
ten While stocks last
11.72 ea II.)
SE° 0420CAC
£14.93
C1.22 ea 15.1
AMIGA 5300 leanly) Genuine Service Manual
£19 96
NM. ORDER ONLY. Plea. add 95p (UK) P&P but not VAT All
items subiect to ava Mtn oty -Proms can change wothout r1060".

MARAPET (EEB)
1HORNBEAM MEWS
GLOUCESTER GL2 OUE

Everyday Electronics, February 1992

Siemens, Boss, Cliff, Omeg, Lorlin, RS.. Uniross, etc
to our top quality standards.

28(A) St. Jude's Road, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB.
Phone -0784 433603 Fax -0784 435216

COMPONENTS
Foi TV* Video
ALA', * Computer

6502 CPU
6622 VIA
M18 RT Clock
13256A PPI
8272A FIX

As wide achoice as you could wish -semiconauctors,
surface mounting, opto -electronics, Rs & Cs, etc. Top
quality; fairly priced.

EI=.10 /due

£12

All prices are inclusive of VAT Postage 309 (free over £5). Lists Free

127 Chesterfield Rd., Sheffield S8 ORN
Tel: 0742 557771
Return posting

120 pages, A4. Expertly presented and illustrated.
Easily referred to. Packed with valuable information

Prompt, personal, with customer satisfaction
guaranteed. Access/Visa facilities.

BC184, 1841_

LEADS II CONNECTORS
'Universal Video Lead Kit
£7 40
9pieu Scan' Video Lead Kot
£8 59
AC Mains lead -2pon log 8
CO el
eflIORATED ceeurns
LM733CN
£2 27
TBA530
£1 14
TBA810P
LISO
TDA1001B
£2156
AEMALS A EOWPMENT
FM Omneorechonal Aerie(
f115 24
1.61F TV Aerial
(10 element -Bend Al
tare
Loft Meet/Bracket
CI 99
750 CO-aa Cable'
per ml CO 23
Coble clops'
per/10 CO 21
lerown or White)
KLEMM! ACCESSORIES
BT Plug-in Tone Rev.
DS 95
Socket Doubler
£3 68
IOC Junction Boa
£3 95
Seri Extension Lead
f420
L./U2 Secondary Slit & Bo.
£2 30
LJU3 Secondary Slit (Flush)
£2 67
4core uble
perion CO 15
Cable clips
per/10 CO 20
TOOLS I EOMPMEIff
UNIROSS Plug-in 'Fast' Charger
for AAA/AA NI-CAD's
f549
UPPROSS C' No-Cod Battery
£3 01)
WELLEFI WM12° Micropoint
Solderi
ng Iron 12W/240Vac
£8.25
'Uniwerser Crewing Tool
£2 45
Junior Hacksaw
CO 80
Cult Knife & Spare Blade
£0 56

Send £1.50
(P0./cheque) for your
EV1992 catalogue. Includes (1.50
voucher spendable on orders upwards of (10

5p
6p

..

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
INPUT 220/240V AC 50/80
OUTPUT 0-260V
Price
P&P
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max
£29.00
£3.75
(f3848 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max
£37.40
£4.25
(f 48 94 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max
£54.00
£5.48
(f69.89 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max
£71.50
£8.24
(f91 .34 inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max
£128.50
(Carnage on request)
Buy den-thorn the Impcnin KieWlet Goon on the country
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
..... FORMERS-LT-ISOLATION I AUTO
(110-24ov Aeo Tardy «Pm cased avith Ammon saket and
mare Ised or op. tome lye, kollaableloi naMdlael asadery
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLOURESCENT TUSES
SIT 40 wan 210.M (callers °Me)
((12 27 Inc VAT)
21120 watt C7.44.0 25 P&P
(f10 21 Inc VAT)
13in 10 watt f6.80 •750 P&P
((7 70 roc VAT)
12on 8wet C4.10* 75P P&P
((6 52 Inc VAT)
9on 6web f3.911. 50P P&P
(f5 24 Inc VAT)
evn 4wen 23.1111 , 500 KW
((5.24 Inc VAT)
230V AC BALLAST KIT
For enher kin kin or 12on tubas C5.60 •55p
p&p
If 711onc VAT)
Co 13in tubes CII.00 •75p p&p
((7 93 Inc VAT)
400 WATT UV LAMP
Only C34 00• C2 50 p&p
(42 89 Inc VAT)
175 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK
UGFIT MERCURY BULBS
Available with BC or ES froing Pnce enc VAT (7
40
è 5..„1
p&p £2027

12 VOLT BILGE PUMPS
Buy direct horn the "moms
500 GPM 1511 heed 3 lone £111.3.
1150 GPM 158 heed 9 Imo 1:28.66
PRICES INCLUDE P&P 6 VAT
EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build you own EPROM ERASURE for a Motion of the
once of a mode.up unit kit of pens kiss calif includes
12on 8 watt 2537 Ane Tube Salim snot Mor Of holm
Mots noon foldout« on/off switch, safety nwrossintch end
circuit f14.00 •f2 00 P&P
(f113 80 inc VAT)
SUPER HY-UGHT STROBE KIT
DlisKned for Disco. Theetrked s.. ate.
APProa 16 pules Adorned" speed C411.00. f2CO P&P
1(503 75 ins VAT)
Grand reflector (22.130. f2CO pap (t28 20 Inc VAT)
SAE for further details includong Hy-Light and industry" Strobe Kits

411L
Shownxvit open
Mondey/Fndisy

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" UNIQUE OFFER
Surplus Precision Medical Unit. internally in excel.
lent condition Designed pnrnanly to epee a procure
controllable amount of Mod horn a medical syringe
(latter not suppled) Contains the following mum ,
able components Dual lidlorra Proceed°, Boards and
EPROMS Eicap Precision 12V DC Motor with
300 1 Geer Box and optical encoder coupled to a
precision threaded drive rnechamem Mains supply
**nth 60 1 SV Ni -Cad AA cells back-up LCD
Dotal read-out 17rtvn high with legends Audible
warning
Them ere sold fa the demanding of the eaceptional
quality components Regret no Circuits available
Rodoculously Icny prrce tte.00 •£4.00 p&p
e 23 60 incl VAT)

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUNES
WoterPhone your enputrues
GIANT BLOWER EXTRACTOR UNIT
Twin output centrifugal blower 1 HP, 240V AC
motor outPut 0pproa 3800 Om Sire Length
100cm, heoght 27crn. Depth 26orn Fun% plate 106
a33cm Price a 26+ VAT E nerehoum
TOFIIN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
230V AC 2.800 RPM 09 amp. 13Ornm diamete,.
impel,. outlet 63 a 37rnrn merall pre 195 m 160
ri 150mm long Price C17.50 •f2 50 p&p if 23 50
Inc VAT)
SHADED POLE GEAR MOTORS
In the fodloveng sees 9RPM. 12 AMP. 80 RPM. 160
RPM 110V AC or 240V AC with capacitors (sup'
pled) Price Inc VAT & p&p f14.86
GEARED MOTORS
1 RPM 20M inch tors. revenable 115V AC input including capacitor and transformer for 240V AC
operation Price Inc VAT & p&p £23.60.
SOLID STATE EHT UNIT
Input 230/240V AC. Output appro. 15KV
Producing 10MIn spark Buth•in 10 sec tiMer
Emory moddied for 20sec. 30 sec to continuous
Designed for boiler onotoon Dozens of trues in
the hold of PhYsics and electronics, cg supplying
neon or /noon tubes etc
Price less case
£5.60 . 21 00 P&P (f 11 16 inc VAT) NMS
HEAVY DUTY MOTOR
Croisset 115V/230V AC heavy duty 1RPM motor
Antrclockwee tyPe 62/015 Sim 68nuo. (hornet.
55enin long Shaft flinen diameter •2Ornm long Price
ono VAT & p&p C18.88
RHEOSTAT
50W 2 Ohm 5 amp CerillinrC power rheostat price Inc
VAT & p&p £10.161

micRoswrrcH

Pp. 15 amp changeover lever micronvotch type
SI 71 Brand
once 5 fo C7.06 inc VAT & p&P
NMS

NEW MANUF SURPLUS

R&T

RECONDITIONED AND TESTED

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD. CHISWICK. LONDON W4 5B B
081-996 1640
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER f10

.26

Ample
P.'"•0 Splice

127

o

[MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
Over the past 100 years more than 9million students throughout the world have found
it worth their while. An ICS home-study course can help you get abetter job ,make more
money and have more fun out of life ICS nay over 90 years experience In home-study
courses and IS the largest correspondence school In the world You learn at your own
pace
and where you want under the guidance Of expert personal tutors Find out
how we can help YOU Post or phone today for your KNEE INFORMATION PACK on the
course of your choice (Tick one box only')

NATIONAL
COLLEGE
OF
TECHNOLOGY

DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES
The National College of Technology offer a range of
packaged learning short courses for study at home or in
an industrial training environment which carry national
BTEC awards. Study can commence at any time and at
any level enabling you to create a study routine to fit
around existing commitments. Courses on offer include:
Analogue Electronics
Digital Electronics
Fibre/Optoelectronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Tutor support and BTEC certification are available as
options with no travelling or college attendance required. These very popular courses which are ideal for
vocational training contain workbooks, audio cassette
lecturettes, PCB's, instruments, tools, components and
leads as necessary to support the theoretical and
practical training. Whether you are a newcomer to
electronics or have some experience and simply need
an update or certification, there is probably a distance
learning course ready for you. Write or telephone for
details to:
National College of Technology
NCT Ltd., PO Box 11
Wendover, Bucks
Tel: (0296) 624270

n'iJTV video 8
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The UK Distributor for
Standard Toroidal Transformers
106 types available from stock
Sizes from 15VA to 625VA
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SCIENCE

103

CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION
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128

ELECTRONICS

76

CR SUPPLY COMPANY

127

DATONG ELECTRONICS

118

ELECTRONIZE DESIGN

125

ESR ELECTRONIC COMP

97

ELECTROVALUE

127

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS

77

SERVICES

76, 128

JPG ELECTRONICS

126

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS

111
78/79

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS Cover (iv)
MARAPET

127

MAURITRON TECH

89
SERV'S

TECHNOLOGY

118

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS

125

OMNI ELECTRONICS

125

SERVICE TRADING CO

127

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS

HESING TECHNOLOGY

103

SUMA DESIGNS

HIGH-Q-ELECTRONICS

76

HILLS COMPONENTS

115
74
128

MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS
Camera returns 35mm Auto
Flash ,Wind -on. minor faults
or 2for

f6 00 ea
£10 00

£3 95 ea
£4 95 ea •

TTL CMOS short circuit snooper
Dot matrix LCD 10x2 lines
Dot matrix LCD 16 r1lines
with Data

£4 95 •
E3 75 ea'
fa 95 •

2digit 16 segment VF display
with data
4digit intelligent dot matrix display

£2 95 ea •
f6 00 •

17 segment V Fdisplay with
driver board and data

£2 99 ea'

8digit liquid crystal display

£1 75 ea •

4digit LCD with 7211 driver chip

£3 50 ea'
£2 50 •
fl 50 ea'

£4 95

19' 3U sub rack enclosures
12V stepper motor. 48 steps per rev
73- step angle

£3 95 ea

Stepper motor board with 2slotted
opto - 2mercury tilt switches

£3 95 ea •

£8 95
•

1000 mixed Y. wan 1% resistors

£4 95 ea

250 electrolyic axial

£4 95 ea

radial caps

20 off WO2M Volt Regs
Cable box UHF modulator/video
preamp/transformer /RS f- CS/leads
1000 off mixed Multilayer
Ceramic Caps
Solar cell modules 045V 700mA
BBC Micro to disc drive lead

TECHNICAL INFO. SERVICES

91
123
91

TK ELECTRONICS

76

TSIEN

80

TYPESETTING BUREAU

126

P.S.U.'s,
TRANSFORMERS,
COMPONENTS

Dictaphone cassette, mach/record erase
playback heads 6V solenoid motor hail
effect switch
£2 00 ea •
TV /Printer stands
Eticc Vero Easiwire
construction kit

128

NORTECH ELECTRONIC

105

HOBBYKIT

126

NATIONAL COLLEGE OF

HART ELECTRONIC KITS....

100 Mixed trimmer caps popular values £4.95 •
50 off MC 78M1 2CT Volt Regs
E2.95 *

Telephone (0227) 375254

JAYTEE ELECTRONIC

MARCO TRADING

CRICKLEWOOD

Keyboard 392mm r180mm 100
keys on board -LCD •
74HC05 ,130C49 easily removable

143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL

tSete Ser4Y Ser ,44

M&B ELECT SUPPLIES

CAMBRIDGE COMP.

11 key membrane keypad

Jaytee Electronic Services

1
,2Mr 4 .41,Set

MMMMMMM

ADVERTISERS INDEX
N R BARDVVELL

Digital clock display

Write or phone for free Data Pack

1

D I

I !Me /Pa /Xi over 40 examination subjects to choose from

ICS

I
)IL MP

111

ri I
r rfrge
nr
cia
i
ro n
nin
8g

£1.50 •
f695
£7 95
£2.95 ea'
£1.50 •

Car Burglar alarm vibration auto
entrWer it delay

£5.95 ea •

Single zone alarm panel auto
entry/exit delay housed in
domestic light socket

£9,95« .

PC PS U 50 watt 115- 230V input -5V
4A • 12V 2 5A output with built in fan.
IEC inlet • on off .
£9.95 ea
STC PS U 240V input 5V 6A output
(converts to 12V 3A details
ea
available)
.
e
240V input 5V 10A output converts to
o
12V 5A no details).
£5.95 et
600f2 line output transformers
£1.25 ea
240V in 0-12V 0 75A out
transformer
£1.75 •
240V in 0-28V 62VA out transformer £2 75
Transformer -PCB gives 2x7 .5V 32VA
with skt for 5or 12V regulator, will power
floppy drive
£3.75 ea
U ltrasonic
r eceive) transducers (transmit +
£1.50 pair
3to 16V Piezoelectric sounders
60p.
9VDC electromechanical sounder
50p.
24V DC electromechanical sounder
60p
2A 250V keyswitch 3position key
removable in two positions MMMMMMfi 50 .
OIL switches PCB MT 3/4/6 way.... 35p:
5V SPCO SIL reed relay
40p .
5V 2PCO OIL miniature relay
60p .
12V 2PCO or 4PCO continental relay 6017
12V 10A PCB MT (to make contact)
relay
95p •
3to 12V electro magnetic acoustic
transducer with data
75p •
24576:8 8329/21 10 MHz crystals
50p ea .
Bridges 25A 200V
£1 00 ,
2A 100V
50p •
3Ib Mixed components pack
£4.95
50 Mixed terminal blocks
£2 9
250off 16/22/24/40 way IC Skts
£4 95
100 off Phono plugs
(red/black 'grey)
£3.50 .
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE V .4 T
PLEASE ADD f2 00 p&p EXCEPT
ITEMS MARKED. WHICH ARE 50P
SAE FOR BULK BUYING LIST
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO

Dept EE, COIVIPELEC,
14 Constable Road
St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE17 6EQ
Tel/Fax: 0480 300819

Published on approximately the first Friday of each month by Wimborne Publishing Ltd.. 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH2 1 I1H. Printed in England by Benham & Co. Limited.
Colchester. Essex. Distributed by Seymour. Windsor House. 1270 London Road. Norbury. London SWI 64DH, Sole Agents-for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch (Asia) Ltd..
South Africa -Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £18.50 and OVERSEAS £23 1£40.50 airmail) payable to "Everyday Electronics" Subscription Department. 6Church Street.
Wimborne, Dorset 8H21 1.1H. EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions. namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been
given. be km. resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling pnce shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent. resold. hired out or
otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

• PRICES IN LUDEV.A.T. PROMPT DELIVERIES •FRIENDLY
SERVICE
LARGE IA43 S.A.E., 50p STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE r___7

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES-DIMMERS LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STER EO RACK AMPLIFIERS

SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS

THOUSANDS PURCHASED

,e1.12.',[elztàleler.'1:1.1:1;i 111à14:11:.1•1.1 1114-4

HIGH POWER ,TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

These modules now enioy a world-wide reputation lor qualify, reliability and pedormance at a realistic price. Four
models are mailable to suit y,. needs of h. professional and hobby market i.• Industry. Leisure. Instrumental and HIFI
Mc When comparing prices. NOTE that •II models include toroidal power supply. integral mai sink, glass fibre P.C.B. and
drive circuits opower acompalebla Vu meter All models are open and short wood prou,
THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF

100

Mos-Fet

Output

power

110

watts

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz
-3dB.

Damping

Factor

•300.

Slew

Rate

45V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300

r

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOU R MODELS :- MXF 200 (100 W
MXF 600 (300 W

-

100 W ) MX F400 (200W

- 300 W ) M X F 900 (450 W

-

-

Mos-Fet

200

Output

power

200

watts

Damping

Factor

300.

Slew

Rate

50V(uS,

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

450 W )

PRICE £64.35

• £4.00 P&P

OMP/MF

Mos-Fet

300

Output

power

300

watts

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz
-3dB.

Damping

Factor

300,

Slew

Rate

60ViuS.

T.H.D. typical 0.001°,0, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

(2114x011"
(3U)all 2"
(3U).131 3"
(3U).1314 . •"

PRICES:-MXF200 £175.00

OMP/MF

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.
Mee"
x115%.''
xliti` ,.."
x1115'.'

• £3.50 P&P

-3dB.

200W)

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

W19
W19
W19
W19

PRICE £40.85

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers a Twin L.E.D. Vu meters
Level controls * Illuminated oniciff switch * XLR connectors a Standard 775nalif inputs a Open and short circuit
proof * Latest Mos-Fels for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate a Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases* MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker and thermal protection.

SIZES:- MXF200
MXF400
MXF600
MXF900

123 x 60mm.

PRICE £81.75
OMP/MF

450

£5.00 P&P
Mos-Fet

Output

power

450

watts

R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz -100KHz

MXF400 £233.85

-3dB,

MXF600 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £12 50 EACH

Damping

Factor

300.

Slew

Rate

75V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001°0. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2

,01.:11:1`11:11--1:144rlii 11:1:kf1164•311.-1.11.4

Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 385 0210 x 105mm.
PRICE £132.85
£5.00 P&P
NOT& NOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD .INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 1001(Na.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) -INPUT SENS
775mV, BAND WIDTH 506143. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

* Manual arm * Steel chassis * Electronic speed
control 33 8 45 R.P.M. a Van ipitch control Pr High
torque servo driven DC motor a Transit screws
12

die cast platter * Neon strobe * Calibrated

balance

weight

* Removable

head

shell

*

cartridge fixings * Cue lever* 220(240V 50/60Hz

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate
visual display employing 11 L.E.D.s (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional oniciff
indicator. Sophisticated logic control for very fast rise and decay times Tough
moulded plastic case, with acrylic tinted front. Size B4 x27 x45mm

* 390x305mm * Supplied with mounting cut-out
template.
PRICE £61.30
ePTIONAL MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

STANTON AL 500mksi
PRICE t18.96 - 150P P&P

II 4.01 rl Piers& !, I:44:1 ./1 14.1iIi,

• £3.70 P & P
COLORING 0950
PRICE t7.15 - 50P P&P

£5.00 PAP

SIZE: 482 0 2400 120mm

round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for
50p P&P.

super horn for general purpose speakers,
50p P&P.

tems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2":6 - wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency
response retained extending down to mid-range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi -Fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 - 50p P&P.
horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.

Suitable for Hi -Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99 - 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price £4.10

50p P&P.

THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY ANO VALUE
Made especially to Suit today s need for compactness .nth high output
sound levels finished in hard wearing black vynicle with protective
corners grille and carrying handle Each unit incorporates a 12" driver
plus high frequency horn tor • full frequency range of 45Hz.20KHz.
Both models are 8Ohm Impedance. Size. H20 aW15 sD12
CHOICE OF TWO MODELS
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
OMP 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE £1 63.50 PER PAIR
OMP 12-200WATTS (200dB) PRICE £2 14.55 PER PAIR
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £I2 SO PER PAIR

150W £49.99
250W £99.99
400W £100.0 5 PIP £2.00 EACH

LOUDSPEAKERS

CROSS-OVERS

AND

HIGH

POWER,

HIGH

'rer41-2211.TIFITITTere".,
.

TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2-05 - wide dispersion horn for quality Hi -Fi sys-

PRICES:

SPECIALIST

P From McKenzie Professional Series
S -From McKenzie Studio Series

disco and P.A. systems etc. Price £5.99

TYPE D

OF

FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.

TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3'0

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) P.

SELECTION

AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES,

bookshelf and medium sized Hi -Fi apeakers. Price £4.90

TYPE C

LARGE

- 50p P&P

(50p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

Join the Pieza revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with alower distortion level than ordinary dynamic hveelers. As acrossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are put in series. FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3

LOUDSPEAKER

* WITH ECHO *

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 a 7 band
L & R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters.
MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat I
speed control, DJ Mit with tone control
8 talk-over switch, 7 Channels with
individual faders plus cross fade, Cue
Headphone Morino,. Useful combination of
the following inputs> 3 turntables (mag), 3
rims, 5Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.
P rice £134.99

PRICE £8.70

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75
• 75) Stereo. 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 • 125) Stereo 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 • 2001 Stereo 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
IVSteo, bridgable mono a Choice of
high & low level inputs * L & R level
controls * Remote on-oft * Speaker &
thermal Protection.

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC• ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA AND
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX

ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8 100 WATT PCB-100OP GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO.
RES. FREO. 80Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS 96dB.
PRICE £31.45 - £2.00 P&P
10 - 100WATT5 C10-1000P GUITAR, VOICE, KEYBOARD, DISCO. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 72HX, FREO. RESP. TO 6Kliz, SENS97dB.
PRICE £38.89 - £2.50 P&P
10" 200WATT3C10-2000P GUITAR, KEYED. DISCO. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREO. 69Hz, FREE). RESP. TO 5Kétz, SENS 97dB.
PRICE £153.21 • £2.50 Pal,
12" 100WATTP C12.1 000P HIGH POWER GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. DISCO.
RES.FREO. 49HZ, FREQ. RESP. TO 7Kklx, SENS 98dB.
PRICE £40.35 - £3.50 PIP
12 - 100WArr P Cl 2-100TC (TWIN CONS) HIGH POWER, WIDE RESPONSE P.A.. VOICE, DISCO
RES. FREO 45Hz. eREO. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 97dB.
PRICE £41.39 - £3.50 P&P
12" 200WATT
2 200 111 HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P.A.
RES. FREO. 45Ftz FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB.
PRICE £71.91 - £3.50 P&P
12" 300WATT S Cl 2-3000P HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 49Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS 100dB.
PRICE MAUI - t3.50 P&P
16" 100WATT P CI 5-100BS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREOUENCY, P.A., DISCO.
RES. FREO. 40Hi, FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 98dB,
PRICE £59.05 • £4.00 PIP
15"
P C1 5-200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FRE0 RESP, TO 3Khlz, SENS 98dB.
PRICE £80.57
£4.00 PIP
115" 250WATT S CI 5-25oBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
RES. FREE). 3911z. FREO. RESP. TO 4KHz, SENS 99dB.
PRICE £90.23
£4.50 PIP
15 400WATTS C15-400115 VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 4 KHz, SENS 100dB.
PRICE £105.46
£4.50 PIP
18' SOOWATT SC18.800159 EXTREMELY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RES. FREO. 27Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 2KHz, SENS. 98dB.
PRICE £174.97
£5.00 PIP

SC

2oowArr

reTTErem-gTlignirdwi-arn

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except E138-508 EB10.50 which are dual impedance tripped ,( 4 6ohm)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8 50watt EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-FI, IN-CAR
RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB,
PRICE £8.90
£2.00 PIP
10-50WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 418 OHM BASS, HI-FI IN-CAR
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREO. RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS. 99dB.
PRICE £13.65
£2.50 PIP
10" 100WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES. FREO. 35Hz, FREQ, RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB.
PRICE £30.38
£3.50 PIP
12 - soowATT Eirs 2-100 BASS. STUDIO, HI-Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO
RES. FREO. 26Hz, FREQ, RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 93.315.
PRICE £42.12
£3.50 P&P
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, MON COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'. 60WATT E115-150TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 63Hz. FREQ, RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB.
PRICE £9.99
£1.50 PIP
6' x 60WATT E1113-150TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 38Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 20101x, SENS 94418. •
PRICE £10.99
1.50 P&P
8" TIOWATT EBB-110TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB.
PRICE £12.89
£1.50 PIP
10 - «WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREO RESP TO 12KHz, SENS 98dB.
PRICE £16.49
£2.00 PIP
'LT 1:1,-1M kaii
PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMUTER 80-1081Allz
VMUCAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO MILES SIZE 18.123rnrn SUPPLY I2V
0(AMP
PRICE t14.85
t1.00 P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100.108Mérr, VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITN
VERY SENS FET HIC RANGE 100-30Orn, SIZE 56 a46rnra SUPPLY 9V BATTERY
PRICE £8.80

t1.09_P1P

PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITS 11S 5 COMET WAY,SOUTHEND-ON -SEA ,
ESSEX .SS 2 GTR .
T el.: 0702-527.572

F ax.: 0702 - 420243

BULL
ELECTRICAL
Contains
1000 electrical
and electronic
bargains!

1992 MAIL ORDER
CATALOGUE

0273 203500

HOW TO ORDER
BY PHONE
Telephone between 9and 5 monday to saturday with an ACCESS or
VISA card. 0273 203500.

Fax your order to us with an ACCESS or VISA card on 0273-23077.

ON ACCOUNT
Automatic account facilities are avaliable to schools etc.
Trade accounts on application.

-POSTAGE
There is a£.00 postage charge added to all orders.

TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
We are more than happy to help you tner the telephone with
regard to technical information on our items, but please could
you try and phone between 3and 4weekdays when an engineer

will be a% aliable. Orders may be placed between 9and 5pm 6days
aweek.

eieteeets

ALL PRICES (excluding books)
ARE SUBJECT TO VAT

CALLERS WELCOME MON -SAT

e.:•5;e:

Hi Fi Amplifier kits.
Accoustic Water Detector Kit
/\\

Two types available.
Nol is astereo amplifier with a 2 x 8 watt
Raises aloud alarm on contact with water.

output. £14.00 Ref 14P16.

Ideal for broken pipes overflowing washing
machines, bath tubs etc. Sensor can be connected by alonger cable up to 100m away.

No 2is a10 watt mono. £9.00 ref 9P19

Power supply 9v battery. £5.00 Ref 5P212

Antenna Amplifier kit.

Electronic Accupuncture kit.
This kit operates in
accordance with the
electronic accupuncture
method. Complete

with instructions.
migrane, poor
circulation,
backache etc!
3-12v operation.
£.00 ref 7P36

••••
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Wide band antenna amplifier approx 0.15350mhz, 9 -18v Gain approx 5-20 db (VHF
approx 10db) Ideal for improving reception
of radios and TV sets. (Up to 150tnhz).
£.00 Ref 5P213.
Antenna Amplifier Kit No 2.
_§ ley

Universal Alarm System Kit.

«

•

I

1..

-• •1

Wide band antenna amplifier approx 30-850
mhz. 12-18v operation. In and out impedance
60R. Max gain 20db. Ideal for use in the UHF
and VHF bands. £8.00 ref 8P54.

Reliable alarm system for 9-12v operation.
Max 20 alarm contacts may be connected.
Adjustable starting and alarm time delay of a
few seconds, alarm time approx 30-60 sec.
includes reset button.
£14.00 ref 14P15.

Apple Powered Radio
Small medium wave radio.
The operating voltage
is generated by two

7

—=

special electrodes
inserted in an apple.
£.00 Ref 7P37.
111

DESCRIPTION
AERIALS
102mm x6mm ferrite rods for aerials etc.
Slab ferrite aerials with Long and Medium wave coils.
5" ferrite rods with Long and Medium wave coils.
Telescopic aerials suitable for radios etc. chrome. 630mm
ALARMS
6" underdome alarm bell. 24v operation.
Pieza sounder 3-30v operation 90db output. 25 x4mm.
Piezo siren 12v DC 150mA 100db cased with bracket.
Minature electronic buzzer 22x16x15mm. 6v 25mA 82db.
Minature electronic buzzer 22x16x15mm. 9v 25mA 82db.
Minature electronic buzzer 22x16x15mm. 12v 25mA 82db
Electronic siren waterproof horn 200x115x234mm
120 db output 6 -12v 2A.
Star wars horn.12v klaxon shaped siren.
AMPLIFIERS

PACK
OuANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

4
2
2
2

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD445
BD61
BD185
BD255

1

£8.00

8P2

1
1
1

£1.00

BD647
7P26
CD22
CD23
CD24

1
1

£7.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

1
1

£4.00

£24.00

24P7
4P43
2P51
9P14
12P45
27P1
BD351
2P11
BD216
BD114

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.00
£9.00
£12.00
£27.00
£1.00
£2.00

1
1
1

£1.00
£57.00
£25.00

57P1
25P14

4

£1.00

BD93

2
1

£1.00
£2.00

BD385
2P153

1

£6.00

6P36

£2.00
£10.00

2P340
10P47
BD286
BD287

PP3 battery connectors with leads.

1
6
1
2
5

Lithium battery 3v. 24mm x2mm PCB mount.

2

£1.00

AA nicad rechargeable battery.

4

AAA nicad rechargeable battery. (ex equipment).
C size nicad battery.
D size nicad battery.
PP3 size 9v nicad battery.

10
2
4
1

£4.00
£4.00
£4.00
£9.00
£6.00

Stereo 2x2watt amplifier with v/c+ data sheet.
TV amplifier 1way mains, cased 7db gain.
TV amplifier 2way mains, cased 14db gain.
TV amplifier 8way mains, cased 21 db gain.
2W record player amplifier with volume control.
Unilex 4W Mullard ref EP9000.
Unilex streo preamp Mullard ref EP9001.
1W amplifier Mullard ref 1172. 9v.
150w stereo power amp 12v 20-20KHZ. Cased.
7channel graphic equalizer plus 60w power amp. 12v.
BASES
11 pin moulded bases for valves or relays. chassis mnt.
BATTERY CHARGERS
Transformer type Nicad charger, mains op.
Nicad charger 5.2v output at .7vA.
Universal nicad charger takes AA,D,C and PP3,s.
BATTERIES AND BATTERY HOLDERS
Nicad battery PCB mount 25x25x15mm 3.6v 100maH.
4aH D size nicad cell.
Battery holder for 6D cells.
Battery holder for 2 D cells.

£1.00

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500

BD759
BD558
4P44
4P92
4P73
9P12
6P35

1

DESCRIPTION

PACK
OUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

CD210
6P36
10P95
2P290

Pack of 10 mixed watch and calculator button cells.
Universal charger to take all above batteries.
YUASHA 6volt 10 AH sealed lead acid. Rechargeable.
Lithium battery 9volt 33 x13mm.
BOOKS
25 simple amateur band aerials.

1
1
2
1

£1.00
£6.00
£10.00
£2.00

1

£1.95

BP125

Practical digital electronics.
Electronic power supply handbook.
The worlds broardcasting stations. LW,SW,MW,FM,TV.
25 indoor and window aerials.
30 solderless breadboard projects book 1.
30 solderless breadboard projects book 2.
50 FET projects.
50 circuits using 7400 series ic's.
50 circuits using germanium & silicon diodes.

1
1

CF2
CF3
CF4
BP136
BP107
BP113
BP39

50 projects using relays scr's and triacs.
50 simple LED projects book 2.
A concise advanced users guide to MS-DOS.
A concise introduction to D-BASE.
A concise introduction to GEM.
A concise introduction to MS-DOS.
A concise introduction to OS-2.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A concise introduction to SYMPHONY.

1

£6.95
£7.95
£12.95
£1.75
£2.95
£2.25
£2.95
£2.50
£1.50
£2.95
£1.95
£2.95
£3.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£3.95

A concise introduction to BBC BASIC.
A concise introduction to WORD PERFECT.

1

£1.95

BP149

£2.95
£3.95
£2.95
£5.95
£5.95

BP262

A concise introduction to SUPERCALC.
A concise introduction to LOTUS 1-2-3.
Word processing on the 8256 & 8512.
TV DXers handbook.

1
1
1
1
1

A Z80 workshop manual.

1

£3.95

BP112

Advanced shortwave receiver construction.

An introduction to Amstrad PC's.
An introduction to Z80 machine code.
Audio amplifier construction.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£3.95
£3.50
£5.95
£3.50
£2.95
£5.95
£5.95
£2.75
£2.95

BP276
BP63
BP199
BP257
BP256
BP195
BP197
BP152
BP122

Audio projects.
Coil design and construction manual.

1
1

£2.50
£2.50

BP90
BP160

Computer hobbyists hand book.
Computer music projects.
Digital audio projects.

1
1

£5.95
£2.95

BP251
BP173

1

£2.95

BP245

Alternating current theory.
An introduction to BASIC 2on the Amstrad PC.
An introduction to amateur radio.
An introduction to loudspeaker enclosure design.
An introduction to satellite television.

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500

BP58
BP278
BP37
BP87
BP264
BP263
BP230
BP232
BP260
BP270

BP274
BP261
BP187
BP176

2

DESCRIPTION

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

BP180

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.95
£2.95
£4.95
£1.95
£2.95
£2.50
£1.75
£4.95
£2.50

How to design electronic projects.
How to get your electronic projects working.
How to identify unmarked IC's.
555 timer project book.
International transistor equivalents.
An introduction to UNIX.
Midi projects.

1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.25
£2.50
£0.95
£2.95
£3.50
£2.95

BP179
BP233
BP94
BP104
BP56
BP92
BP144
BP121
BP127
BP110
BP101
BP44
BP85
BP259

1

£2.95

BP184

Model railway projects.

1
1

£2.95

BP95
BP106

Electronic circuits for model railways.
Electronic circuits for robots.
Electronic hobbyists handbook.
Electronic projects for cars and boats.
Electronic science projects.
Electronic security projects.
Crystal set construction.
Electronic calculations and formulae.
How to design and make your own PCB's.

Modern op-amp projects.
Modern opto device projects.
Advanced electronic security projects.
Advanced midi projects.
Advanced power supply projects.
Popular electronic circuits book1.
Popular electronic circuits book2.
Power supply projects.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Projects in opto electronics.
Upgrading and repairing PC's and compatables.
Remote control handbook.
Simple shortwave receiver construction.
Secrets of the Commodore 64.
Computer hobbyist handbook.
Towers international microprocessor selector.
Electronics build and learn.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Mini matrix (Vero) board projects.
An introduction to Basic 2on the Amstrad PC's.
Word processing on the 8256 and PCW8512.
An introduction to Amstrad PC's.
An introduction to computer peripherals.
Musical applications of the Atari ST.
An introduction to radio wave propagation.

1

Simple electronic circuits and components.
An introduction to CPM.
Getting the most from your muItimeter.
IC projects for beginners.

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1

£1.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.50
£1.95
£4.95
£3.95
£3.95
£1.95
£5.95
£14.95
£5.95
£2.50
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95
£2.50
£5.95
£3.95
£3.50
£2.95
£2.95
£1.95

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500

BP194
BP190
BP247
BP192
BP80
BP98
BP76
BP45
BP271
BP240
BP275
BP135
CF11
CF12
CF13
BP99
BP199
BP187
BP197
BP170
BP246
BP293
BP62
BP183
BP239
BP97

3

Telephone Amplifier Kit.
Suitable for
monitoring
telephone s
with pickup coil
(supplied)
8R speaker and 9V supply required.
£8.00 Ref 8P159
Thermal Switch Kit.
Turns adevice
on or off at
apre fixed
temperature
ideal ice warning,
fire, extractor fan,
heating etc.
-30 to +150 deg C. SA relay output.
£9.00 Ref 9P24
Ultrasonic Dog Whistle Kit.
Emits high powered
ultrasonic sound
adjustable from
8000-25000hz
Complete with
transducer. 9v battery required.
£6.00 Ref 6P86.
Strobe Light Kit.
Stroboscope kit
with U shaped
tube. Adjustable
speed 1-10hz.
Ideal for disco or photographic use.
240v AC. £16.00 Ref 16P15.
TV Test Channel Kit.

Twilight Switch.
Turns alight on
automatically at
twilight and off
at day break.
Adjustable sensitivity. max 250 watt 240v ac.
£9.00 Ref 9P25
Warship Siren Kit.
Decks clear for
action siren
3-15 watt output
6-12v operation. 8R speaker req'd.
£9.00 Ref 9P21.
Star Wars Siren Kit.
3-15 watt output
12v 1.5A supply
8-32R speaker req'd.
£9.00 Ref 9P23.
Robot Voice Kit.

Modulates human voice with an adjustable
frequency to produce different voice effects.
Voice requires amplification afterwards. ie
tape reorder etc. 9-12v supply.
£8.00 Ref 8P56.
Touch Switch Kit.
If th sensors are
touched by a
finger or nose
etc relay will
be operated and can operate equipment as

Screen pattern generator

required. 9-12v supply.

for connection to
aerial socket of TV
Choice of different
patterns available.
4.5-6v.
£10.00 Ref 10P158

£7.00 Ref 7P42
Kojak Siren Kit.
Very loud siren 12v
8-32R speaker req'd.
£9.00 Ref 9P22.

DESCRIPTION
50 simple LED projects book 1.
BBC basic on PC's.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

1
1
1

£1.95
£3.95
£1.95

BP42
BP243
BP91

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.95
£1.95
£1.50
£2.50
£2.95
£2.50
£2.50

BP88
BP132
BP126
BP228
BP222
BP225
BP49

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.95
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£3.95
£2.95
£2.50
£4.95
£3.50
£4.95
£2.95

1
1
1
1

£2.95
£2.95
£4.95

BP226
BP86
BP74
BP137
BP310
BP174
BP169
BP258
BP254
BP250
BP185
BP177
BP244
BP235

£2.95

BP198

1

£2.95

BP248

More advanced power supply projects.

1

A concise introduction to Smartware II.
Beginners guide to building projects.
How to build more advanced shortwave receivers.
International radio stations guide.
Basic and Logo in parallel.
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL

1
1
1
1
1

£2.95
£4.95
£1.95
£2.95
£5.95
£2.95

BP283
BP227
BP226
BP255
BP196

TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE.
BOXES AND CASES

1

£20.00

20P32

Black ABS project box 165mm x 119mm x75mm.
Metal box 8" x4" x4" louvred ends, ideal psu.

1

£3.00

1

3P49
3P75

Metal box 8" x4" x1", slightly sloping.
PLastic box with screw on lid 216mm x 130mm x85mm
Plastic box with screw on lid 220mm x 159mm x64mm

1

4"x2"x2" project boxes with slot in top.
ABS project box 90x50x25mm black.

2
1

BD209
4P7
4P8
BD780
CD25

ABS project box 110x56x2Omm black.
ABS project box 100x75x4Omm black.

1
1

£3.00
£1.00
£4.00
£4.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

CD27A

An introduction to radio DXing.
How to use op amps.
Simple shortwave broadcast aerials.
Basic and Pascal in parallel.
Essential theory for electronic hobbyists.
Solid state short wave receivers for beginners.
Practical introduction to digital IC's.
Popular electronic projects.
How to build advanced short wave receivers.
An introduction to Basic programming.
Electronic music projects.
Basic and Fortran in Parallel.
Accoustic Feedback and how to avoid it.
More advanced electronic music projects.
How to get your computer programs running.
Learning to program in C.
From Atoms to Amperes.
Programming in Fortran 77.
Electronic synthesiser construction.
An introduction to computer communications.
BBC basic 86 on PC's.
Power selector guide.
An introduction to Antenna theory.
Test equipment construction.

1
1
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DESCRIPTION

PACK
OuANTMe

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

2P341

1

£2.00

90 x45 x30mm.

1

£2.00

2P410

125 x 70 x40mm

1

£3.00

3P410

220 x 135 x 75mm
Aluminium 2 piece cases covered in protective film.

1

£5.00

5P510

55 x40 x 25mm
105 x 125 x35mm
155 x 105 x45mm
175 x 125 x45mm

1
1
1
1

£1.00

CD410
3P411

siren, engine immobilizer, battery backup, remote control.

1

£75.00

Add on central locking kit for above system.
Internal PIR alarm sensor 12v, covers whole room.
Domestic alarm panel keypad entry 2 zone. New.

1
1
1
1
1

£10.00

75P6
10P150

£15.00
£18.00
£4.00
£5.00

15P49
18P13
4P93
5P206

75mm x2.4mm nylon white cable ties.

100

£1.00

BD868

75mm x2.4mm nylon white cable ties (1,000 pack).

1

142mm x3.2mm nylon white cable ties.
142mm x3.2mm nylon white cable ties (1,000 pack).
385mm x5mm nylon white cable ties.
Cable tie bases 21 x21mm self adhesive.

100
1
100
100

£5.00
£3.00

Cable tie bases 28 x28mm self adhesive.

100

£5.00

Cable tie gun. Tensions then cuts tie. Good value.

1

£6.00

6P38

Spiral cable wrap for 6 -50mm bundles (10 m length).

1

£2.00

2P329

Spiral cable wrap for 12-70mm bundles (10 m length).

1

£4.00

4P74

100

£3 00

3P412

40
100

£2.00
£4.00

2P287
4P153

ABS project box 150x100x55mm black.
ABS project boxs with anodised aluminium top panels.

£3.00
£4.00
£5.00

4P152
5P211

BURGLAR ALARMS
Car alarm system complete with ultrasonic detector 110db

Alarm sirens 9-12v loud, low power consumption.
Smoke alarm ionization type.
CABLE TIES

CAPACITOR BARGAIN PACKS
Mixed pack of non electrolytic capacitors.
Mixed pack of electrolytic capacitors.
Mixed pack of ceramic capacitors.

£14.00
£10.00
£5.00

5P181
3P104
14P6
10P97
5P182
7P25

CAPACITORS AC WORKING
Capacitor 8uf 440v AC 97 x45mm.
Capacitor luf 440v AC 48 x38mm.
Capacitor 15uf 440v AC 120 x 75 x5Omm.
Capacitor 2uf 440v AC 70 x35mm.
Capacitor 12uf 660v AC 150 x90 x45mm.
Capacitor 2.5uf 440v AC 73 x30mm.
CAPACITORS ELECTROLYTIC

1

£1.00

BD632

2
1

£1.00
£2.00

BD633
2P201

1
1
1

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

2P164
2P163
2P176
BD613

4

£1.00

Capacitor 32uf + 32uf 350v.

2

£1.00

BD608

Capacitor 10uf 25v radial.

20

£1.00

CD26A

Capacitor 4,700uf 25v axial.

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION
Capacitor 22uf 25v radial.
Capacitor 47uf 25v radial.

PACK
OL:ANT'7Y

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

20
15
12
10

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

6
5
4
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

CD32A
BD856
BD644

4
5
10

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD440
BD442
BD443

2
1
20

£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

BD522

Air spaced 2gang 1/4" spindle 365pf.
Solid di-electric AM & FM sections. Two gang.
Minature twin tuning condensor 150pf 1/4" sindle.
Transmitter tuning condensor 160pf (ex-equip).
Trimmer capacitor 3-40pf Mullard.
CONTACTORS

2
2
1

£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

1
1

£1.00
£1.00

BD36
BD37
2P237
BD424
BD656

Heavy duty 24v DC operation 4 pole 25A 95x60x7Omm.
Heavy duty mains operation 4pole 25A 90x75x9Omm.
COUNTERS
Tape deck counter 3digit. resettable. flywheel/belt op.
7digit 24v counter panel mount.
Resettable 3digit. mains operated 45x70x6Omm.

1
1

£1.00
£5.00

BD68
5P64

2
1
1

BD26
2P267
2P26
2P342
BD866
BD867
BD937

Capacitor 100uf 25v radial.
Capacitor 220uf 25v radial.
Capacitor 470uf 25v radial.
Capacitor 1000uf 25v radial.
Capacitor 2200uf 25v radial.
Capacitor 2200uf 6.3v 5.8A can type.
CAPACITORS EHT
Capacitor 220pf 8kv ceramic.
Capacitor 100pf 8kv ceramic.
Capacitor 68pf 8kv ceramic.
Capacitor 2.5nf 10kv 35 x15mm.
Capacitor .265uf 1.5kv metal case. 110 x55 65mm
Capacitor 500pf 10KV ceramic.
CAPACITORS VARIABLE

CD27C
CD28A
CD29A
CD30A
CD31A

BD362

6digit counter 12v DC operation.
CRYSTALS
1000 KHZ crystal
5242.880 HZ
8 mhz 12 x5mm.
CONNECTORS

1

£1.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

3.5mm mono jack sockets. Chassis mount.
Chassis mount BNC socket. (4 hole fixing).

8

£1.00

BD697

2

£1.00

BD851

Bulgin 3pin line socket 11/2" diameter.

2
3
3
3

£1.00

BD715

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD941
BD942
BD943
BD944
BD945
BD947

£2.00

2P306

9way D type male solder. Gold plated.
9way D type female solder. Gold plated.
Plastic hood for 9way connector.
15 way D type male solder. Gold plated.
15 way D type female solder. Gold plated.
Plastic hood for 15 way connector
25 way D type male solder. Gold plated.

2
2
2
3
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30 LED voltage

Light Swelling Kit.
240v light bulbs

display fully
adjustable.

(max 200w) are
gradually dimmed

LED VU Meter Kit.

I1

and illuminated
at regular intervals (approx every 2secs) Ideal
displays, discos etc. £11.00 Ref 11P11.

Ideal as meter
amp output etc.
£15.00 Ref 15P58.

Little Electrotechnician Kit.

Lie Detector Kit.
Monitors changes
of skin resistance
which change during
lies, fear etc. 4.5v.
£6.00 Ref 6P57.

Educational kit for beginners comprising 7
different circuits. 4.5v batt required.

Light Barrier Kit.

£8.00 Ref 8P156.
12 Melodies Generator Kit.
Plays 12 different

A lght barrier which causes an LDR to operate
arelay. Light source required (i.e torch). SA

/

tunes at the
touch of a
button. 3v.
8R speaker required. £11.00 Ref 11P12.

relay contact output. 12v operation.
Mesmeric Instrument Kit.

£.00 Ref 9P20.

Magnetic field
Single Channel Sound To Light Kit.

instrument is

Illuminates light

said to have curing
effect on certain
ailments!
£8.00 Ref 8P157.

bulbs to rhythm
of music. Ideal
for paties etc.

>

—
111 11

headed...
Inh

none... «a

Ina.*

*7.00N»

Max 240v 1000 watt. £6.00 Ref 6P84.
Metal Detector Kit.
Six Channel Sound To Light Kit.
Each channel
is adjustable

Uses mini
ferrite aerial
to detect metal

per channel
240v AC

in walls etc
6cm range led
output. 9v.

high sensitivity.

£5.00 Ref 5P199

max 500 watt

£17.00 Ref 17P6.

6.

DESCRIPTION
25 way D type female solder. Gold plated.
Plastic hood for 25 way connector.
XLR 3 pin inline metal plug. Latching.
XLR 3 pin inline metal socket. Latching.
XLR 3 pin chassis mount metal socket. Latching.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

2P307

3
3
1
1

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

2P308
2P354
2P355
2P356

1

£2.00

XLR 3 pin chassis mount metal plug. Latching.

1

£2.00

2P357

1 1/4" mono plastic jack plug.

3

£1.00

CD200

1 1/4" stereo plastic jack plug.

2
2
2
1
1

£1.00

CD201

£1.00
£1.00
£4.00

CD202
CD203
4P83
2P358

1/14" chassis mount mono switched socket.
1 1/4" chassis mount stereo switched socket.
Bulgin 8 pin mains plug 6A.
Bulgin 8 pin chassis socket 6A.
Scotch lock connectors (for car wiring etc up to 3.5mm)
Centronics 36 way cable plug (inc cover).
4 mm banana plug. red.
4 mm banana plug. black.
4 mm banana socket red
4 mm banana socket. black.
Crocodile clips (pack of 10 red and 10 black).
BNC 50 ohm plug.
BNC 75 ohm plug.

100
1
4
4
4
4
1
3

£2.00
£6.00

6P55

£1.00

BD948

£1.00

80953
BD954
80955

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD956
2P309
2P310
2P311A
80957

3
1

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£1.00

CO-AX plug (TV type).

5

£1.00

80958

CO-AX socket (TV type).

2
5

£1.00

80959

£1.00

3

£1.00

B0960
80961

other side is solder terminals.

5

£1.00

80451

12 pole 25A poly connector strip. Screw type.

2
4

£1.00

80159

£1.00

BD158

4

£1.00

80160

1
1

£3.00
£1.00

3P139
BD211

SCART plug.

2.5 mm jack plug. (Mono).
3.5 mm jack plug. (Stereo).
CONNECTOR AND TERMINAL STRIPS
12 way 3A connector sthp. One side screw terminals the

12 way 5A connector strip.
3 way connectors plug in type.
CLOCKS
Flip over digital clock no case.
Electric cooker clock mains operated, no case.
COILS AND FORMERS
Subminature VF transformers (all the same type).
465KC I/F transformers 1/2" x 11/2" high.

100

£1.00

BD360

4

£1.00

BD40

2

£1.00

BD168

2way RS232 DATA swich (3 female D25). Cased.

1

£14.00

14P7

2 way Centronics data switch (3 Centronics fern) cased.
Spectrum sound box with amplifier etc.

1

£18.00

18P9

1

£4.00

4P53

COMPONENT MOUNTINGS
50 tag component mounting strip.
COMPUTER BITS

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION

PACK
0'-ANTi -V

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

1200/75 internal PC modems, data but no software.
BBC joystick with 2fire buttons.
Quickshot joycard VII for Atari and Commodore.
Computer mice (single button).
3 1/2" customer returned drives. No data.
Commodore 64 data drive system.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Dial up modems no data or info. Cased.
Customer returned portable computers.

1
1

Atari joysticks.
Tandata viewdata system.
Spectrum joystick interface.
Monitor converter converts RGB monitor into TV.

1
1
1
1
1

£9.00
£2.00
£3.00
£8.00
£7.00
£25.00
£3.00
£75.00
£4.00
£20.00
£4.00
£25.00
£40.00

Acorn data recorder ALF503 with psu and leads.
Coverter to change bbc joystick port to Atari type.
Computer terminals s/hand. mixed makes.
Keyboard made for OPD Computer.
Commodore 64 games pack (5 different).
Spectrum 48K games pack (5 different).
PC power supply 150W switch on back. Cased.
PC power supply 200 W switch on back. Cased.

1

£15.00

15P43

1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.00
£15.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£15.00

1

£20.00

2P261
15P33
3P27
3P97
3P96
15P54
20P41

Amstrad CTM644 colour monitor (RGB).

1

75P7

Amstrad 464 computer with GT65 monitor and software.
Spectrum +3 light gun and software pack.
Spectrum +2 lightgun and software pack.

1
1
1
1
1

£75.00
£89.00
£8.00
£8.00
£45.00
£22.00

1

£3.00

3P138

10
30
25
25
20
10

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

8

£1.00

BD976
BD977
BD971
BD972
BD973
BD974
BD975

1
2
4
4
4

£10.00
£1.00
£1.00
£3.00
£3.00

10P50
BD614
BD466
3P117
3P118

Chinnon cased disc drive with leads 3 1/2" 360K

VGA mono paper white 12" mains monitors.
Amber hi res 12" Hercules/TTL 12v 1.5A monitor.
DELAY SWITCHES
Mains motor driven switch 20 secs on or off after
push of button.
DIODES
0A91 germanium signal diode.
IN4148 signal diode.
IN4001 50v 1A
IN4002 100v 1A
IN4006 800v 1A
IN5401 100v 3A
IN5408 1000v 3A
DISPLAYS
16 character 2 line display. Epsom with data.
Vaccuum flourescent displays. 4 letters or digits.
7segment displays common cathode .5".
.3" 7segment LED display. Common cathode.
.3" 7segment LED display. Common anode.

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500

2P360
3P85
8P57
7P35
25P27
3P1E
75P1E
4P6E
20P40
4P5E
A25P2
40P1

89P3
8P1E
8P150
45P150
22P26
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DESCRIPTION
.5" 7segment LED display. Common cathode.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

4
4
4
4
1
1

£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£1.00
£6.00

3P119
3P120
3P121
3P122
BD329
6P32

LCD display 4digit with connection data.
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

1

£3.00

3P77

13A switched double socket. White. New.
13A switched single socket. White. New.
Single gang light switch. White. New.
Two gang light switch. White. New.
Ceiling rose. White. New

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

£4.00
£2.00
£1.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

4P75
2P343

2
1
1

£3.00
£4.00
£5.00
£1.00

.5" 7segment LED display. Common anode.
.56" 7segment LED display. Common cathode.
.56" 7segment LED display. Common anode.
Clock display 1/2" figures.
16 character 1line display no data.

Pendant lampholder. White. New.
Pendant lampholder with switch. White. New.
Batten lampholder. White. New.
Battened lampholder angled. White. New.
Junction box 15A. White. New.
Junction box 30A. White. New.
Dimmer switch 630 watt. White. New.
Dimmer switch 630 watt brushed aluminium. New.
White flush light switches. Standard fixing.

2
1

Double pole 20A switch on standard plate with neon.
Double pole 20A mains brown surface mount switch.
White shallow pattress for switches etc.

2
10

30A rotary switch surface mounting with pointer knob.
MK splitter 45A switch 3x 15A fuses.
Switched spur in meta box.
Inflex push switch for table lamp etc.
Pull switch ceiling mount with cord and lassie. white.
13A swiched socket and spur on double plate. Brown.

£1.00
£1.00

CD27
2P344
CD28
CD29
CD30
CD31
CD32
CD33
3P115
4P77
5P185
BD5
BD531
BD190

£1.00

BD338

1
1
1
3
1
1

£2.00
£5.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

13A fused spur and socket on double plate. White.
13A ring main spur boxes.

1
5

Cable clips 2.5mm flat with hardened nails.

50
6
2
3

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

2P122
5P100
BD589
BD562
BD528
BD249
BD302
BD2
BD577
BD193
BD617
2P187

10

£5.00

5P195

1

£30.00

30P3

1
1
1

£3.00
£5.00
£5.00

3P36
5P166
5P40

5A 3pin flush sockets. Brown.
Shaver adaptors for 13A sockets.
13A adaptors to take 2 13A plugs.
13A plugs with sleeved pins. white.
EMERGENCY LIGHTING (3 HRS)
3watt 6" flourescent. cased.
FANS AND BLOWERS
4 1/2" x41/2" Muffin type fan 115v (ex-computer).
Snail type. 6"x4" 240v 270mA. silent and powerful.
41/2" x41/2" Muffin type fan 230v (ex-computer).
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Metronome Kit.
An ajustable electronic
metronome with a
signature between
30 and 300
beats per min.
Loud speaker output. 4.5-6v supply.
£7.00 Ref 7P40.
12v 3Channel Sound To Light Kit
Kit will drive
3x12v halogen
bulbs (max 100w
each). Heatsinks
and bulbs required
12vAC operation.
£12.00 Ref 12P57
Microhone Preamp Kit.
Impedance load variable
from 4R to 100kR.
Input voltage 2-40mV
Output max 1.8v
20-40khz. 6-20v operation.
Ref6P85.
Mini Moving Light Kit.
Moving light with 3
very small bulbs.
Adjustable speed
9-12v ideal for models, brooches etc.
£5.00 Ref 5P216
Mini Traffic Light Kit.
3small LED's are
illuminated one
after the other.
4.5-6v operation.
£5.00 Ref 5P200
Morse Code Practice Kit.
Sound generator with
touch switch and
loud speaker. 3-9v £8.00 Ref 8P158

Moving Rope Light Kit.
Complete kit to
build arope light
6.5m long. Gives
.
.zet-ev
running light effect.
ere
Requires 12v 2.5A. £25.00 Ref 25P28
Moving Light Kit.
Adjustable speed
uses 6-24v bulbs
max 3A (3 chan).
£12.00 Ref 12P54
10 Channel Moving Light.

4àkAdkik
IÎt

466

Drives 10 500watt
240v bulbs.
Speed adjustable.
£.30.00 Ref 30P11.
MW Testing Transmitter.
Close range test oscillator.
Not to be used for
transmitting.
£5.00 Ref 5P217
Power Controller Kit.
Regulates bulbs, drills
stoves, soldering irons
etc. Max 1300 watt.
£12.00 Ref 12P55
Spy Stethoscope Kit.
Using an earpiece
allows you to
listen through
thin walls, doors
windows etc.
£15.00 Ref 15P59.
SW CB Receiver Kit.
Short wave receiver
for CB etc (6-30mhz)
4.5-6v. £15.00 Ref 15P60.

Ii)e. .,-

eta
--evi
/

,
9a

DESCRIPTION
33/4" square Papst fan 110v.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

£5.00
£12.00
£9.00
£5.00
£1.00
£1.00
£10.00
£10.00

12v DC fan made by Papst 3 1/2" square.

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

£10.00

10P33

Mains operated centrifugal blower 5" x 11/2" output.
4 1/2" x4 1/2" Axial fan. Pabst 230v.

1
1

5P99
6P6

Plastic fan blades approx 3" across.
4 1/2" x4 1/2" brushless fan 12v.

2
1
1

£5.00
£6.00
£1.00
£5.00
£10.00

BD638
5P196
10P67

38mm square self adhesive feet.
20mm square self adhesive feet.
12.5mm square self adhesive feet.
FERRITE POTS ETC

8
8
12

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD726
BD891
BD892

1" diameter for chokes etc.
Ferrite core 56mm x 18mm E shaped.
FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
12" 8watt fluorescent tube.
Philips W tube 30 watt.

20
4

£1.00
£1.00

BD363
BD156

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD314
BD336
BD92

3 1/4" square 12v brushless fan. 120mA PAPST.
85mm square 240v fans.
5* Woods extractor fan (ex-equipment) 230v.
5" alumimium fan blades to fit 1/4" shaft.
Mains motor to suit above blades.
18" long tangential blower with motor at 1end. 230v.
14" blower with motor in the middle. 230v.

6 1/2" powerful fan 240v 210 Cu ft min
FEET

5P53
12P12
9P10
5P41
BD86
BD88
10P89
10P90

Starter for 40-80 watt tube.

1
1
4

Starter holders. Standard type.

4

£1.00

BD407

Terry clip for 11/2" tube.

5
1

£1.00
£8.00

BD406
8P48

1
1

£60.00
£3.00
£2.00

60P2
3P24
2P185

£35.00
£18.00
£5.00
£10.00
£11.00
£9.00

35P5
18P5
5P168
10P88
11P5
9P4

12
12

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD983
BD984
BD985

12
12

£1.00
£1.00

BD986

12v cased flourescent light with on/off switch. 8w.
DISC DRIVES AND DISCS
3 1/2" 720K drive by NEC.
3" disc for Amstrad etc.
3 1/2" disc.
5 1/4" disc drives 720K brand new.
5 1/4" ex equipment 360K drive .(condition unknown).
5 1/4" discs unbranded but good quality.
3 1/2" discs unbranded but good quality.
Disc box holds 100 5 1/4" discs. Lockable.
Disc box holds 40 3 1/2" discs or CDs. lockable.
FUSES AND FUSEHOLDERS
20mm quick blow 250mA.
20mm quick blow 500mA
20mm quick blow 1A.
20mm quick blow 2A.
20mm quick blow 4A.

2
1
1
10
15
1
1
12
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DESCRIPTION
1" plug top fuse 2A.
1" plug top fuse 3A.

1" plug top fuse 5A.
1" plug top fuse 13A.
20mm chassis mount fuseholders.
Panel mount fuseholder 20mm..
11/4" fuse holder. Panel mount.
Fuse pack no 1. 50 11/4" fuses (10 diff values).
Fuse pack no 2. 50 20mm fuses (10 cliff values).
GEARS
Gearbox kit contains 18 gears, 4axles and 12v motor.
GOOSENECKS
Chrome finshed 8" long with standard fittings.
Chrome finished 12" long with standard fittings.
Chrome finished 21" long standard fittings.
Goose neck base plate. 3 hole fixing.
HEATSHRINK SLEEVING
1.6mm dia shrinking to .8mm. 1.2 metre length.
2.4mm dia shrinking to 1.2mm. 1.2 metre length.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

BD993

10

£1.00

10
10
10
20
4
5
50
50

£1.00

BD994

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.00
£2.00

BD995
BD996
BD543
80618
BD752
2P384R
2P385R

1

£3.00

3P93

1
1
1
1

£2.00
£3.00
£4.00
£2.00

2P345
3P116
4P76

1

£1.00

80997

1

BD998
BD999
2P331
2P332
2P333
2P334

2P346

3.2mm dia shrinking to 1.6mm 1.2 metre length.
4.8mm dia shrinking to 2.4mm. 1.2 metre length.
6.4mm dia shrinking to 3.2mm. 1.2 metre length.
9.5mm dia shrinking to 4.7mm 1.2 metre length.
12.7mm dia shrinking to 6.4mm 1.2 metre length.
HEATSINKS

1
1
1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

TO220 bolt on heatsink 21 deg C/W.
TO5 push on heatsink 50 deg C/W.
HEATING
1.2kw min tangential blow heater 70X45mm element.
600 watt coil heaters air or liquid. 4"x3" 10 year life.
Time and temp module. Displays either in C or F. 1.5v

5
4

£1.00
£1.00

CD1
CD3

1
1
1

£6.00
£3.00
£9.00

Additional sensor for above unit on long lead.
2.5kw tangential blow heater 195x45mm element.

1
1

£3.00
£5.00

6P54
3P78
9P5
3P60

3kw tangential blow heater 300x4Omm element.

1

£8.00

750 watt standard pencil element 220mm long.
1000 watt standard pencil element 232mm long.
80 watt brass encased elements for fridges etc.
15m heating wire, waterproof. Ideal for pipes etc. Mains.
Quick cuppa 12v immersion heater. Cigar lighter plug.
HEADPHONES AND INSERTS
Stereo headphones 8ohm 1/4" plug.
Stereo walkman type headphones.
Inner ear stereo headphones.

2
2
2
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£5.00
£3.00

1
1
1

£2.00
£3.00
£3.00

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTIOIY
Dynamic tullsize stereo h/phones 20-20KHZ 32H imp.
lnline headphone volume control with 5m lead.
IC SOCKETS
8way IC socket.
14 way IC socket.
16 way ICsocket.
18 way IC socket.
20 way IC socket.
28 way IC socket.
40 way IC socket.
INDICATORS AND BULBS
12v Iiiliput bulbs.
1.5v 300mA MES bulb.
2.5v 200mA MES bulb.
3.5v 300mA MES bulb.
6.0v 60mA MES bulb.
12.0v 200mA MES bulb.
24v MES bulbs 80mA 2watt.
Amber indicators with neons 240v. Oblong.
Amber neon idicators round 240v.
LED holders 3mm
LED holders 5mm.
LED 5mm red.
LED 5mm red. (1,000 pack).
LED 5mm green.
LED 5mm green. (1,000 pack).
LED 5mm yellow.
LED 5mm yellow. (1,000 pack).
LED 3mm red.
LED
LED
LED
LED
LED

3mm
3mm
3mm
3mm
3mm

red. (1,000 pack).
green.
green. (1,000 pack).
yellow.
yellow (1,000 pack).

FLASHING LED 5mm red 9-12v DC 3HZ.
FLASHING LED 5mm green 9-12v DC 3HZ.
FLASHING LED 8mm red 9-12v DC 3HZ.
FLASHING LED 8mm green 9-12v DC 3HZ.
High power INFRA-RED source 12mW 1.7v 5mm.
High power INFRA-RED sensor 5mm.
MES bulb holders. Batten type
3colour LED.
INFRA RED SENSORS ETC
IR 5metre beam 22-26v DC 250mA switching.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

1
1

£8.00
£1.00

8r33
BD717

10
7
7
5
5
4
4

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD773
BD774
BD775
BD776
BD777
BD779
BD780

5
8
8
8
8
8
10
3
6
4
4
15
1
12
1
10
1
15
1
10
1
10
1
4
4
2
2
3
1
4
2

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£44.00
£1.00
£54.00
£1.00
£64.00
£1.00
£44.00
£1.00
£54.00
£1.00
£64.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

B0177
CD10
CD11
CD12
CD13
CD14
BD694
BD179
BD180
CD33B
BD518
BD893
44P1
BD894
54P1
CD5
64P1
CD4
44P2
CD6
54P2
CD7
64P2
2P335
2P336
2P337
2P338
CD8
CD9
BD895
BD611

1

£25.00

25P15

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION

o
CD 0
••-•
C\J

INSULATORS AND CABLE GRIPS
PVC grommets for 3/8" cable.
Cable gnps for up to 3/8" cable.
KEY BOARDS
84 key keyboards uncased with control PCB.
LOUDSPEAKERS AND GRILLS
Set of 3 speaker grills 140mm, 70mm and28mm. Black.
Flush mounting speaker grill for 8" speaker.
Tweeter on chrome mounting plate.
7" x5" 8ohm speaker with built in tweeter. 5watt.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

£1.00
£1.00

BD181
BD431

£3.00

3P89

£1.00
£2.00
£3.00
£3.00

BD737
2P281
3P68

8" round 8ohm 60 watt full range speaker. Ali coil.
5" diameter full range speaker 30 watt+HF cone 8R.
3" diameter full range speaker 20 watt+HF cone. 8R.
Pair of 70w per channel 3way car speakers.
Pair of 100w per channel 3way car speakers.
6" x9" 8ohm 15 watt speaker.

£12.00
£8.00
£5.00
£28.00
£30.00
£3.00

6" x4" 16 ohm 5watt rating.
6 1/2" 4ohm speaker 10 watt rating.

C\J

2 1/4" 60 ohm speaker.
2 1/4" 8ohm speaker.
6" x4" 15 ohm speaker 10 watt rating.
3" 4ohm tweeter.
40 watt 3way crossover.
25 watt cross over for woofer and tweeter.
110 db horn/speaker.
Personal mini speaker. Plugs straight into cassette.

C\1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

•-

£1.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£4.00
£4.00

•C\I
••-•

20 watt 4 ohm 6 1/2" dia with built in tweeter.

£3.00
C\J

TV speakers 3watt 8ohm 70 x55m.
TV speakers 5watt 4ohm 55 x 125mm.
Loud speaker wall mounting brackets. (pair).
5"x 3" 16 ohm speaker 5watt.
Mylar waterproof cone speaker 3 1/4" sq 35R 2watt.
KNOBS ETC
Solid aluminium 11/8" dia. Grub screw fixing on 1/4" sft.

Powerful electro magnets 6v lx5Omm sq and 120mm sq.

C\I C\1

LASERS
Philips 2mw Helium Neon laser. 260x37mm.
Mains ABS cased power supply kit for laser.
Plastic case with PSU kit big enough to hold tube as well.
Boxed and built laser.
MAGNETS
Flat magnet 1" x1/2" x 1/8".
Very powerful magnet. 25x13x6mm ushape.

ORDER
NUMBER

3P69
12P14
8P49
5P183
28P1
30P7
3P76
BD243
BD137
BD453
BD454
2P167
BD433
BD23
BD22
4P60
4P50
3P108

£3.00
£5.00
£1.00
£1.00
£5.00

3P109

£1.00

BD720

£40.00
£20.00
£22.00
£75.00

40P10
20P33
22P3
75P4

£1.00
£1.00

BD897
BD642
2P371

£2.00

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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Electronic Dice Kit.
After touching a
button the digital

£6.00 Ref 6P82.
Electronic Mains Filter Kit.
Highly effective

dice displays
random numbers

anti interference
device fits into

between 1and 6. 4.5v. £9.00 Ref 9P13.

the mains supply
to your computer, tv, video etc. 750 watt max.

Diode Receiver MW & SW Kit.
Good educational
kit that doesnt

110-240v AC. £10.00 Ref 10P153.

require batteries.
£8.00 Ref 8P154.

4

Lamp Flasher Kit.
6-24v bulb can be flashed very
brightly for adjustable period.
Max 1A. £5.00 Ref 5P214.

Electronic Dog Bark Kit.
Generates adog

Fog Horn Kit.

barking sound.
suitable for a

Generates adeep noisy sound
similar to aships fog horn.

8R speaker.9-12v

4.5-12v. 5watt max output.
8R speaker req'd.

operation. £16.00 Ref 16P10.

£6.00 Ref 6P56.
Visual Door Bell Kit.
Frequency Generator Kit.

A lamp up to 12v
.5A connected to
this kit will flash
for up to 20 secs
Ideal for deaf people or noisy rooms etc.
£10.00 Ref 10P152.

Adjustable frequency
approx 1-50khz 6-12v.
Short circuit proof
capacitive output.
Rectangular waveform
output. VHF harmonics.

Electrifying Apparatus Kit.

£4.00 Ref 4P154.

Generates aweak
adjustable high

Electronic Fuse Kit.

tension of approx
80-300v from a9v
battery. Ideal for

An Electronic fuse
suitable for 5-30v
DC only at up to

catching worms etc Max current 50-250mA
£.00 ref 7P30.

by turning supply off and on again. £6.00 Ref

3A. Cuts off supply when overloaded. Reset
6P83.

Stereo Pre-amp Equalizer Kit.
Gas Sensor Kit.
Detects alchohol
propane,benzine,

11)
11 _

i

For record players with magnetic pickup. 1224v supply req'd.

carbon monoxide,
ideal for fire and
smoke alarm. £0.00 Ref 20P43
13a

DESCRIPTION

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

MICROPHONES AND STANDS
Dynamic handheld mic with stand. Cassette type.
Hand held dynamic mic with on/off switch.
FET electret capacitor mic capsule 1.5v 500 ohm.

1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD305
BD711

MICROSWITCHES
V3 size 15A 250v c/o button operated. Push on tags.

3

BD646

4
3
4
5

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD341

V3 size 10A 250v c/o button operated. Push on tags.
V3 size 10A 250 c/o lever operated. Push on tags.
Extra thin 11/4" x7/8" x1/4" 10A contacts.
Subminature microswitches. Assorted.
MISCELLANEOUS
Musical sounder for cards.
Good quality AM/FM mains/batt radio.
Cabinet locking mechanism with 2keys.
Personal stereo innards. Tape mech and head.
Motor starVstop switch, skeleton type with trip.
CB coverter converts car radio into AM CB radio.
Through panel cable grips. Adjustable size.
Therocouple for measuring internal heat.
Clear lacquer in an aerosol can.
2764 eprom BBC compatable.

1
1

£1.00
£10.00

1
1
2
1
10
1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£4.00
£1.00
£2.00
£1.00
£3.00

BD328
10P133
BD55
BD763
BD254
4P48
BD431
2P137

Ceramic insulating beads. Fit 20 swg wire.

100

£1.00

BD690

1
1
1

£20.00
£12.00
£8.00

20P26
12P3
8P39

1

MONITORS
9" monitor, black and white. Uncased.
Metal case for 9" monitor.
Kit to convert comp video into separate H sync, Vsync.
AC MOTORS
11/2" stack double ended very powerful motor.

BD340
BD342
BD403
BD313

BD660
3P48

1
1

£2.00
£2.00
£4.00

2P55

3" square shaded pole motor 24v AC.
240v AC 25 watt 3000 rpm motor 6"x4"x3".
3" square shaded pole motor. 240v AC.
Mains shaded pole motor 7/8" stack.
Precision motor for disc or tape.
MOTORS WITH GEARBOXES
2 rpm mains motor 2w (suitable mirror ball etc).
500 watt mains motor and 3speed control.

1
1
1

£2.00
£1.00
£2.00

2P265
BD85
2P12

1
1

£2.00
£5.00

2P17

5 rpm 60 watt motor with gearbox. Powerful. 125x60x45.

1

16 rpm mains 2watt motor with gearbox. 50mm dia x30.
150 rpm mains 60 watt motor with gearbox. 60x80x9Omm

1
1
1
1

£5.00
£1.00

5P54
BD91

£2.00
£4.00
£5.00

2P38A
4P63
5P173

£4.00

4P22

5rpm Crouzet type motor 240v.
60 rpm 60 watt mains motor.
MOTORS DC
1/10th HP 12v motor 1/4" spindle. 75x65mm.

1

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION
1/8th HP 12v motor 75x75mm spindle 25x8mm.
1/3rd HP 12v motor (Sinclair C5 ). 180x100mm 3300 rpm
C5 motor complete with 4 :1reduction box.
Electronic speed controller kit for C5 motor or equiv.
Model motor 1.5v-9v (speed is voltage dependent).
3v cassette motor. Very low current.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

1
1
1
1
1
1

£6.00
£20.00
£40.00
£17.00
£1.00
£1.00

6P1
20P22
40P8
17P3
BD540
BD681

1

£5.00

5P81

10
1

£1.00

80134

£1.00

BD681

1
1

£2.00

2P225
3P50

2
1
1
1

£1.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD19
2P38B
80545
BD619

1
1
1
1

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

6P24
6P26
6P27
6P28

1
1
1
1
1

£6.00
£6.00
£15.00
£10.00
£10.00

6P29

4P32

MOTORS STEPPER
Stepper motor 7.5 deg step 10-14v 27 ohm 70x4Omm
MOTORS 1-12V
Model aircraft motors. Spin to start. 12x2Omm.
Low current motor for working with solar cells.
NOISE FILTERS
Chassis mounting noise fitter. 45x30x16mm.
IEC tittered chassis socket.
OPTO
Sub-min light dependent resistor.
Camera flash units. Contains Xenon tube etc 3v op.
Slotted opto interupted switch
Light dependent resistor ORP12.
PANEL METERS
0-40v panel meter 80 x70mm.
0-80v panel meter 80 x70mm.
0-160v panel meter 80 x70mm.
0-200v panel meter 80 x70mm.
0-10A panel meter 80 x70mm.
0-5A panel meter 80 x70mm.
45-55 HZ frequency indicator.
200uA panel meter 43/4" x2 1/2".
lre panel meter 6" x3 1/2".
0-100uA panel meter. Scale separate.
100-0-100uA panel meter. Scale separate.
lmA panel meter. Scale separate.
VU meter 11/2" square.
PANEL METERS 60 X 45MM
0-50mA 2K3 internal resistance.
0-100mA 1K2 internal resistance.
0-500mA 36OR internal resistance.
0-1mA 100R internal resistance.
0-10mA 6OR internal resistance.
0-100mA 0.6R internal resistance.
0-1A
0-25v DC 25K internal resistance.
0-30v DC 30K internal resistance
PCB PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

£3.00

6P30
15P19
10P24
10P41

1

£4.00

1

£4.00

4P67

1

£4.00
£1.00

4P68

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

6P39
6P40
6P41
6P42
6P43
6P44
6P45

£6.00
£6.00

6P46
6P47

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION

PACK
OLJANTiTY

PHOTO ETCH PCB (UV sensitive)
100 x 160mm single sided.
203 x144mm single sided.
100x 160mm double sided.
203 x 144mm double sided.
Ferric chloride etchant (makes 1litre).
Developer crystals (makes 1litre).
Polypropylene trays. 325 x225 x50mm.
Brass wire brush.
Transfer starter pack 12 different sheets.
POTS-VARIABLE RESISTORS
Mini volume controls. 1/4" shaft. Assorted valus.
Slider pots. Various values.
10 turn 100 ohm 3w 1/4" shaft.
50ohm 3w wirewound.
8ohm 25 w 1/4" shaft.
1000 ohm 25w 1/4" shaft.
Minature pot 1/4" shaft 50K.
Minature pot 1/4" shaft 200K.
Stereo gang pot 1/4" shaft 50K.
POWER SUPPLIES
Astec PSU 5v at 5A, 12v at 2A, -12v at 1A 4"x5".
Astec PSU 5v at 4A, 12v at 2A, -12v at 1A 4" x5.
Customer returned switched mode PSU's for repair.
Switched mode PSUs ex-equipment +5, +12 & -12v.
In car PSU 12v in 3,4.5,6,7.5,9,12v 800mA out, Cig plug
24v with sep channels for stereo use. Max 20 watt.
4.5 100mA PSU in case with lead.
6v 700mA PSU in case.
8-12v variable PSU.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PACK
f
,
›ICE

£3.00
£4.00
£4.00
£5.00
£3.00
£2.00
£2.00
£1.00
£10.00

ORDË'R
NUMBER

3P133
4P78
4P79
5P189
3P134
2P348
2P349
BD837
10P100
BD109
BD110
BD291

10
10
1

£1.00
£1.00

4
2

£1.00
£1.00

2
4
4
3

£1.00

1

£10.00

10P126

1

£10.00

10P127

1
1

£2.00
£8.00
£5.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00

2P292
8P36
5P167
2P4
BD104
B0899

£2.00

2P3
2P114

1
1
1
1
1

£1.00

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD73
BD69
BD70
BD781
BD782
BD784

12v 200mA PSU in case for 13A socket.
9v 350mA AC PSU in case for 13A socket.
13.8v DC 5A regulated cased PSU for CB etc.
13.8v DC 3A regulated cased PSU for CB etc.
3/4.5/6f7.5/9/12v DC 750mA non regulated plug in PSU.
24v PSU chassis with all components.

1

9v AC 100mA in case with lead.
15v 500ma DC power supply.

1

£2.00
£1.00
£22.00
£17.00
£5.00
£2.00
£1.00

1

£2.00

2P289

1

£2.00

2P92

1

£1.00

BD67

2

£8.00

8P151

PRESSURE SWITCHES
Brass pressure switch set for 8psi but adjustable to 15psi
Switch with 3different operating pressures. Can be
mouth operated. 85x3Omm.
PROJECTS AND KITS
Camera 35mm with built in flash. (customer returns).

1
1
1
1
1

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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Atomium Kit.

Combination Digital Lock Kit.
After keying in
a4digit code
the relay switches

A decorative device which uses six red LED's
which optically circle around agreen LED.
Requires a9v battery. Ideal for jewellery etc.

on. The code is
independently
programmable
and can be
easily modified. Relay contact 3A, 1xc/o.
Ideal for keyless locks for door, video, com-

£7.(X) Ref 7P38

puter etc. £15.00 Ref 15P56.

Audio Scope Kit.
Produces black,
vertical bars which

Car Antenna Amplifier Kit.

move to the rythm
of the music similar
to oscilloscope patterns.

This amplifier is connected between the an-

Simple connection to the aerial socket of TV.
£10.00 Ref 10P151.

tenna and the radio, using co-ax cable 6075R. Gain max 22db. Frequency range 0.5150mhz. £6.00 Ref 6P81.

Universal Ni -Cad Charger Kit.
Converter 100mhz -200mhz Kit.
Extends the range of
radios to cover
amateur bands, ships.
TV stations etc. Simply introduced into aerial cable. £15.00 Ref 15P57.
Automatic charger for cells from 1.2 to 15v.
The charging current will automatically ad-

Sound Operated Switch Kit.
This accoustic circuit

just, to remain constant as the battery charges.

turns on arelay, can

Has aselection of seven settings 5-600mA. A

be triggered by aclap

transformer 18-20v .6A is req'd.

etc. Another clap turns

£8.00 Ref 8P152.

it off. Adjustable sens
Ideal for turning on and off lights or equip-

Car Lights On Warning Kit.

ment. 12v operation. £14.00 ref 14P17.
Diesel Engine Sound Kit.

Produces a noisy 'honk' if you turn off the
ignition but leave the lights on. Works off car
battery. £8.00 Ref 8P153.

-gig t`

izzz

Generates 7-10 watt sound with adj exhaust,
valves and running speed! For 4-8R speakers.
£11.00 Ref 1IPIO
16a

DESCRIPTION
Surface mount kit. Makes mini micro amp.
Surface mount solder.
FM bug kit with PCB embedded coil and sub min mic.
Stabilized PSU kit 3-30v 2A. Excluding case.
30 watt rms mono amp kit with tone cntrls (psu reqd)
30 +30 watt rms stereo amp kit with tone cntrls (psu reqd
300 watt rms hi fi power amp mono kit.
40 +40 watt stereo amp kit. (Pre amp and psu required)
80 +80 watt rms stereo amp kit tone controls (psu reqd)
Sound operated light. Battery operated, cased.
Solar powered wooden helicopter kit.
Solar powered wooden aeroplane kit.
Solar powered wooden gramophone kit.
Electronic dipstick kit (10 different levels).
12-220v inverter kit 15 watt.
12-220v inverter kit 80 watt.
Microwave tester 9v.
25 watt stereo amplifier IC plus diagram. STK043.
Geiger counter kit 9v operation.
Powerful ionizer mains operated kit with case.
3channel sound to light kit 750w /channel with case.
Accoustic water detector 9v detects water leaks etc.
Electronic accupunture kit with instructions! 9v.
Alarm system max 20 contacts, adj start & alarm time 12v
Amplifier kit 2x 8W stereo.
Amplifier kit 10 watt mono.
Antenna amplifier .15-350MHZ, ideal TV, radio etc 9-18v.
Apple powered radio kit. Plugs into ordinary apple!
LED display ideal for fun jewellery etc. 9v 7 leds.
Audio scope produces sound to light display on TV. 12v.
Ni cad charger 1.2-15v 5-600mA. 18-20v .6A TX req'd.
Car 'lights on' warning kit saves flat battery!
Programmable digital lock. 6v 3A relay output. 4digit.
Car antenna amplifier. Fits between aerial and radio.
Converter 100MHZ to 200MHZ for radio use!
Clap switch on and off. Relay o/p. 12v. adj sensitivity.
Diesel engine sound. 3sound adjustments.
Crystal set kit. Educational. No batteries reqd.
Visual door bell takes 12v lamp up to 5A. 20 sacs on.
Stereo pre-amp, equalizer for mag pick up. 12-24v.
Electronic mains filter 110v-240v AC 750Watt.
Lamp flasher kit 6-12v 1A adjustable frequency.
Frequency generator 1-50KHZ 6-12v. ideal test aid.
Electronic fuse 5-30v 3A. Resets on power on/off.

PACK
QUANTITY

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

£7.00

7P15

£12.00
£5.00
£20.00
£10.00
£20.00
£55.00
£18.00

12P18
5P158
20P25
10P131
20P38
55P1
18P14

£40.00
£4.00
£9.00
£9.00
£9.00
£5.00
£12.00
£20.00
£6.00
£4.00

40P11
4P85
9P6
9P7
9P8
5P204
12P17
20P27
6P1

£39.00
£18.00
£20.00
£5.00
£7.00

4P69
39P1
18P2
20P35
5P212
7P36
14P15

1
1

£14.00
£14.00

14P16

1

£9.00

9P19

1
1
1
1
1
1

£5.00
£7.00
£7.00
£10.00
£8.00

5P213
7P37
7P38
10P151
8P152
8P153

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£8.00
£15.00
£6.00
£15.00
£14.00
£11.00
£8.00
£10.00
£6.00

1
1
1

£5.00
£4.00

1

£6.00

£10.00

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

Gas detector for alchohol, benzol, propane, carbon
monoxide (contained in smoke) etc. 12v.

1

£20.00

20P43

Game of skill kit. 9-12v.

1

£5.00

5P215

IC radio SW, MW, LW 220mW 9v.
Ice warning kit for cars, fridges, freezers etc. 9-12v.

1

£8.00

8P155

1

£7.00

DC speed controller 12-16v 2A. Ideal trains, drills etc.

1

£10.00

7P39
10P154

Inductance bridge for metering coils. 9v.
Interval switch adjustable ideal for wipers, alarms etc12v\
LED light band 14 leds on 1.5m lead light anernately.18v

1
1

£12.00
£12.00
£10.00

12P52
12P53
10P155

£10.00
£15.00

10P156
15P58

LED voltage display 0-30v adj. ideal VU, batt ind, 12v.
LED display superior version with 30 leds in an arc.

1
1
1

Light barrier (light source req'd) relay o/p. 12v.

1

£9.00

9P20

Single channel sound to light kit 1000 watt.
Six channel sound to light kit. 500 watt per channel.

1

£6.00
£17.00

6P84

3 channel sound to light for 12v 100w bulbs. 12v AC.
Light swell kit .Gradually lights & dims 240v bulb, 2 secs
Educational kit, 8yrs+, 7experiments. ban req'd.

1
1
1
1

£10.00
£11.00
£8.00

17P6
10P157
11P11
8P156
11P12

12 melody generator 3v. speaker req'd.

1

£11.00

Mesmeric insrument kit.

1

8P157

Metronome 30-300 beats per min. 6v.
Microphone preamp 4R-100KR imp. 2-40mV. 6-20v.

1

£8.00
£7.00
£6.00

7P40

Moving light 3-24v. 3A channel (3 channels).

1

Moving light 10 channels, 500w/chan mains adj speed.

1
1

£30.00

6P85
5P216
8P158
25P28
12P54
30P11

£5.00

5P217

1
1
1

£12.00

12P55

£15.00

15P59

£15.00
£8.00

15P60
8P159

£9.00

Mini moving lights (3 lights) 9-12v.
Morse code practice kit. 3-9v.
Moving light rope kit 6.5m long. 12v.

MW test transmitter.
Mains power controller 1300w ideal drills, motors,lamps.
Spy stethoscope for listening through walls etc.
SW -CB receiver 6-30Mhz. 6v. Speaker req'd.
Telephone amplifier uses pickupcoil (included) 9v.

1
1
1
1

1
1

£5.00
£8.00
£25.00
£12.00

1

£9.00

9P21
9P22

Star wars siren up to 15 watt.

1

£9.00

9P23

Strobe kit 1-10Hz adj. 240v.

1

Ultrasonic dog whistle 8k-25khz. 9v.

1

£16.00
£6.00

6P86

Thermal switch adj from -30 to +150 deg C. Relay o/p.
Ships siren 5watt o/p ok for door bells, alarms etc. 12v.
Universal stereo pre-amp 9-30v.
Touch switch. On & off contacts. Relay o/p.
Tone control, stereo, bass, treble, volume. 9-18v.

1

Warship siren up to 15watt o/p. 12v
Kojak siren, loud.

1
1
1

£9.00
£6.00
£7.00
£7.00

16P15
9P24
6P87
7P41
7P42
15P61

TV test channel pattern generator (selection) 6v.

1
1

£15.00
£10.00

Twilight switch. On at dusk off at dawn. 250w 240v.

1

£9.00

9P25

5watt fog horn kit 4.5-12v DC.

1

£6.00

6P56

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

Aiternate flashing signal for 26-12v bulbs. Adjustable.
IC radio kit MW-SW-LW.

1

£3.00

1

£8.00

Shocking kit generates 80-300v from 9v battery.

1

Antenna amplifier kit. 0.15 MHZ -350MHZ 9 -18v.
Lamp flashing circuit (4-12v) 1-3 per sec (kit).
VHF receiver kit. 79-110 9v operation.
Lie detector kit. 4.5v battery required.
Electronic dice kit.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5P198
3P89B
10P122
6P57
9P13
8P54
16P9
5P199
4P84
16P10
5P200
8P55
8P56
20P36

1

£7.00
£5.00
£3.00
£10.00
£6.00
£9.00
£8.00
£16.00
£5.00
£4.00
£16.00
£5.00
£8.00
£8.00
£20.00
£5.00

1
1

£3.00
£5.00

3P140
5P18

1
1
5

£1.00
£2.00
£1.00

BD546
2P179
CD411

4
3

£1.00

CD412

£1.00
£1.00
£3.00

CD413
CD414
3P413

£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

BD665
BD486
2P144

1

£2.00

2P411

1
1
1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00

Antenna amplifier kit (wide band) 30-850MHZ 12-18v.
Infrared 6m light barrier kit 9-12v.
Metal detector kit.
2varicolour LED adjustable flashing kit for badges etc.
Electronic dog bark kit!
Traffic light kit with LEDS. Suitable for models etc.
FM transmitter kit 2watt output.
Robot voice kit. Converts your voice into a robot voice.
Parabolic microphone kit 15"dia 200 metre range.
Dummy car alarm module.
PUMPS
Drill operated pump. Fits any drill.
Washing machine pump. mains.
RECTIFIERS
Bridge rectifier 600v 3A.
Rectifier 35A 60v.
50v 1.5A Woo5 bridge rectifier.
400v 1.5A W004 bridge rectifier.
400v 3A KBPC104 bridge rectifier.
800v 6A KBPC 608 bridge rectifier.
600v 25A KBPC2506 bridge rectifier.
RELAYS
PCB mount relay 5v coil 2C/O 2A contacts. 26x18x17.
Mains operated relay. Single 8A C/O .45x30x32mm
Mains operated relay. 4 8A C/O contacts.60x50x3Omm
3v reed relay kit. 4coils and 4 reeds.
12v water resistant relay.
12v sealed relay 2C/O contacts. 20x10x22m.
12v
12v
12v
12v

minature relay SPDT 16A 240vAC contacts.
minature relay 700 ohm coil. 2C/O contacts.
minature relay. 4 C/O contacts. 160ohm.
DC or 24v AC plug in relay. 3 C/O contacts.

24v minature relay. 4 CIO 5A contacts. 28x20x32mm.
1.5v relay 16 ohm 2 C/O contacts. 23x18x3Omm.
2v reed relay. Normally closed contacts.30x12x9mm

2
2
1
1
1

2
2
1
2

3P88B
8P53
7P30

5P201

BD154

£1.00
£1.00

BD311
2P412
BD51
BD52
BD50
BD580
BD512

£1.00

BD549

£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

RESISTORS 1/4 WATT 2% METAL FILM

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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Game of Skill Kit.

Inductance Bridge Kit.
With this kit
coils can be
easily measured

Pass the loop over the wire to prevent the

2adjustable scales

alarm and the light operating. 9-12v.
£.00 Ref 5P215.

9v operation. £12.00 Ref 12P52.

IC VHF Receiver Kit.
High quality
receiver uses

Light Barrier with
invisible infra red

1- 100mH, .1-10H.

Infra-Red Light Barrier Kit.

TDA7000.

light beam.

Good selectivity

Complete with

8R 1W speaker required. 9v.

transmitter and

£10.00 Ref 10P122.

receiver. 6m range 9-12v. 3A relay contact
output. £16.00 Ref 16P9.

IC Radio MW-SW-LW Kit.
Interval Switch (Universal) Kit.
Interval time 1-140sec
Length .2-12sec
7.5-12v operation
Single circuit radio that receives medium,
short or long wavebands. 220mW output.
9v. £8.00 Ref 8P155.

5A relay contact o/p
LED inverval
indicator. Ideal for wiper controller, lamps,
motors, alarms etc. £12.00 Ref 12P53.

Ice Warning Instrument Kit.
Indicates undesirable

LED Light Band Kit.

temperature changes

Decorative 1.5m

in fridges, freezers

band of 14 LED's
which light up

or as frost warning
for cars etc.
9-12v supply req'd.
£.00 Ref 7P39.

alternatively to
give amoving
display. 18v.
£10.00 Ref 10P155.

Impulse Voltage Control Kit.
Almost loss free regulation
of speed for DC motors
providing almost full
torque at all speeds.

LED Modulation/Voltage Display Kit.
A voltage measuring
kit. Displays up to
30v. Ideal for batt

Ideal for trains,drills

indicator, amp o/p

toys etc. Max 2A

speaker peak meter etc.

12-16v.

I2v operation.

£10.00 Ref 10P154.

£10.00 ref 10P156.

19a

DESCRIPTION
10 x50 values (SOO resistors in all).
10 x 10 values of your choice (1/4watt metal film).
HI WATTAGE RESISTOR PACKS
2.5 watt wire wound resistors.
5watt wire wound resistors.
9watt wire wound resistors.
SEMI CONDUCTORS
LM317T Variable voltage reg 1.5A.
NE555 timer chip.
NE556 dual timer chip.
Bargain pack of 20 different ICs.
TIP3055 power transistor.
100 watt mosfet pair 2SJ99 and 2SK343.
Power mosfet 2SJ77.
J111 JFET.
SERVISOL SERVICE AIDS
Switch cleaner 226g aerosol with applicator.
Aero clene precision cleaner. Aerosol.
Circuit freezer for fault finding. 226g aerosol.
Foam cleanser (powerful). 370g aerosol.
Silicone grease for waterproofing. 226g aerosol.
Anti static spray mist. 150g aerosol
Plastic seal. 145g aerosol.
Aero duster. 200g aerosol.
Quick fix mains connector.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

1
100

£5.00
£2.00

51=1 70
2P413

60

£3.00
£3.00
£3.00

3P414

45
35
2
4
3

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

1

£1.00
£1.00
£4.00
£2.00
£1.00

1
1
1
10

3P415
3P416
BD905
CD204
CD205
BD906
BD655
4P51
2P285
BD864

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£7.00
£1.00

2P321
2P322
2P323
2P324

Carbon fibre record cleaning brush 1,000,000 fibres.
500 ml of precision gear oil with applicator tube.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£2.00

2P269

Disc drive head cleaner for 51/4" double sided.

1

£2.00

2P250

Soldering iron stand complete with sponge.
Etch resist pen for making PCBs.
15 watt mains soldering iron.
Antex 15 watt iron with lmm bit. 250v.

1

3P66

1
1
1
1
1
1

£3.00
£1.00
£3.00
£10.00
£6.00
£1.00
£18.00
£6.00
£6.00
£4.00
£3.00
£8.00
£12.00
£2.00

6P3

150mm x300mm 7.5v, 200mA Amorphous silicon cell.
53mm x25mm 2v, 20mA Amorphous silicon cell.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

300mm x300mm 12v 200mA Amorphous silicon cell.

1

£15.00

15P62

1/2kg solder 60/40 multicore resin solder 22swg.
Instrument case with handle 5"x4"x2".
Portasol gas soldering iron (uses lighter gas) 10-60w.
SOLAR CELLS
Solar battery charger. Takes 4AA cells.
Solar battery charger. Takes 2C cells.
100mm x60mm 1.87v, 153mA Amorphous silicon cell.
70mm x50mm 3v, 40mA Amorphous silicon cell.
150mm x150mm 7.5v, 108mA Amorphous silicon cell.

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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BD707

BD699
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DESCRIPTION
700mA .45v solar cell. 95x65x7.5mm.
400mA .45v solar cell. 75x45x7.5mm.
100mA .45 solar cell. 45x26x7.5mm.
SOLENOIDS
Mains solenoid. 38x25x32mm 25mm travel.
Mains solenoid. 50x35x38mm 20mm travel
12v solenoid with plunger. 30x12x12mm 20mm travel.
70v DC solenoid 2 1/2" x 1". Powerful.
12v DC solenoid 13/4" square. Powerful.
SPECIAL LIGHTING EFFECTS
Motor driven switch 6or more 10A c/o contacts.
Sound to light kit. 750 watts per channel(3). Cased.
Mains motor driver flasher 1000 watt.
Strobe light, cased, 240v AC adjustable speed.
ALSO SEE PROJECTS AND KITS
STRIP BOARD
5"x 4" .1 spacing copper clad strip board.
17" x4" .1 spacing copper clad strip board.
STRIPPERS
Component board full of ICs transistors etc.
UK cased modems ideal for stripping.
SUPPRESSORS
Mains filter (inductance and capacitance) with leads 13A.
Auto noise eliminator inline for car use.
Noise suppressor 2A inline mains. Chassis mount.
SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS
FM bug built inside a 13A mains adapter. The adapter
still functions but transmits even the slightest wisper.
FM bug kit with embedded coil.
Built and tested superior minature FM bug.
Built and tested phone bug fits inside phone and is
powered by the phone.
As above but built into asecondary BT socket.
As above but built into amaster socket.
Handheld built and tested bug detector.
Airband receiver.
SWITCHES ROTARY
4pole 3way.
3 pole 4way.
2pole 6way.
1pole 12 way.
Rotary mains on/off switch.
Ceramic wave change switch 12 pole 3way. 1/4" shaft.
SWITCHES PUSH

PACK
QuIe4T,TY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NuMBER

1
1
1

£3.00
£2.00
£1 00

3P42

1

£1.00
£1.00

BD300

2P199
BD631

£1.00
£2.00
£2.00

BD199
BD232
2P271
2P272

1
1

£2.00
£20.00
£2.00
£25.00

2P19
20P35
2P25
25P23

1
1

£1.00
£4.00

4P62

1
1

£2.00
£3.00

2P282

1
2
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD248
BD751
BD570

1
1
1

£26.00
£5.00
£14.00

26P2
5P158
14P3

1
1

£20.00
£23.00
£24.00
£50.00
£25.00

20P28
23P10

£1.00
£1.00

BD870
BD871

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD872
BD873
BD456
BD303

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
3
3
3
3
2
1
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DESCRIPTION

BD263
BD201

£1.00

BD670

£1.00

BD121

£1.00

BD722

Ll, I()

Heavy duty illuminated switch 2 pole C/O at 16A.

BD176

£1.00
£1.00

£1.00

•-

Pushon push off mains table lamp switch.

ORDER
NUMBER

.4

Panel mount push switch. 5A 250v.

PACK
PRICE

`.4 CM CO •Cr

Normally on heavy duty metal switches.
Oblong push switches 5A 220v AC.
Key board style push switch with knob.

PACK
QUANTITY

£1.00
£1.00

BD756
BD869

SWITCHES SLIDE
Slide switch single pole C/O chassis mount.
Mini slide switch DPDT 5A.

Minature toggle sw SPST 13x8x9mm.
Minature toggle sw SPDT c/off 13x8x9mm.
DPDT 13x13x9mm.
DPDP c/off 13x13x9mm.
sw SPST 10A 30x18x14mm.
sw DPDT 10A 30x21x2Omm.

Standard size toggle switch.
4 pole cetre off do toggle switch. 10A 250v.

2P415
2P416

£1.00
£2.00
£2.00

CD416
2P417

£3.00
£4.00

2P418
CD417
3P418
4P156

£1.00
£1.00

BD343
BD649

£1.00

BD605

C..)

£1.00

co --- ,--

Sub minature toggle switch 8 x4 x7mm SPST.

CD415

£2.00
£2.00

01 •-• C\I C\I CM •-

Minature toggle sw
Minature toggle sw
High current toggle
High current toggle

£1.00

"7 (INV'

Submin toggle sw SPDT 8x4x7mm.
Submin toggle sw DPDT 8x4x7mm.

N

SWITCHES TOGGLE
Submin toggle sw SPST 8x4x7mm.

£1.00

BD41

£2.00

2P268

£1.00
£1.00

SWICHES ROCKER
Rocker switch panel mount single pole 10A. White.
Double pole rocker with built in 3A trip. 240v.

Rocker switch SPST. 13A.
Spring loaded 10A rocker switch. (car window etc).

lf) CO CM

Rocker switch 2 pole CÍO 10A.
Rocker switch SPST centre off. 10A 250v.

£1.00

BD732
BD43
BD41

£1.00

BD728

£1.00

BD166
2P288
2P370
BD13
BD269

SWITCHES VARIOUS
30A panel mount toggle switch 250v.
Key operated switch good quality Yale.
Key operated 3 way good quality switch. Yale type.
C\I

Glass reed switch.
Mercury switch.

£2.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

Telephone keypad on PCB.

£1.00

Switch pack 10 assorted switches.
Thumb wheel switch standard size normal contacts.

£2.00
£1.00
£1.00

Double pole on off leaf switch.
TAGS AND CONNECTORS

CD CD
00
•- •-

Push on 1/4" tag connectors.
Soldercon terminals (make your own IC sockets).

CD
•:t

Humidity swich.

BD32
CD11
2P372
BD590
BD350

£1.00

BD217

£1.00

BD219

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCRIPTION
1

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

ELEPHONE BI FS-

100 metre reel of white 6 core cable.

1

£14.00

14P11

500 pack of cable clips for above cable.
10 digit switch pad for telephone etc.

1
1

£2.00
£1.00

2P99

3 metre phone leads new style plug. Black.
3 mtre phone leads new style plug. White.
Device to enable any phone to be converted to new plug

2
1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

BD639
BD705
2P249

£3.00

3P70

6

£1.00

BD264

Wall mounting low voltage thermostat.
Panoset. Keeps saucepans at pre set temperature.
Oven thermostat with tep calibrated knob.

1
1

£1.00
£1.00

BD115
BD252

1

Appliance thermostat. Spindle type adjustment.

2
4

£2.00
£1.00

2P158
BD582

£1.00

BD537

4
4

£1.00
£1.00

4
4
4

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

BD978
BD979
BD980
BD981
BD982

1

5 metre new style telephone extension lead.

BD200

TERMINALS
Screw down terminal posts. Also take 4mm banana plug.
THERMOSTATS

3 level water thermostats.
THERMISTORS
5mm dia NTC 4OR @ 100 deg, 300 @ 25R.
5mm dia NTC 8OR @ 100 deg, 1K @ 25R.
5mm dia NTC 38OR @ 100 deg, 5K @ 25R.
5mm dia NTC 1K8R @ 100 deg, 30K @ 25R.
5mm dia NTC 5K1 @ 100 deg, 100K @ 25R.
TIMERS AND TIME SWITCHES
25A electrical programmer (ex equipment).

1

£3.00
£6.00

3P106

Microwave control panel with digital clock and relay o/p.
10 min clockwork time switch 15A 230v.
90 min time switch engraved in mu's 15A 230v.

1

£1.00

BD579

1

£2.00

2P90

2 hour time switch. Clockwork 15A.

1
1
1

2P89
2P9
10P14
7P17
3P105

6P18

1

£2.00
£2.00
£10.00
£7.00

Adaptor kit for above to give 12 on/offs.
24 hour time switch. (ex equipment).

1

£3.00

1

£1.00

BD45

Mains driven electric clock. (uncased).

1

£1.00

BD211

TOOLS ETC
Extra thin screw driver.
5" electricians pliers.
Multimeter 16 ranges .2K OPV with leads.
Multimeter 20K OPV 10A AC ample ranges.

4
1
1
1

£1.00
£2.00
£7.00
£15.00

BD129
2P253
7P10

4BA spanner.

10

£1.00

BD142
BD322

Smiths time and set switch for heating etc. 15A.
100A time switch. 1on 1off per 24 hours.
Plug in Venner solar dial including case with window.

15P30

Screw drivers.

10

£1.00

Top pocket screw drivers.
7" electricians pliers.

2
1

£1.00

BD436

£3.00

3P25

6" diagonal side cutters.

1

£2.00

2P161
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STEAM ENGINE

WHISPER 2000 LISTENING AID
You may have seen these aids

Brand new complete
steam engine
including boiler
burner and fuel.
Made by Mamod.

advertised in the national press
at £8.95. If you haven't its adeviceit
that enables you to hear sounds —4
that would otherwise be inaudible.
Our Price is £5.00 ref 5P179

Our price £30.00 ref 30P124
STEAM TRACTION ENGINE.
Again made by the famous
Mamod company
A realistic model of atraditional
traction engine again complete with fuel et
Our price is £58.00 ref 58P124

acamera or acomputer to
astandard TV set. Max

microphone that transmits to an
ordinary FM radio. It is battery

range is 500

£15.00

12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Cmprehensive receiver
covering 7shortwave bands
FM, AM and LW. Tuning eye
DX/local switch mains or
battery. Complete with
shoulder strap & mains
lead. £19.00 ref 19P14
VIDEO SENDER UNIT
These units are designed to
transmit audioand video
signals from either a Video,

FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE

operated (PP3) and has two
transmit power levels. Tuneable
from 90-105MHZ max imum

,—

mrr

range is 100 ft. 12v operation, Price £15.00
ref 15P39 12v psu £5.00 ref 5P178.

tm.migre

ref 15P42

MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS
A pair of walkie talkies with a
range of up to 2 Kilometres.
r
,
Units measure 22x52x155mm
and come complete with
cases, aerials and earpieces.
Price for the pair is £30.00
ref 30P12.
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIO

PASSIVE INFRA RED
MOTION SENSOR

Budt in day light sensor.
Adjustable lights on time (8 sec-15mins)
50' range with a90 degree coverage.
- •Manual over ride facility.
Low cost car stereo system giving 5watts Complete with wall brackets bulb holders etc
per channel. Signal to noise ratio <45db
Brand new and guaranteed
wow and flutter less than .35%. neg earth. OUR PRICE £19.00 ref 19P29
Retail price £49.95, ours..£19.00 ref 19P30

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273-203500

DESCRIPTION
Set of 6minature
Set of 6minature
Set of 5minature
7
-Mole grip style

flat bfade screwdrivers -in case.
crosspoint screwdnvers in case.
nut spinners in case (metric).
wrench.

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

1
1
1

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

2P31 1B
2P312
2P313

1
1
1
1

£3.00
£5.00
£2.00
£15.00

3P114
5P180
2P419
15P41

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

CD15
CD16
CD17
CD18
CD19
CD20
CD21
2P339

Minature driver transformer 20K to 1K (centre tapped).
TRANSFORMERS MAINS

1

£1.00

BD653

6v 1A upright mounting.
15v 2A upright mounting.
30v 1A upright mounting.
9-0-9v .4A PCB mounting.
12-0-12v 4.2 V A PCB mounting.
20-0-20v 2.5A upright mounting.

2
1
1
1
1
1

£1.00
£3.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£4.00

50v 2A plus 6.3v upright mounting.
250-0-250v 60mA plus 6.3v at 5A.
20v 1.5A upright mounting.
500 watt 2kv microwave transformer.
CHASSIS MOUNT TRANSFORMERS
6-0-6 2A 59x50x54mm 24VA.
9-0-9 2A 59x59x5Omm 36 VA.
12-0-12 2A 68x57x55mm 48VA.

1
1
1
1

£3.00
£4.00

BD9
3P88A
2P270
BD661
BD636
4P24
3P10

1
1
1

5P184
6P48
7P27

20-0-20 2A 78x65x66mm 80VA.

1

£5.00
£6.00
£7.00
£10.00

30-0-30v 2A 78x65x66mm 120VA.
6-0-6v 4A 68x57x54mm 48VA.
6-0-6v 8A 78x65x72mm 96VA.
9-0-9v 4A 68x57x66mm 72VA.
12-0-12v 4A 78x65x7Omm 96VA.
12-0-12v 8A 96x83x82mm 192VA.

1

£12.00

1
1
1
1
1
1

£7.00
£12.00
£10.00
£12.00
£22.00
£6.00

12P36
7P28
12P37

1
1

£5.00
£2.00

Minature electronics vice, table mounting. Metal.
Minature electronics vice, suction mounting. Plastic.
Minature PCB drill 9-16v DC 1.5A. With case.
CHROME VANADIUM SCREWDRIVERS
75 x3mm flat blade.
100 x3mm flat blade.
150 x5mm flat blade.
200 x5mm flat blade.
75mm 0size pozidrive.
75mm 1size pozidrive.
100mm 2size pozidrive.
150mm 3size pozidrive.
TRANSFORMERS COUPLING

0-15 3A 68x58x62mm 45VA.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS
Electronic auto transformer 1KW resistive loads only.
100 watt auto transformer.

£2.00
£4.00
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4P41
2P214
4P157

10P98

10P99
12P38
22P4
6P49
5P157
2P6
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DESCRIPTION
TRANSIS i
ORS
80108

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

ORDER
NUMBER

£1.00

BD911

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.00

BD912
BD921
BD923
BD924
BD927
BD928
BD933
2P298

2
2
6
6
5
5
5

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£1.00

2P299
2P300
2P301
2P302
2P303
2P304
BD934

2N3055
TRIACS AND THYRISTORS

3

£2.00

2P305

TIC206D 3A 400v triac.
110226D 8A 400v triac.
TIC246D 16A 400v Inac.
TIC106D 4A 400v thyristor.
TIC116D 8A 400v thyristor.
TIC126D 12A 400v thynstor.
TV BITS
Flyback EHT unit ITT ref 17ACC79.
8kv GEC line output transformers.
TV sound receiver box 240v 7channel.
75 ohm low loss co-ax cable.(10 metres).
75 ohm low loss co-ax cable (100 metres).

4
3
2
5
3
2

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

2P314
2P315
2P316
2P317
2P318
2P319

1
1
1
1
1

£2.00
£2.00
£12.00
£2.00
£15.00

2P111
2P262
12P22
2P236
15P31

1

£1.00

BD56

24v DC air or water valve. Threaded couplings.
Air or gas shut off valve. Temp operated.
230v mains operated air valve.
230v mains water valve.
High pressure mains gas or water valve 1/2" thread.
VIDEO TAPES

1

£10.00
£1.00
£2.00
£1.00
£5.00

10P73
BD153
2P34
BD370
5P171

Blank 3 hour top quality video tape. (VHS).
Blank 3 hour top quality video tapes. (VHS).
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
5v 1A TO220 voltage regulator. 7805

1
5

£2.00
£8.00

2P420
8P161

3

£1.00

BD962

BC109
BC182L
BC184L
BC212L
BC238B
BC337
BFY51
BU208
MJ2955
MJE3055
TIP29A
TIP30A
TIP310
TIP32C
ZTX300

6
6
12
10
10
10
10
3
1

UNISELECTORS
Minature 50v unselector with circuit ideas.
VALVES AIR AND FLUID
1
1
1
1

BULL ELECTRICAL 0273 -203500
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DESCR IPTION

PACK
QUANTITY

PACK
PRICE

12v 1A 10220 voltage regulator. f812
-5v 1A TO220 voltage regulator. 7905
-12v 1A 10220 voltage regulator. 7912

3
3
3

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

ORDER
NUMBER

50963
BD964
BD965
BD966

5v 2A 10220 voltage regulator. 78S05

2

-12v 2A TO220 voltage regulator 78S12
WHEELS
13" 05 spoked wheel with tyre & tube. Cycle bearing
16" 05 spoked wheelwith tyre & tube. 1" centre hole.
WIRE AND CABLE

2

£1.00
£1.00

1
1

£6.00
£6,00

6P10
6P11

2core pvc covered cable 5A. (18 metres).
2core pvc covered cable 8A. (15 metres).

1

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£2.00
£5.00
£6.00
£5.00
£5.00
£6.00
£3.00

2P218
2P219
2P189
2P220
2P221
5P186
6P50
5P187
5P188
6P51
3P91

£2.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£3.00
£6.00
£6.00

2P365
3P124
3P125
3P126
3P127
6P52
6P53

£3.00
£3.00

3P128
3P129

£2.00
£3.00
£8.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00

2P347
3P130
8P19
2P20
BD122
BD207
2P168
3P131

3core pvc covered cable 5A. (15 metres).
3core pvc covered cable 8A. (14 metres).
3core pvc covered cable 10A. (12 metres).
IBM printer lead (D25 to Centronics plug). Parallel 2m.
IBM printer lead (d25 to Centronics plug). Parallel 3m.
RS232 data cable D25 male to D25 male 2Metres long.
RS232 data cable D25 female to D25 male. 2M long.
Centronics cable. Plug to plug 2 metres long.

1
1
1
1

50 metres of mains cable precut to 2m lengths.

1
1
1
1
1
1

24 metres of 4core screened audio cable 1.2m lengths.
RS232 D25 gender changers. Male to male.
RS232 D25 gender changers. Female to female.
D9 gender changer male to male.
D9 gender changer female to female.
Centronics gender changer male to male.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Centronics gender changer female to female.
D9 male to D25 female adaptor. (IBM compatable).

1

D9 female to D25 male adaptor. (IBM compatable).

1

IEC lead fitted with IEC socket. 2 metres.
IEC lead fitted with IEC socket and 13A plug. 2M.
4core cable 7x.2mm grey. (100 metres).
Garden tool extension cable 2core. (20m).
2core screened cable. (10 metres).
High voltage flex 14 x.007 heavily insulated. (5m).

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2.5mm red and black twisted cable 15A 230v. (10m).
Extra flexible cable (ideal test leads) 25m reel. Red.

1

RF cable type RG62A/U 93 ohm black 100m reel.
3 metres of speaker cable and 22pin din plugs.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10 feet of 24 way cable terminating in 2 D25 plugs.

1

Extra flexible cable (ideal test leads) 25m reel. Black.
Curly 3core 13A cable goes from 1' to 9.
RF cable type RG58C/U 50 ohm black 100m reel.
RF cable type RG59B/U 75 ohm black 100m reel.

£2.00
£3.00
£3.00
£2.00
£22.00
£26.00
£32.00
£1.00
£10.00
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BD967

3P132
2P243
22P5
26P1
32P2
BD724
10P121
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COMMODORE 64 DRIVE £25
4 times faster than the original
drive and 40 times faster than the
data recorder! Complete system
with media and software £25.00
ref 25P27. Additional 64K cartridges are £4.00 ref 4P150
VIEWDATA SYSTEM £20
Made by Tandata these units
comprise afull qweny keyboard,
1200/75 modem and plug straight
into a TV or monitor. Just plug
into BT phone socket and you can
access Preste!, Telecom gold, bulitin boards etc. £20.00 ref 20P40
HI RES MONITOR £22.00
Amber 12" screen Hercules compatible, TTL input, white plastic
case, H sync, V sync, and video
signals req'd. 12v 1.5A DC supply
required. £22.00 ref 22P26

CASED MODEMS FOR £3.00
Made for UK use (dialup) but again
no data or info. Good value even if
you strip them! £3.00 ref 3PI E
BENCH POWER SUPPLY £4
Superbly made units cased in attractive steel cases. Give 12v at 2A
plus a6V supply. Built in battery
backup circuitry, short circuit
protected and fused. Standard IEC
inlet. £4.00 ref 4P3E

Mains operated motorized units
Complete with plastic covered
magnets, recovery system, extension feet and cable! £3.00 ref 3P257
SINCLAIR CS MOTOR
Ideal for motorizing push bikes,
submarines, boats, small cars,
model trains etc. Two types available £20 for standard motor ref
20P22 or £40 for standard motor
with 4tol reduction gearbox fitted. Ref 40P8. We also have an
electronic speed control kit to suit
the above motors at £17 ref 17P3
PC MODEM FOR £.00
Plug in XT/AT modem made by
Westinghouse. No data or software so if you buy one you are on
your own!! £9.00 ref 9P11

technical manual is included.
FAX PAPER BARGAIN £1.50
We have alarge quantity of FAX
paper made by Cannon. Standard
A4 by 50 metre roll. Packed in
boxes of 6at £9.00 ref 9P18. We
expect quite ahigh demand for
this so please check availability
before ordering.

PC POWER SUPPLIES £5.00

AMSTRAD 464 COMPUTER
£30

3types available.

We have refurbished 464s com-

150 watt. New £15 ref 15P54
200 watt. New £20 ref 20P41
Customer returned units (so may
need attention) £5.00 ref 5P2I 0

plete with GT64(5) green screen
monitors and software pack for

MICROWAVE
LERS £4.00

CONTROL-

Mains powered with digital clock,
programmable so can be used to

I2V I9A TRANSFORMERS
turn something on or off at apreset
Ex equipment but ok complete with
time. High current relay output.
very tatty case! £20.00 ref 20P4 I
Makes asuperb enlarger timer!
Our price is £4.00 ref 4P151
MAGNETIC AGITATORS £3
made for stirring liquids etc.

cards, drives etc supplied with the
system but a full mother board

286 MOTHER BOARD £49
Brand new boards upgradable to 4
meg on board. IOMHZ, full tech-

£89.00 ref 89P3
Customer returned 464s at £30.00
Ref 30P210
Customer returned GT64(5) monitors at £15.00 ref 15P55
MIRACOM WS4000 MODEM
£29
We have alarge quantiy of Refurbished units complete with leads
and power supplies available at
only £29.00! The recommended
retail for these units is £199!
Specifications
CCITT V2I/23 standards

nical manual, 30x35 cm. Ref 49P Il AT command set
Full software control
Also customer returned units availMicroprocessor based
able at £20.00 ref 20P42
AutodiaVAuto answer
Audio call monitoring
DISC DRIVES FOR £7
Tone and pulse dialling
Customer returned units of mixed
capacities and sizes. These are sold

Non volatile memory

on arandom basis so we are unable
to offer achoice of drive. £7.00 ref

Call progress detection
38mm (H) I
82mm (W) 245mm

7P35

(D)
High impact ABS case.

286 PACKAGE £139
We can supply a286 mother board,
1meg of memory, keyboard, power
supply and full size metalcase for
only £139 ref 139P1
Note -The case will have to modified to accept the mother board
and power supply, ther are no I/O

ONLY £29.00 Ref 29P2I 0
CALL IN AND COLLECT
YOUR GOODS. SHOP OPEN
MON -SAT 9-5.15 250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE.

TELEPHONE ORDERS 0273 203500
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PRIORITY ORDER FORM
TO BULL ELECTRICAL dept 92
250 PORTLAND ROAD
HOVE SUSSEX

USE THIS FORM FOR
ANY ORDER WITH CASH
CHEQUE OR CREDIT CARD

BN3 5QT
QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

POSTAGE
FROM

COST

ORDER NO

£3.00

VAT
TOTAL

CREDIT CARD NO
TELEPHONE ORDERS 0273 203500

EXP DATE

28

INDEX
AERIALS
ALARMS

14
14

1
1
1
1
1
2
4

MICROSWITCHES
MISCELLANEOUS
MONITORS
MOTORS
MULTIMETERS
NOISE FILTERS
OPTO

5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7

PANEL METERS
PCB EQUIPMENT
POTS
POWER SUPPLIES
PRESSURE SWITCHES
PROJECTS AND KITS
PUMPS
RECTIFIERS

7
7
8
10
8
8
9
9
9
9
10

RELAYS
RESISTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS
SERVICE AIDS
SOLAR CELLS
SOLENOIDS
LIGHTING EFFECTS
STRIPBOARD
STRIPPERS
SUPPRESSORS
SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS

10
10
21

SWITCHES
TAGS AND CONNECTORS
TELEPHONE BITS

GOOSENECKS

11
11

TERMINALS
THERMOSTATS

HEATSHRINK SLEEVING
HEATSINKS

11
11

THERMISTORS
TIMERS AND TIME SWITCHES

23

HEATING

11
11
12
12
13

TOOLS
TRANSFORMERS
TRIACS AND THYRISTORS
TRANSISTORS
TV BITS

23
24
25
25

13
16
13
13
13
12
13
14

UNISELECTORS
VALVES AIR AND FLUID
VIDEO TAPES
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
WHEELS
WIRE AND CABLE

AMPLIFIERS
BATTERIES
BATTERY CHARGERS
BOOKS
BOXES
BURGLAR ALARMS
CABLE TIES
CAPACITORS
CONTACTORS
COUNTERS
CRYSTALS
CONNECTORS
CLOCKS
COILS
COMPUTER BITS
DIODES
DISC DRIVES & DISCS
DELAY SWITCHES
DISPLAYS
ELECTRICAL
LIGHTING
FANS
FEET
FERRITE POTS
FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
FUSES AND HOLDERS
FM BUGS
GEARS

HEADPHONES
IC SOCKETS
INDICATORS AND BULBS
INSULATORS
KEYBOARDS
KITS
LOUDSPEAKERS
KNOBS
LASERS
LED'S
MAGNETS
MICROPHONES

14
14
23
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
23
23
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23
23

25
25
25
25
25
26
26

29

Bull Electrical
250 Portland road
Hove
Sussex
BN3 5QT
Phone 0273-203500
Fax 0273 23077

